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EDI TORS ' FOREWORD 
A significant amount of research has previously been done on the languages 
of Sabah ( cf .  Bibliography) . However ,  a comprehensive study of the re lationships 
of all major Sabah languages has been lacking . Prentice ( 1970) , who himself has 
contributed a great deal to the understanding of these languages - especially the 
Murutic languages - stated clearly that basic and comprehensive research was 
necessary in order to make an overall classification possible . 
A massive amount of data was collected by members of the Summer Institute of 
Linguistics ( S IL) during their survey of the languages of Sabah ( 1978-1981 ) . As 
the pro j ect progressed it became apparent that by reporting the result s ,  a signif­
icant contribution could be made to the understanding of the interrelationships of 
these languages .  
Dr Kenneth D .  Smith , the Institute ' s  director in Malaysia , took the lead in 
analysing and reporting the data using lexicostatistics . The results of his study 
are presented in Part I of this volume . 
Part I I  goes on from there to present the perspective gained after intelligi­
bil ity testing was conducted throughout Sabah . 
Part I I  begins with an introduction by Carolyn P .  Mil ler which serves to 
familiarise the reader with the methodology used in the intelligibility testing 
phase of the survey . Following the introduction are 19 reports dealing separately 
with each language or language family where intelligibility testing was conducted . 
The format and progression of each report was standardised to aid the reader in 
comparing the different languages . ' 
Among the articles in Part II , the reader will find those dealing with lan­
guages which are more well-known , such as The Kadazan/Dusun language by John and 
Elizabeth Banker , The Murutic language family by John A .  Spitzack , The Suluk 
( Tausug) language by David C .  Moody , and The Rungus language by Julie K .  King . 
But others , based on new findings , present language breakdowns and designa­
tions which are less familiar , such as in the reports : The East Coast Baj au lan­
guage by Janice Walton and David C .  Moody , The West Coast Baj au language by 
Elizabeth F .  Banker , The Paitanic language family by Julie K .  King and The Ida ' an 
language by John E .  Banker . 
In his conclusion to Part I I ,  David C .  Moody attempts to draw the results of 
the entire survey together to give the reader a more concise picture of the overall 
language s ituation , based on the S IL survey . He also attempts to draw some com­
parisons between the SIL classification and those of Dyen ( 1965) and Prentice 
( 1970) . 
Though the articles presented here represent a giant step towards a compre­
hensive classi fication of the languages of Sabah , the individual writers suggest 
areas where delineations remain vague and further research i s  needed . 
On behalf of the Malaysia Branch of the Summer Institute of Linguistics ,  we 
wish to express our appreciation to officials of the Sabah State Government 
including those at the district and village levels , for their great help in pro­
viding Institute members with letters of introduction , guides and transportation . 
v 
vi 
Their own understanding of the languages and peoples in their areas was also very 
helpful . 
We are indebted to all of the people in the many villages of Sabah who gave 
their time to work with us and answer our questions . Without their help and co­
operation this project could not have been undertaken . 
It is our hope that this volume wil l indeed contribute to the understanding 
of Bornean languages and that it will be a stimulus to further research . 
Julie K .  King and John Wayne King , eds 
Kota Kinabalu , Sabah 
May 1984 
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O .  INTRODUCT ION 
Nestled along the coast and tucked into the mountains of Sabah are 
Sabahans representing various cultural groups and speaking various languages 
and dialects . The cultural centre of some of these groups is in Sabah whereas 
for others it is in the surrounding area - including Sarawak , Kalimantan, Sulawes i  
and the southern Philippines a s  well a s  some more distant islands of Indonesia.  
The purpose of this paper is to present a tentative classification of these 
languages and dialects of Sabah based upon a lexicostatistical analysis of 344 
wordlists representing 325  villages of Sabah. 1 
The data used for this classification was gathered by a team of seven 
trained field linguists between October 1978 and November 1979 . 2 The linguists 
visited each of the 23 4istricts of the State of Sabah and interviewed speakers 
from as many villages within each district as the local district officials 
Julie K. King and John Wayne King , eds Languages of Sabah : a s urvey report , 
1-49 . Pacific Linguist i cs , C- 7 8 ,  1984 . 
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2 KENNETH D. SMITH 
identi fied as representative of the different languages and dialects occurring 
within the district s .  3 Some 3 31 representatives of 325  villages were thus inter­
viewed . ( Including Bahasa Malaysia and several languages from Sarawak and the 
Philippines , altogether 344 language samples were included in this study . ) 
From each representative a standard 367- item wordlist of basic vocabulary 
was elicited .
4 
Bahasa Malaysia was generally the language of communication . 
The linguists then compiled a master wordbook in which they listed for each item 
( or meaning) each different word root found in any wordlist . 5 Because most word 
roots occurred with a variety of affixes or sound changes in different wordlists , 
the various forms of each word root became a set of ' cognate ' forms . Each cog­
nate set was assigned a number : using these numbers each wordlist was converted 
from a string of phonetic forms to a string of numbers . Using a somewhat shorter 
327-item wordlist 6 each wordlist was then compared mechanically with every other 
wordlist to obtain the percentage of shared cognates for each pairing of word­
lists - almost 60 , 000 pairings . The percentage of shared cognates ( PSC) for 
every pair of wordlists thus obtained are the basis for the following classifi­
cation of the languages of Sabah. 
The classification given here is based upon seven degrees of distinction : 
( 1 ) Between 0 and 15 PSC separates basic linguistic phyla. Different phyla do 
not share any known historical or genetic origin . The minimal similarity of a 
few vocabulary items is coincidence or the result of borrowing between languages 
brought into contact for some reason . Phyla are divided here into superstocks . 
( 2 )  Between 15 and 2 5  PSC separates linguistic superstocks , the most broad 
divisions of the phylum. Superstocks are divided into stocks . 
( 3 ) Between 2 5  and 45 PSC separates linguistic stocks ,  the broad divisions of 
the superstock . Stocks are divided into families . 
( 4 )  Between 45 and 60 PSC separates linguistic fami lies , the divisions of the 
linguistic stock.  Families are divided into subfamilies . 
( 5 )  Between 60 and 7 5  PSC separates linguistic subfamilies , the divisions of 
the linguistic family . Subfamilies are divided into languages .  I n  this clas­
sificat ion it is assumed that there can be little communication between speakers 
whose language s or dialects are in different subfamilies ( unless , of course ,  the 
speakers have had occasion to learn the other language through contact with its 
speakers . )  
( 6 )  Between 7 5  and 80 PSC separates linguistic languages , the divisions of the 
linguistic subfamily . 7 Languages are divided into dialects . In this classifi­
cation it is not clear how much oral communication is possible between speakers 
whose different languages are in the same subfamily grouping . Dialect intellig­
ibility testing is underway ( 1 980-1981) to clarify this question ( see below) . 
( 7 )  Between 80 and 85 PSC separates linguistic d ialects , the divisions of the 
linguistic language . In this classification it is assumed that there is full 
communicat ion among all speakers of a given dialect ; they may or may not fully 
understand speakers of another dialect within the same language . The greater 
the number of dialects within a language , the greater potential for loss of 
communication between some dialects . For any necessary linguistic distinction 
finer than ' dialect ' ,  the term ' subdialect ' is used . 
In the process of establishing dialects within languages two types of 
situation have been encountered : 
THE LANGUAGES OF SABAH 3 
Situation 1: Villages (wordlists) group consistently into dialects , and 
dialects group consistently into languages as shown in the hypothetical chart 
Figure 1 .  In Figure 1 villages A and B are of the same Dialect i ,  having greater 
than 85 PSC ; Villages C, D, and E are of the same Dialect j ,  also having greater 
than 85 PSC ;  Dialects i and j are of the same Language X since every village of 
Dialect i has a relation with every village of Dialect j of 80-85 PSC ; Village 
F is of a different Language Y s ince Village F has a relation with every village 
of Language X of 75-80 PSC . 
Village A 
90 Village 
83 83 village 
83  83  
83  8 3  
77  7 7  Village F 
Fi gure 1: Hypotheti cal PSC of s i x  vi l l ages formi ng consi stent groupi ng 
of  vi l l ages i nto d i a l ects and d i a l ects i nto l anguages . ( In 
this and the following figures the intersection of a column 
and a row indicates the PSC between the two village s ;  for 
example , Village A and village C are 83%  cognate . In this 
and some of the following charts a language tree is sketched 
to the right of the chart . The language tree is directly 
derivable from the boxes drawn in the chart ; the boxes enclose 
PSC within set ranges; the higher nodes of the tree represent 
the more remote linguistic affiliation ; the dotted lines 
labelled ' language distinctions ' ,  etc . indicate the percentage 
level at which the distinction is made . )  
Situation 2 :  Villages (wordlists) have a graduated relation with other 
villages forming a ' chain ' of dialects as shown in the hypothetical chart 
Figure 2 .  What are usually adj acent dialects (pictorially and geographically) 
have higher relations than non-contiguous dialects . Groupings of villages into 
dialects is not consistent but somewhat artificial . In Figure 2 villages A ,  B ,  
and C form a Dialect i ,  having greater than 85 PSC ; Villages B ,  C ,  and D form a 
Dialect j ,  having greater than 85 PSC ; etc . , as shown in Figure 3 .  Dialects i ,  
j ,  k ,  and 1 form a chain of interconnected dialects . Within any one dialect , 
intelligibility between villages i s  assumed ; but loss of intelligibility is 
assumed between the most remote village s ,  as between Villages A and F .  Though 
intelligibility is lost between Villages A and F they are nevertheless within 
the same l anguage group because they are connected by a chain of dialects . The 
overlapping of adj acent links of the dialect chain assures intelligibility between 
adj acent dialects or possibly even between near but non-adj acent dialects . 
Intelligibility breaks down as the distance down the ' chain ' increases . 8 
In this paper the s ituation ( 1 )  above is assumed unless the term ' chain ' 
is used , in which case the s ituation ( 2 )  pertain s .  
4 KENNETH D. SMITH 
village A 
E 
Village F 
Fi gure 2 :  Hypothetical  PSC for s i x  vi l l ages forming  a d i a l ect 
cha i n  wi th i n  a s i ng l e l anguage group 
Dialect i Dialect j Dialect k Dialect 
Village A Village B Village C Village D Village E Village 
Fi gure 3 :  Hypotheti ca l  di al ect cha i n  deri ved from Fi gure 2 
1 
F 
The classification of superstock, stock , and family at the 15-2 5 , 2 5-45 , 
45-60 PSC range s ,  respectively , is based upon a mass of comparisons within the 
stated range . A single isolated high comparison is usually disregarded , probably 
evidence of a special case of borrowing . 
Thi s  classification is tentative. A lexicostatistical classification gives 
consideration only to the retention (or,  from the opposite viewpoint , the re­
placement) of basic vocabulary items over a span of time . As language groups 
of the past have split and migrated apart from each other their original speech 
has changed . The sound systems have changed so that subsequently the two groups 
which once had spoken alike begin to speak the same words with slightly altered 
sounds . And the grammatical features of their languages - features like word 
order , affixes , particles , etc . - also change . Consequently the degree of one ' s  
comprehension of a dialect or language related to one ' s  own dialect or language 
is affected adversely by the increasing amount of replaced vocabulary items , of 
sound changes and of grammatical changes .  Lexicostatistics measures only the 
first of these three aspects of l anguage change . 
The linguistic team which gathered the wordlists for this study are revis­
iting each district of Sabah to test the speakers of the languages for their 
comprehension of related languages and dialects using tape-recorded stories . 
The results of this dialect intelligibility testing will be used to alter the 
assignment of the labels of ' language ' and ' dialect ' .  It is expected that some 
' languages ' distinguished here will prove to be only ' dialects ' as the speakers 
of such ' language s '  show that they comprehend some other ' language ' .  On the 
other hand , some ' dialects ' distinguished here will prove to be ' languages '  as 
the speakers of such ' dialects ' show that they do not comprehend some other 
related ' di alect ' .  
1 .  NON-AUSTRONES IAN LANGUAGES OF SABAH 
THE LANGUAGES OF SABAH 5 
It is not within the scope of this paper to discuss the Chinese , Indian , 
English or other non-south-east Asian languages spoken in Sabah ; neither have 
mother-tongue speakers of Bahasa Malaysia been interviewed (howbeit the dialect 
intelligibility testing survey includes a Bahasa Malaysia test tape to determine 
the degree of comprehension of Bahasa Malaysia throughout the state by the 
speakers of the local languages) . 
The only non-Austronesian l anguage spoken by residents of Sabah whose cul­
tural area is near Sabah is Chabacano ( Chavacano) , an Indo-European creole of 
Tagalog , Cebuano and Spanish origin . Though most speakers of Chabacano live in 
Zamboanga , Philippines ,  there is a community of Chabacano speakers in Kg Air SA 
(Semporna; for district abbreviations see Note 3 ) . From this one wordlist it is 
shown that Chabacano has only 5-14 PSC with any of the languages included in 
Section 2 below . 
2 .  AUSTRONES IAN LANGUAGES OF  SABAH 
The Austrone sian languages of Sabah represent three superstocks on the basis 
of 15 to 25 PSC between them. One superstock is represented by the Butung lan­
guage ( abbreviated in the accompanying chart as BU) , another by Javanese ( " Jawa" 
locally) ( JA) , and the third by North-western Austronesian to which most of the 
languages of Sabah belong. 9 Representative cognate percentages between these 
superstocks are shown in Figure 4 .  
BU ( Sapadulang LD) 
18 ( Kubuta TU) 
2 1  DN (Bongkud RU) 
F i gure 4 :  PSC re l ati ons of three representati ve l anguages of the three 
superstocks of the Austrones i an phy l um found i n  Saba h .  ( In 
most figures giving PSC figures the columns are headed by a 
2- letter language/dialect abbreviation followed by speci fic 
village name and 2-letter district abbreviation ; the language/ 
dialect abbreviations are identified below the chart.  
BU = Butung language ; JA = Jawa , representing Javanese 
stock ; DN = Dusun , representing North-western Austronesian 
superstock. ) 
2 . 1 Butung l anguage 
The only sample of the Butung language obtained in Sabah was collected in 
Sapadulang LD . The Butung people , numbering about 200 , 000 , traditionally 
inhabit Butung Island and the Tukangbesi I slands off south-east Sulawesi , 
Indonesia ( Grimes 1974) . The PSC relation of the single Butung wordlist with 
two other wordlists.is given in Figure 4 .  
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2 . 2  Javanese stock 
Several varieties of Javanese are spoken in Sabah . The Javanese people 
numbering 60 , 000 , 000 inhabit the Sunda Islands from Java to Timor . Javanese as 
spoken in Tenom appears to be from a different linguistic family than the other 
varieties whi ch form a Javanese family . Within the latter Javanese family three 
subfamilies are postulated , one of which includes two languages .  The five 
samples ( wordlists ) of Javanese encountered in Sabah thus represent five lan­
guage s .  The PSC re lations of these languages are shown i n  Figure 5 .  
, , JA ( Langsat , Melalap TM) , '\ 
61 JA ( Sandakan SN) , 
6 2  7 8  , ,� 
'\ �% �� � 59 7 3  ( Kubuta TU) ,'.(", �". 54 68 66 JA ( Lumat � 
'\ 
Fi gure 5: PSC rel ati ons of  fi ve l anguage sampl es of the Javanese s tock 
i n  Sabah . ( JA = Jawa . ) 
The villages , districts and probable homeland of these languages are : 
( 1) Jawa TM Langsat , Melalap TM Kapan , Java 
( 2 )  Jawa SN Sandakan SN Tasa , Java 
( 3 ) Jawa LD Jawa LD Central Java 
( 4 )  Jawa TU Kubuta TU ( established 1917)  Makalang , Java 
( 5 )  Jawa BT Lumat BT Java 
, 
'\ 
" 
Unfortunately the correspondence of these Javanese languages in Sabah with known 
Javanese dialects in Indonesia has not yet been established. "Jawa" in Sabah 
is probably generally thought to represent a s ingle language . Consequently only 
one wordlist was obtained in each of the districts where " Jawa" was reported . 
Since the five samples proved to be five distinct languages there may yet be 
more Javanese languages represented in Sabah among the " Jawa" speakers . 
2 . 3  North-western Austrones i an superstock 
On the basis of 2 5  to 45 PSC the languages of Sabah represent nine linguis­
tic stocks within the North-western Austronesian superstock . These are repre­
sented by the Lundayeh , Banggi , Illanun and Suluk languages , the Bugis and 
Ida ' an subfamilies , the Malayic and Baj au families , and the Bornean stock 
( Paitanic , Murutic and Dusunic ) . Representative cognate percentages of these 
stocks are given in Figure 6 .  Lundayeh has a notably lower relation ( 25-29 
PSC) with each of the other stocks than the others have with each other ( 30-46 
PSC) . Within the latter group , the Bornean stock , Banggi language and Ida ' an 
subfamily form a subgroup ( 4 1- 45 PSC) and due to borrowing , the relations of 
the Bajau family with both the Malayic stock and the Suluk language are elevated 
( 46 , 43  PSC) . ( For additional discussion on the Suluk-Baj au-Malayic relation 
see Section 2 . 3 . 8  Bajau family . )  
Fi gure 6: PSC of  l anguages representi ng the n i ne l i ngui sti c stocks of the 
North-western Austrone s i an superstock i n  Sabah .  ( LN = Lundayeh 
language ; BO = Bugis language , representing Bugis subfamily ; BI 
Brunei language , representing the Malayic family ; BU = Bajau , West 
Coast , representing the Bajau family ; SK = Suluk language ; IN = 
I llanun language ; ID = Ida ' an language , representing the Ida ' an 
subfamily ; BG = Banggi l anguage ; DN = Dusun l anguage , representing 
the Bornean stock . )  
2 . 3 . 1 Lundayeh l anguage 
Lundayeh ( LN) is spoken along the south-western border of Sabah and in 
neighbouring Sarawak. Some Lundayeh people have recently migrated north into 
Keningau Distric t .  Four samples (wordlists) of Lundayeh from Keningau , Tenom 
and S ipitang districts are compared in Figure 7 .  All four samples are very 
s imilar ( 87-89 PSC) and are considered subdialects of the Lundayeh language . 
The speakers in Kawang SG refer to their language as Lun Lod but it is clearly 
identi fied linguistically as Lundayeh . 
LN ( Kuala Punti KU) 
88 ( Kawang SG) 
88 87 LN (Baru Jurnpa TM) 
F i gure 7 :  PSC of four subd i a l ects of the Lundayeh l anguage . 
(LN = Lundayeh ; LL = Lun Lod . ) 
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2 . 3 . 2  Banggi l anguage 
Banggi i s  spoken on Banggi Island off the northern coast of Pitas District 
( howbeit Banggi I sland is administratively part of Kudat District) . Two samples 
of the Banggi language were taken in Lok Agong KT and Limbuak Darat KT and have 
88 psc . 
Though a close relationship with the Mo1bog language of southern Pa1awan , 
Philippines was suspected , it was found that Banggi of Lok Agong has only 5 2  PSC 
with Mo1bog of Ramos Island and 50 PSC with Mo1bog of Ba1abak Island off the 
southern tip of Pa1awan . Banggi and Mo1bog are thus quite distant linguistically 
(members of di fferent language families) ;  they are a few percentage points closer 
to each other than either is to the languages of the other stocks included here . 
2 . 3 . 3  I l l anun l anguage 
I11anun is spoken in Lahad Datu and Kota Be1ud districts of Sabah . In each 
district a distinct dialect of I11anun is spoken having 77-81 PSC . Figure 8 
shows the PSC of two samples of each dialect . 
The Maranao language of Lanao , Mindanao , Philippines , has 68 PSC with 
I11anun of Ku1ambai KB placing I11anun and Maranao within the same l inguistic 
family . 
" "-
" "-
IN ( Barigas LD) ------".'�---__;;..--�"'7,,-----7 "_ ./q 
9 3  I N  ( Na1a LD) -----� 
"_ �.9: " �q � 
81 80 IN ( Rampayan KB)----�� 
7 7  78 IN ( Ku1ambai 
F i gure 8 :  PSC of four sampl es , two d i a l ects of I l l anun . ( IN 
I11anun . )  
2 . 3 . 4  Su l uk l anguage 
"­
" 
"-
" 
su1uk ( SK) is the name given in Sabah to Tausug ( TS ) , the trade language of 
the southern Philippines ,  spoken by approximately 250 , 000 people from Jo10 south 
through the Su1u Archipelago . Seven samples of Su1uk were obtained from Sabah 
communities representing each of the east coast districts except Kinabatangan 
District . Figure 9 indicates the very close relationships among these samples 
(82-92 PSC) and their relationship with Tausug of Jo10 (7 7-87 PSC) . These 
clearly represent a s ingle lan guage . 
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SK ( 1stimewa SN) 
LD) 
89 SN) 
87 89 TU) 
84 86 
82 84 89 89 SA) 
82 83 87 84 84 ( Kolapis LS) 
7 7  81 84 84 82 87 TS ( Jolo PHL) 
F i gure 9 :  PSC of s even sampl es of the Su l uk  l anguage compared to 
Tausug of Jo l o ,  Ph i l i ppi nes ( PHL ) . (SK = suluk ; TS 
Tausug . )  
2 . 3 . 5  Bugi s subfami l y  
9 
Bugis ( BO) with 2 , 500 , 000 speakers , i s  traditionally spoken in South 
Sulawe s i , the western part of northern and central Sulawesi and in Kutai , Pasir 
and Pegatan in the south-east ( Grimes 1974) . Three samples of the Bugis l anguage 
have been obtained from Bugis communities in the Sandakan , Tawau and Lahad Datu 
districts of Sabah. These three samples differ from each other near the 80 PSC 
mark ; whether these constitute one or two languages because of a possible break­
down in communication with such differing vocabularies must be determined from 
intelligibility testing ; see Figure 10 . 
"-
" " 
BO ( Kg Bugis LD) 
" 
81 ( Parpadoam SN) " cj. 
,,� < 
76 BO ( Muhibbah Raya TU) �0t "- " 
Fi gure 10 : PSC of  three samp l es of  the Bugi s subfami l y .  (BO 
Bugi s .  ) 
2 . 3 . 6  Ida ' an subfam i l y  
1da ' an ( 1D) and Begahak ( BE )  are ethnonyms representing communities of 
speakers of the Ida ' an/Begahak language of the Ida ' an linguistic subfamily . 
"Sungai " ( S 1) i s  also sometimes used by the 1da ' an speakers to describe their 
language . 
Four samples of 1da ' an and one of Begahak , all in Lahad Datu , show that 
they are closely related to each other ( 8 7-95 PSC) . Four samples of sungai 
( i . e .  Ida ' an) from Kinabatangan and Sandakan districts show a divergence to 
dialect di stinctions ( 78-84 PSC) . These two groups are related below the 80 PSC 
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level ( 70-79 PSC) suggesting that Ida ' an/Begahak of Lahad Datu and Ida ' an Sungai 
of Kinabatangan and Sandakan are different languages . Intelligibility testing 
must clarify this point . See Figure 11 . 
ID ( Sapagaya LD) " , Ida ' an/Be " " " 
92 ID (Tabanak LD) " " 
" "-" "-91 LD) " " " " 
90 95 ( Segangan 
" Ida ' an "-" " Sungai 19. �� 87 90 BE (Ulu Tungku LD) "- � �.9; 
7 7  7 7  79 78 7 7  SI ( Dagat KN) 
78 79 77 79 76 KN) 
74 78 74 76 75 81 ( Suanlamba 
70 7 3  7 1  7 3  7 1  7 8  79 SI (Segalud SN) 
Fi gure 1 1 :  PSC of l anguages and d i a l ects wi thi n the I da'an subfami l y .  
( ID = Ida ' an ;  BE = Begahak ; S I = Sungai . )  
2 . 3 . 7  Ma l ayi c fam i l y  
\!loS' " 
"- " 
The Malayic family of languages has two distinct divisions within Sabah at 
the subfamily level ( i.e . 60-75 PSC) . One of these is represented only by the 
Iban language ; the other is a group of languages of the Malayic subfamily in­
cluding Bahasa Malaysia/Cocos Malay and Brunei/Kedayan . See Figure 12 . 
IB ( Iban TU) ------------�------��----�\\--------�� 
6 1  CS (Balung Cocos TU) __ � __ --r-��----�\\�::��\%� � '\. 
64 
6 3  BI (Brunei BT�--�� 
� '\�. �� \t<l\l\ 
�\I\ \ 
\ , 
F i gure 1 2 :  PSC re l ati ons of sampl e Sabah l anguages wi th i n  the Mal ayi c 
fami l y .  ( IB Iban ; cs = Cocos Malay ; BM = Bahasa 
Malaysia; BI = Brunei . ) 
2 . 3 . 7 . 1  I ban  l anguage 
The Iban ( IB) people , sometimes called Sea Dayaks , numbering approximately 
2 38 , 000 , inhabit portions of Sarawak , Brunei and Northern Kalimantan ( Grimes 
1 9 74) . Kg Iban in Tawau is a community of Iban speakers who came to Sabah from 
Sibu , Sarawak , in 1954 . 
2 . 3 . 7 . 2  Ma l ayi c subfam i l y  
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The Malayic subfamily as represented in Sabah consists of two languages : 
Brunei/Kedayan and Bahasa Malaysia/Cocos Malay. 
This study included wordlists from 21 villages in eight districts on both 
sides of the state whose languages were identified as Brunei (BI) , Kedayan (KY) , 
or Brunei-Kedayan (BK) . Their mutual relationships range from 7 7-94 PSC . The 
wordlist of the "Brunei" village of Seladan-Tarap in Papar is at least 85% cog­
nate with all the other wordlists of this group . Clearly Brunei , Kedayan and 
Brunei-Kedayan are a single homogeneous language without notable dialects . The 
villages studied are : 
"Brunei" :  Patau-Patau LN 
Menumbuk KP 
Palu-Palu KP 
Weston BT 
Brunei BT 
Kota Klias BT 
Mawau BT 
Seladan-Tarap PR 
"Kedayan" : Layang-Layangan LN 
Lambidan KP 
Lembaga Lumadan BT 
"Brunei-Kedayan" : Kalanahan PR 
Buang Sayang PR 
Benoni PR 
Kg Sipitang SG 
Melalap TM 
Kolapis LS 
Berhala Darat SN 
Tanjung Aru SN 
Lingkungan BT 
Pantai SG 
Cocos Malay (CS) speakers were encountered in Tawau and Lahad Datu. Their 
wordlists are 9 1% cognate with each other . Furthermore , they are 82% and 88% 
cognate with Bahasa Malaysia (BM) . The speakers of this dialect came from the 
Cocos Islands ( also called Keeling Islands ; area nine square miles) in the Indian 
Ocean south of Sumatra. 
The Bahasa Malaysia wordlist used for comparison does not specifically 
represent the speech of a single village as other wordlists in this study do. 
But where there was a choice of more than one form for a given entry , the form 
more commonly used in Sabah was chosen for comparison . 
Figure 1 3  shows the PSC of representative subdialects of the Brunei/Kedayan 
language , of Bahasa Malaysia and of the two Cocos Malay subdialects . The rela­
tion is probably that of distinct languages .  (The very high and inconsistent 
9 3% cognate relation between Bahasa Malaysia and the Brunei language of Berhala 
Darat SN is dismissed as probably due to a disproportionate number of loans from 
Bahasa Malaysia; among the Brunei-Kedayan subdialects its relation is corres­
pondingly 3-5% lower than the others . )  
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KY (Lembaga Lumadan BT) 
(Layang-Layangan LN) 
89 
83 88 (Kolapis LS) 
79 83 BI (Berhala Darat SN) 
74 80 81 83 9 3  BM 
70 73 74 77 83 88 CS (Balung Cocos TU) 
6 7  69 71 73 79 82 CS (Cocos LD) 
Fi gure 1 3 :  PSC of representati ve di a l ects and subdia l ects wi thi n the Mal ay i c  
subfami l y .  (KY = Kedayan ; BI = Brunei ;  BM = Bahasa Malaysia; 
CS = Cocos Malay . ) 
2 . 3 . 8  Bajau fami ly  
The Bajau family of languages in Sabah comprises two distinct Bajau lan­
guages ,  each consisting of a chain of Bajau dialects . The dialect chain of both 
languages consists of a series of links not less than 75 PSC - an admittedly low 
threshold. The most remote parts of the dialect chain have lower PSC figures 
with each other , though in some cases one may be closer linguistically to parts 
of the other chain than to the remoter parts of its own chain of dialects . The 
larger , more complex chain is the East Coast Bajau language which has a closer 
tie to the southern Philippine Sarna languages . The other chain is the West Coast 
Bajau language . No wordlist of one language is within 75 PSC of any wordlist in 
the other language ; each language is thus an independent dialect chain without 
an interconnecting link in this data . (Several links between the East Coast 
Bajau and West Coast Bajau languages could be established at the 70- 7 1  PSC 
level . ) 
The two Bajau languages have been influenced differently because of their 
different geographical neighbours . East Coast Bajau has borrowed from Suluk , 
the trade language of the Sulu Sea area where the Bajau fish and trade ; whereas 
the West Coast Bajau have borrowed from the Malayic languages further south on 
the west coast of Borneo . Three representative dialects each of Suluk , East 
Coast Bajau, West Coast Bajau and the Malayic languages are compared in Figure 
14 . In this figure the distinctness of the three linguistic stocks is shown in 
the 32-47 PSC ' L-shaped ' box ; the borrowing by the East Coast Bajau and West 
Coast Bajau from Suluk and Malayic languages , respectively , is shown in the 45-
57 PSC and 41- 53 PSC boxes ; and the yet closer relation of East Coast Bajau and 
West Coast Bajau is shown in the 5 5-68 PSC box. 
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TS (Jo10 PHL) "\ <t.>.r ( Ko1apis LS ) 
81 SK (Tabanak LD) �t � 
57 52 51 LA (Titingan TU) � ~ 'Z>' �q 57 53 56 45 47 50 61 
--------------
40 41 43 59 64 
39 42 42 57 62 
39 40 43 55 61 
36 38 39 38 43 
t � 
( Titingan TU) '?)-?' -{t. 
KA ( Pu1au Libaran SN) 
;\ 
68 BU 
66 
67 80 
47 51 
(Mengkabong TN) °0 �� 
53 
(Tempurung KP) 
t 
BU (Mapan-Mapan PS) 
46 BI (Brunei BT) ~ �-?� .('; �-?' \-{t. 35 37 39 37 41 47 48 49 46 
32 32 34 35 40 41 44 44 41 IB ( Iban TU) 
F i gure 14: PSC rel at i ons of representati ve di a l ects of the l i ngu i st i c  
s tocks represented i n  Sabah by t h e  Su l uk l anguage and Bajau 
and Mal ayi c fami l i es s howi ng  borrow i ng by East Coast  Bajau 
from Sul uk and borrowi ng  by West Coast  Bajau  from the Mal ayi c 
fami l y .  ( TS = Tausug; SK Su1uk ; LA Laminusa ; BB = Bajau 
Banaran ; KA = Kagayan ; BU = Baj au ; BI = Brunei ; BM = Bahasa 
Malaysia ; IB = Iban . ) 
2 . 3 . 8 . 1 Wes t Coast Bajau l anguage 
13 
The West Coast Baj au language (BU) is represented by 14 wordlists taken in 
ten predominantly west coast districts though the language includes dialects 
found now in Sandakan and Labuk-Sugut on the east coast. One wordlist was col­
lected from Tenom, Kuala Penyu, Penampang, Kota Kinabalu, Pitas , Labuk-Sugut and 
Sandakan , two wordlists from Tuaran and Kota Belud , and three word1ists from 
Papar . Only "Baj au" is used as the ethnonym in the samples of this dialect chain 
and no Philippine-based Sarna wordlist is linked to this chain . 
There is a central network of seven wordlists linked by relationships of 90 
PSC or higher as shown in Figure 15. 
Connected to the central network by relationships of between 73-86 PSC are 
the remaining seven non-central wordlists , as shown in Figure 16 which repeats 
the Bajau wordlist from Mengkabong TN as representative of those cited in Figure 
15. 
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BU (Jawi-Jawi KB) 
TN) * 
89 PRJ 
88 89 Besar PRJ 
90 92 91 
91 91 90 87 ( Serusup TN) 
89 91 90 87 88 BU (Numbak KK) 
Fi gure 15: PSC rel at i ons of  seven centra l West Coast Bajau v i l l ages . 
( *  representative village of this group in Figure 16; 
BU = Bajau. ) 
BU (Kawang PRJ 
(Tempurung KP) 
7 8  KB) 
86 83 TN) * 
81 7 7  81 
75 7 8  7 3  80 
76 7 5  7 5  80 77 (Mapan-Mapan PS) 
69 70 68 7 3  7 0  74 BU (Kolapis LS ) 
Fi gure 16 : PSC rel ati ons of s even non-central West Coas t  Bajau v i l l ages 
and one centra l West Coast Bajau v i l l age . ( *  representative 
village from central West coast Baj au, see Figure 1 5 . ) 
2 . 3 . 8 . 1 East Coast Bajau l anguage 
The East Coast Bajau dialect chain is represented by 25 wordlists that are 
interlocked by links of at least 75 PSC . The variety of ethnonyms given by 
speakers of this dialect chain , the respective districts where these people live , 
and the number of wordlists taken are given below. Six Philippine wordlists here 
noted by abbreviation PHL are included in order to compare the Sabah Bajau lan­
guages with the Philippine Sarna languages . 10 Only Ubian is also found on the 
Sabah West Coast in Kota Belud , Kota Kinabalu and Kuala Penyu. 
BB Bajau Banaran TU ( 1 ) 
BD Bajau Darat LD ( 1 )  
BL Bajau Laut SA ( 1 )  
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BS Baj au Semporna SA ( 1) 
BY Bajau Balangingi LD ( 1 ) 
JM Jarna Mapun PHL ( 1) 
KA Kagayan SN ( 2 ) 
LA Larninusa TU ( 1)  
SB Sibutu SA ( 1) , LD (1) 
SM S imunul SA ( 1 ) , SN ( 1 )  
SN S ikubung SA ( 1 ) , LD ( 1 )  
SX Sarna PHL ( 4 ) 
U N  Ubian KB ( 1 ) , KK ( 1 ) , KP ( 1 ) , SA ( 1) , LD ( 1 ) , PHL ( 1) 
This dialect chain has a strongly interlocked central network of dialects 
linked by relationships of 85 PSC or higher represented here by 15 wordlists . 
Except for five wordli sts taken from Philippine sources , the PSC of these dialects 
are shown in Figure 17 . It  is not evident in this figure that every dialect i s  
related t o  an�ther b y  n o  less than 85 PSC i the Philippine-based wordlists are 
the mis sing link s .  The dialects included in Figure 1 7  which do not have evident 
dialect links in the figure of 85 PSC or higher are: 
( 1 )  
( a) 
(b) 
Baj au Banaran ( BB)  , Titingan TU and 
Baj au Darat ( BD) , Dasar LD , which are both 
86 PSC with Sarna ( SX) , Sitangkay PHL , which is 
89 PSC with Bajau Laut (BL) , Bangau-Bangau SA , but which is , reflecting 
back , only 
77 PSC with Bajau Banaran ( BB )  , Titingan TU above , and 
81 PSC with Bajau Darat (BD) , Dasar LD above . 
SB ( Makuau LD) 
Air SA) * 
TU) * 
74 
76 78 Tengah SA) 
79 79 82 ( Terusan Baru SA) * 
82 79 79 80 
77 76 77 78 84 LD) 
75 77 77 81 80 82 (Bangau-Bangau SA) 
74 78 79 83 84 84 80 BS (Semporna SA) * 
Fi gure 1 7 :  PSC of  ten sampl es of a core group of  the East Coast 
Bajau d i al ect cha i n .  ( *  identifies villages repeated 
in Figure 18i SB = S ibutu i BB = Bajau Banaran i BD = 
Baj au Darat i SN = Sikubung i UN = Ubian i BL = Bajau Laut i 
BS = Baj au Semporna . )  
connected to the central network by relationships of between 75-84 PSC are 
the remaining ten wordlists ( one of which is from a Philippine source ) .  Seven 
of these are shown in Figure 18 together with five representative wordlists 
repeated from Figure 1 7 .  The dialects included i n  Figure 18  which do not have 
evident dialect links in the figure of 75 PSC or higher are : 
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{l}  Kagayan {KA} , Pulau Libaran SN, which is 
87 PSC with Kagayan {KA} , Sibuga Besar SN , which is 
83 PSC with Jarna Mapun {JM} , Cagayan de Sulu PHL , which is 
80 PSC with Sarna {SX} , Sitangkay PHL , which is 
89 PSC with Baj au Laut {BL} , Bangau-Bangau SA , but which is , reflecting 
back , only 
68 PSC with Kagayan ( KA) , Pulau Libaran SN . 
( 2 )  Laminusa ( LA) , Titingan TU , which is 
80 PSC with Sarna ( SX) , Siasi PHL , which is 
84 PSC with Bajau Banaran ( BB )  , Titingan TU , but which i s ,  reflect ing 
back , only 
74 PSC with Larninusa (LA), Titingan TU . 
KA (Pu1au Libaran SN) 
66  
69 70 
71 7 3  
69 68 
68 70 
70 70 
69 67 
68 68 
69 67 
Fi gure 18 : 
7 3  SA} * 
7 1  7 3  SA} * 
70 73 79 
67 74 7 5  80 SA} 
6 7  7 0  7 7  7 9  75 LD} 
64 72 7 2  7 9  7 8  7 7  ( Kg Air SA) * 
66 71  74 79 74 7 5  7 6  S M  ( Bokara SN) 
PSC of representati ves of a core group ( marked wi th *, see 
F i gure 1 7 )  and of the more remote di a l ects of the East  
Coast Bajau'd i al ect chai n .  (KA = Kagayan ; U N  = Ubian ; 
LA Laminusa ;  BB = Baj au Banaran ; BS = Baj au Semporna ;  
BD Baj au Darat ; SM = Simunul ; BY = Bajau Balangingi ; 
SB Sibutu . )  
The Sabah-based word1ists not included in either chart are : 
( 1) Ubian (UN), Sangkabok KP , which is 86 PSC with Ubian (UN) , Kuala Abai KB; 
( 2 )  Kagayan (KA) , Sibuga Besar SN,  which is 87 PSC with Kagayan (KA) , Pulau 
Libaran SN . 
The closest ties of the six Philippine-based word1ists with Sabah languages 
are : 
Sarna ( SX) , Sitangkay PHL , 89 PSC with Bajau Laut (BL) , Bangau-Bangau SA ; 
Sarna ( SX) , Sibutu SA, 87 PSC with Sibutu (SB) , Kg Air SA; 
Sarna (SX) , Siasi PHL ,  84 PSC with Baj au Banaran (BB) , Titingan TU ; 
Sarna ( SX) , Pangutaran PHL , 75 PSC with Bajau Banaran (BB )  , Titingan TU ; 
Ubian (UN), Soong Buna PHL , 75 PSC with Bajau Banaran (BB) , Titingan TU ; 
Jarna Mapun ( JM) , 83 PSC with Kagayan (KA) , Sibuga Besar SN . 
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2 . 3 . 9  Bornean stock 
Of the 344 wordlists included in this study , 107 wordlists are classified 
in the preceding sections of this paper.  The remaining 2 3 7  wordlists , two­
thirds o f  the entire data , are classified in the Bornean stock . Though popula­
tion figures are not yet available following this linguistic division of the 
peoples of Sabah , the Bornean stock represents the vast maj ority of the local 
people of Sabah . 
On the basis of 45-60 PSC the Bornean stock has four divisions : the Tidong 
language , the Paitanic family , and the Murutic and Ousunic familie s .  Three 
samples of each of these are compared in Figure 1 9 . 1 1  
" 
TI (Tanjung Aru SN) ��� \ 
4 7  
49 
50 
46 
45 
44 
45  
4 1  
5 4  
5 8  
4 9  
4 6  
4 6  
49 
45 
( Lidung LS ) 
TI ( Rancangan TU )  ~ 5 3  TM ( Entabuan TM) q-<,-q«,<,� 56 ( Kuala Biah KU) 55 NY ( Patikang Laut KU) 
5 1  56  RU (Masaum KN )  �t�.; 
47 46 49 54  ( Oiwara KN) _ _  , �0 
47 46 48 51  TA ( Konibungan PS) 
50 5 2  50 5 4  
44 4 7  47 53  58 54 
55  
58  
KN ( Penampang PG) 
(Bongkud RU) 
42 46 47 47 48 52 55 56 63  RS (Tinangol KT) 
Fi gure 19 : PSC rel ati ons of three sampl es each of the four d i vi s i ons of 
the Bornean stock .  iTI = Tidong ; TM = Timugon ; TL = Taga l ;  
NY = Nabay ; RU = Rumanau ; MG = Makiang ; TA = Tambanua ; KN = 
Kadazan ; ON = Ousun ; RS = Rungus . )  
2 . 3 . 9 . 1 T i dong l anguage 
The Tidong language (TI ) which is classified as a constituent of the 
Bornean stock is represented here by only three wordlists - one each for Labuk­
Sugut , Sandakan and Tawau districts . The Labuk-Sugut communities evidence a 
recent northern migration of Tidong in that the Tawau community is at the north­
ern end of the traditional area of the Tidong which has been described as " coast­
line of Sabah encircling Cowie Harbor" and " along Sembakung and Sibuka rivers of 
Eastern Kalimantan" ( Grimes 1974) . The PSC relations o f  the three samples of 
Tidong are shown in Figure 19 . In terms of language defined by a dialect chain , 
these three dialects are marginally considered a single language ; mutual intel­
l igibility is doubtful and must be tested . 
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2 . 3 . 9 . 2  Pai ta n i c  fami l y  
The Paitanic family o f  languages consi sts o f  five languages : Lingkabau , 
Lobu , Abai Sungai , Tambanua and Upper Kinabatangan . The lexicostatistic data 
suggests that these five languages from a language ( not dialect) chain wherein 
some languages are much closer to each other than to others in the chain . Their 
mutual relations do not lend themselves to a language tree relation which implies 
consistent bifurcation in successive stages . The language chain is shown in 
Figure 2 0 .  The Upper Kinabatangan language appears to b e  the central language 
link of the chain . These language links are e stablished by at least one dialect 
of one language having a relation with at least one dialect of another language 
of 75-80 PSC , which would allow these languages to be described as forming a 
language chain within a subfamily - but s ince most o f  the inter-language rela­
tionships are well below 75 PSC these languages are classified as belonging to 
a single language family . The PSC figures of representative dialects of these 
languages are given in Figure 2 1 . 
Lingkabau Upper Kinabatangan 
Abai Sungai 
Fi gure 20 : Language cha i n  of l anguages i n  the Pai tan i c  fami ly  
LU ( Lingkabau KM) Lingkabau language 
70  S I  ( Pulau Jambongan LS ) } Tambanua language 7 9  � TA ( Konibungan PS ) 
65  70 7 7  I S I  ( Abai KN) Abai sungai language 
64 67 70 7 3  DA ( Bukit Balacan LD) 
7 1  7 2  76 79 ��ngah KN) I - Upper Kinabatangan 7 1  7 6  79 7 3  7 5  85 SI ( Gum-Gum SN) language 68 67 71 67 69 80 74 SU ( Liupampang KN) 
66 60 69 58 60 67 65 72  I LO ( Tampias RU) Lobu language 
F igure 2 1 :  PSC rel at ions of representati ve d i a l ects of fi ve l anguages i n  
the Pai tan i c  fami l y .  ( LU = Lingkabau ; S I  = Sungai ; TA = 
Tambanua ; DA = Dusun Segama ; KB = Kolobuan ; SU = Sinabu ; LO = 
Lobu . )  
2 . 3 . 9 . 2 . 1 L i ngkabau l anguage 
Lingkabau ( LU) , represented by only one wordlist , is spoken in Lingkabau 
village KM .  Its highest PSC relation with any other wordlist is only 81% with 
Tambanua Sungai of Agan village LS ( see 2 . 3 . 9 . 2 . 4  below) . 
2 . 3 . 9 . 2 . 2 Lobu l anguage 
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Lobu ( LO) , represented by only one wordlist , is spoken in Tampias RU . 
Whereas the speakers of this language refer to their language as Lobu , they refer 
to themselves as the Tobu people . The highest relat ion the single wordlist has 
with any others is 76 PSC with both of the Rumanau dialect samples of the Upper 
Kinabatangan languages ( see 2 . 3 . 9 . 2 . 5  below) . 
2 . 3 . 9 . 2 . 3  Aba i Sungai l anguage 
The Sungai language ( S I )  as spoken at Abai KN has its closest relation at 
80 PSC with the Sinarupa dialect spoken at Bulot KN and the Sungai dialect spoken 
at Kuamut KN - both of the Upper Kinabatangan language . 
2 . 3 . 9 . 2 . 4  Tambanua l anguage 
The Tambanua language (TA) is primarily found in Pitas and Labuk-Sugut 
districts but a migrant group which call themselves Paitan ( PN) now live in 
Beaufort . The Pitas group refer to themselves as Tambanua whereas those in 
Labuk-Sugut generally refer to themselves as Sungai (SI ) . Linguistically , as 
this data shows , the two groups speak a common language with only slight dialec­
tal variations . The 15 wordlists collected from this language group form a 
dialect chain as indicated in the PSC figures of Figure 2 2 .  In this figure the 
Sungai village Pantai Buring LS stands for seven other Tambanua Sungai villages 
which are interrelated at 92 -93 PSC : Tampat LS , Botition LS , Agan LS , Lingkabau 
LS ( not to be confused with Lingkabau village in Kota Marudu where the Lingkabau 
language is spoken - see 2 . 3 . 9 . 2 . 1  above ) , Sungai-Sungai LS , Kubulu LS and 
Simpangan LS . The Tambanua village Konibungan PS stands for two other Tambanua 
vill ages which are interrelated at 94-95 PSC : Tambilidon PS and Sungai Elloi PS . 
S I  ( Pulau Jambongan LS) 
79 82 
80 8 1  
78 81 
90 
89 
Buring LS } 
( Konibungan PS) 
TA (Binsolong LS ) 
Fi gure 2 2 :  PSC re l at ions of  representati ve vi l l ages of the Tambanua 
l anguage . (SI  = Sungai ; PN = Paitan ; TA = Tambanua. )  
2 . 3 . 9 . 2 . 5  Upper Ki nabatangan l anguage 
The Upper Kinabatangan language is the language primarily spoken in the 
upper Kinabatangan River area of Kinabatangan District , though some groups have 
migrated and are now found in Sandakan and Lahad Datu.  The various names by 
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which the language (or its dialects) is known are Makiang , Kolobuan , Sinarupa , 
Sinabu , Rumanau , Sungai and Dusun Segama. It is represented here by 1 5  word­
lists . 
The Upper Kinabatangan language consists of a linkage of four dialects in 
which one , the "Makiang" dialect , has a central position to each of the others , 
as shown in Figure 2 3 .  The Gum-Gum Sungai ( S I )  and Dusun Segama ( DA) are related 
to the "Makiang" group by 82-85 PSC and 78-85 PSC respectively , whereas they are 
only 75 PSC with each othe r .  Using Pinangah as representative of the " Makiang" 
group the S inabu/Rumanau group is related to it by 74-84 PSC , with the Sinabu 
dialects notably closer ( 80-84 PSC) than the Rumanau ( 7 4-78 PSC) . 
Sungai - Gum-Gum SN "Makiang" 
Kolobuan - Pinangah KN 
Dusun Segama - Bukit Balacan LD Kolobuan - Langga KN 
Makiang - Diwara KN 
S inabu - Liupampang KN Makiang - Tempasak KN 
S inabu - Kitumbalang KN Makiang - Telibu KN 
Sinabu - Minusu KN 
Rumanau - Masaum KN Makiang - Tongod KN 
Rumanau - Obuk KN S inarupa - Bulot KN 
Sungai - Kuamut KN 
F i gure 23 : Di a l ect names and v i l l ages formi ng a d i a l ect chai n of the 
Upper K inabatangan l anguage 
Speakers in the three villages of Pinangah KN, Diwara KN, and Bulot KN re­
ferred to their languages , respectively , as Kolobuan ( KB) , Makiang (MG) and 
Sinarupa (SA) . But the wordlists proved to be 99 PSC . All the PSC figures of 
the eight "Makiang" dialect villages are within the 87 -99% range . 
The three Sinabu ( Su)  villages are related at 93-94 PSC and the two Rumanau 
( RU) villages have 9 5  PSC ; the relation of the Sinabu with the Rumanau villages 
is 81-88 PSC - probably to be thought of as subdialect s .  But their relations 
with the other dialects of the Upper Kinabatangan language are 74-84 PSC with 
Pinangah Kolobuan representing "Makiang" , 68-77 PSC with the Gum-Gum Sungai , and 
62-72 PSC with Dusun Segama . See Figure 24 . 
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DA (Bukit Balacan LD) ----------------------------- Dusun Segama 
(Gum-Gum SN) ---------------------------- Gum-Gum Sungai 
85 KB ( Pinangah KN) ----------------------- "Makiang" 
69 74 80 SU ( Liupampang KN) ----� 
72 7 7  84 
72  76 83 94 
65 71 78 88 ( Obuk KN) ---�--1 
, 
62 68 74 85 81 84 RU (Masaum 
F i gure 24 : PSC rel at ions of d i a l ects of the Upper Ki nabatangan l anguage . 
( DA = Dusun Segama ; S I  = Sungai ; KB = Kolobuan ; SU = Sinabu ; 
RU = Rumanau . )  
2 . 3 . 9 . 3  Muruti c fami l y  
The Murutic family o f  languages consists of 1 5  languages based upon the 
analysis of 36 wordlists . Eight of these languages are predominantly related 
within the 75-80 PSC range and are thus grouped under the classification of 
Central Murut subfamily . The other seven languages are all sufficiently differ­
ent from each other and from Central Murut that they are distinguished at the 
subfamily leve l ;  i . e . predominantly 60-75 PSC . The Central Murut languages are 
all found in Keningau and Tenom districts except for one which spills over into 
Kinabatangan and a migrant group in Beaufort . The other Murutic languages are 
found in the central Murut area of Keningau and Tenom as well as in the south­
east coastal Tawau District and , in the case of the widespread Tagal language , 
also in Pensiangan and Sipitang. 
The languages whi ch comprise the Murutic family are Kolod , Gana , Apin-Apin 
Kuij au ,  Kalabakan Murut , Sembakung Murut , Serudung Murut , Tagal and the Central 
Murut languages . The Central Murut languages are Takapan , Paluan , Timugon , 
Beaufort Murut , Dusun-Murut , Sook Murut , Baukan and Nabay . Figure 2 5  gives the 
PSC figures for representative dialects of each of these 15 languages . For each 
wordlist or village only the ethnonym given by the language assistant is given 
in the chart ; therefore the very coxmnon "Murut" response is more specifically 
defined by e ither location or the ethnonym for a related dialect . 
2 . 3 . 9 . 3 . 1 Kol od l anguage 
The Kolod language ( KD ) , whose l inguistic and cultural centre is in 
Kalimantan , is represented here by only one wordlist from Baru Jumpa TM. Its 
highest relation with any other wordlist is 73 PSC with the Tagal language as 
spoken in Tomani TM, but its relation with the other Murutic languages is other­
wise in the range of 56-72 PSC . 
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GA (Minansut KU) 
7 5  KUm ( Apin-Apin KU) 
ra 
7 1  7 4  MTI ( Sodomon KU) 
70 7 3  8 2  NY ( Patikang Laut 
66 68 KN) 
66 68 7 5  TM) 
�� 59 6 2  6 7  7 3  79 MT 3 (Bukau BT) � 
60 64 70 72  78  7 6  69  PN) � , 
56 61  6 5  70  71 72  Laut 
59 64  71  73  75  78  70 ( Saga TM) 
56 58 65  66 69 69 64 73 (Kuala Biah KU) -I� ,,'?,9: 59 6 1  6 6  68 7 3  68 65 71 65 �� .9'� 
5 7  61  64  66 68 70 6 3  66 6 3  72  (Baru Jurnpa TM) " "-
5 7  59 6 3  64  69  66 63 67 6 2  6 9  70 ( Labuk KAL) "-
52 54 56 58 60 57 56 60 57 58 57 MTs ( Serudung Baru TU) 
Fi gure 25 : PSC rel ati ons of representati ve d i al ects of 15 Muru ti c  l anguages . 
( GA = Gana ; KUm = Apin-Apin Kui j au ( subscrip� designates this 
Murutic language in contrast to KU which designates the Dusunic 
Kui j au language) ; MTI = "Murut" representing Dusun-Murut ;  NY = 
Nabay ; MT2 = "Murut" representing Baukan ; TM = Timugon ; MT 3 = 
"Murut" representing Beaufort Murut ; MT .. = "Murut" representing 
Sook Murut ; TP = Takapan ; PL = Paluan ; TL = Tagal ; KM = Kalabakan 
Murut ; KD = Kolod ; SE = Sembakung Murut ; MTs = "Murut" representing 
Serudung Murut . )  
2 . 3 . 9 . 3 . 2  Gana l anguage 
The Gana language ( GA) is represented here by only one wordlist from 
Minansut KU . Its highest relation with any other wordlist is 7 5  PSC with Apin­
Apin Kui j au ,  but its relation with the Murutic l anguages is otherwise in the 
range o f  56- 71 PSC .  
2 . 3 . 9 . 3 . 3  Api n-Ap i n  Ku ijau  l anguage 
, 
Some " Kuij au" dialects are c lassified as Dusunic ( see section 2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 7  
below) but that spoken in Apin-Apin ( KUm) i s  lexically c loser to Murutic . Its 
highest relation with any other wordlist is 77  PSC with Dusun-Murut as spoken in 
Liau-Laut KU , but its relation with the other Murutic languages is otherwise in 
the range of 54-75 PSC . 
2 . 3 . 9 . 3 . 4  Ka l abakan Murut l anguage 
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The Kalabakan Murut language ( KM) i s  represented here by only one wordlist 
from Kalabakan TU . Its highest relation with any other wordlist is 77 PSC with 
the Baukan language as spoken in Tulid KU , but its relation with the Murutic 
languages is otherwise in the range of 59- 7 3  PSC . 
2 . 3 . 9 . 3 . 5  Sembakung Murut l anguage 
The Sembakung Murut language ( SE) i s  represented here by only one wordlist 
from Kg Labuk of Kalimantan given by speakers in Serudung Baru TU . Its highest 
relation with any other wordlist is 72 PSC with Kalabakan Murut , also of Tawau , 
but its relation with the Murutic languages is otherwise in the range of 57-71  
PSC . 
2 . 3 . 9 . 3 . 6  Serudung Murut l anguage 
The Serudung Murut language (MT s ) i s  represented here by only one wordlist 
from Serudung Baru TU . Its highest relation with any other wordlist is 70 PSC 
with Kalabakan Murut , also of Tawau , but its relation with the Murutic languages 
is otherwise in the range of 52-62 PSC . 
2 . 3 . 9 . 3 . 7  Tagal l an guage 
The Tagal language ( TL ,  MT6 ) is here represented by nine wordlists repre­
senting villages in Keningau , Pensiangan , Tenom and Sipitang districts . The 
language appears to have two dialects not geographically distinct but , inter­
estingly , distinguished by the language name given by the speakers ; for the 
three instances of one dialect "Murut" was given , whereas for five of six 
instances in the other "Tagal" was given . Of these nine Tagal villages the 
language as spoken in Kuala Biah KU has the highest average relation with the 
other Tagal dialects ; consequently this dialect was chosen as the representative 
Tagal dialect in Figure 25 . Figure 26 gives the PSC relations of the Tagal 
dialects . 
MT6 ( Sapulut PN) 
( Pensiangan PN) 
MT6 ( Ansip KU) 
78 MT6 ( Kg Lima PN) 
75 76 78 River PN) 
82 82 82 83 
76 78  80 82  79  
7 5  7 4  74 77  79 (Maligan SG) 
70 7 3  7 3  7 6  74 77  83 TL ( Tomani TM) 
Fi gure 26 : PSC rel ations  of n i ne vi l l ages of the  Tagal l anguage . 
(MT6 = Murut , representing Tagal ; TL = Tagal . )  
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2 . 3 . 9 . 3 . 8  Centra l  Murut subfami ly  
The Central Murut subfamily consists of e ight languages which are predomin­
antly related within the 75-80 PSC range as given in Figure 2 5 .  
2 . 3 . 9 . 3 . 8{ a ) Takapan l anguage 
The Takapan language is represented here by only one wordlist from 
Keramatoi Laut KU . Its highest relation with any other wordlist is 79 PSC with 
Sook Murut ( i . e .  with both villages listed in 2 . 3 . 9 . 3 . 8( f) below) but its relation 
with the Central Murut languages is otherwise 65-76 PSC and with the other 
Murutic languages 56-68 PSC . 
2 . 3 . 9 . 3 . 8 { b )  Pal uan l anguage 
The Paluan language ( PL) is here represented by only one wordlist from Saga 
TM. Its highest relation with any other wordlist is 79 PSC with both Sook Murut 
as spoken in Nabawan PN and Tagal as spoken in Ansip KU , serving thus as a link 
between Sook Murut and Tagal . Its relation with the Central Murut languages is 
otherwise 70-78 PSC and with the other Murutic languages 58-74 PSC . 
2 . 3 . 9 . 3 . 8 { C )  Timugon l anguage 
The Timugon language ( TM) is here represented by two wordlists from Entabuan 
TM and Langsat TM which have 85 PSC . The highest relation that e ither has with 
any other wordlist is 80 PSC between the latter and Nabay as spoken in Kg Keningau 
KU , but its relation with the Central Murut languages is otherwise 72-79 PSC and 
with the other Murutic languages 57-70 PSC . 
2 . 3 . 9 . 3 . 8 { d }  Beaufort Murut l anguage 
The Beaufort Murut language (MT 3 ) is here represented by two wordlists from 
Bukau BT and Malalugus BT which have 86 PSC . The next highest relation of both 
is 79 PSC with the Timugon language as spoken in Langsat TM. Using the speech 
of Bukau BT as representative , the relation with the other Central Murut lan­
guages is 65-73 PSC , notably lower than the Timugon relation , suggesting that 
the Beaufort community migrated from a Timugon community in Tenom. The re lation 
of Beaufort Murut with the other Murutic languages is 56-65 PSC . 
2 . 3 . 9 . 3 . 8 ( e }  Dusun-Mu rut l a nguage 
The Dusun-Murut language (MT 1 ) i s  here represented by three wordlists from 
Ambual KU , Sodomon KU and Liau Laut KU . Only the last village was said to be 
Dusun-Murut i the others were s imply given as "Murut " - but their c lose relation 
with Dusun-Murut provides a more convenient ethnonym . The PSC relation of these 
three villages with each other is given in Figure 2 7 .  Of these three villages 
Sodomon KU has the highest relation with other languages : 82 PSC with the Nabay 
language as spoken in Patikang Laut KU and Kadalakan KU. Its relation with the 
Central Murut languages is otherwise 67-79 PSC and with the other Murutic lan­
guages 56-74 PSC . 
OM ( Liau Laut KU) 
(Arnbual KU) 
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MT l ( Sodomon KU) 
Fi gure 27 : PSC re l at ions of three vi l l ages compri s i ng the Dusun-Murut 
l anguage . ( OM = Ousun-Murut ; MT I = "Murut" representing 
Ousun-Murut.  ) 
2 . 3 . 9 . 3 . 8 ( f) Sook Mu rut l anguage 
The Sook Murut language (MT4 ) is here represented by two wordlists from 
Nabawan PN and Sook KU which have 83 PSC . The highest relation that either has 
with any other wordlist is 80 PSC between the former and Murut (here called 
Baukan) as spoken in Inarad KN ,  but its relation with the Central Murut languages 
is otherwise 69- 7 9  PSC , and with the other Murutic languages 60- 7 3  PSC . 
2 . 3 . 9 . 3 . 8 ( g )  Baukan l anguage 
The Baukan language (MT2 ) is here represented by three wordlists from 
Kokoroton KN ,  Inarad KN and Tulid KU - only the last was stated as being Baukan 
( the others were "Murut" ) .  The PSC relation of these three villages is given 
in Figure 28 . Apart from these , the highest relation of these villages e lse­
where is Tulid KU with the Nabay language as spoken at Masak KU at 81 PSC . There 
are relations of 80 PSC with Sook Murut and other Nabay . Their relation with 
the Central Murut languages is otherwise 71-79 PSC and with the other Murutic 
languages 60- 7 3  PSC . 
The "Baukan" ( BN)  of Limbawan KU i s  classified with the Nabay language 
( see the following paragraph) . 
MT2 ( Kokoroton KN) 
( Inarad KN) 
BN ( Tulid KU) 
Fi gure 28 : PSC re l at i ons of three vi l l ages compri s i ng the Baukan 
l anguage . (MT2 = Murut , representing Baukan ; BN = 
Baukan . ) 
2 . 3 . 9 . 3 . 8 ( h )  Nabay l a nguage 
The Nabay language (NY )  is here represented by seven wordlists . The vil­
lage s and PSC relations are shown in Figure 29 . Nabay of Patikang Laut KU , 
representative of this group , has the highest relation with Ousun-Murut of 82 
PSC ,  but with the other Central Murut languages at 70-79 PSC and with the other 
Murutic languages at 58- 7 3  PSC . Though the dialect of Limbawan KU was stated to 
be Baukan , lexically it is seen here to be equivalent to Nabay . 
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NY ( Patikang Laut KU) 
91  
90  87 KU) 
88 87 89 
88 86 87 88 (Tuarid Taud KU) 
85 85 84 83 NY (Dangulad KU) 
Fi gure 29 : PSC re l at ions of seven v i l l ages compri s i ng 
l anguage .  ( NY = Nabay ; BN = Baukan . )  
2 . 3 . 9 . 4 .  Dusun i c fami l y  
the Nabay 
Of the 344 wordlists included in this study 165 wordlists are classified 
as Dusunic . The Dusunic family is widespread , populous and influential so this 
high number of wordlists is not out of proportion to the linguistic situation 
in Sabah. 
The Dusunic family of languages consists of ten language s :  Papar , Dumpas , 
Kadazan-Tambanua , Lotud , Bisaya , Tatana , Kuij au ,  Eastern Kadazan , Rungus ,  and 
Kadazan/Dusun .  Most of the PSC relations between these various languages are 
in the 60-7 5% range - the depth of subfamily relationship , emphasising their 
distinctnes s .  The Kadazan/Dusun language has 13  notable dialects i n  this analysis . 
The PSC relations of these Dusunic languages and of some of the Kadazan/Dusun 
dialects are given in Figure 3 0 .  
2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 1 Papar  l anguage 
The Papar language ( PR) is represented by only one wordlist from Tinambak 
KP .  Its highest relation with any other wordlist is 72  PSC with the Tatana 
language as spoken in Bundu KP , but its relation with the Dusunic languages is 
otherwi se in the range of 5 1-66 PSC . Its relation with languages of the Murutic 
family ( Section 2 . 3 . 9 . 3 ) ranges from 53-66 PSC . Speakers of the Papar language 
are sometimes referred to as Baj au Bukit , but the language relates to West Coast 
Bajau at a range of only 39-44 Psc . 
2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 2  Dumpas l anguage 
The Dumpas language (DS )  is represented here by only one wordlist from 
Perancangan LS . Its highest relation with any other wordlist is 80 PSC with 
"Sungai " (Eastern Kadazan) of Buang Sayang KN , but its relation with the Dusunic 
languages is otherwise in the range of 5 3- 7 5  PSC . Its relationship with the 
Paitanic family of languages ( Section 2 . 3 . 9 . 2 ) is 61-79 PSC . 
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PR (Tinambak KP) 
( Kerukan KP )  
0Q .s-
�'<" (Perancangan LS) " 
-I� 72 (Bundu KP) � 
(Mangkaladoi 
q� 55 62 ON 1 TN) �Ill 
55 63 68 67 RS ( Liyu PS) 
51 54 69 56 ( Lubang Buaya LS) 
52 58  67 61  68 (Sungoi KU) 
54 58 75 62 68 77  MK (Mananam KN) 
54 61  66 62 70 75 76 76 80 KN l (Melinsau LS) <?to 
55 6 2  61  63  72  7 1  6 8  72  70  76  KN2 ( Pilantong LS ) �<. Ill" 
61 66 63  7 3  74  72  68  7 1  7 3  7 5  KN 3 (Tahak BT) �.s-
56 66 64 7 3  7 2  7 3  70 77 77 81  84  KN .. ( Kogopon PRJ 
0"", 
Oq 
53  59 61 64 72 68 67 71 74 77  75 KNs (Natai KK) .s-� 
52 60 60 64 69 7 1  68  68  70 76 7 5  7 4  7 4  
52 6 2  55  59  68  69 66  64 66  7 1  69 7 1  75 ON 3 ( Tempasuk KB) 
56 6 2  6 1  6 7  7 1  69  65  72  72  74 80 79 80 75 69  KN6 ( Tombovo PG) 
5 2  6 0  61  6 3  69 66 65 72  69  72 75 74 80 76 76 7 3  ON .. ( Marapok KU) 
Fi gure 30 : PSC re l ati ons of n i ne Dusun i c  l anguages i ncl udi ng some di al ects 
of the Dusun l anguage . ( PR = Papar ; BA = Bisaya; os = Oumpas ; 
TT = Tatana ; ON 1 = " Ousun" representing Lotud ; RS = Rungus ;  KT = 
Kadazan-Tambanua ; KU = Kui j au ;  MK = "Mangkaak " representing 
Eastern Kadazan dialect ; KN l = "Kadazan" representing Sugut 
Kadazan dialect ; KN2 = " Kadazan" repre senting Pilantong Kadazan 
dialect;  KN 3 = " Kadazan " representing Beaufort Kadazan dialect ; 
KN.. "Kadazan "  representing Central Ousun dialect ; 
KN s = "Kadazan" representing Kota Kinabalu Kadazan dialect; 
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ON2 = "Ousun" representing Kota Belud Ousun dialect ; ON 3 = 
" Ousun" representing Tempasuk ( KB) Ousun dialect ; KN6 = " Kadazan" 
representing Tombovo ( PG) Kadazan dialect ; ON = " Ousun" rep-
. .  . .. resentlng Kenlngau Ousun dlalect . )  
2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 3  Kadazan-Tambanua l anguage 
The Kadazan-Tambanua language ( KT) is here represented by only one wordlist 
from Lubang Buaya LS . Its highest relation with any other wordlist is 78 PSC 
with Mangkaak ( Eastern Kadazan) of Mananam KN , but its relation with the Ousunic 
languages is otherwise in the range of 51-76 PSC . Its relation to the Tambanua 
language ( Section 2 . 3 . 9 . 2 . 4 ) is 64-67 PSC . 
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2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 4  Lotud l anguage 
The Lotud language ( DN 1 , LD) is here represented by six wordlists . The 
Lotud language has two dialects ; a Lotud dialect chain found only in Tuaran and 
represented here by five wordlists each of which are related to the dialect chain 
by at least 85 PSC , and a dialect identified as Dusun Kadayan as spoken in sumagit 
KK \'1hich is related to the Lotud dialect chain in the range of 80-82 PSC - an 
admittedly low threshold and possibly indicating a distinct language . The PSC 
relations of these dialects is given in Figure 3 1 .  The language a s  spoken in 
Mangkaladoi TN has the highest average relation with the other villages and is 
chosen as representative of the Lotud language in Figure 30 . Lotud is related 
to the other Dusunic languages in the range of 55-74 PSC . 
DN I ( Kauluan TN) 
TN) Lotud 
dialect 
81 (Mangkaladoi TN) chain 
75 8 3  TN) 
78 83 84 (Marabahai TN) 
82 80 82 82 DK (Sumagit KK) ------- Dusun Kadayan dialect 
Fi gure 31 : PSC re l at i ons of s i x  vi l l ages of the Lotud l anguage . 
( DN 1 = "Dusun" representing Lotud ; LD = Lotud ; DK = Dusun 
Kadayan . ) 
2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 5 B i saya l anguage 
The Bisaya language (BA) of Beaufort and Kuala Penyu districts is repre­
sented here by seven wordli sts which indicate a close-knit language without 
dialect distinctions . The wordlist from Kerukan KP is chosen as representative 
of the language for Figure 30 . Its relation with the other Dusunic languages. is 
in the range 54-67 PSC . The PSC relation of the Bisaya villages is given in 
Figure 3 2 . 
A sample Bisaya wordlist from Lirnbawang Rive r ,  Sarawak has 64-68 PSC with 
the Sabah Bisaya wordli sts . 
Because of the frequent query , a Philippine Visaya wordlist was obtained 
and compared with the Sabah Bisaya language . "Binisaya" of Nasuli , Bukidnon 
Province , Philippines has only 31-33 PSC with the Sabah Bisaya wordlists . 
2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 6  Tatana l anguage 
The Tatana language (TT) spoken by two-thirds of the population of Kuala 
Penyu District is here represented by two wordlists from Menunggang KP and Bundu 
KP which have 83 PSC . The former of the two understandably has an e levated 86 
PSC re lation with the Bisaya language wordlist taken in the same village indi­
cating that the two language communities have borrowed words from each other . 
All the other PSC figures of this Tatana village with the other Bisaya wordlists 
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are lower , and those of the Bundu KP wordlist are even lower yet ; thus the 86 
PSC figure i s  not to be considered for classi fication of languages - Tatana is 
not closer to Bisaya linguistically than to other Dusunic languages . The PSC 
relation of the two Tatana wordlists with the Bisaya language samples and with 
two samples of Dusun are given in Figure 32 . Using Bundu KP as representative , 
the relation of Tatana to the other Dusunic languages is 55- 7 3  PSC . 
BA (Kerukan KP ) 
( Kilugus KP) 
89 93 Bisaya 
90 92 BT) language 
89 90 
89 90 ( Padas Damit BT) 
87 89 BA ( Menunggang KP )  
7 4  78 86 TT ( Menunggang KP )  } Tatana 67 69 6 7  6 6  65  62 72  83 TT (Bundu KP) language 
68 69 68 66 66 64 70 7 3  7 7  KN ( Takuli BT) } Beaufort 3 Kadazan 68 69 71 67 67 66 72  76 80 89 KN3 (Kinamam BT) dialect 
Fi gure 32 : PSC re l ati ons of seven Bi saya l anguage vi l l ages , two Tatana 
l anguage vi l l ages and two Beaufort Kadazan d i a l ect v i l l ages . 
(BA = Bisaya; TT = Tatana ; KN 3 = " Kadazan" representing 
Beaufort Kadazan dialect . )  
2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 7  Ku i ja u  l anguage 
The Kui j au language (KU )  spoken in Keningau District is here represented by 
five wordlists . Each wordlist represents in this analysis a distinct Kui j au 
dialect since the ir relations are 7 7-85 PSC . The PSC relations of these dialects 
with each other are shown in Figure 3 3 .  Using Sungoi KU a s  representative , the 
Kui j au language has a relation of 52-79 PSC with the other Dusunic language s .  
KU (Tuntumulod KU) 
8 1  KU) 
80 82 
7 8  80 
67 70 
77 ( Linsosod KU) 
69 68 KUm (Apin-Apin KU) 
Fi gure 33 : PSC rel ation  of  fi ve Dusun i c  Kui jau d i a l ects compared wi th 
the Mu ru t i c  Ap i n-Ap i n  Ku ijau  l anguage . ( KU = Kui j au 
( Dusunic) ; KUm = Apin-Apin Kui j au (Murutic ) . )  
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Included among the Murutic languages is Apin-Apin Kuij au ( KUm) .  It  is 
included in Figure 33  here for comparison and is notably more remote : with the 
Dusunic Kuij au language Apin-Apin has 64-70 PSC whereas with the Murutic lan­
guages it has 54-77 PSC . It is not clear whether Apin-Apin Kuij au ,  though it 
is now closer to some Murutic languages than to any Dusunic language , was basic­
ally a Dusunic language which has borrowed from its Murutic neighbours , a 
Murutic language which has borrowed from its Dusunic neighbours ,  or a hybrid­
isation evolving within a community composed of speakers of both languages . 
(Though survey procedures called for the exclusion of borrowed words , it was 
difficult in languages like Kui j au to determine which words were borrowed pending 
further study . )  
2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 8  Eastern Kadazan l anguage 
The Eastern Kadazan language (KN7 ) spoken in Kinabatangan , Labuk-Sugut and 
Sandakan districts is here represented by 18 wordlists known variously as Kadazan , 
Mangkaak , Sukang and Sungai . The following nine villages form a s ingle 
"Mangkaak" dialect because all their PSC relations are within 83-99 % .  The three 
villages with ** are used later as representative of this dialect : 
"Mangkaak" (MK) : **Mananam KN 
Langkabung KN 
"Sukang" : * *Entilibon KN 
" Kadazan" : 
Karamuak KN 
* *Telupid LS 
Kuala Sapi LS 
Panimbanan LS 
Kiabau LS 
Buis LS 
The following four vi llages form a single Eastern Kadazan Sungai dialect 
because all their PSC relations are within 84-91% ; the last is later used as 
representative of the dialect : 
" Sungai" : Batu Putih KN 
Balat KN 
Kuala Lokan KN 
* *Buang Sayang KN 
There are five other dialects each represented here by only one wordlist.  
The PSC re lation of the seven dialects of Eastern Kadazan are shown in Figure 34 . 
Using the Mangkaak village of Mananam KN as representative of the Eastern 
Kadazan language because it has the highest average relation with the other 
Eastern Kadazan dialects , the relation of the Eastern Kadazan language with other 
Dusunic l anguages is 54-80 PSC ;  the highest relation is with the Sugut Kadazan 
dialect of the Kadazan/Dusun language . 
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S I  ( Lungrnanis SN) 
(Malapi LS ) 
80 87 KN 7 ( Telupid LS) *  
85  86 
84 83 88 KN} * 
78 82 83 Kulu KN} 
77  75  79  84  84 KN} 
76 7 3  7 4  80 81 85 ( Buang Sayang KN) * 
77  79 82 83 81  81  78 KN7 ( Sualok LS ) 
Fi gure 34 : PSC rel ati ons of  seven d i a l ects of  the Eastern Kadazan 
l anguage . ( *  indicates village representing more than one 
location . S I  = Sungai ; KN7 = " Kadazan" representing Eastern 
Kadazan ; MK = Mangkaak ; SG = Sukang . )  
2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 9  Rungus l anguage 
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The Rungus language (RS) spoken in Kudat , Pitas , and Labuk-Sugut districts , 
is here represented by 12 wordlists . The Rungus language , as indicated by these 
samples , is a close-knit well-defined language without notable dialects . All 
the PSC relations are within 86-96% . The village samples are : 
Tinangol KT 
Taringai KT 
Kimihang KT 
Lotong KT 
Lodung KT 
Bararnbangan KT 
1ndarasan Darat KT 
Dallas PS 
Liyu PS 
Rokom PS 
Sinukab PS 
Batangun LS 
using Liyu PS as representative because it alone has 90 PSC-plus with every 
other Rungus wordlist , the Rungus language has a relation of 55-77 PSC with the 
other Dusunic languages .  
(Though Bintasan KM village was identified a s  " Rungus" i t  i s  here classi­
fied as Kota Belud Dusun dialect o f  the Dusun language ; see 2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 10 (g )  below. } 
2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 10 Kadazan/Dusun l anguage 
Kadazan and Dusun are ethnonyrns representing communities of speakers of the 
Kadazan/Dusun language . The Kadazan/Dusun language is represented here by 110 
wordli sts . Each wordlist has a relation o f  at least 85 PSC with another wordlist 
classi fied in this language except for the three wordlists (dialects) described 
in 2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 10 (b} , 2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 10 ( c) and 2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 10 (d} below . The Dusun language is 
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spoken in over half of the districts of the State of Sabah : Kota Kinabalu , Papar , 
Kota Belud , Tuaran , Labuk-Sugut , Ranau , Kinabatangan , Tawau , Keningau , Tambunan , 
Tenom , Beaufort , Penarnpang , and Kota Marudu . There are 13 dialects of Dusun : 
Central Dusun , Keningau Dusun , Pilantong ( LS )  Kadazan , Tempasuk ( KB )  Dusun , 
Tornbovo ( PG) Kadazan ,  Kota Kinabalu Kadazan , Kota Belud Dusun , Beaufort Kadazan , 
Sugut Kadazan , Paginatan ( RU) Dusun , Kuala Monsok (TA) Dusun , Pemilaan (TM) Dusun 
and Bungaraya (KU) Dusun . Representative villages of each of these dialects 
except for the last four are included in Figure 30 above ; their PSC relations are 
within the range of 69-84 PSC . 
2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 10 { a )  Central Dusun d i a l ect 
The Central Dusun dialect (KN � , DNs ) i s  somewhat arbitrarily establi shed by 
including 74 villages whose wordlists are strongly interrelated by 85 PSC . There 
are both core vil lages and peripheral villages in the Central Dusun dialect . 
Fourteen core villages (KN� c ' DN sc) are identified as those whose wordlists are related by 85 PSC-plus with 25 or more other Central Dusun wordli sts ; the 
ethnonyrns given in these vil lage s are Dusun , Ulu Tuaran , Dusun Sinulihan and 
Kadazan . 12 
"Dusun" : 
Panaitan KM 
Taginambur KB 
Sunsuron TA 
Togop Darat RU 
Bundu Tuhan RU 
Lurnat BT 
Batu 60 BT 
Kionsom KK 
Kiulu Baru TU 
"Ulu Tuaran" : 
Kipouvu PG 
Lurnpoho TN 
" Dusun Sinulihan" : 
Notoruss PG 
"Kadazan" : 
Kogopon PR 
Ulu Lumagar PR 
Sixty peripheral villages (KN�o ' DN s ) were identified as those whose word­
lists are related by 85 PSC-plus wi�h at �east one of the above core villages . 
Some of the vil lages li sted below are followed with an alphabetic code ; these 
are the villages to which the Dusun dialects described below are most closely 
related indicating something of the interrelations of these peripheral villages 
to each other and to the Central Dusun dialect . The ethnonyrns given in these 
peripheral villages are Dusun , Kadazan , Tebilung ,  Pahu , Tinda l ,  Kiundu , Sokid and 
Kadazan-Tagaro . 
" Dusunll : " Kadazan" : 
Bongkud RU i- j -m Mandalipau PR 
Parancangan RU i- j -m Limputong PR h 
Randagong Lama RU m Penarnpang Baru PR e 
Lohan RU Sabandil PR h 
Pinarnpadan RU Lingan PR 
Kilimu RU j Hirnbutong PR e 
Toboh RU Lirnbahau h 
Kundasang RU m Gana-Manggis PR h 
Kibbas RU Gadung PR h 
Sagindai RU i - j  Penarnpang PG e 
Nalapak RU i-j  Bunduon PG e 
Kinapulidan RU Tuavon PG e 
Taiwan KM 
Lotong KM 
Tangkol KM 
Piasau KB 
Kelawat KB 
Bangkahak KB 
Kitau TA 
Tangaban TA 
Toboh TA 
Jimpanga BT 
Berdatuk KK 
Pulutan KK 
Paniang TN 
Entilibon KN 
Pahu TA 
"Tebilung" : 
Mengaris KM 
"Tindal" :  
Tenghilan TN 
Malangang Baru 
" Sokid" : 
Balabakan TN 
g 
g 
g 
i-m 
i-k-l-m 
f 
g 
TN 
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Terawi PG e 
Inobong PG e 
Pogunon PG e 
Kipouvu PG 
Moyog PG 
Babagon PG 
Sugud PG e 
Timpanggoh Sugud PG 
Buayan PG 
Lembah Poring BT e 
Takapan BT h 
Tandui BT h 
Talungan KK f 
T . A . S . S .  TU e 
" Pahu" : 
Longkogungon PG 
"Kiundu" : 
Topokoon TN 
" Kadazan-Tagaro" : 
Barnbangan KK 
Those Dusun language wordlists not included in the core or periphery of the 
Central Dusun dialect above are assigned to other Dusun dialects as classified 
in the following paragraphs . Those dialects described in paragraphs 2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 10 (b)  
through 2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 10 ( d) , being less than 85  PSC with other dialects , are distinct 
Dusun dialects ; those dialects described in paragraphs 2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 10 ( e )  through 
2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 10 (m) , being related to the peripheral villages by 85 PSC-plus , form a 
dialect chain relationship . 
The PSC re lations of nine of these Dusun dialects to each other and to the 
other Dusunic languages are given above in Figure 3 0 .  
2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 10 ( b ) Keni ngau Dusun d i a l ect 
The Keningau Dusun dialect ( DN ) is here represented by only one wordlist 
from Marapok KU . Its highe st relation to another wordlist is 84 PSC with 
Beaufort Dusun dialect as spoken in Lumat BT , but its relation with the Dusun 
dialects is otherwise in the range 69-80 PSC and with the other Dusunic lan­
guages 60-72 PSC . 
2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 10 ( c )  P i l antong ( LS )  Kadazan d i a l ect 
The Pilantong (LS) Kadazan (KNz ) dialect is here represented by only one 
wordlist from Pilantong LS .  Its highest relation to another wordlist is 84 PSC 
with the "Kadazan" ( Central Dusun dialect) spoken in Ulu Lumagar PR ( these LS 
residents migrated from Penampang Di strict in 1976) , but its relation with the 
Dusun dialects i s  otherwi se in the range 69-81 PSC , and with the other Dusunic 
languages 61-72 PSC . 
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2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 10 ( d }  Tempasuk ( KB ) Dusun d i a l ect 
The Tempasuk ( KB )  Dusun ( DN 3 ) dialect is here represented by only one word­
list from Tempasuk KB .  Its highest relation to another wordlist is 8 2  PSC with 
the Kota Belud Dusun dialect spoken in Piasau , Rosok and Tambulian Laut ( all KB ) , 
but its relation with the Dusun dialects is otherwise 69-76 PSC and with the 
other Dusunic languages 55-69 PSC . 
2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 10 ( e } Tombovo ( PG )  Kadazan d i al ect 
This and the next eight Dusun dialects are defined by those wordlists which 
are not within 85 PSC with a core Central Dusun dialect village described above , 
but are within 85 PSC of a peripheral Central Dusun dialect . Each of these 
dialects is represented by from one to 12 wordlists and is related to a specific 
group of from one to 1 1  wordlists of the peripheral group (as indicated in the 
listing of peripheral villages above) giving a distinct character to each dia­
lect . 
The Tombovo ( PG)  Kadazan dialect (KNs ) is here represented by two wordlists 
from Tombovo PG and Kolopis PG which hav� 85 PSC . These are related by at least 
85 PSC with the 11 peripheral Central Dusun villages noted above with the code 
( e )  - which are "Kadazan" from Papar , Penampang , Beaufort and Tawau . But neither 
of these wordlists is within that range of a core Central Dusun village . These 
PSC relations are shown in Figure 35 . In this and the following figures the 
number in the bottom left corner box is less than 85 - indicating the need for 
a linking dialect to form the dialect chain to the Central Dusun core . Not all 
numbers in the bottom right box are 85-plus - because not all peripheral vil lages 
are within that range of all core village s .  
KNs ( Tombovo PG) R KNs ( Kolopis PG) 
90 84 KN4p ( Penampang 
8 7  86 
Baru PRJ 
PG) 
90 88 
�ampang 
9 3  92 KN4p (Lembah Poring BT) 
85 82 89 85  91  KN4p ( T . A . S . S .  TU) 
80 82 86 83 87 84 I KN4 C (Kogopon PRJ 
Fi gure 35 : PSC rel at ion s  of two Tombovo ( PG )  Kadazan d i a l ect v i l l ages 
w i th repres entat i ve peri phera l and core Centra l Dusun d i a l ect 
v i l l ages . (KNs = "Kadazan" representing TOmbovo (PG) Kadazan 
dialect;  KN = " Kadazan" representing peripheral Central 
Dusun diale6� ; KN4 C  = "Kadazan " representing core Central Dusun dialect . )  
2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 10 ( f) Kota K inabal u Kadazan d i a l ect 
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The Kota Kinabalu Kadazan dialect (KN s ) is here represented by one wordlist 
from Natai KK. This is related by at least 85 PSC with the two peripheral 
Central Dusun villages noted above with the code ( f )  - which are "Kadazan " from 
Kota Kinabalu District and " Dusun" from Tuaran District . These PSC relations 
are shown in Figure 36 . 
KNS ( Natai KK) 
88 R ( Paniang TN) 91  KN4P (Talungan KK) 
84 87 87 1 KN4 C (Kogopon PR) 
F i gure 36 : PSC rel ati ons of a Kota Kinaba l u Kadazan d i a l ect  vi l l age wi th 
peri phera l  and core Centra l Dusun d i al ect v i l l ages .  
(KN s = " Kadazan" representing Kota Kinabalu Kadazan dialect ; 
KN4p = " Kadazan" representing peripheral Central Dusun 
dialect ; KN4 C = " Kadazan'" representing core Central 
Dusun dialect . )  
2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 10 ( g )  Kota Bel ud Dusun d i al ect 
The Kota Belud Dusun ( DN2 ) dialect is here represented by seven wordlists 
from Kota Belud District ,  six being " Dusun" and one , " Rungus" .  These are related 
by at least 85 PSC with the four peripheral Central Dusun villages noted above 
with the code ( g) - three of which are "Dusun " from Kota Belud District and one 
"Tebilung" from Kota Marudu Di strict . These PSC relations are shown in Figure 
37 . 
2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 10 ( h )  Beaufort Kadazan d i a l ect 
The Beaufort Kadazan dialect (KN 3 ) is here represented by six wordlists 
from Beaufort District. These are related by at least 85 PSC with the seven 
peripheral Central Dusun dialect villages noted above with the code (h) - which 
are " Kadazan" from Papar and Beaufort districts . These PSC relations are shown 
in Figure 38 . 
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RS ( Bintasan KM) 
( Dudar KB) 
(Taburan KB) 
80 (Mantanau KB) 
76 81 (Mandap KB) 
81 84 83  ( Rosok KB) 
80 8 2  81  87  DN2 ( Tambulian Laut KB) 
92 86 84 81  79 81 TG (Mengaris KM) 
79 82 81  86  86 90 9 1  DN sp ( piasau KB) 
7 8  8 1  7 9  84 90 87 88 87 DNsp (Kelawat KB) 
80 8 3  82 86 87 93 89 83 85 DN sp (Bangkahak KB) 
81 80 79 83  84  83 83 84 85 83  DN sc ( Taginambur KB) 
Fi gure 37 : PSC re l ati ons of seven Kota Bel ud Dusun di a l ect vi l l aqes wi th 
peri pheral and core Centra-l Dusun d i a l ect vi l l ages . (RS = 
Rungus ;  DN = " Dusun" representing Kota Belud Dusun dialec t ;  
TG = Tebil�ng ; DN sp = " Dusun" representing peripheral Central Dusun dialect (equivalent to KN4p) ;  DN sc = " Dusun" repre­
senting core Central Dusun dialect ( equivalent to KN4 C . )  
KN3 ( Tahak BT) 
( Takuli BT) 
( Tibabar-Sumbiling PRJ 
89 ( Pinopok BT) 
92 87 ( Mandangin BT) 
86 89 84 KN 3 ( Kinamam BT) 
85 84 86 83 83 KN4p ( Limputong PRJ 
9 2  97 91  92 93 86 87 KN4p (Takapan BT) 
84 84 84 83 84 81 85 KN4 C (Kogopon PRJ 
F igure 38 : PSC rel a t i ons of s i x  Beaufort Kadazan d i al ect vi l l ages wi th 
peri pheral and core Central Dusun d i a l ect v i l l ages . 
( KN 3 = "Kadazan" representing Beaufort Kadazan dialect ; 
KN4 p = "Kadazan" representing peripheral Central Dusun 
dialect ; KN4 C = "Kadazan" representing core Central 
Dusun dialect . )  
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2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 10 ( i )  Sugut  Kadazan d i al ect 
The Sugut Kadazan dialect (KN 1 , DN6 ) is here represented by 12 wordlists which are divided into two subdialects based upon their relative distance through 
the dialect chain from the Central Dusun dialect . The wordlists of the Inner 
Sugut Kadazan subdialect are within 85 PSC of six peripheral Central Dusun vil­
lages which are noted with the code ( i )  - which are " Dusun" in Ranau , Tambunan 
and Beaufort .  The nine Inner Sugut Kadazan subdialect villages are : 
are : 
"Kadazan" ( KN  ) . . I i  . Kalngaran LS 
Melinsau LS 
Basai LS 
Kaingaran Baru LS 
Tinangian LS 
Karagasan LS ( the foregoing six villages are interrelated at 
90 PSC-plus ; Melinsau LS is representative in the accompanying 
figures) 
"Tilau-Ilau" (TU) : 
Basai LS 
" Minokok" (MO) : 
Moiwod KN 
Entilibon KN ( the foregoing two villages have 9 6  PSC ; Moiwod KN 
i s  representative ) 
The three wordlists of Outer Sugut Kadazan subdialect are not within 85 PSC 
of a peripheral Central Dusun dialect village but are linked through the Inner 
Sugut Kadazan subdialect and include : 
" Dusun "  ( DN6 0) :  
Parong KM 
"Kimaragang" (KG) : 
Dandun PS 
"Garo" (GO) : 
Talantang KM 
The PSC relations of the two Sugut Kadazan subdialects are shown in Figure 
39 . 
2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 10 ( j ) Pag i natan ( RU )  Dusun d i a l ect 
The Paginatan ( RU) Dusun dialect ( DN 7 ) is here represented by only one 
wordlist which has 85-86 PSC with the five peripheral Central Dusun dialect vil­
lages noted above with the code ( j )  - which are all " Dusun " from Ranau . The PSC 
relations are shown in Figure 40 . 
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GO ( Talantang KM) 
( Dandun PS ) 
DN6 0 ( Parong KM) 
87 TU ( Basai LS) 
82  76  82  (Moiwod KN) 
8 3  8 1  87 KN l i ( Melinsau LS) 
84 7 4 80 85 DN sp (Bongkud RU) 
8 3  7 6  8 1  84 85 85 87 DN sp (Jimpanga BT) 
79 75 80 80 82  81  82 83  KN4 C ( Kogopon PRJ 
83  7 3  7 8  77  80 80 87 82 84 DN sc (Togop Darat RU) 
80 7 3  77  79  81  79  82  86  85  DN sc (Batu 60 BT) 
Fi gure 39 : PSC rel ati ons of three Outer and three representati ve I nner 
Sugut Kadazan d i a l ect v i l l ages w i th peri phera l and core 
Central Dusun d i a l ect vt l l ages . ( GO  = Garo ; KG = 
Kimaragang ; DN60 = " Dusun" representing Outer Sugut Kadazan 
dialect ; TU = Tilau-I lau ; KN 1 i = " Kadazan" representing 
Inner Sugut Kadazan dialect ; DNsp = " Dusun" representing 
peripheral Central Dusun dialect; KN4 C = "Kadazan" rep­
resenting core Central Dusun dialect ; DNs c = " Dusun " rep­
resenting core Central Dusun dialect . )  
DN7 ( Paginatan RU) 
85 DN Sp ( Bongkud RU) 
83 87 1 DNs c ( Togop Darat RU) 
F i gure 40 : PSC rel at i ons of the Pagi natan ( RU )  Dusun d i al ect vi l l age 
w i th peri pheral and core Centra l Du sun  di al ect 
v i l l ages . ( DN7 = " Dusun" representing Paginatan ( RU)  Dusun 
dialect;  DN s = " Dusun" representing peripheral Central 
Dusun d�alec� ; DNs c = " Dusun " representing core Central 
Dusun dlalect . )  
2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 10 ( k )  Kua l a  Monsok ( TA )  Dusun d i a l ect 
The Kuala Monsok ( TA) Dusun dialect ( DN e ) is here represented by only one 
wordlist which has 85 PSC with the one peripheral Central Dusun dialect 
village noted above with the code (k)  - which is "Dusun" in Beaufort.  The PSC 
relations are shown in Figure 4 1 .  
DNa ( Kuala Monsok TA) 
85 DNSp ( Jimpanga BT) 
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8 3  8 6  I DNs c ( Batu 60 BT) 
Fi gure 41 : PSC rel ati ons of the Kua l a  Monsok ( TA ) d i al ect v i l l age wi th 
peri pheral and core Centra l Dusun d i a l ect v i l l ages . 
( DNa = " Dusun" representing Kuala Monsok (TA) Dusun dialect ; 
DNs = " Dusun" representing peripheral Central Dusun 
dia�ect � DNsc = "Dusun" representing core Central Dusun dl.alect . ) 
2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 10 ( 1 ) Pemi l aan ( TM ) Dusun d i a l ect 
The Pemilaan ( TM) Dusun dialect ( DN9 ) is here represented by only one word­
l ist which has 85 PSC with the one peripheral Central Dusun village noted 
above with the code ( I )  - which is " Dusun" in Beaufort. The PSC relations are 
shown in Figure 42 . 
DN9 ( Pemilaan TM) 
85 DNsp (Jimpanga BT) 
80 86 I DNs c (Batu 60 BT) 
F i gure 42 : PSC re l ati ons of the Pemi l aan  ( TM ) Dusun d i a l ect v i l l age wi th 
peri phera l and core Central Dusun d i a l ect vi l l ages . 
( DN9 = " Dusun" representing Pemilaan (TM) Dusun dialec t ;  
DNs = " Dusun" representing peripheral Central Dusun 
dia�ect ; DNs = " Dusun" representing core Central 
Dusun dialecE . )  
2 . 3 . 9 . 4 . 10 { m ) Bungaraya ( KU ) Dusun d i a l ect 
The Bungaraya ( KU) Dusun dialect ( DN l O ) is here represented by two word­
lists which have 87 PSC .  The two villages are Bungaraya KU and Luanti Baru KU . 
One or both of them have 85-86 PSC with the six peripheral Central Dusun 
dialect villages noted above with the code (m) - which are all " Dusun" in Ranau , 
Tarnbunan and Beaufort . The PSC relations are shown in Figure 43 . 
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Fi gure 43 : 
DN 1 0  ( Luanti Baru KU) R DN 1 0  (Bungaraya KU) 
85 85 DNsp ( Randagong Lama RU) 
8 3  8 0  87 I DN (Togop Darat RU) sc 
PSC re l at i ons of the two Bungaraya ( KU )  Dusun d i al ect 
v i l l ages wi th peri phera l  and core Central Dusun d i a l ect 
v i l l ages . ( DN1 0  = "Dusun" representing Bungaraya (KU) Dusun 
dialect ; DN s = "Dusun" representing peripheral Central 
Dusun dialec.!f ; DN sc = " Dusun " representing core Central 
Dusun dialect . )  
3 .  SUMMARY 
The foregoing classification of languages spoken by residents whose cultural 
centres are in Sabah or in the South-east Asia insular world distinguish�s two 
phyla of languages , four superstocks , 12 stocks , 16 families , 36 subfamilies and 
51 languages (of  which 33 are considered , pending further research , to have their 
cultural centre in Sabah) . Language as well as dialect divisions noted above 
distinguish 83 di ffering forms of speech in Sabah . The overall language clas­
sification is summarised in Figure 44 . 
Within the language terminology there are various ambiguities , among which 
are : 
( 1 ) "Jawa" represents five languages ; 
"Bugis"  represents two language s ;  
" Ba j au" represents two languages ;  
" Murut" represents 1 5  languages ;  
" Dusun" represents perhaps four languages and many dialects ; 
" Kadazan" represents perhaps four languages and many dialects . 
( 2 )  " Tambanua" represents the Tambanua language ( Paitanic family) as well as 
the Kadazan-Tambanua language ( Dusunic family) . 
( 3 )  " Kuij au" represents the Kui j au language ( Dusunic) as well as the Apin-Apin 
Kui j au language (Murutic) . 
( 4 )  " Baukan" represents the Baukan language (Murutic)  as well as a subdialect 
of the Nabay language (Murutic) . 
( 5 ) " Rungus" represents the Rungus language ( Dusunic ) as well as a subdialect 
of the Kota Belud Dusun dialect of the Dusun (Kadazan) language . 
( 6 )  " Sungai" ,  the most mis leading term, being a cultural rather than linguistic 
designation , represents : 
( a) Ida ' an Sungai language ( Ida ' an subfamily) ; 
(b )  Abai Sungai language ( Paitanic family) ; 
( c )  Tambanua Sungai dialect of Tambanua language (Paitanic family) ; 
( d )  Gum-Gum Sungai dialect of Upper Kinabatangan language ( Paitanic family) ; 
( e )  Kuamat Sungai of "Makiang" dialect of Upper Kinabatangan language 
( Paitanic family) ; 
( f) Sungai dialect of Eastern Kadazan language ( Dusunic family) . 
Phylum Super- Stock Family Sub-
stock family 
0-15 15-25 25-45 45-60 60-75 
PSC PSC PSC PSC PSC 
l .  Indo-European 
2 .  Austronesian 
A .  
B .  Javanese stock 
Javanese 
family 
Java-
nese 
sub-
family 
C North-westerr 
Austronesian 
super stock 
l .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
5 .  Bugis sub-
family 
6 .  Ida ' an sub-
family 
7 .  Malayic a. 
family 
b .  
8 .  Bajau 
family 
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Language No . of 
dialects 
75-80 80-85 
PSC PSC 
Chabacano 
Butung 
Jawa TM 
Jawa BT 
Jawa TU 
Jawa SN 
Jawa LD 
Lundayeh 
*Banggi 
* I llanun 2 
Suluk 
Bugis TU 
Bugis LD/SN 2 
* Ida ' an/Begahak 
*Ida ' an Sungai 4 
Iban 
Malayic 
subfamily 
Cocos Malay/Bahasa Malaysic 
Brunei/Kedayan 
*West Coast Bajau chain 
East Coast Baj au chain 
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Phylum Super- Stock Family Sub- Language 
stock family 
9 .  Bornean 
stock 
a .  Tidong 
b .  Paitanic *Lingkabau 
family 
* Lobu 
*Abai Sungai 
*Tambanua 
*Upper Kinabatangan 
c .  Murutic 
family ( 1 ) Kolod 
( 2 )  *Gana 
( 3 ) *Apin-Apin Kui j au 
( 4 )  *Kalabakan Murut 
( 5 )  Sembakung Murut 
( 6 )  *Serudung Murut 
( 7 )  *Tagal 
( 8 )  Central Murut 
subfamily 
*Takapan 
*Paluan 
*Timugon 
*Beaufort Murut 
*Dusun-Murut 
*Sook Murut 
*Baukan 
*Nabay 
No . of 
dialects 
chain 
chain 
4 
2 
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Phylum Super- Stock Family Sub- Language No . of 
stock family dialects 
d .  Dusunic 
family ( 1 ) *Papar 
( 2 ) *Dumpas 
, 
( 3 )  *Kadazan-Tarnbanua 
( 4 )  *Lotud 2 
( 5 )  *Bisaya 
( 6 )  *Tatana 
(7)  *Kui j au 5 
( 8 )  *Eastern Kadazan 7 
( 9 )  * Rungus 
( 10)  *Kadazan/Dusun 1 3  
Total distinctions : 
2 I 4 I 12 16 36 51 83  *33  
Fi gure 44 : Language c l ass i fi cat i on of  Sabah . (*  identifies languages whose 
cultural centre is considered to be in Sabah. ) 
Lexicostatistics is not a sufficient means of differentiating languages 
and dialects , i f  " languages " implies lack of mutual intelligibility and "dialect" 
the presence of mutual intelligibility (barring the case of a dialect chain 
within a language) . The following points need to be clarified by dialect intel­
ligibility testing : 
( 1 )  intelligibility between the Jawa languages in Sabah ( as well as enquiring 
whether more Javanese languages are present in Sabah) ; 
( 2 )  intelligibility between the two Illanun dialects ; 
( 3 )  intelligibil ity between the Bugis dialects , whether there are one or two 
Bugis languages in Sabah ; 
( 4 )  intelligibility between Ida ' an/Begahak and Ida ' an Sungai languages ,  and 
between the four dialects of the latter ;  
( 5 )  intelligibility along the dialect chain of West Coast Bajau; 
( 6 )  intelligibility along the dialect chain of East Coast Bajau and with 
Philippine Sarna language s ;  
( 7 ) intelligibility of the three Tidong dialects ; 
( 8 )  intelligibility along the language chain of five Paitanic language s ;  
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( 9 )  intelligibility between the two Tambanua dialects ; 
( 10 )  intelligibility along the dialect chain of the Upper Kinabatangan language ; 
( 11)  intelligibility of Murutic Apin-Apin Kui j au with Dusunic Kui j au language ; 
( 1 2 )  intelligibility between the two Tagal dialects ; 
( 13 )  intel ligibility between the eight Central Murut languages ;  
( 14 )  intelligibility between the two Lotud dialects ; 
( 15 )  intelligibility between the five Kui j au ( Dusunic ) dialects ; 
( 16 )  intelligibility between the seven Eastern Kadazan dialects ; 
( 17 )  intelligibility between the 13 Dusun ( Kadazan) dialects . 
Inter-language borrowing is evident at several points in Sabah : 
( 1) Brunei language of Berhala Darat SN from Bahasa Malaysia; 
( 2 )  East Coast Bajau language from the Suluk language ; 
( 3 )  west Coast Bajau language from the Malayic family ; 
( 4 )  Apin-Apin Kui j au from the Murutic languages ;  
( 5 )  Tatana language o f  Menunggang KP from Bisaya language o f  the same village . 
Two appendices are included listing the ethnonyms used by the people of 
Sabah and listing the serial language abbreviations (KN I , etc . ) . 
NOTES 
1 .  For s imilar studies o f  other linguistic areas and for methodological details 
of the lexicostatistical analysis see Smith ( 1974) , Walton ( 1977) , and 
Smith ( 1978) . 
2 .  This writer has only analysed the l ingu istic field data collected and 
encoded by the other members of the linguistic team. The field linguists 
who collected the wordli sts and made the cognateness decisions are : Julie 
Blom ,  Patrick Cohen , Phyllis Dunn , Hope Hurlbut , John and Carolyn Mille r ,  
and Inka Pekkanen . These are all members of the Summer Institute of 
Linguistics . The technical aspects of the type of language survey under­
taken by the Institute in Sabah is described in Casad ( 1974) ; the survey 
results from the Kudat Division are described in Blom ( 1979) and from the 
upper Kinabatangan River area in Hurlbut and Pekkanen ( to appear) . 
3 .  The districts of Sabah , the abbreviations used in this paper for the 
di stricts , and the number of wordlists collected from each district are : 
Beaufort BT 26 Labuan LN 2 Sandakan SN 1 5  
Keningau KU 2 8  Labuk-Sugut LS 33  Semporna SA 8 
Kinabatangan KN 31 Lahad Datu LD 20 Sipitang SG 5 
Kota Be lud KB 16 Papar PR 19 Tambunan TA 6 
Kota Kinabalu KK 9 Penampang PG 18 Tawau TU 14 
Kota Marudu KM 9 Pensiangan PN 3 Tenom TM 11  
Kuala Penyu KP 11  Pitas PS 9 Tuaran TN 1 3  
Kudat KT 9 Ranau RU 16 3 3 1  total 
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4 .  The wordlist used for this study differs from the 372-item wordlist given 
in Reid ( 1971)  which has been used extensively in the Philippines only by 
the exclusion of the following five items : abaca (Manila hemp) , carabao , 
penis , vagina , charcoal . 
5 .  For some widely occurring forms l ike bapa father only one root was found 
among all the wordlists for a given meaning ; but for other meanings like 
anger, fast and to fight as many as 41 different roots were found among 
the wordlists . 
6 .  The 367-item wordlist used i n  the field collection o f  data ( see Note 4 )  was 
reduced for a variety of reasons by the following 40 meanings to a 327- item 
wordlist for the lexicostatistical comparison : 
ankle finger repeat throw 
anus hold roo today 
blanket i f  slave twenty 
breakfast lake smooth waterfall 
climb learn soup bamboo water container 
cut lonely squeeze water j ar 
delouse nipah string weak 
dust none summit weave 
earthquake now sweet potato what-you-may-call-it 
eel raincloud swidden word 
7 .  Dyen ( 1965 : 18 )  set a maximum of 69 . 9% for " the highest score between 
dialects of different languages" and termed it the Provisional Language 
Limi t .  The higher value used in this paper is j ustified by a presumed 
reduction of errors for the following reasons : ( 1 ) the wordlists were 
obtained by a small group of trained linguists interacting with each other 
to assure identical understanding of the basic wordlist ; ( 2 )  each linguist 
completed an average of about 50 wordlists assuring familiarity with the 
intended meaning and expected form being elicited ; ( 3 )  each linguist continu­
ally reviewed the isolated forms not identified with cognate sets looking 
for evidence of cognateness in the growing body of variant forms within 
each cognate set assuring maximum opportunity to assign isolated forms to 
established sets as well as to merge previously separate cognate sets ; 
( 4 )  the range of known variance within given cognate sets was monitored 
using Reid ( 1971)  and Wurm and Wilson ( 19 75 ) ; ( 5 )  questionable items on 
each wordlist were deleted from consideration ; ( 6 )  as noted in Notes 4 and 
6 additional items were deleted from any cons ideration . The effect of each 
of these procedures was to raise the overall cognate level . For example , 
the e ffect of deleting the 40 problem words (Note 6 )  was an average increase 
of 1 . 4  PSC ; the effect of merging cognate sets upon evidence noted after 
the initial comparison were computed was an average increase of 3 . 8  PSC .  
This i s  not to deny a level o f  error of several percentage points arising 
from misunderstanding of the Bahasa Malaysia term by the language assist­
ants , confusion of general versus specific terminology and other reason s .  
8 .  Dyen ( 1965 : 18 )  likewise inc luded dialect chains : " i f  a chain o f  percentages 
70 . 0  or higher connects a set of lists , they are all assigned to the same 
language . "  
9 .  Here and at other places the classification o f  Sabah languages as part of 
the widespread Austronesian linguistic world may differ by a level or two 
from other classifications of these languages .  This classification is based 
almost solely upon cognate percentages obtained from these languages in 
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Sabah without inclusion of data from outside of Sabah . The classi fication 
is thus more significant for the indigenous languages of Sabah than for the 
migrant languages recently introduced into Sabah . 
10 . The six Philippine wordlists were obtained from Reid ( 19 7 1 )  or from the 
office of the Summer Institute of Linguistics in Manila. 
1 1 .  Prentice ( 1971 : 3 ) adopts Appell ' s  ( 1968)  use o f  the term Idahan a s  a 
language family name and states : "The known languages of the Idahan family 
are at present divided into three sub-families : Paitanic , Dusunic and 
Murutic . " In this analysis the Ida ' an ( I dahan) language is related to the 
paitanic , Murutic and Dusunic families at a more remote level ; so the name 
Idahan for this group seems inappropriate ; Prentice himself has discontinued 
this use of the term Idahan , according to correspondence from him. Here 
" Bornean stock" is equivalent to Prentice ' s  " Idahan family" . 
12 . It i s  interesting to note that should one draw a circle on a map of Sabah 
choosing as a centre a point near Kg Tobobon TN and establishing a radius 
of 15 miles , six of the 14 core villages ( Sunsuron TA, Bundu Tuhan RU , 
Kionsom KK ,  Lumpoho TN , Kipouvu PG , and Notoruss PG) would fall within the 
circle .  
Five o f  the villages ( Lumat BT , Kiulu Baru TU , Panaitan KM ,  Batu 6 0  BT , 
and Taginambur KB) migrated from areas within the circle . 
Two villages (Ulu Lumagar PR and Kogopon PRJ have some residents who came 
from areas within the circle . Only one vi llage (Togop Darat RU) has no 
known connection with areas within the circle and lies about 2 1  miles from 
the edge of the circle . 
Baj au 
Bajau Banaran 
Bajau Balangingi 
Baj au Darat 
Baj au Laut 
Bajau Semporna 
Banggi 
Baukan 
Begahak 
Bisaya 
Brunei 
Brunei-Kedayan 
Bugis 
APPEND I X  I :  Ethnonyms : an al phabeti cal l i sti ng 
two languages of Baj au family 
dialect of East Coast Bajau dialect chain 
dialect of East Coast Bajau dialect chain 
dialect of East Coast Baj au dialect chain 
dialect of East Coast Baj au dialect chain 
dialect of East Coast Baj au dialect chain 
language of North-western Austronesian superstock 
language of Central Murut subfamily ; also dialect of 
Nabay language 
language of Ida ' an subfamily ; same language as Ida ' an 
language of Dusunic family 
language of Malayic subfamily ; same language as Kedayan 
subdialect of Brunei/Kedayan language of Malayic subfamily 
two languages of North-western Austronesian superstock from 
Sulawesi 
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Butung language of Austronesian phylum from Sulawesi 
Chabacano Indo-European creole language from Zamboanga , Philippines 
Cocos language of Malayic subfamily from Cocos Islands ; same 
language as Bahasa Malaysia ; also Cocos Malay 
Dumpas language of Dusunic family 
Dusun language of Dusunic family ; same language as Kadazan ; refers 
also to other Dusunic languages and dialects 
Dusun Kadayan . dialect of Lotud language 
Dusun-Murut language of Central Murutic subfamily 
Dusun Segama d ialect of Upper Kinabatangan language 
Gana language of Murutic family 
Garo part of Outer Sugut Kadazan subdialect 
Iban language of Malayic family,  from Sarawak 
Ida ' an language of Ida ' an subfamily ; same language as Begahak 
I llanun language of North-western Austronesian superstock 
Jama Mapun dialect of East Coast Baj au dialect chain ; also found in 
Philippines 
Jawa five languages of Javanese stock; from Indonesia 
Jawa Halus High Javanese dialects ; from Indonesia 
Kadazan language of Dusunic family ; same language as Dusun ; refers 
also to other Dusunic languages and dialects 
Kadazan-Tambanua l anguage of Dusunic family 
Kagayan 
Kalabakan Murut 
Kedayan 
Kimaragang 
Kiundu 
Kolobuan 
Kolod 
Kuij au 
Laminusa 
Lingkabau 
Lobu 
Lotud 
Lundayeh 
Lun Lod 
Makiang 
dialect of East Coast Bajau dialect chain 
language of Murutic family 
language of Malayic subfamily ; same language as Brunei 
part of Outer Sugut Kadazan subdialect 
part of peripheral Central Dusun dialect 
part of "Makiang" dialect of Upper Kinabatangan language 
language of Murutic family 
language of Dusunic family ;  also language of Murutic family 
dialect of East Coast Bajau dialect chain 
language of Paitanic family 
language of Paitanic family 
language of Dusunic family 
language of North-western Austronesian superstock 
subdialect of Lundayeh language 
dialect of Upper Kinabatangan language , c f .  Kolobuan , 
Sinarupa , Sungai 
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Mangkaak 
Minokok 
Murut 
Nabay 
Pahu 
Paitan 
Paluan 
Papar 
Rumanau 
Run gus 
Sarna 
Sernbakung Murut 
Sibutu 
Sikubung 
Simunul 
Sinabu 
Sinarupa 
Sinulihan 
Sokid 
Sukang 
Suluk 
Sungai 
Tagal 
Tagaro 
Takapan 
Tarnbanua 
Tatana 
Tausug 
Tebilung 
Tidong 
Tilau-I lau 
Timugon 
dialect of Eastern Kadazan language 
part of Inner Sugut Kadazan subdialect 
family of languages of Bornean stock , refers to various 
Murutic languages and dialects 
language of Central Murutic subfamily 
part of peripheral Central Dusun dialect 
subdialect of Tarnbanua language 
language of Central Murutic subfamily 
language of Dusunic family 
part of Sinabu/Rumanau, dialect of Upper Kinabatangan 
language 
language of Dusunic family , also subdialect of Kota Belud 
Dusun dialect 
Philippine language , corresponds to Sabah East Coast Bajau 
language of Murutic family 
dialect of East Coast Baj au dialect chain 
dialect of East Coast Baj au dialect chain 
dialect of East Coast Bajau dialect chain 
part of Sinabu/Rumanau dialect of Upper Kinabatangan 
language 
part of "Makiang" dialect of Upper Kinabatangan language 
part of core Central Dusun dialect 
part of peripheral Central Dusun dialect 
part of "Mangkaak" dialect of Eastern Kadazan language 
language of North-western Austronesian superstock ; same 
language as Tausug from Philippines 
various communities on Sabah ' s  East Coast rivers belonging 
to several languages and dialects 
language of Murutic family 
part of peripheral Central Dusun dialect 
language of Central Murutic subfamily 
language of Paitanic family ; c f .  Kadazan-Tarnbanua 
language of Dusunic family 
Philippine language of North-western Austronesian superstock , 
corre sponds to Sabah Suluk 
part of peripheral Central Dusun dialect 
language of Bornean stock 
part of Inner Sugut Kadazan subdialect 
language of Central Murutic subfamily 
Tindal 
Tobu 
Ubian 
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Ulu Tuaran 
part of peripheral Central Dusun dialect 
refers to people who speak the Lobu language 
dialect of East Coast Bajau dialect chain 
part of core Central Dusun dialect 
DN l 
DNz 
DN 3 
DNq 
DNs 
DNs c 
DN sp 
DNs 
DN s o 
DN7 
DNa 
DN9 
DN 1 0  
KNl 
KN 1 i 
KN2 
KN 3 
KNq 
KN q c 
KNq P 
KNs 
KNs 
KN7 
KU 
KUm 
MT l 
MTz 
MT 3 
MT q 
MT s 
MTs 
APPENDI X I I :  Seri a l  l anguage abbrev i a t i ons 
" Dusun" representing 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" Kadazan" representing 
" Kuij au" representing 
" Murut" representing 
Lotud language 
Kota Belud Dusun dialect 
Tempasuk ( KB )  Dusun dialect 
Keningau Dusun dialect 
Central Dusun dialect (KNq ) 
core Central Dusun dialect (KNq c) 
peripheral Central Dusun dialect (KNqp ) 
Sugut Kadazan dialect (KN 1 ) 
Outer Sugut Kadazan subdialect ( KN 1 o) 
Paginatan ( RU) Dusun dialect 
Kuala Monsok ( TA) Dusun dialect 
Pemilaan ( TM) Dusun dialect 
Bungaraya ( KU) Dusun dialect 
Sugut Kadazan dialect ( DNs ) 
Inner Sugut Kadazan subdialect ( DNso ) 
Pilantong Kadazan dialect 
Beaufort Kadazan dialect 
Central Dusun dialect (DNs ) 
core Central Dusun dialect ( DNs c) 
peripheral Central Dusun dialect ( DN sp) 
Kota Kinabalu Kadazan dialect 
Tombovo ( PG) Kadazan dialect 
Eastern Kadazan language 
Kuij au language ( Dusunic) 
Apin-Apin Kuij au (Murutic) 
Dusun-Murut language 
Baukan l anguage 
Beaufort Murut language 
Sook Murut language 
Serudung Murut language 
Tagal language 
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I NTRODUCT I O N  
Carolyn P .  M i l l er 
O .  GENERAL BACKGROUND 
The island of Borneo has long been of interest to those studying the move­
ments of people throughout history and the diversity of languages and customs . 
Because of i ts strategic position in the large area of the world where Austro­
nesian languages are spoken , stretching all the way from Madagascar to Easter 
Island and encompassing the entire greater South-east Asia region , and because 
of the evidence of early habitation of the island (Harrisson 1958) , Borneo 
remains "one of the more interesting areas of the world , ethnologically 
speaking" ( LeBar 1972 : 14 7 ) . 
In the reference work which he edited entitled Ethnic groups of insular 
Southeast Asi a ,  Frank M.  LeBar has stated that " considerable reliance has been 
placed on linguistic classification , s ince it is felt that demonstrated genetic 
relationships among languages remain the best indicators of present or past 
cultural ties among the speakers of those languages" ( 1972 : v) . Concerning the 
island o f  Borneo he states that a major obstacle to the attempt to synthesise 
descriptions of the ethnic groups of Borneo has been " the virtual absence of 
modern l inguistic f ield surveys "  ( 1972 : 14 7 ) . 
It is hoped that this volume will help toward a better understanding of 
the relationships among the languages spoken in the northern part of the island , 
that is in the state of Sabah , East Malaysia. Along with other articles already 
produced , l it presents the results of a linguistic survey of Sabah conducted by 
the Summer Institute of Linguistics in cooperation with the state government , 
of the languages spoken throughout the state . 
In his article entitled "The languages of Sabah : a tentative lexicostatis­
tical classification " , Kenneth D .  Smith (in this volume) presents the results of 
the first stage of the survey . using a computer-assisted comparison of wordlists 
collected in 325 locations throughout the state , he proposed a tentative 
c lassification of Sabah languages .  In that article he states that many of these 
proposed classifications need to be clarified by intelligibility testing. 
The other articles present the results of such testing for most of the 
languages which Smith included in his classification . Excluded from testing are 
those language s whose linguistic centre is e l sewhere than Sabah , such as 
Javanese , Bugi s ,  Chabacano , Butung , and the various Chinese , Indian , and 
European l anguage s .  Also , the Kadazan-Tambanua language is not reported on here 
Julie K. King and John Wayne King , eds Languages of Sabah : a s urvey report , 
5 1-57 . Paci fi c Linguistics , C-7 8 ,  1984 . 
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since that small linguistic community i s  adapting to the dominant Paitanic 
language in i ts area.  And ,  the results of the Banggi language survey and 
intelligibility testing will be reported in a separate article (Boutin and 
Boutin , to appear) . 
In a final article , David Moody discusses the implications of the intel­
ligibility testing on the tentative language classification proposed by Smith . 
Certain ambiguities and uncertainties remain , but much has been learned which 
we trust will lead to greater understanding of the linguistic diversity within 
the state of Sabah . 
As far as is possible in a collection of articles by different authors , 
consistency in format and presentation of material has been maintained through­
out the volume to assist the reader in comparing information from article to 
article . 
Each article contains an introduction to give some background about the 
language group ; a section on how the specific language was classified by Smith ; 
test procedures ;  the results of the intelligibility testing ; national language 
intelligibility testing results , and a conclusion . 
Several devices are used throughout the articles which must be explained 
here to facilitate reading and study of the articles . 
First of all ,  all vi llage names are followed by a two-letter district 
abbreviation or in the case of villages outside of Sabah , a three-letter state , 
island or country abbreviation . Those abbreviations are as follows : 
BT Beaufort PN Pensiangan IND Indonesia 
KB Kota Belud PR Papar KAL Kalimantan 
KK Kota Kinabalu PS Pitas PHL Philippines 
KM Kota Marudu RU Ranau SAR Sarawak 
KN Kinabatangan SA Semporna 
KP Kuala Penyu SG Sipitang 
KT Kudat SN Sandakan 
KU Keningau TA Tambunan 
LD Lahad Datu TM Tenom 
LN Labuan 'rN Tuaran 
LS Labuk-Sugut TU Tawau 
PG Penampang 
A second device used throughout the articles is that when re ferring to 
another article from this compendium an arrow followed by the language name will 
appear , as (+ Kadazan!Dusun) • 
1 .  SURVEY BACKGROUND 
The Summer Institute of Linguistics ( SIL) first began work in Sabah in 
June 1978 under a memorandum of understanding with the state government whereby 
S IL would , in part , undertake a linguistic survey of the indigenous languages 
of Sabah to determine their location , approximate size , and degree of difference ; 
conduct f ield research in the lesser-known indigenous languages of Sabah 
including phonological , grammatical , and semantic studie s ;  and make instrumental 
recordings of speech , musi c ,  and folklore . 
An understanding of the languages spoken throughout the state and the 
relationship of these to each other as well as to languages spoken in other 
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parts of South-east Asia seemed important to future studies o f  specific languages 
of Sabah . 
The purpose of the survey was to 1 )  determine dialect boundaries within 
defined geographical boundaries comprising the entire state of Sabah , 2) to 
determine more precisely via lexicostatistics and intel ligibility testing the 
degrees of intelligibility across major and minor dialect boundaries , and 3) to 
attempt to determine the level of understanding and the extent of the use of 
the national language in villages across the state . 
Before survey personnel visited villages in any district , a letter was sent 
by the Chief Minister ' s  office to the District Officer introducing the SIL 
technicians and requesting help . Without the support of government officials 
and the extensive help they gave , such a survey would have been impossible . 
Generally District Officers wrote letters of introduction and set up appointments 
in the villages where there were language or dialect differences . Often someone 
from the district office who spoke the local dialect was assigned to accompany 
SIL personnel and assist them in communicating with the people in the villages 
and in transcribing and translating the material collected . 
2 .  SURVE Y  METHOD 
The basic procedures used in the survey were those presented by Eugene 
Casad in his handbook entitled Di al ect i ntel l i gi bi l i ty tes ting ( 19 74 ) . Stated 
very s imply , this method required two trips to each language and dialect area 
under consideration . On the first trip ( the collection trip) , the technicians 
collected a phonetically transcribed list of 367 words in the local dialect using 
a standard l ist which had been prepared in English and Bahasa Malaysia . 2 They 
also collected samples of the speech of the people in that place by tape­
recording short personal experience ' stories ' from a member of each community 
visited . These accounts were then transcribed and translated into Bahasa 
Malaysi a .  Questionnaires and biographical data showing patterns of language 
use as well as relevant sociological in formation were also collected. 
After material collected on this first trip was evaluated and compared with 
that collected in other locations , a second trip ( the testing trip) was made to 
selected locations throughout the same area . On this second visit ten persons 
were asked to listen to tape-recorded ' stories ' from other areas where the lan­
guage was to a greater or lesser degree related to their own . Technicians 
attempted to get a cross-section of the community to take the test ( i . e .  young 
and old ,  male and female ,  educated and uneducated) . Their understanding of a 
given story was calculated on the basis of their ability to answer questions 
concerning the content of the story . 3 The questions were interspersed through­
out the story to immediately follow the information being questioned . A story 
collected on the earlier trip from the test subject ' s  own village ( called the 
hometown tape) was played f irst in order to familiarise him with the testing 
method. If a subject did not score high on his hometown tape the technicians 
knew that he did not understand the testing procedures wel l .  The hometown tape 
was e ither played again or the test subj ect was disquali fied . The other local 
language tapes ( called reference tapes) were then played , followed by the Bahasa 
Malaysia story tape ( called the national language tape ) . 
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3 .  SELECT I ON OF  TEST POI NTS AND REFERENCE TAPES 
The selection of test points and reference tapes to be played at each point 
was important to ensure the effectiveness of the testing procedure . A committee 
set up guidelines for selecting these . 
Generally communities were not chosen as test points i f  the inhabitants had 
recently migrated from other areas . 4 However ,  testing was done for Lundayeh 
( Sarawak Murut) , even though most of them have been in Sabah for only one gener­
ation , to confirm their distinctness from Sabah Murut and to check for possible 
dialect distinctions between Lundayeh groups in Sabah . 
In determining what tapes to play at a given test point , the committee 
considered three main factors : 1) the degree of difference between the two 
places as reflected in the percent of shared cognates (PSC) in the wordlists 
collected at each place , 2) the geographical proximity of the two places , and 
3 )  sociolinguistic factors which might affect understanding . 
Generally tapes were not selected for use in a particular location i f  the 
PSC between the two places was above 90 or below 70 , since results from such 
testing would be predictable . That is , i f  PSC relations between wordlists from 
two villages were 90 or above high intelligibility was expected and if relations 
were below 70 PSC it was expected that intelligibility would be low . 
Occasionally testing was done to determine the level of understanding 
between groups who seemed to be linguistically very close , but where geographical 
or sociological factors would seem to have kept them apart . For this reason 
Ida ' an and Begahak speakers (+ Ida ' an )  were tested with tapes from each other ' s  
areas as were also Brunei and Kedayan speakers (+ Malayic ) .  
Because of the difficulty test sub j ects had in listening to a large number 
of tape s ,  the committee decided to limit the total number of tapes to be played 
at any test point to seven , one of these being a hometown tape and one being 
the national language tape . This left a possible five tapes which could be 
used for testing the understanding of a range of related dialects and language s .  
It  was not always possible t o  keep all these factors in balance . For some 
language groups which were closely contained geographically and clearly defined 
linguistically with few dialect divisions , the choice was relatively simple , and 
it was easy to stay within the maximum number of tapes allowed for each test 
point . But in the larger ,  less wel l-defined groups such as Kadazan/Dusun the 
situation became more complex (+ Kadazan/Dusun) . 
4 .  D I FFERENCES FROM CASAD 
The survey procedures used in Sabah differed in some ways from the method 
presented by Casad ( 1974) . The method as described by Casad i s  executed by a 
trained l inguist who is familiar with at least one of the dialects being tested. 
In  Sabah survey teams were dependent on communication in the national language 
or on the services of an interpreter during the testing process . 
The procedure as 
in the local dialect. 
the second is to give 
were prepared for use 
thereafter because of 
outlined by Casad suggests using two introductory tapes 
The first is to explain the purpose of the survey and 
a sample test story with questions . Though such tapes 
at the start of the Sabah survey , they were not used 
their limited effectivenes s .  Instead , e ither the S I L  
technicians explained the purpose and procedure o f  the survey i n  the national 
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language or the guide from the district did so in the local dialect .  The home­
town tape then became the introductory tape to the testing procedure . 
The intelligibility testing results have also been presented differently 
from Casad ' s  " cost matrix" which is then displayed on a contour map of networks . 
Casad suggests that establishing a threshold of 80 percent as the basis for 
proposing language distinctions is inadequate s ince other linguistic and socio­
logical factors should also be taken into consideration . He recommends that 
the threshold be expressed as a " series of values corresponding to a range of 
intelligibility levels" (Casad 1974 : 46)  lying between 7 5  and 85 percent . In 
this study , however ,  the threshold of 80 percent has generally been used in 
order to correspond with the threshold used by Smith in his lexicostatistical 
classi fication . 5 Authors used either 85 or 90 percent as a threshold for dis­
tinguishing different dialects depending on which better fit the language situ­
ation with which they were dealing. 
5 .  CHANGES I N  STRATEGY 
In several respects the survey method used in Sabah evolved as the survey 
progressed . Initially it was felt that the testing trip should proceed almost 
immediately after the collection trip . This procedure was followed in the 
testing of the Kudat Division (Blom 1979)  and the upper Kinabatangan River area 
(Hurlbut and Pekkanen , to appear ) . After the technicians had collected the data , 
they returned shortly to the same area to test intel l igibility between groups 
within that geographic area .  However ,  because language boundaries seldom 
parallel geographic or administrative ones , it became apparent that not all 
relevant distinctions would be tested where other geographic areas were also 
involve d ,  and that almost certainly retesting would have to be done later in­
volving the broader language relationships . The decision was then made to 
complete collection of language data throughout the state before proceeding 
with further testing .  When this was done , testing was mapped out on the basis 
of statewide comparison s .  The articles of this volume which report the results 
are not done by geographical or administrative areas but by related language 
groupings s ince these were the distinctions being tested . 
6 .  H I N DRANCES 
Throughout the survey , technicians felt the pressure of trying to obtain 
accurate , quality-controlled material . Several factors contributed to this 
frustration of trying to achieve the ' ideal ' in the reality of field conditions . 
Sometimes mechanical malfunctions prevented technicians from getting mater­
ial of the quality they de sired . The quality of tape-recorders and recordings 
varied and the repair of equipment was a problem. Travel conditions encountered 
on survey were not conducive to maintaining delicate equipment. There were 
times when a technician accepted a recording he knew to be of inferior quality 
simply because it was the best he could do at that time . 
Physical conditions for testing were often far from ideal . Most testing 
was done in a place where people were standing around watching and listening . 
The subjects sometimes felt embarrassed by the audience and very often were 
distracted by the noise and confusion . 
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Some people declined to take the test at all despite reassurance by the 
technician that there were no ' wrong ' answers and that he merely wanted to see 
how much they could understand . Still the desire to do well on what was obvi­
ously a ' test ' of some sort often resulted in the selection of only those who 
were recognised as being clever , self-confident or well-travelled. This un­
doubtedly had a tendency to elevate scores . 
On some occasions it was di fficult for the survey technicians and the 
people in the villages to coordinate time schedules in order to complete the 
necessary work . Also there were frustrations on the part of technicians and 
vil l age people when the processes of telling , transcribing and translating 
stories and taking the tests became more time consuming than was expected . 
Sometimes those he lping with the work would even have to leave before the work 
was completed. 
7 .  VAL I DITY 
In the face of all the problems and variables mentioned , the reader might 
question the validity of the results of such a survey . 
Two factors should be kept in mind in assessing the results of the survey.  
The f irst is the extremely large corpus which forms the data base from which 
conclusions are drawn . Smith points out that even after excluding from compari­
son 40 words of the 36 7-word list because of problems and ambiguities , the re­
maining 3 2 7  words yield almost 60 , 000 comparisons . With a corpus of that size , 
errors can be introduced without appreciably affecting the overall relationships . 
Similarly , i f  at every test point there are ten persons giving ten answers 
to seven stories , this represents a total of some 700 answers for one test 
point . Given two test points per language and as many as 40 in the large 
Kadazan/Dusun language group , the number of comparisons becomes somewhat stag­
gering . The chance of the outcome being greatly affected by the factors men­
tioned above seems less likely . 
The second factor which should be kept in mind is that in the final analysis 
much of what i s  presented re flects the subj ective evaluation not only of the 
linguistic technicians , but of the real authorities on the languages of Sabah -
the people o f  Sabah .  In travelling from place to place and establishing friend­
ships with individuals from many areas and language communities , members of SIL 
have had opportunity to observe and to question. Those observations and the 
answers to the questions do not plot neatly on a chart , but they are an import­
ant part of what has been learned . 
NOTES 
1 .  Blom ( 1979 ) ; Hurlbut and Pekkanen ( to appear) ; Pekkanen ( 1981) ; Smith ( in 
this volume) . 
2 .  The list used was adapted from the wordlist given in Reid 1971 to facilitate 
comparison with lists collected throughout the Philippines .  
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3 .  Normally ten ques tions were used and those questions were translated into 
the language where the testing was being done . This procedure may , however ,  
have been changed s lightly on occasion at the discretion o f  the technicians . 
4 .  No testing was done in Javanese or Bugis languages despite the statement by 
Smith ( in this volume) that such testing was needed since it was not 
possible to do this in the context of the areas from which they came . 
5 .  I n  several instances individual authors have found i t  necessary to alter 
these thresholds in order to deal with complicated s ituations where factors 
influencing scores may have been different from the norm. Such instances 
will be explained in the specific reports . 
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T H E  LUNDAY E H  LAN G UA G E  
David C .  Moody 
O .  I NTRODUCT ION 
The Lundayeh are relatively recent arrivals in Sabah . They began settle­
ment in the Ulu Padas area of S ipitang District (particularly at Long Pa Sia 
and Kuala Miau) about 100 years ago . Since then and mostly within the last 60 
years they have also settled along the Menalong River. Smaller Lundayeh pop­
ulations are located in Tenom District at Baru Jumpa , Sapung Estate , Sugiang 
Estate , and Kuala Tomani ,  and in Keningau District at Kuala Punti . 
Current Sabah census figures do not indicate the number of Lundayeh living 
within the state . Crain reckoned that there were 2 , 165 Lundayeh l iving in Sabah 
according to h is own personal census in 1968 (Crain 197 8 : 1 39n2 ) . Based on his 
figure , and allowing for continued immigration and natural population growth , 
i t  is reasonable to estimate the present Lundayeh population in Sabah to be 
2 , 500- 3 , 000 . 
The Lundayeh of this present study are grouped as part of a larger linguis­
tic and cultural nexus whose heartland has been defined as the Kelabit-Kerayan 
highland of north central Borneo,  particularly the area loosely demarcated by 
the coordinates 4° 15 ' - 3 0 20 ' N  and 1150 20 ' - 116°0 ' E  ( LeBar 1972 : 15 9 ) . Harrisson 
suggests this larger group migrated into this area from the south-eas t ,  becoming 
its original settlers sometime in the first centuries of the Christian era. In 
the 17th century their migrations toward the south and west were halted by the 
northward advances of Kayan and Kenyah populations . By the early 19th century 
they had firmly established themselves in the Trusan and Lawas Damit valleys . 
Migration from interior to coastal regions , including those areas in Sabah where 
they are now located , took place in the periods following the Second World War , 
the Indonesian Revolution and the Indonesian-Malaysian Confrontation ( Crain 
197 8 : 124- 126 ; LeBar 1972 : 159) . The collection and test points for this present 
study are shown in Figure 1 .  
Several investigators have been concerned with linguistic aspects of 
Lundayeh s tudy . Prentice ( 1970 , 1971) and others argue that the distinction 
between the Murutic languages of Sabah and Lundayeh - often labelled as Murut -
should be more carefully maintained . Lees ( 1959) presents a phonological des­
cription of Lundayeh , from phoneme to word leve l s .  Clayre ( 1972)  presents a 
comparative phonology of Lundayeh and S a ' ban , a language of Sarawak . In an 
earlier work Clayre ( 1970)  compares several languages of Sabah and Sarawak , 
including Lundayeh , as to how they mark participant focus . Garman , Griffiths 
Julie K .  King and John Wayne King , eds Languages of Sabah : a s urvey report ,  
59- 6 5 .  Paci fi c Linguistics , C-7 8 , 1984 . 
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and Wales ( 1970)  present results from their study of language acquisition among 
Lundayeh children . A phrase book (Padan 1971)  and dictionary ( Pur 196 1 )  have 
also been published . 
Study of the Lundayeh has been somewhat confusing because of the many terms 
which have been employed to designate them and the language they speak . In 
addition to Lundayeh , the l i st includes Lun Lod , Lun Bawang , Kema10h ,  Ke1abitic , 
Kema10h-Ke1abit , Ke1abitic Murut , Sarawak Murut , Southern Murut , Murut , Taga1 , 
Potok and Dayak . Most of these terms are applied either in Sarawak or East 
Kalimantan . The people of Kema10h East Kalimantan , refer to themse lves as 
Lundayeh and several researchers indicate their dialect is the most widespread 
Lundayeh dialect ( LeBar 1972 : 15 9 ;  Crain 197 8 : 1 39n2 ) . Kelabit refers to a 
closely related dialect spoken in Sarawak ' s  Fourth Division . This writer is 
not certain exactly how the terms Potok and Dayak have application to the 
Lundayeh ; they , too , are used in East Kalimantan . (See Deegan 1970 : 264 ; Crain 
1979 : 1 39n7 ; LeBar 1972 : 159 . )  
The terms which have some use as self-designations among Lundayeh in Sabah 
are Lun Lod , Lun Bawang and Murut . The use of the term ' Murut ' whether by 
Lundayeh themselves or others is particularly frustrating . ' Murut ' in a proper 
linguistic sense refers to a number of languages be longing to a single language 
family and spoken primarily in Sabah (+ Murutic) . The Murutic family is only dis­
tantly related to Lundayeh by common inclusion in the North-western Austronesian 
superstock (+ Section 1) . An Assistant District Officer in S ipitang District 
explained that many Lundayeh had referred to themselves as ' Murut'  in the 1980 
census-taking so that they would have a place with a larger minority grouping 
and would not lose their identity altogether . In reality , however , the Lundayeh 
do not think of themse lves as Murut 1 ( see also Prentice 1972 : 154 and Crain 1978 : 
123-124 , 1 3 9n3 ) . 
The remaining terms Lundayeh , Lun Lod and Lun Bawang are used as genuine 
self-referents by Lundayeh in Sabah . In the Lundayeh language l u n means people , 
dayeh means upriver, l od means downriver , and bawa n g  means region� area or 
locality . Thus l u n dayeh means the upriver people , l u n l od means the downriver 
people , and l u n bawang means the peop le of an/this area or the local people. 
Both l u n d a yeh and l u n l od have a non-technical usage in re ferring to 
relative placement of people along a river or stream , and certainly their 
specialised usage has been introduced only as broadening relations within larger 
social frameworks have necessitated an established identity (Deegan 1979 : 72n5 ) . 
The term Lundayeh has preference as a sel f-referent in that it most aptly des­
cribes their historical background as riverine dwellers in interior areas . The 
term Lun Bawang has limited use outside Sarawak . In some Sipitang communities 
it bears ecclesio-political connotations , and there as well as in upland, 
interior areas indicates longtime residents at a place as opposed to Lundayeh 
(Crain 197 8 : 1 39n7 ) . 
The Sabah Lundayeh Association ( Persatuan Lundayeh Sabah) 2 was established 
early in 1979 for the purpose of preserving Lundayeh culture and ensuring that 
information about it is propagated accurately . The Association has officially 
taken the one-word spelling of Lundayeh as the preferred self-designation of 
Lundayeh people in Sabah. They feel this term is most descriptive of Lundayeh 
origins . The one-word spelling i s  intended to reflect an ethnic identity as 
opposed to the relational connotations suggested from two-word spellings ( c f .  
Lun Dayeh , Lun Daya , Lun Dayah , Lun Daye , Lun Dayoh ; also Lundaya - Dunn 1980) . 
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1 .  LEXI COSTATISTICAL CLASS I FI CAT I ON 
According to Smith ' s tentative lexicostatistical classification ( in thi s  
volume) , Lundayeh represents one o f  nine linguistic stocks , within the North-western 
Austronesian superstock , which are found in Sabah . Within this group of nine , 
Lundayeh has the lowest relations based on percentage of shared cognates ( PSC) 
with any of the other linguistic stocks . Comparing a representative Lundayeh 
wordli st with representatives of the other eight North-western Austronesian stocks , 
Smith demonstrated its range of relations with them to be 25-29 PSC . This indi­
cates that Lundayeh is the most distantly related language within the superstock , 
and by way of corollary , also the most unique linguistically . 
In a more direct comparison of 35 Murutic wordli sts with four Lundayeh 
wordlists , the range of relations among them is 28-35 PSC , with an average of 
30 . 8  PSC for the 140 comparison s .  I f  11 wordli sts representative of Murutic 
language s are compared with a s ingle representative Lundayeh wordli s t ,  the 11 
comparisons yield a slightly lower average of 30 . 3  PSC and a range of 28-33 PSC . 3 
These comparisons clearly show the distinctiveness of Lundayeh from any form of 
Sabah Muru t .  
Wordlists were collected from four Lundayeh villages i n  Sabah . The villages 
are Kuala punti KU , Baru Jumpa TM, Mendolong SG , and Kawang SG. The Lundayeh in 
all of these villages except Kawang SG reportedly had come to Sabah within the 
last 30 years . Kawang SG is more than 50 years old. The person from whom the 
wordli st was elicited in Kawang SG called his language Lun Lod . Language 
assistants in the other three villages all spoke of their language as Lundayeh. 
The PSC relations between the four villages are displayed in Figure 2 .  
Kuala Punti KU 
R Mendolong SG 
88 89 1 Kawang SG 
88 87 88 1 Baru Jumpa TM 
Fi gure 2 :  PSC rel ati ons between Lundayeh vi l l ages 
The range of PSC re lations among the four wordlists is high , 87-89 PSC , 
indicating the four represent a s ingle language , and even a single dialect . 
According to proj ect criteria (+ Introduction) such high internal relations and 
low external relations as those discus sed above would not necessitate intellig­
ibility testing in Lundayeh village s .  Nevertheless , it was decided to do in­
telligibility testing to determine the extent of language learning by Lundayeh 
speakers since they are living in areas where Murut is the predominant language , 
and also to test the degree of homogeneity among Lundayeh speakers ,  especially 
where different autonyms had been used. 
2 .  TESTI NG P ROCEDURE 
Testing was done in two Lundayeh villages , Kawang and Mendolong , both in 
S ipitang District . Kawang SG represented an earlier wave of immigration and the 
use of the self-referent Lun Lod . Mendolong SG by contrast represented both a 
more recent wave of immigration and used the autonym Lundayeh . 
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The test set included Lundayeh stories from each hometown , the other 
Lundayeh test point ,  Baru Jurnpa TM, and Lubiduan SAR, 4 a village located near 
Trusan in the Lawas di strict of Sarawak ' s  Fifth Division . The Mendolong SG 
story was used with only four te st subj ects in Kawang SG, and likewise , the 
Kawang SG story was used with only four subjects in Mendolong SG , since the 
lexical relation between them was high , they are geographically close , and 
initial test scores were likewise high . The story from Ansip in Keningau 
District was chosen to represent Murut , as it is also Tagal , which is geograph­
ically the nearest Murutic neighbour to Lundayeh in S abah. Each of the tapes 
was judged to be of clear quality . The content of each was good. Kawang SG 
seemed to be an easier story to understand . 
Testing went well in both Kawang SG and Mendolong SG with the exception 
that in Kawang SG the youngest subject was 36 years old and only nine subj ects 
were tested.  These factors did not seem to signi ficantly influence test score s .  
3 .  TEST RESULTS 
The results of dialect intelligibility testing in Kawang SG and Mendolong 
SG are shown in Figure 3 .  It is noteworthy that test subj ects in Kawang SG used 
the sel f-des ignations Lun Lod and Lun Bawang as well as Lundayeh . The Lubiduan 
SAR story-teller also referred to himself as Lun Bawang. All subj ects in 
Mendolong SG used the self-referent Lundayeh. The range for the average score 
received for each Lundayeh reference tape in each of the two test points was 
89- 100% . Neither the difference in self-designations nor comparative ages of 
the settlements proved to be s ignificant . The greatest difference between the 
average scores received on the same reference tape for the two villages was 4% . 
The scores confirm that the Lundayeh of Sabah are linguistically homogeneous and 
speak a single dialect even though different autonyrns are in use . Also , the 
scores suggest that this homogeneity extends across the border into Sarawak . 
Further investigation should determine the full extent of this linguistic con­
formity . Of particular interest is the relationship of Sabah Lundayeh to those 
dialects still spoken within its linguistic heartland in the Kelabit-Kerayan 
highland of Sarawak and East Kalimantan . 
The testing of Lundayeh speakers ' understanding of a Murut story indicates 
that language learning has been minimal . Even though dialect intelligibility 
testing alone i s  not an accurate tool for measuring relations between languages 
outside of the same subfamily , these low scores nevertheless support Smith ' s 
conclusion that Lundayeh and the Murutic languages are only distantly related . 
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F i gure 3 :  Resu l ts of i n tel l i g i bi l i ty testi ng in  the Lundayeh vi l l ages 
of  Kawang SG and Mendol ong SG. (The reference tapes used 
in the test set are listed along the top . PSC re lations 
are given in parentheses . )  
4 .  NAT IONAL LANGUAGE I NTELL I G I B I L ITY 
In both Kawang SG and Mendolong SG subj ects were tested for their ability 
to understand a story told in Bahasa Malaysia. Figure 4 summarises the test 
scores and some sociological information about the te st subj ects . 
AVG . SEX AGE EDUCATION 
SCORE M/F AVG . RANGE ED . A . E . R . A . E . S .  
Kawang SG 82 5/4 45 36-60 3 2 . 7  0 . 9  
Mendolong SG 80 5/5 34 15-65 8 7 . 8 6 . 2  
F i gure 4 :  Comprehens i on of the nati onal l anguage i n  two Lundayeh v i l l ages 
wi th soci ol ogi cal data . ( AVG . SCORE is given as percentage . 
RANGE indicates youngest and oldest test sub j ect . EDUCATION 
figures indicate the number of sub j ects who had received some 
formal education ( ED . ) ,  the average number of years of edu­
cation those subjects had received (A . E . R . ) , and the average 
number of years of education of all sub jects ( A . E . S . )  in the 
corpus .  ) 
Subjects in both vi llages understood the national language story well .  
Though the test corpus at Kawang SG had a higher average age and , per sub j ect , 
had received significantly less formal education , their average intelligibility 
score was slightly higher than that for r·1endolong SG. This is certainly attri­
butable in part to the proximity of Kawang SG to Malayic-speaking communities 
with which there is some contact , and its location just off the main road to 
Sipitang town . 
5 .  CONCLUS I ON 
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Dialect intelligibility testing in two Lundayeh villages confirms the 
conclusions made by Smith in his tentative lexicostatistical analysis of Sabah 
languages . Lundayeh as it is spoken in various communities in Sabah represents 
a s ingle dialect . Test results further indicate that a s imilar degree of 
homogeneity extends as well to Lundayeh communities in Sarawak . Testing also 
confirms the distant relationship propounded for Lundayeh and the Murutic lan­
guages of Sabah . Application of the term Murut to the Lundayeh people only 
blurs a clear-cut linguistic dist inction . 
NOTES 
1 .  The writer wishes to acknowledge the valuable assistance received from Dawar 
bin Sadom, the Assistant District Officer for Rural Affairs in Sipitang 
Di strict , and from Charles Ayub Tabad , President of the Sabah Lundayeh 
Association (Persatuan Lundayeh Sabah) . 
2 .  Persatuan Lundayeh Sabah is registered as a ' friendly ' society in Sabah 
with the federal registrar of societies ( Pendaftar Pertubuhan Malaysia) in 
accordance with the Society Act of 1966. 
3 .  The 1 1  Murut villages are : Minansut KU , representing the Gana language ; 
Bukau BT , representing the Beaufort Murut language ; Langsat TM , representing 
the Timugon language ; Pensiangan PN , representing the Tagal language ; 
Kadalakan KU, repre senting the Nabay language ; Sook KU ,  representing the 
Paluan language ; Baru Jumpa TM , representing the Kolod language ; Labuk KAL ,  
representing Sembakung Murut ; Kalabakan TU , representing Kalabakan Murut ; 
Serudung TU , representing Serudung Murut ; and Kokorbton KN ,  representing 
the Baukan language (+ Murutic) . 
4 .  The Lubiduan SAR story was tape-recorded by Robin Labo , now a teacher in 
Miri , Sarawak . He also provided a Lundayeh transcription and English trans­
lation for the story . 
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T H E  I LLAN U N  LAN G UAG E 
John E .  B anker 
O. I NTRODUCT ION 
The Il lanun presently living in Sabah originally came from Mindanao in the 
Philippine s .  Forrest ( 19 69 )  states that before 1667 there was much suffering 
from volcanic eruption in the I llanun districts in the Philippines so that many 
fled to Sulu in the southern Philippines and also to Tampassook (Tempasuk) and 
Tawarran (Tuaran) in Sabah . Forrest also notes that the name I llanun 1 is 
derived from the ir homeland around Laka Lanao and the shores of I llana Bay . 
Wright ( 1979-80) states that the Illanun were established in Sabah in " the 
latter part of the eighteenth century at Tempasuk and Pandasan on the northwest 
coast , at Marudu Bay , and in the Tungku River on the southern part of the Unsang 
Peninsula . ,, 2 These areas which began as "pirate harbours" have evolved into the 
present-day Illanun settlements in Sabah ( Figure 1 ) . 
For this present study , data from I llanun settlements in Kota Belud 
District and Lahad Datu District are considered . Appell ( 1970)  discusses two 
other I llanun communities in Kudat District , but those village s ,  Marirnbau Laut 
KT and Indarasan Laut KT , are not under discussion here . In fact , a total of 
1 7  villages of I llanun are known to exist in Sabah at present . The total pop­
ulation of I llanun in Sabah at this time is estimated to be 5 , 000 . 3 
1 .  LEX I COSTATIST I CAL CLASSI F I CAT I ON 
Smith ( in this volume) classifies the Illanun spoken in Sabah on the basis 
of four wordlists from Kota Belud and Lahad Datu districts as being comprised 
of two distinct dialects , one spoken in each district (Figure 2 ) . The range in 
the percentage of shared cognate ( PSC) relations between the two is 77-81 . 
The lower f igures for Kularnbai KB may be due to the fact that Kularnbai KB is a 
mixed village , with both Il lanun and Bajau people living there . 
A Maranao wordlist from the Philippines was also compared with the I llanun 
wordlists in Sabah , and the range was from 65-68 PSC . However Fleischman 
(1981) , doing research on the Magindanao language in Mindanao PHL , compared the 
Lahad Datu and Kota Belud wordlists with another Maranao wordlist and found 79 
PSC between the Illanun of Lahad Datu and Maranao , and 80 PSC between the 
I llanun of Kota Belud and Maranao . An even closer relationship of 82 PSC was 
found between Iranun of the Philippines and the I llanun of Lahad Datu . However ,  
the PSC relation of Kota Belud I llanun and Iranun was only 7 8  PSC . 4 
Julie K .  King and John Wayne King , eds Languages of Sabah : a survey report , 
67-74 . Pacific Linguistics , C- 78 , 1984 . 
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F i gure 2 :  PSC of four samp l es ,  two di a l ects of I l l anun ( Smith , in 
this volume . )  ( IN = I llanun . ) 
2 .  TEST I NG PROCEDURE 
At the beginning stages of the intelligibility testing , only Sabah I llanun 
testing was taken into consideration . It was only considered necessary to test 
the Illanun of Kota Belud with the Illanun of Lahad Datu since the original PSC 
f igures indicated that they belonged to two distinct dialects . The village of 
Barigas LD was tested for its understanding of the tape-recorded story from 
Rampayan Laut � .  
Since , however ,  the I llanun o f  Sabah came originally from the Philippines ,  
an obj ective o f  this study was also to try to establish the relationship of the 
Illanun language of Sabah today with the Danao languages - Iranun , Maranao , and 
Magindanao - to which it relates historically . 
At the time intelligibility te sting was done in Rampayan Laut � ,  an Iranun 
tape from the Philippines was available , and both this tape and the Barigas LD 
tape were tested at Rampayan Laut � .  
After this testing was completed , two more tapes o f  the Maranao and 
Magindanao languages were acquired from the Phil ippines .  These two tapes were 
only used to test one I llanun speaker from the Kota Belud area.  
All of the tapes used in I llanun testing were considered clear with regard 
to content and technical quality . It should be noted however that the two Sabah 
I llanun tapes are shorter than the ones from the Philippines and are therefore 
easier to understand . 
3 .  TEST RESULTS 
Figure 3 displays the results of intelligibility testing of the I llanun 
language . In the testing done in Barigas LD , the test subj ects scored 97% in 
average understanding of the Rampayan Laut � tape . In the cross-testing , 
Rampayan Laut � scored 9 3 %  on the Barigas LD story . Thus both of these tests 
indicate a high degree of inte lligibility between these two Illanun areas of 
Sabah despite the fact that there seems to be l ittle contact between them. The 
shortness and s implicity of these two stories however may have artificially 
raised the scores .  
Rampayan Laut KB scored 7 5 %  on the Iranun tape from the Philippines , which 
would indicate that the two represent distinct languages with limited intellig­
ibility . 
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TEST POINTS 
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( I llanun) 
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Fi gure 3 :  I ntel l i gi b i l i ty testi ng resu l ts from three I l l anun vi l l ages 
i n  Saba h .  ( S cores are given as percentages . PSC figures 
are in parentheses . 5 )  
The only other testing which was done in Sabah was that o f  a full test set 
of Lahad Datu I llanun and the Philippine languages - Iranun , Maranao and 
Magindanao - given to only one subj ect from Merbau KB. The subject stated that 
he had never had contact with the Lahad Datu I llanun or any person from the 
Philippine language groups in the test set . His scores on Barigas LD and 
Philippine Iranun were quite close to the average village score on the ten 
people tested at Rampayan Laut KB .  The one man from Merbau KB scored 100% on 
the Barigas LD tape and 77% on the Iranun tape ( F igure 3 ) . 6 In addition he also 
scored 85%  on the Maranao tape and only 58% on the Magindanao tape . 
Although only one person was tested on the Maranao and Magindanao tapes , 
it would be safe to assume that his intelligibility of the Danao languages in 
the Philippines would be close to the average Kota Belud I llanun ' s  intelligibil­
ity of those languages .  On the basis of that , it appears that S abah Illanun is 
a distinct language from Magindanao . 
The average score of 75% of 11 Kota Belud Illanun on the Iranun tape from 
the Philippines indicate s that Kota Belud Illanun is a distinct language from 
Philippine Iranun , even though in cross-testing , the Iranun scored 97% on the 
Kota Belud I llanun story . The higher score could l ikely be attributed to the 
fact that the Kota Belud I llanun story was shorter and s impler than the Iranun 
story from the Philippines . The PSC relation of 78 between the two would also 
back up the hypothes is that they are distinct languages . 7 
The 85% intelligibility between Maranao of the Phil ippines and Kota Belud 
I llanun would suggest that Kota Belud I llanun and Maranao are dialects of the 
same language . This remains open to question however ,  s ince only one person in 
Sabah was tested on the one Maranao story . Fleischman ' s  ( 1981)  PSC figure for 
Kota Belud I llanun and Maranao is 80 PSC , which is j ust within the same language 
threshold (+ Introduction) . 
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But i f  Fleischman ' s  hypothesis is considered accurate , that Maranao and 
Iranun are distinct languages , and Iranun is closer to Maranao both in PSC and 
intelligibility scores than Kota Belud Illanun is to Maranao , it would follow 
that Kota Belud I llanun should be considered a distinct language from both 
Maranao and Iranun , with a closer relationship to Maranao than to Iranun . 
The Kota Belud I llanun recognise a relationship with the Maranao . An 
I llanun leader in the Kota Belud area stated that the I llanun originally came 
from " Ranao" ( Lanao , Mindanao , a Maranao area) . Another man now living in a 
Kota Belud Illanun village , who had come from the Philippines a few years ago , 
was interviewed and sai d  that he was a Maranao . 
The PSC figures suggest that Lahad Datu I l lunan is more closely related to 
Iranun than Kota Belud I llanun is , and not quite as close to Maranao as Kota 
Belud I llanun is . Lahad Datu I llanun is 3 PSC closer to Iranun than it is to 
Maranao (+ Note 4 ) . 
It may be that the Lahad Datu I llanun originated from the Iranun but with 
long years in Sabah have borrowed from Malay , as has Kota Belud I llanun , and so 
now Lahad Datu I llanun is lexically closer to Kota Belud I llanun than it is to 
Iranun . As has been mentioned before , at the present time Lahad Datu and Kota 
Belud I llanun seem to have very little contact with each other . In fact , some 
of the persons interviewed did not even know of the other Illanun community. 
It may be that both of these Sabah I llanun communities originated from a 
mixture o f  Iranun and Maranao as is suggested by Fleischman ( 198l) . 
Based on the PSC f igures and intelligibility testing results , Kota Belud 
I ll anun and Lahad Datu Illanun should be considered the same language . However , 
further testing should be carried on between the two to determine whether they 
are distinct dialects or are one dialect only . The fact that both stories were 
understood so well by the Iranun of the Philippines may indicate that the stories 
were too easy to provide a good test. 
4. NAT I ONAL LANGUAGE I NTELL I GI B I L ITY 
Intelligibility scores on the Bahasa Malaysia story were quite high . 
Rampayan Laut KB registered an average score of 91% with individual scores 
ranging from 55-100% , and Barigas LD registered an average score of 84% with 
individual scores ranging from 35-100% ( Figure 4 ) . 
AVG . SEX AGE EDUCATION TEST POINTS SCORE M/F AVG . RANGE ED . A . E . R. A . E . S .  
Rampayan Laut KB 91 6/4 34 16-60 6 9 5 
Barigas LD 84 8/2 36 18- 7 0  5 7 3 
F igure 4 :  Nati onal l anguage i ntel l i gi b i l i ty test ing  resu l ts for two 
I l l anun v i l l ages wi th SOCi ol ogi ca l data . (Test score s are 
given as percentages .  Under EDUCATION , ED . i s  the number of 
sub j ects in each corpus who had received some formal educa­
tion , A . E . R . is the average number of years of education those 
subjects had received and A . E . S . is the average number of years 
of education per subject for the corpus as a whole . )  
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For those who attended school , the Rampayan Laut KB average score was 99% , 
and the Barigas LD average score was 96% . For those who did not attend school , 
the Rampayan Laut KB average score was 79% , the Barigas LD score was 72% . 
The slightly higher scores in Rampayan Laut KB probably reflect the fact 
that Rampayan Laut KB is closer to the economic and educational centre of Kota 
Belud than Barigas LD is to the economic and educational centre of Lahad Datu . 
5 .  CONCLUS ION 
The Illanun language of Sabah is a distinct language in the Danao family . 
Based on the data included in this paper ,  there appear to be two dialects of 
Illanun . One i s  spoken in the Kota Belud are a ,  the other spoken in the Tungku 
area of Lahad Datu . Kota Belud I llanun is closer to Maranao than it is to 
Iranun . PSC figures suggest that Lahad Datu I llanun is more closely related to 
Iranun than it is to Maranao but further intelligibility testing needs to be 
done to prove thi s .  
Most of the I llanun tested were proficient in Bahasa Malaysia , but they 
still speak I llanun when communicating with one another .  
NOTES 
1 .  Also referred to as I lanun , I llanoan , I llanoon , I llanos , Iranon Maranao , 
Iranum , Iranun , Lanoon , Lanun , Magindanao/Iranun , Ylanos , according to Dunn 
( 1980) • 
2 .  Sopher 1965 : 138 ; Warren 1975 : 25 9 .  
3 .  This i s  only a rough estimate based on the following : ( a )  In the 1960 Census 
of Sabah , a total of �73 1  I llanun were recorded ( Jones 1962 ) . Later census 
reports have not distinguished the I llanun from larger ethnic groups . 
(b)  The total number of known I llanun villages is 1 7 , including two in Kudat 
for which Appell ( 1970)  gives information on the population . The average 
population of the six villages for which figures are known is 296 . 
Seventeen villages this size would be 5 , 03 2 . 
4 .  The following chart shows the PSC relation between Lahad Datu and Kota Belud 
as 8 8 .  This figure is 7-11 percent higher than the PSC determined in the 
research done in Sabah using the same wordlists . At the time of writing , 
the actual procedure by which Fleischman obtained this different PSC is not 
known . In reworking the comparison of Rampayan Laut KB with Barigas LD on 
the basis of these two wordlists only , this writer calculated a figure of 
8 3 . 5  PSC , 15  of  the comparisons on the 367-item wordlist being eliminated 
for various reasons . To end up with 88 PSC many more would have to be 
eliminated or more cognates recognised . 
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I N  (Kota Belud) 
80 PHL) 
80 80 ( Isebanganen PHL) 
7 8  82 85 IR ( Iranun PHL) 
7 1  76 76 82 92 MN ( I lud PHL) 
6 7  69 7 4  81  89 PHL) 
72  7 3  7 5  8 0  8 7  94 (Biwangan PHL) 
7 3  7 3  7 6  84 91  97  93  MN ( Sibuguey PHL) 
PSC re lations between various Danao languages/dialects 
( from Fleischman 1981)  
IN = Illanun , MA = Maranao , IR = Iranun , MN Magindanao 
5 .  The PSC figures given for the villages o f  Merbau KB are based on a compari­
son between the village of Rampayan Laut KB which is geographically and 
l inguistically close st to Merbau KB and figures given in Note 4 ,  which has 
been adapted from Fleischman ( 1981)  using the Iranun example from Iranun PHL 
and the Magindanao example from I lud PHL . In the case of Barigas LD however , 
the SIL figure of 81 was used . 
6 .  I n  testing the Iranun story at Rampayan Laut one o f  the 1 1  questions had to 
be deleted because it did not seem to fit the story . In testing the Iranun 
story with the one sub j ect later on , another question was used to substitute 
for the deleted one , and thus , the one subject ' s  percentage is based on one 
more question than the average percentage scored at Rampayan Laut . If only 
the ten questions used at Rampayan Laut are considered , then the one subj ect 
received a percentage of 75 , only one half percent di fferent from the aver­
age score of 74 . 5% of the ten Rampayan Laut subj ects . 
7 .  Results of intel l igibility testing conducted in the Philippines among the 
Danao languages (Fleischman 1981) . (See Page 74 . )  
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(Maranao ) 
IR Iranun PHL 
( Iranun) 
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(Magindanao) 
MN Laya PHL 
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Results of intelligibility testing conducted in the Philippines among the 
Danao languages (Fleischman 1981) . 
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THE  SULUK (TAUSUG) LANGUAGE 
David C .  Moody 
o .  I NTRODUCT I ON 
The origins of the Suluk (Tausug) people can be traced to the north-east 
coast of Mindanao in the Philippines ,  the result of an outward expans ion from 
the Bisayan I slands about �500 years ago . About 1200 A . D .  there was a movement 
of Suluk-speaking people into the Sulu Archipelago via contact with Sama-Bajau 
traders . By the early 1 6th century , the Suluk people had established themselves 
and their language in Sulu , and increased their influence during the Malay­
patterned sultanate of the 16th and 17th centurie s .  Suluk dominance in the 
archipelago has continued s ince that time ( Pallesen 1977 : 363- 375) . 1 
The Suluk people of Sabah inhabit communities located in the east coast 
districts of Labuk-Sugut , Lahad Datu , Sandakan , Semporna and Tawau (Figure 1 )  
as well a s  i n  several west coast communities . Though many o f  these people have 
been at home in Sabah their whole live s ,  as have generations of their ancestors ,  
most have immigrated more recently . The 1960 census l is ted more than 1 0 , 000 
locally-born " Sulu" people l iving in Sabah , a figure which remained stable 
through the 1970 census-taking . 2 By contrast there are now over 100 , 000 Suluk 
people living in Sabah ' s south-east districts alone . A district official indi­
cated that within the last ten years the Suluk population of Tawau District had 
grown to about 40 , 000 while that of Semporna District had increased to 70 , 000 . 3 
The term Suluk has come into official use in Sabah to designate these 
immigrants from the Sulu Archipelago. The people speaking the same language in 
the Sulu Archipelago refer to themselves as " Tausug" , which means men of the 
current. 4 Although Tausug remains the preferred self-referent , they are 
adapting to the use of the term SuI uk . The practice in this paper will be to 
use the term Suluk generally , qualifying it parenthetically with the term Tausug 
when the referent ' s  locus of habitation is in the Philippines ,  i . e .  Suluk 
(Tausug) . The term Suluk is sometimes spelled Sooloo , or Sulu . The term Tausug 
may also be seen as Tau Sug or Taosug (Dunn 1980 ) . 
The Suluk language of Sabah has received limited attention in the linguis­
tic literatur e .  A wordlist collected by Anson Cowie was published in 1880 . 5 
More recently , Asmah Haj i Omar and M . B .  Hardaker have individually authored 
sketches of Suluk phonology and grammar , the latter also including a compilation 
of phrases . In a separate article , Hardaker presented an introductory Suluk 
vocabulary . 
Julie K .  King and John Wayne King , eds Languages of Sabah : a s urvey report ,  
75-84 . Paci fi c Lingui stics , C- 78 , 1984 . 
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More research has been done on the Suluk (Tausug) language in the 
Philippines . Seymour and Lois Ashley have produced articles pertaining to 
phonology , orthography , verbal cases , and sentence types . Along with Irene 
Hassan and Nurhadan Halud they have also compiled a Tausug-English dictionary 
of about 3 , 500 entries . A four-language phrase book which includes Suluk 
(Tausug) has also been published for visitors to Zamboanga City , Sulu Province . 
Literacy related materials including primers , readers and teaching guides by 
various authors have been published by the Summer Institute of Linguistics of 
the Philippines .  A. Kemp Pallesen ' s  doctoral dissertation is a very satis­
fying historico-comparative study of Suluk (Tausug) and Sama-Bajau languages in 
which he establishes evidence for the linguistic convergence between them and 
draws conclusions pertaining to the history and nature of the contact between 
the two cultures . 
1 .  LEXI COSTAT IST I CAL CLASS I F I CAT ION 
Suluk (Tausug) is classified as a member of the East Mindanao subgroup of 
the Central Philippine languages , a descendant of a Southern Bisayan language 
and most closely related to the Butuanun language from which it separated some 
900 years ago (Pallesen 1977 : 23 , 3 33f ) . Within Sabah Smith ( in this volume ) has 
classified Suluk as a language singularly representing one of the nine stock 
subgroupings of the North-western Austronesian superstock . 
The Suluk data collected for lexicostatistical comparison in the present 
study were gathered from seven communities in Sabah with an eighth wordlist 
(Jolo) being supplied from the Philippine Branch of the Summer Institute of 
Linguistics (Figure 1 ) . In Smith ' s classification , the eight lists represent a 
single language . 
The percentage of shared cognate relations (PSC) for the eight lists are 
displayed in Figure 2 .  The range for all eight lists is 77-92 PSC , with each 
sample relating at 87 PSC with at least one other sample of the group. The four 
lists from Tabanak LD , Pulau Lubokan SN , Titingan TU , and Silam LD relate to 
each other in the range 86-92 PSC and thus represent a single core dialect , 85 
PSC being Smith ' s  single dialect threshold. The relations between the eight 
speech samples may be pictured as a dialect chain as in Figure 3 .  Wordlists 
' linked ' closest to each other in the ' chain' are most closely related according 
to cognate percentages .  Conversely , the end ' links ' are most distantly related 
lexically . Note that Kolapis LS is obliquely related to the rest of the chain . 
Its closely relation is 87 PSC with Pulau Lubokan SN of the core ' link ' , while 
relating to other Suluk wordlists in the range 79-84 PSC . 
For the seven wordlists representative of Sabah Suluk the lexical relations 
are in the range 82-92 PSC ,  and mutual intelligibility can be predicted to exist 
among them. Though the Suluk (Tausug) sample from Jolo PHL is considered as 
representing the same language , mutual intelligibility would not be predicted 
between it and the Suluk as spoken in Istimewa SN and Kolapis LS with which it 
shares relations of below 80 PSC . 
The cognate relations between the representatives of Sabah Suluk would 
make dialect intelligibility testing superfluous according to the survey guide­
lines . Nevertheless testing was desired in order to confirm the one-language 
hypothesis for representatives of the language geographically dispersed in Sabah , 
as well as to ascertain the degree of intelligibility between Sabah Suluk and 
representatives of other Philippine languages as they are spoken in Sabah . 6 
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SK ( Istirnewa SN) 
89 
87 89 
84 86 91 
82 84 89 89 
82 83 87 84 
77 81 84 84 
LD) 
SN) 
TU) 
84 (Ko1apis LS) 
82 87 TG (Jo10 PHL) 
F igure 2 :  PSC rel ati ons between Su l uk  ( SK)  and Tausug ( TG)  
wordl i s ts 
Istirnewa 
SN 
Tabanak 
LD 
89 Titingan 
)---------1 TU 
Silam 
LD 
Pu1au 
Lubokan 
SN 
82 
89 Sernporna 
SA 
77 
79 
F i gure 3 :  Lex i ca l  rel at i ons between ei ght Su l uk  ( Tausug ) word­
l i sts presented as a di al ect cha i n  
2 .  TEST ING  PROCEDURE 
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Testing was subsequently accomplished in two Suluk villages , both located 
in Tawau District. The first village was Wakuba TU (Mengkuba in the vernacular) 
which was established more than 50 years ago . The second was Hidayat TU , a new 
housing project for the resettlement of Philippine immigrants from the village 
of Titingan TU in the city of Tawau . Its residents for the most part have lived 
in Sabah less than ten years , a condition which normally would have prevented 
its inclusion as a test point . It was included nevertheless because it was 
desirable to have a second Suluk test point and because it was considered that 
the comparison between short-term and long-term SuI uk residents in Sabah might 
prove interesting . 
As reference tapes had not been previously collected at either test point , 
the Suluk story recorded at Titingan TU , geographically close to both test 
points , was used as the hometown tape for both testing situations . The story 
from Kolapis LS was chosen as a second example of Sabah Suluk , representing also 
the most geographically distant of the other in-state samples. Two Sama-Bajau 
stories were included in the test set . One was a Bajau Banaran story which 
had also been recorded at Titingan TU. The Bajau Banaran language is spoken 
primarily in the smaller islands to the south of Tawitawi Island ' s  west end . 
The wordlist representing the same language showed the highest overall cognate 
relations ( 53-57 PSC) of any Sabah Sama-Bajau language with Sabah Suluk wordlists . 
The second was a story recorded in Look PHL , a community in the Tongquil Island 
group of north-east Sulu Province and representing Sama (or Bajau) Balangingi , 
a dialect which has had prolonged contact with the Suluk (Tausug) language in 
the Philippines . Its relationship with the Jolo PHL wordlist was 62 PSC . 7 
3 .  TEST RESULTS 
In both Wakuba TU and Hidayat TU village leaders assembled a complete 
corpus of ten test subjects . The results of the intelligibility testing are 
presented in Figure 4. Suluk comprehension of the two Suluk stories is in the 
range 91-100% , well within the range of single dialect intelligibility . There 
is significantly less intelligibility of the Sama-Bajau stories , the average 
scores ranging between 22-62% . 
The corpora were not completely homogeneous with respect to the long-term 
versus short-term residency distinctions . Figure 5 reflects this distinction 
better , using a period of ten years residency as the criterion for dividing all 
test subjects into the two groups . For both intelligibility of the Suluk stories 
and intelligibility of the Sama-Bajau stories the range of average scores is 
broadened by the regrouping. Short-term residents averaged 89% on the Kolapis 
LS story , decreasing the lower bound for Suluk intelligibility of Suluk . The 
new range of 89-100% , while indicating perhaps greater dialect diversity , is 
still well within the range of single language intelligibility . 
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REFERENCE 
TAPE 
TEST 
POINT 
Hidayat TU 
Wakuba TU 
_ . - -- ----- - - -
SULUK 
s:: 
I1S Ul 
Ol -,-I 
s:: fa' -,-I 
+l .-I -,-I ::> � �  E-t E-t  
95 91 
( -- ) ( 84 ) 
100 93 
(-- ) (84) 
----
SAMA-BAJAU I 
! 
� -,-I Ol 
s:: 
s:: s:: H -,-I 
I1S I1S :I: Ol Ol H Po s:: 
s:: I1S I1S -,-I s:: ..10: .-1  
+l I1S o I1S -,-I (:Q o (:Q 
E-t l  H I  
62 42 
(57 ) ( 51 )  
52 22 
(57 ) (51 ) 
F i gure 4 :  Resu l ts of i ntel l i g i bi l i ty testi ng in  two Sul uk  
communi ti es .  ( The PSC relations indicated ( in 
parentheses) are those for villages represented by 
' reference tape ' and Titingan TU (Suluk) . )  
REFERENCE SULUK SAMA-BAJAU 
TAPE 
::> -,-I 
E-t Ol 
s:: s:: 
� � 
H -,-I 
I1S Ul :I: Ol I Ol -,-I Ol H 
Po � ! s:: fa' s:: I1S -,-I -,-I s:: ..10: .-1  TEST +l .-I +l III o I1S -,-I ::> o Ul -,-I (:Q o (:Q POINT E-t E-t :>4 H  E-t l  H I 
Suluks 95 89 65 47 i 
resident less 
than ten years 6-10 51:!-10 21:!-81:! 2-8 
10 9� 7 I:! 5 J 
Suluks 100 94 48 16 I resident more 
than ten years 10 6-10 1-8 0-4 
10 10 51:! 2 
F i gure 5 :  Di a l ect i n tel l i g i b i l i ty testi ng resu l ts for Su l uk 
s peakers grouped accordi ng to l ength of resi dency 
i n  Sabah . (The top score in each box is the average 
score (cited as a percentage) for all subjects in 
the group . Below each average score the range of 
individual scores and the median score (out of 10) 
are given . )  
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The new range for Suluk intelligibility of Sama-Bajau is 16-65% . Short­
term residents averaged 17% better on the Baj au Banaran story and 31% better 
on the Sama-Balangingi story . The differences reflect in general the greater 
contact and bilingualism between the Suluk (Tausug) and Sama-Bajau languages in 
the Philippines than here in Sabah , though contact in some Sabah communities 
( e . g . Titingan TU) is not insignificant . The significantly lower scores on the 
Sama-Balangingi story reflect its more distant geographical locus from Sabah and 
consequently less frequent contact with Sabah Suluk speakers . Among the nine 
subjects grouped as long-term residents all but one , a 14 year old girl , lived 
in Wakuba TO. Although Wakuba TO has a mixed population , its non-Suluk residents 
are also not Sama-Bajau . Its Suluk residents therefore have much less contact 
with speakers of Sama-Bajau languages than do the Suluk residents of Hidayat TU 
who are outnumbered by Sama-Bajau speakers ,  as was the case in Titingan TU from 
where they had recently moved. The higher scores for both Hidayat TU and short­
term subj ects can reasonably be attributed to language learning . 
It is yet of interest to determine the relation between Sabah Suluk and 
Suluk (Tausug) as spoken in its primary centres of the Sulu Archipelago . Further 
testing between long-term Sabah Suluk residents and Suluk (Tausug) communities 
of the Philippines is desired in order to establish the current degree of intel­
ligibility between them. 
4 .  NAT I ONAL LANGUAGE I NTELL I GI B I L ITY 
The results of testing Suluk comprehension of the Bahasa Malaysia test 
tape are displayed in Figure 6 .  Subjects i n Hidayat TU received an average 
score of only 41% compared with the 69% scored by subjects in Wakuba TU . Again , 
more insight is gained by regrouping the scores of subjects . If the subjects 
are grouped according to the length of residency criterion as shown in Figure 7 ,  
the difference in the scores is widened . Subj ects who have resided in Sabah 
for less than ten years averaged only 29% comprehension of the national language 
story . Long-term residents , on the other hand , averaged 86% comprehension . 
AVG . SEX AGE EDUCATION 
SCORE M/F AVG . RANGE ED . A . E . R. A . E . S .  
Hidayat TU 41 5/5 40 14-65 8 8 7 
Wakuba TU 69 5/5 34 16-60 6 8 5 
F i gure 6 :  Comprehens i on of  the national  l anguage tape i n  two Sul uk  
vi l l ages wi th soc io l ogi cal data . (RANGE indicates youngest 
and oldest test subject . EDUCATION figures indicate the num­
ber of subjects who had received some formal education (ED . ) , 
the average number of years of education those subjects 
had received (A . E . R . ) ,  and the average number of years of 
education for all subjects in the corpus (A. E . S . ) . )  
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F i gure 7 :  Comprehens i on of nati onal  l anguage i n  Su l uk 
vi l l ages i n  rel at i on to l ength of res i dence 
i n  Sabah 
A similar comparison can be made if the scores are grouped according to 
where subjects had received their education . Only the scores of subjects who 
had received some formal education are considered. This comparison is illus­
trated in Figure 8 .  Subj ects educated in the Philippines scored 40% as a group , 
while subj ects educated in Sabah scored 100% on the national language story . 
In both cases the factor of education significantly elevated the scores . 
Philippine-educated subj ects averaged 8 . 5  years of education per subject and 
were 83% of the subjects who resided in the Philippines during their school-age 
years . Sabah-educated subjects averaged 6 . 3  years of education per subject and 
were 50% of the subjects who resided in Sabah during school-age years . 
5 .  CONCLUS I ON 
The results of dialect intelligibility testing in the Suluk villages of 
Hidayat TU and Wakuba TU confirm the lexicostatistical classification proposed 
by Smith. Two Sabah Suluk speech samples were understood by both long-ternl and 
short-term Suluk residents at levels well within the bound of single language 
intelligibility . Suluk intelligibility of Sama-Bajau speech samples was sig­
nificantly less , particularly by long-term Suluk residents in Sabah who have 
been isolated from Sama-Baj au populations . 
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Fi gure 8 :  Comprehens i on of  nati onal l anguage in  Su l uk  
v i l l ages for s ubjects wi th forma l educa t i on 
i n  rel ati on to the country i n  whi ch they had 
been educated 
NOTES 
1 .  Pallesen ' s  reconstruction of Suluk (Tausug) history differs from other 
popular versions which , he says , indicate the Suluk (Tausug) people pre­
date the Sarna-Baj au peoples in the Sulu Archipelago , the latter having 
supposedly corne from Johore on the Malay peninsula . Pallesen ' s  conclusions 
are based on reconstructions of the respective Suluk (Tausug) and Sarna­
Bajau parent languages and the tracing of subsequent borrowings between 
the daughter languages . He is primarily concerned with the nature of lin­
guistic convergence between the Suluk (Tausug) language and the Sarna-Bajau 
language group (Pallesen 1977 : 1 ) . 
2 .  The 1960 census figure is taken from Hardaker ( 1963 : l38 editor ' s  note ) . 
The 1970 Sabah census listed 10 , 907 Suluk within the state . 
3 .  This reported growth o f the Suluk people i n Sabah i s  consistent with the 
situation recorded for the Philippines .  Pallesen ( 1977 : ll ) notes that the 
Suluk (Tausug) population in the Philippines was about 325 , 000 in 1972 , of 
whom 190 , 000 lived on Jolo Island . Since that time , however ,  the popula­
tion of the island has been considerably decreased due to a forced dis­
persion of its residents . It is reasonable that many have corne to Sabah 
where Suluk communities already existed , and where there would be relief 
from the pressures which burdened them in the Philippines . The Suluk 
(Tausug) language has broader influence and use throughout the Sulu Archi­
pelago as a trade language . 
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4 .  For further notes on the etymology o f the terms "Suluk" and "Tausug" , see 
Mohring ( 1967 : 243 ) and Kiefer ( 1968 : 438) . 
5 .  Mr Cowie collected the wordlist for W . H .  Treacher. F . A . Swettenham brought 
this and other wordlists together for his article published in 1880 by the 
Journal of Strai ts Branch Royal Asiatic Soci et y . Swettenham' s lists were 
reproduced in The na ti ves of Sarawak and Bri tish North Borneo by H .  Ling 
Roth , published in 1896 in London . 
6 .  The relationship between Sama-Bajau languages and Suluk has been classified 
by Smith ( in this volume) as that of different linguistic stocks , sharing mem­
bership in the North-western Austronesian superstock . This classification is 
confirmed by Pallesen ' s  data ( 1977 : 151 ) . Pallesen states that the two 
stocks have been in contact for about 700 years , during which convergence 
between them has occurred . This convergence is still on-going . Bilingual­
ism is common between speakers of the two stocks , occurring in both direc­
tions , due to Suluk (Tausug) dominance throughout the archipelago and Sama­
Baj au majorities in some areas of the archipelago (Pallesen 1977 : 2 3 , 40) . 
7 .  Both the wordlist and tape-recorded story from Look , Tongquil PHL , were 
provided by the Philippine Branch of the Summer Institute of Linguistics . 
Moody, D.C. "The Suluk (Tausug) language". In King, J.K. and King, J.W. editors, Languages of Sabah: A survey report. 
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T H E  I DA ' AN LAN G UA G E  
John E .  B anker 
O. I NTRODUCT ION 
The Ida ' an may be the earliest inhabitants in the eastern coastal area of 
Sabah , but very little has been written about their origins . Pallesen ( 1977 : 
175-176) notes that in Central Sulu Sama PHL folklore refers to earlier inhabi­
tants of the Sulu Islands as Iraqan , who are said to be related to the inland 
people of North Borneo . Sibutuq PHL legends also say that the original inhabi­
tants of the island were Iraqan or Kadazan from North Borneo . The term Iraqan 
could refer to present day Ida ' an ,  or it could be a more general term. Rutter 
writes "The old Bajau name for all the coast pagans was Ida ' an . "  ( 1929 : 30) . 
Several authors state that Ida ' an is a general name for Dusun people or all 
indigenous languages of Sabah (Dunn 1980 : 29 ) . 
The oldest document written in a local Sabah language is the ' Idahan ' 
Origin Myth . Harrisson suggests that this myth is closely related to the origin 
myths of the Kayans who now live over the Kalimantan border ( 1969-70 : 229-232 ) . 
Though their origin is not clear , the Ida ' an are known to have lived around the 
Lahad Datu area since before the 13th century . 
OWnership of large birds ' nest caves was a significant aspect of the culture 
of the ' Idahan ' and other ' coastal pagans ' .  In the mid-1700s the ' Idahans ' were 
threatened by the more powerful Suluks . In order to survive the ' Idahans ' 
became Moslem and intermarried with the Suluk . Other ' pagan groups ' may have 
moved inland at the time as a retreat from the Suluk (Harrisson 1969-70 : 234) . 
The Ida ' an currently number between 5 , 000 and 6 , 000 1 and their main centres 
are around the city of Lahad Datu , the Ulu Tungku area of Lahad Datu District , 
the lower Kinabatangan River from Bilit to the mouth of the river ( except for 
Abai) , and on the Segaliud and Suanlamba Rivers that flow into Sandakan Bay . 
There are also Ida ' an villages farther east on the north side of the Dent 
Peninsula at Dagat KN .  At least one village is also reported to be located in 
the Sugut River area far to the north (Figure 1) . 
The people of this language group use three different autonyms . In the 
area around the town of Lahad Datu they are generally known as Ida ' an ,  but the 
non-Muslim communities living in the Tungku LD area call their language Begahak 
and sometimes refer to themselves as Begahak Kadazan . In the lower Kinabatangan 
area and in Sandakan they call themselves Sungai , as do a number of Muslim com­
munities belonging to several different language groups . Other spellings for 
Ida ' an found in the literature are Eraan , Idaan , Idahan , Idan and Idayan (Dunn 
1980 ) . 
Julie K . King and John Wayne King , eds Languages of Sabah : a survey report , 
85-90. Pacifi c Linguistics , C-78 , 1984 . 
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Torn and Barbara Harrisson ( 1969-70 ) have done extensive research of Ida ' an 
caves and burial sites and have used much of this information as a basis for 
Sabah prehistory . Roth ( 1896) includes an Ida ' an wordlist compiled by Spenser 
st . John in 1858 as an Appendix. 
1 .  LEXICOSTAT I ST I CAL CLASS I FI CAT ION 
Smith ( in this volume) classified Ida ' an as a subfamily of the North-western 
Austronesian superstock . Its closest relation with other Sabah languages is in 
the range of 41-45 PSC with representatives of the Bornean stock of languages 
and the Banggi language . 
Figure 2 shows the percentage of shared cognates (PSC) between various 
Ida ' an/Begahak and Ida ' an Sungai villages . Based on this lexicostatistical data 
Smith classifies Ida ' an/Begahak and Ida' an Sungai as two different languages 
since no Ida ' an Sungai village has more than 80 PSC with the Ida ' an/Begahak 
villages . Smith said , however ,  that intelligibility testing is needed to clarify 
this point . The five villages in Lahad Datu District are all closely related 
to each other ( 87-95 PSC) and can be considered one homogeneous dialect , while 
the four Sungai villages show clear dialect distinctions ( 78-84 PSC) . 
In this study it will be shown that , based on the results of intelligibility 
testing, Ida ' an ,  Begahak and Ida ' an Sungai can all be classified as one language . 
, 
Ida ' an/Begahak 19. ID (Sapagaya LD)--------------���--------------�������,���--� 
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Fi gure 2 :  PSC of  l anguages and d i a l ects wi th i n  the Ida ' an subfami l y .  
(per Smith , in this volume) ( ID = Ida ' an ,  BE = Begahak , 
SI = Sungai . )  
, 
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2 .  TEST I NG P ROCEDURE 
Intelligibility testing was conducted in five villages : Binuang LD and 
Sapagaya LD , representing Ida ' an ;  Ulu Tungku LD representing Begahak ; and Sukau 
KN and Segaliud SN , representing Ida ' an Sungai . All of the test sets included 
a hometown tape and a national language tape as well as reference tapes from 
Binuang LD , Ulu Tungku LD and Sukau KN .  
The reference tapes from Sukau KN and Binuang LD were of good quality . The 
Sukau hunting story was good and an accurate test of intelligibility . The 
Binuang LD fishing story had more common terminology than would be desired , but 
was rated as a fair test. The Ulu Tungku LD tape was of poor quality , so test 
results from this village were considered unreliable . 
3 .  TEST RESULTS 
All five villages showed high intelligibility of Binuang LD and Sukau KN 
reference tapes (Figure 3 ) . This was expected between the Lahad Datu villages , 
but the test results also show high intelligibility with Sukau KN even though 
relations only range 77-79 PSC between the Lahad Datu villages and Sukau KN. 
Though the results from the Ulu Tungku LD test story are not considered reliable , 
Ulu Tungku is shown to be clearly within the Ida ' an language both by its relation 
of 87-90 PSC with other Lahad Datu Ida ' an villages and its 99% comprehension of 
the Binuang LD story and 96% comprehension of the Sukau KN story . Intelligibil­
ity testing seems to clearly show that Ida ' an , Begahak and Ida 'an Sungai are all 
within one language . 
REFERENCE Cl 
TAPES ...:I 
Cl ;j 
...:I .II! 
tJ'I � tJ'I § � III Eo< ;j 
;j III 
� ;j .II! 
TEST POINTS OM rl ;j p:) ::> Ul 
Binuang LD -- 76* 93 
( 88) ( 79 ) 
Sapagaya LD 61* 100 
( 91 ) ( 87 )  ( 78) 
Ulu Tungku LD 99 -- 96 
( 88 ) ( 76 ) 
Sukau KN 86 68* --
( 7 7 ) ( 76) 
Segaliud SN 97 70* 99 
(71 ) (71 ) ( 79 ) 
F i gu re 3 :  Resu l ts of  i ntel l i gi bi l i ty testi ng i n  fi ve I da ' an 
v i l l ages .  ( Scores are given as percentages , PSC 
relations are in parentheses . * indicates unreliable 
scores due to a poor test tape . )  
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That the Ida ' an/Begahak language is a homogeneous group with only sub­
dialect distinctions is substantiated by intelligibility test results . Since 
the PSC relations of Ulu Tungku LD with the other four villages are consistently 
lower than the relations of the villages to each other , and the Ulu Tungku LD 
test scores were unreliable , that testing needs to be redone . Ulu Tungku LD 
should also be tested with a Sapagaya LD reference tape as a comparison with the 
99% Binuang LD intelligibility score . Also the four Ida ' an Sungai dialects 
should be cross-tested. The one test conducted at Segaliud SN with a Sukau KN 
reference tape showed 99% intelligibility , but with only one test point no con­
clusions can be drawn about the homogeneity of the Ida ' an Sungai dialects. 
Further investigation could be done to determine the validity of the lower 
PSC relations of Ida 'an Sungai dialects with Lahad Datu villages . One example 
of possible distortion of the wordlists is that. the Segaliud SN wordlist was 
elicited from a teenager studying in Bahasa Malaysia. This could reflect only 
one person ' s  limited knowledge of Ida ' an or it could be indicative of the Ida ' an 
Sungai dialects being heavily influenced by Bahasa Malaysia. Were the latter 
true , then Sukau KN ' s  low intelligibility of the national language is unexplain­
able . Either case could cause lower PSC relations with the Lahad Datu villages 
which are not as heavily influenced by Bahasa Malaysia. 
4.  NAT IONAL LANGUAGE I NTELL I G I B I L ITY 
Ida ' an understanding of Bahasa Malaysia was tested at each of the five test 
points . Four villages showed high comprehension (82-92% ) of the national lan­
guage tape , but Sukau KN subjects averaged only 57% (Figure 4) . Sukau KN is 
more remote than the other test points , but showed a somewhat higher PSC relation 
with Bahasa Malaysia than the Lahad Datu villages . 
AGE EDUCATION 
TEST POINTS AVG . SEX SCORE M/F AVG . RANGE ED. A . E . R. A . E . S .  
Binuang LD 89 7/3 40 17-67 6 9 5 
Sapagaya LD 92 3/2 32 17-50 2 7 3 
Ulu Tungku LD 90 6/4 34 17-65 4 6 2 
Sukau KN 57 8/2 43 22-65 4 8 3 
Segaliud SN 91 6/1 28 18-51 6 7 6 
F i gure 4 :  National  l anguage i ntel l i gi bi l i ty at fi ve I da ' an test po i nts 
wi th SOCi ol ogi cal data . ( Scores are given as percentages . 
The education data for each village are listed as the number 
of persons in the test corpus who had received formal educa­
tion (ED. ) ,  the average number of years of education which 
those subjects received (A. E . R . ) ,  and the average number of 
years of education per subject in the test corpus as a whole 
(A.E . S . ) . ) 
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The significant sociological factor in these test results is education 
using Bahasa Malaysia . Figure 5 displays the average intelligibility scores 
for the five test points , contrasting subjects with some education with those 
with no education . Even in Sukau KN where overall scores are low, subj ects 
with some education scored almost twice as high as those with no education . 
Further investigation into the Sukau KN dialect and comparison with another 
Ida ' an sungai village ' s  ( such as Dagat KN) understanding of Bahasa Malaysia 
might be useful in clarifying some unanswered questions about national language 
intelligibility test results. 
TEST POINTS SOME NO 
EDUCATION EDUCATION 
Binuang LD 100% 73% 
(6 ) ( 4 ) 
Sapagaya LD 95% 90% 
( 2 )  ( 3 )  
Ulu Tungku LD 100% 83% 
(4 ) (6 ) 
Sukau KN 75% 38% 
(4 ) (6 ) 
Segaliud SN 98% 50% 
( 5 ) ( 1 ) 
F i gure 5 :  I da ' an i ntel l i gi b i l i ty of t h e  nati onal  l anguage 
based on educati on . ( The number of test subjects 
for each case is given in parentheses under the 
average intelligibility score . )  
5 .  CONCLUS I ON 
In summary , the high intelligibility scores registered by those tested from 
each of the Ida ' an ,  Begahak and Ida ' an Sungai villages tested show that Ida ' an ,  
Begahak and Ida ' an Sungai are one language . All five Ida ' an villages in Lahad 
Datu form one homogeneous dialect , but further testing is needed to clarify the 
dialect distinctions of the Kinabatangan and Sandakan Ida ' an Sungai villages . 
NOTE 
1 .  This population figure i s  an estimate based on a report from the Lahad patu 
District Officer (June 15 , 1982 ) listing all villages with their population 
and the languages spoken in them. 
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TH E MALAY I C  LAN GUAGE FAM I LY 
David C .  Moody 
O .  I NTRODUCT ION 
The Malayic language family is represented in Sabah by two subfamilies . 
The first is singly represented by the Iban language . The second is called the 
Malayic subfamily (+ Smith, in this volume) . 
0 . 1 I ban  
The Iban , numbering approximately 350 , 000 ( Seymour 197 7 : 178) are the most 
numerous of Borneo ' s  indigenous peoples . However ,  they reside primarily in 
Sarawak where they constitute nearly one-third of that state ' s  population . In 
Sabah , they number under 500 . Only one village of Iban speakers was found , 
located in the Tawau District (Figure 1) . 
The Iban ( also Hivan , Needham 1955 : 169) are also known as Sea Dayak ( also 
Daya , Daya , Dayak , Day� , Dayer , Diak , Dyak , Maxwell 1970 : 93) . The term Iban is , 
according to LeBar ( 19 72 : 180) , a linguistic borrowing from Kayan . The material 
available on the Iban is primarily ethnological in nature , though as early as 
1896 there is record of a published Iban wordlist ( Roth 1896 ) . 
Dr Asmah Haji Omar has given considerable attention to the Iban language . 
In addition to her doctoral thesis , she has written several smaller articles 
including a grammatical sketch and a comparative study of numeral classifiers 
in Iban and Malay . 
Other Iban materials include an English-Iban phrase book (Barry n . d . ) , a 
translation of the New Testament , and numerous Iban language materials published 
by the Sarawak division of Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka . 
0 . 2  The Mal ayi c subfami ly  
The Malayic subfamily as represented in Sabah comprises two languages .  The 
first is termed Bahasa Malaysia/Cocos Malay by Smith ( in this volume ) . The second 
is called Brunei/Kedayan . 
Julie K. King and John Wayne King , eds Languages of Sabah : a survey report , 
91-100 . Paci fi c  Linguisti cs , C-78 , 1984 . 
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0 . 2 . 1 Bahasa Ma l ays i a/Cocos Ma l ay 
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The Cocos Islanders are found i n the Tawau and Lahad Datu districts and now 
number over 3 , 000 . 1 Their origins are known to be in the small group of islands 
known as the Cocos or Keeling Islands , located to the south of Sumatra in the 
Indian Ocean (Smith , in this volume) • 
Bahasa Malaysia , the national language , is spoken as a first language by 
approximately 23 , 000 people in Sabah . 2 There is a relatively large and still­
growing body of literature concerning Bahasa Malaysia . Considered as one of 
the world ' s  major languages , Malay is spoken by over 140 million people , 3 pri­
marily in Malaysia and Indonesia. Dr Asmah Haj i Omar ( 1975 : 350- 354) has compiled 
a list of 83 dictionaries alone . Other facets of the language are likewise 
being studied by an ever-growing list of capable linguists . 
0 . 2 . 2  Brunei /Kedayan 
The Brunei or Kedayan or Brunei-Kedayan people live mainly along Sabah ' s  
south-west coast in the districts of Papar , Beaufort , Kuala Penyu , Sipitang , and 
Labuan (Figure 1) . Additional groups live in the Tenom, Sandakan and Labuk­
Sugut districts . Current population figures for the ' Brunei ' and ' Kedayan ' 
groups are estimated at 35 , 000 and 11 , 500 respectively . 4 
The Brunei people are very early residents in Borneo . James Ongkili ( 1972 ) 
writes that the history of Sabah ( as well as sarawak and Brunei ) for several 
hundred years prior to the establishment of the North Borneo Chartered Company , 
was largely the history of the Brunei Sultanate . During that period the sultan­
ate claimed suzerainty over Sabah , though effective control was probably exer­
cised only in coastal and riverine areas . 5 
Shariffuddin ( 1969 : 15 ff . )  notes that the usual version of the origin of 
the Kedayans indicates that they were rice farmers in Java . About five centuries 
ago , Sultan Bulkiah of Brunei visited the island and was impressed with the 
importance of rice to the Javanese . He thus recruited some of them to return 
with him to Brunei to teach his own people how to cultivate the crop. 
Shariffuddin notes the meaning of the term Kedayan , a retainer , fits this version 
of their history . Ongkili ( 1 972 : 9 ) renders a different version of the Kedayan 
migration , which it may be noted is not necessarily contradictory with 
Shariffuddin ' s .  He indicates that Sultan Bulkiah returned from one of his many 
voyages with a new bride , a Javanese princess . Her followers intermarried with 
the Brunei people and they and their descendants became known as Kedayans .  
1 .  LEXI COSTAT I ST I CAL CLASS I FI CAT ION 
A total of 24 wordlists were elicited from persons who referred to their 
mother-tongue as ' Iban ' , ' Cocos ' ,  ' Brunei ' ,  ' Kedayan ' or ' Brunei-Kedayan ' .  
' Iban ' is represented by one list , ' Cocos ' by two , ' Brunei ' by 15 , ' Kedayan ' by 
five and ' Brunei-Kedayan ' by one . 6 
Each of these l ists represented a speech form of a particular locality . A 
Bahasa Malaysia wordlist which reflects standard Sabah usage of the national 
language was also prepared. The comparison of 344 wordlists from throughout the 
state demonstrated the above lists were more closely related among themselves 
than with other wordlists . 
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1 . 1 I ban  
The ' Iban ' list related to all other l ists in the range of 59-65 percent 
of shared cognates (PSC) . Smith ( in this volume) defined the range which dis­
tinguishes between separate subfamilies as 60-75 PSC , and on that basis estab­
lished the Iban language as the sole representative within Sabah of its sub­
family grouping . 
1 . 2  The Mal ayi c s ubfami ly  
The counterpart of Iban , Smith called the Malayic subfamily . within this 
subfamily there is a further division into two language groupings . The word­
lists labelled ' Brunei ' ,  ' Kedayan ' ,  and ' Brunei-Kedayan ' constitute one grouping , 
while the two ' Cocos ' wordlists and the Bahasa Malaysia list constitute the 
other . The average relation between these two divisions is 73 PSC . 
1 . 2 . 1 Bahasa Ma l ays i a/Cocos Ma l ay 
The two ' Cocos ' wordlists demonstrated 91 PSC between themselves and 82 and 
88 PSC with Bahasa Malaysia. For Smith , the language threshold was 80 PSC ; that 
is , dialects exhibiting lexical relations below 80 PSC were considered to be 
dialects of different languages between which it would not be expected to find 
mutual intelligibility . Conversely , wordlists whose shared lexicon was greater 
than 80 PSC were designated as dialects of the same language between which mutual 
intelligibility was expected. Therefore , the two ' Cocos ' wordlists were grouped 
with the Bahasa Malaysia wordlist as a single language , designated by Smith as 
Bahasa Malaysia/Cocos Malay . Wordlists which showed a sharing of cognates as 
great as 85 PSC or greater were considered to represent the same dialect. There­
fore , the three Bahasa Malaysia/Cocos Malay wordlists may be perceived as a chain­
ing of two dialects , the dialect represented by the two ' Cocos ' wordlists repre­
senting two subdialects , one of which has a closer relation ( 88 PSC) to Bahasa 
Malaysia than the other (82 PSC) . 
1 . 2 . 2  Brune i / Kedayan 
The 21 wordlists labelled ' Brunei ' ,  ' Kedayan ' , and ' Brunei-Kedayan ' showed 
a high degree of common vocabulary . Thirteen of the lists , all from the dis­
tricts of Labuan , Papar , Beaufort and Tenom, are related with each other in the 
range 87-94 PSC and relate with six or more of the 21 lists at 90 PSC or higher . 
Of these 13 , four wordlists from villages in Labuan , Papar and Beaufort relate 
with each other in the very high range 93-94 PSC . Each of the three autonyms 
is represented in the group of 13 wordlists . The remaining lists , from the 
districts of Kuala Penyu, Sipitang , Labuk-Sugut and Sandakan , show relations of 
90 PSC or higher with four or less of the 21 lists . Five of these eight do not 
relate at 90 PSC or above with any other list. 
The lexical relations mentioned above are indicated in Figure 2. The most 
prominent feature of the chart is the breadth of linguistic homogeneity among 
the 21 ' Brunei ' ,  ' Kedayan ' and ' Brunei-Kedayan ' samples. And , if Berhala Darat 
SN is excluded, all but 17 of the 190 relations for the remaining 20 wordlists 
exhibit percentages of shared cognates within the limits indicative of a single 
dialect. Diversity is thus limited to the finer distinctions manifested by 
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subdialects and does not coincide directly with autonymical designations. Smith 
thus classified the 21 wordlists as representing a single language , Brunei/ 
Kedayan , which was without overt dialect distinctions. 
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Berhala Darat SN occupies a notable position within the chart . Its highest 
relation is with Bahasa Malaysia (93  PSC) , yet it demonstrates relations with 14 
of the other 20 Brunei/Kedayan wordlists in the range 80-88 PSC . This seems a 
clear case of heavy borrowing of vocabulary items from the national language in 
the Berhala Darat SN lexicon . This borrowing has effected not only inflated scores 
of shared cognates with Bahasa Malaysia/Cocos Malay wordlists , but also defla-
tion of its lexical similarity with the other Brunei/Kedayan wordlists. The 
same dual phenomena have likewise occurred , to a lesser degree , in the wordlists 
collected from the other east coast villages of Tanjung Aru SN ( 85 PSC with 
Bahasa Malaysia) and Kolapis LS (83  PSC with Bahasa Malaysia) . These inflation­
deflation factors in no way detract from the substance of Smith ' s  classification . 
2 .  TEST ING  P ROCEDURES 
The purpose of intelligibility testing in the Malayic language family was 
primarily to establish whether mutual intelligibility would confirm the homo­
geneity of the Brunei/Kedayan language . Bahasa Malaysia is treated here only 
as the national language , and not as a member of the Malayic subfamily . A re­
finement of the testing procedures ,  primarily the control of test corpora to 
exclude subjects whose exposure to Bahasa Malaysia would result in inflated 
scores , would have been necessary to distinguish comprehension based on linguis­
tic similarity from comprehension based on the status and widespread use of 
Bahasa Malaysia as the national language . Effective control of test corpora in 
such a manner would indeed be difficult . 
The test points for intelligibility testing included a representative of 
each of the three autonyrnically defined groups of Brunei/Kedayan . Palu-Palu KP 
represented ' Brunei ' ;  Kalanahan PR represented ' Brunei-Kedayan ' ;  and Pantai SG 
and Larnbidan KP represented ' Kedayan ' .  
The test set for each test point included , in addition to the hometown tape , 
reference tapes from at least two other Brunei/Kedayan villages , the Iban refer­
ence tape and the Bahasa Malaysia reference tape . In Palu-Palu KP ( ' Brunei ' ) 
and Larnbidan KP ( ' Kedayan ' ) , the ' Brunei ' story from Berhala Darat SN and the 
' Kedayan ' story from Pantai SG were used , in addition to the hometown reference 
tape , as samples of Brunei/Kedayan . In Kalanahan PR ( ' Brunei-Kedayan ' )  the 
Palu-Palu ( ' Brunei ' )  story and the Pantai SG ( ' Kedayan ' )  story were used . In 
Pantai SG ( ' Kedayan ' )  the Palu-Palu KP ( ' Brunei ' )  and Kalanahan PR ( ' Brunei­
Kedayan ' )  stories were used (Figure 3) . 
During testing in Palu-Palu KP and Larnbidan KP it was noted that the Pantai 
SG reference tape used for some test subjects was not clear . Furthermore , in 
Larnbidan KP the test corpus was much older than the average , the median age 
being 60 . Both of these factors could predictably lower scoring . However , in 
Palu-Palu KP the average score of those tested with the clear Pantai SG refer­
ence tape was 65% , not significantly higher than the overall 56% average for all 
test subj ects in the corpus ; the level of comprehension is still below 80% . The 
overall average on the same reference tape in Kalanahan PR, including those who 
listened to a poorer quality tape , was 95%.  Thus , the quality of the Pantai SG 
reference tape was not considered a significant factor in the lower average 
scores on that tape in Palu-Palu KP and Lambidan KP . Likewise , the advanced 
age of the Larnbidan KP corpus did not seem to invalidate their results . 
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Kalanahan PR 100 100 
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Lambidan KP 92 
( ' Kedayan ' ) ( 8 3 )  
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Fi gure 3 :  Resu l ts of d i a l ect i ntel l i g i b i l i ty testi ng ( s hown as per­
centages ) i n  Brune i / Kedayan v i l l ages . (Autonyms are en­
closed in quotation marks . PSC relations are in parentheses ; 
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3 .  TEST RESULTS 
Figure 3 displays the results of the intelligibility testing in Brunei! 
Kedayan villages . The test results were not completely predictable . 
Initially it is clear that the testing of 
Kedayan villages produced predictable results . 
from 36% to 61% . The low scores are very much 
scores in the range 61-62 PSC . 
the Iban story in the Brunei! 
Intelligibility scores range 
in line with lexicostatistic 
The departure from the expected is observed in the testing between Brunei! 
Kedayan villages . with the exception of two scores , intelligibility of the 
Brunei!Kedayan reference tapes at the Brunei!Kedayan test points is in the range 
84-100% . Scores in this range generally indicate good intelligibility and lin­
guistic homogeneity , using 80% comprehension as the lower bound of single lan­
guage intelligibility . However , the 56% and 68% scores of Palu-Palu KP and 
Lambidan KP on the Pantai SG reference tape are much lower than expected . The 
technical quality of the tape has already been eliminated as a factor . The 
lexical relations between Pantai SG and Palu-Palu KP and Lambidan KP are 85 PSC 
and 86 PSC respectively which would indicate homogeneity at the single dialect 
level . Furthermore , both Lambidan KP and Pantai SG use the self-referent 
' Kedayan ' . 
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Although the high degree of shared vocabulary and common autonym lead us 
to expect mutual intelligibility , the aberrant scores are explainable . 
Both Palu-Palu and Lambidan are located in Kuala Penyu District; Pantai is 
located in Sipitang District . Even though the lexical relations are high , it 
is likely that there are areal differences of pronunciation and intonation which 
affect comprehension . These regional differences apparently hinder comprehension 
more than the shared lexicon facilitates it . The effect of regional differences 
may also account for the lower intelligibility of Palu-Palu ( 36%)  and Lambidan 
( 45%)  on the Iban story ; Kalanahan PR and Pantai SG scored 60% and 61% respect­
ively . 
Dialect intelligibility testing has demonstrated that the homogeneity of 
the Brunei/Kedayan speech varieties is not as complete as uniformly high per­
centages of shared cognates would indicate . Intelligibility tends toward uni­
directionality between Pantai SG and the two samples from Kuala Penyu . Further­
more , these results indicate the skewing is geographically determined rather 
than being determined by cultural or etiological factors associated with the 
variety of autonyms . The testing thus indicates the existence of at least two 
dialects of Brunei/Kedayan between which there is limited intelligibility . 
Further testing is desirable to determine more completely the range of dialect 
diversity within the Brunei/Kedayan language . 
Finally , lack of intelligibility of Iban by the Brunei/Kedayan test corpora 
at this point confirms Smith ' s  classification of the two as representing separate 
linguistic subfamilies , though the proof of the classification is beyond the 
capability of the testing procedures used in this study . Although the relation 
between Brunei/Kedayan and Bahasa Malaysia/Cocos Malay was not tested because of the 
difficulties involved in setting up an unbiased test corpus in Brunei/Kedayan 
villages , further investigation of this relation is desired . The use of Cocos 
reference tapes at Brunei/Kedayan test points would give an indication of un-
biased intelligibility in one direction , and mother-tongue Malay speakers could 
be tested on their comprehension of Brunei/Kedayan reference tapes . 
4 .  NAT I ONAL LANGUAGE I NTELL I G I B I L ITY 
The four Brunei/Kedayan test corpora were also tested on their ability to 
understand the national language . The results of the testing on the Bahasa 
Malaysia reference tape are displayed in Figure 4 .  The test results generally 
reflect a high level of competence in understanding Bahasa Malaysia in these 
four Brunei/Kedayan villages . The range of average intelligibility scores is 
78-98% and the median score for all subjects is 87% .  
The raw data can be sorted in various ways to reveal that persons in the 
categories ' Male ' ,  ' Under 35 Years of Age ' , and ' Formally Educated ' generally 
do better than their counterparts in the opposing categories , though this is not 
always the case . Figure 5 displays this information . It may also be noted that 
58% of the males in the combined corpora had received some formal education 
( including those who had received only adult education) while the corresponding 
figure for females is 22% . 
AGE 
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EDUCATION AVG . SEX TEST POINT SCORE M/F 
AVG . MED. RANGE ED . A . E . R. A . E . S .  
Palu-Palu KP 78 4/5 39 . 1  40 22-60 5 7 . 8  4 . 3 
( 74 ) 
Kalanahan PR 98 5/3 40. 8 44 14-67 5 6 . 6  4 . 1 
(77 ) 
Pantai SG 86 5/5 38 . 5  26 18-78 3 10 . 7  3 . 2 
( 78) 
Lambidan KP 89 5/5 48 . 7  60 23-80 2 4 . 5 0 . 9  
( 79 ) 
Fi gure 4 :  Resu l ts of nati onal l anguage i ntel l i gi b i l i ty tes t i ng wi th soc io­
l og i cal  data for four Brune i / Kedayan vi l l ages . ( Scores are 
TEST POINT 
given as percentages . PSC relations are shown in parentheses . 
The education data for each village are listed as the number of 
persons in the test corpus who had received formal education 
(ED . ) ,  the average years of education which those subjects had 
received (A . E . R. ) ,  and the average years of education per subject 
in the test corpus as a whole (A . E . S . ) . )  
SEX AGE EDUCATION 
CORPUS AVG . M AVG . F AVG . AVG . AVG . AVG . 
SCORE SCORE SCORE UNDER 35 OVER 35 ED . NON-ED . 
SCORE SCORE SCORE SCORE 
Palu-Palu KP 78/9 90/4 69/5 83/3 76/6 90/5 64/4 
3M , 2F 
Kalanahan PR 98/8 98/5 97/3 100/3 96/5 98/5 97/3 
3M , 2F 
Pantai SG 86/10 80/5 92/5 98/5 74/5 97/3 81/7 
3M 
Lambidan KP 89/10 95/5 82/5 88/4 89/6 100/2 86/8 
2M 
COMBINED 87/37 91/19 84/18 93/15 84/22 95/15 82/22 
AVERAGES llM , 4F 
Fi gure 5 :  Nati onal l anguage i ntel l i gi b i l i ty resul ts i n  Brune i / Kedayan vi l l ages 
di spl ayed accordi ng to sex ,  age and educat i on d i fferenti al s .  (The 
average score for each category (shown as percentage) is followed by 
the number of subjects for which the average applies . The boxes 
containing scores of those subjects who had received formal education 
(AVG . ED . SCORE) also show the number of males and females included 
in the educated group . NON-ED . indicates subjects without formal 
education. ) 
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5 .  CONCLUS ION 
Dialect intelligibility testing among four Brunei/Kedayan villages essen­
tially confirms Smith ' s  lexicostatistica1 analysis which classified them as 
representatives of a single language . There is not , however , complete mutual 
intelligibility among these representative villages . Dialect variations indi­
cated by the testing seem to be determined by regional rather than ethnic fac­
tors . Intelligibility of the Iban language was low , also confirming Smith ' s  
classification . Intelligibility of Bahasa Malaysia was generally high . 
NOTES 
1 . The Cocos population of Sabah was listed as 2 , 731 in 1970 . Using that 
figure as a base and assuming an annual population growth of two percent , 
the present population would be about 3 , 400 . Two percent population growth 
is an arbitrary choice , intended only to give a rough estimate of the 
current population . 
2 .  The 1970 Sabah census enumerated 18 , 365 Malays . Allowing for two percent 
annual population growth , the present Malay population would be about 
22 , 800. 
3 .  The figure 140 million is given in Kamus lengkap, edited by Drs Awang Sudjai 
Hairul and Yusoff Khan , Peta1ing Jaya : Pustaka Zaman Sdn . Bhd . ( 1977 ) . The 
number of mother-tongue Malay speakers would be considerably less. Compare 
Voegelin and Voege1in ( 1977 : 179) , who indicate 10 , 000 , 000 native speakers . 
4 .  The 1970 Sabah census enumerated the two groups separately . The ' Brunei ' 
numbered 28 , 152 while the ' Kedayan ' population was recorded as 9 , 624 . The 
estimated figures in the text assume two percent annual population growth 
added to these 1970 census figures .  
5 .  I n 1704 , the Sultan o f Brunei allegedly gave control over the territory of 
North Borneo to the Sultan of Su1u as reward for the latter ' s  services in the 
Brunei civil war . The Su1u claim to North Borneo and Brunei ' s  denial of 
the cession of its territory from that date has resulted in an entangled 
controversy , which most recently has been fired again in the Philippine 
claim to Sabah . Details of the controversy can be found in numerous 
articles , among which are the following : Martin Meadows "The Philippine 
claim to North Borneo" , Pol i tical Science Quarterl y 78/3 : 321-335 , 1962 ; 
Leigh R. Wright , "Historical notes on the North Borneo dispute" ,  Journal of 
Asian Studies 25/3 : 471-484 , 1966 ; Brock K . Short , "Brunei ,  Su1u and Sabah : 
an analysis of rival claims" , Brunei Museum Journal 1 : 133-146 , 19697 ;  H . G .  
Tregonning , "The Philippine claim to Sabah" , Journal of the Malaysian Branch 
of the Royal Asiatic Society 43 (Part 1) /217 : 161-170 , 1970 . 
6 .  In this paper , the convention of quotation marks around autonyms is used to 
distinguish them from language classifications . 
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T H E  W E S T  COAST BAJAU LANG UAG E 
E l i z abeth F .  Banker 
O .  I NTRODUCT ION 
The Baj au are a culturally and linguistically diverse people living in the 
Southern Philippines , Eastern Indonesia and Sabah , Malaysia. Knowledge of the 
origin of the Bajau is obscure , based primarily on oral tradition . As early as 
1780 an English captain , Thomas Forrest, on a trip to New Guinea , encountered 
Bajau fishermen along the north-east coast of Borneo who were said to have come 
originally from Johore , at the entrance of the Straits of Malacca (Warren 1972) . 
In this paper , only one of the Bajau language groups will be discussed , 
namely the group designated by Smith ( in this volume) as the West Coast Bajau 
of Sabah . l This group uses the self-referents Sama and Bajau . 
It is not known when the West Coast Bajau first arrived in Sabah , but when 
Ivor Evans first became acquainted with the Bajau in the Kota Belud area in 1910 , 
their settlements seemed to be well established , and he supposed that they had 
been there for at least 200 years . Those whom he interviewed claimed that only 
seven generations , including their own , had passed since their ancestors arrived 
in Borneo (Evans 1952) . 
Evans ( 1952) referred to two other Bajau language groups known as "Samah­
Samah" or "Samar Lambuh" and " Samar Laiyun" who lived on Sibutu Island and Musa 
Island . Their languages were mutually intelligible with Kota Belud Bajau . 
Sather ( 1965) described "West Coast Sama" as the language spoken from Papar to 
Kudat , subdivided into regional varieties , each the product of years of isolation . 
The West Coast Bajau number approximately 40 , 000 . 2 They live along the 
Sabah coast from Kuala Penyu in the south-west as far as Terusan LS . There is 
also a settlement of West Coast Baj au on Jambongan Island (Figures 1 and 2 ) . 
1 .  LEXI COSTAT ISTICAL CLASS I F I CAT ION 
According to Smith ' s  ( in this volume) lexicostatistical classification of 
West Coast Bajau , there is a central network of seven wordlists linked by rela­
tionships of 90 percent of shared cognates (PSC) or higher (Figure 3 ) . 
Using Mengkabong TN as a representative sample , the remaining seven non­
central wordlists are connected to this central network by relationships of 
73-86 PSC (Figure 4) . 
Julie K . King and John Wayne King , eds Languages of Sabah : a survey report ,  
101-112 . Paci fi c Lingui sti cs ,  C-78 , 1984 . 
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BU (Jawi-Jawi KB) 
TN) * 
89 PRJ 
88 89 Besar PRJ 
90 92 
91 9 1  90 87 ( Serusup TN) 
89 91 90 87 88 BU (Numbak KK) 
Fi gure 3 :  PSC rel ati ons between seven central West Coast  Baj au 
v i l l ages . (* representative village of this group in 
Figure 4 ;  BU = Bajau . )  ( from Smith , in this volume) 
BU (Kawang PRJ 
KP) 
78  KB) 
86 83 TN) * 
81 77 81 
75 78 73  80 
76 75  7 5  80 7 7  (Mapan-Mapan PS) 
69 70 68  7 3  70 74 BU (Kolapis LS ) 
Fi gure 4 :  PSC re l at ions between seven non-central  West Coast 
Bajau vi l l ages and one centra l West Coast Bajau vi l l age . 
( *  representative village from central West coast 
Bajau , Figure 3 . )  ( from Smith , in this volume ) 
The West Coast Bajau intelligibility testing described in this paper however ,  
was based on a somewhat different lexicostatistical classification made indepen­
dently from the above classification , though having basic similarities .  
The West Coast Bajau language as defined in this paper is composed o f  the 
Central West Coast Bajau dialect and two other dialects . Central West Coast 
Bajau is here represented by 11 villages whose wordlists are interrelated by at 
least 85 PSC . Eight of these are villages whose wordlists are strongly related 
by 85 PSC-plus with at least seven other wordlists of the same group . The other 
three are villages whose wordlists are 85 PSC or more with at least one of the 
eight more closely related lists (Figure 5 ) . 
Two other villages , Baru SN and Mapan-Mapan PS , represent West Coast Bajau 
dialects whose wordlists are 80-81 PSC with at least three Central West Coast 
Bajau wordlists . 
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BU (Kawang PRJ 
Besar PRJ 
86 87 KK) 
85  90 9 1  PG) 
86 89 93  9 1  TN) 
84 87 90 87 
86 88 89 89 90 93 KB) 
81 82 84 84 83 86 84 ( Melalap TM) 
83 85 86 81 83 83 81  81 (Tempurung KP) 
78 79 83 80 82 84 84 86 81 BU* (Kulambai 
Fi g u re 5 :  PSC re l ati ons between the 1 1  central West Coast Bajau 
vi l l ages . (BU = eight more closely related villages ; 
BU* = three more distantly related villages . )  
KB )  
The Baru West Coast Bajau dialect is here represented by only one wordlist 
from Baru SN. Its relationship with other West Coast Bajau dialects is in the 
range of 7 3-81 PSC . 
The Mapan-Mapan West Coast Bajau dialect is here represented by only one 
wordlist from Mapan-Mapan PS . Its relationship with other West Coast Bajau 
dialects is in the range of 74-80 PSC . 
There is one other wordlist from Kolapis LS whose closest relationship to 
West Coast Bajau is 7 5  PSC with Mapan-Mapan PS . Its relationship to West Coast 
Bajau is otherwise in the range of 68-74 PSC . This relationship is too low to 
be considered a dialect of West Coast Bajau (Figure 6) . 
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Fi gure 6 :  PSC rel ati ons between centra l Wes t Coast  Bajau , 
two other West Coast Bajau d i a l ects , and 
Kol api s LS 
2 .  TEST ING  PROCEDURES 
The purpose of the West Coast Bajau intelligibility testing was to answer 
the following questions . First , do the West Coast Bajau wordlists represent only 
one language or more than one ; and how many dialects of West Coast Bajau are 
there? Secondly , how well can the West Coast Bajau understand the East Coast 
Bajau language? And thirdly , what is the West Coast Bajau intelligibility level 
of Bahasa Malaysia, the national language? 
In order to determine how many languages and dialects are represented by 
the West Coast Baj au wordlists , tape-recorded stories from the three villages of 
Kawang PR, Kulambai KB and Mapan-Mapan PS were selected as reference tapes for 
the test set .  These particular stories were chosen on the basis of the relation­
ship of the Bajau language as spoken in these villages to that spoken in the 
other West Coast Baj au villages ; on the suitability of the content of the stories 
and length adequate for forming questions ; and on the quality of the recorded 
tapes . 
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The story from Kawang PR was chosen to represent the eight more closely 
related central West coast Bajau villages , the story from Kularnbai KB to repre­
sent the three more distantly related villages , and the story from Mapan-Mapan 
PS to represent that proposed dialect of West Coast Bajau . These stories were 
also selected because they gave as wide a geographical representation as possible 
of the West Coast Baj au language area. 
The Bajau Semporna story from Semporna SA was chosen to represent the East 
Coast Baj au language . This particular story was selected because it was repre­
sentative of the East Coast Bajau language also known as ' Sarna Kubang ' or ' Bajau 
S empo rna , found to be indigenous to Sabah (+ East Coast Bajau) . 
The story representing standard Bahasa Malaysia as spoken in Sabah was 
included in the test set to determine the West Coast Bajau people ' s understanding 
of the national language . 
The villages where West Coast Bajau testing was done were chosen on the 
basis of their relationship to the proposed centre of the West Coast Bajau lan­
guage , their historical background and their geographical location . A test point 
was chosen in each of the major West Coast Baj au language areas in the Papar , 
Tuaran , Kota Belud and Pitas districts . 
Seven of the eight closely related West Coast Bajau wordlists have an aver­
age relationship of 88-91 PSC . Serusup TN was chosen to represent this group 
and to determine its relationship to more distantly related villages . 
The one other of the eight villages , Kawang PR, has a lower average relation­
ship to the others ( 86 PSC) . It was chosen as a test point to determine how 
strong its relationship to the other seven villages was , as well as its relation­
ship to the three more distantly related central West Coast Bajau villages and 
the Baru SN and Mapan-Mapan PS dialects . 
Kularnbai KB ,  having an average relationship of 83 PSC to the eight word­
lists , was chosen as a test point to determine whether its relationship was suf­
ficiently strong to establish its proposed position as part of the central West 
Coast Bajau dialect . 
Mapan-Mapan PS , distantly removed from the other major West Coast Bajau 
language areas and having an average relationship of only 79 PSC to the eight 
closely-related wordlists , was chosen to determine whether it represented a dis­
tinct dialect . 
Tempurung KP was not included in the test set because it represented a small 
community of people who originally carne from Papar district . Melalap TM was not 
included because it represented an immigrant group of people originating from 
various other West Coast Bajau language areas . Baru SN was not included because 
it represented a mixed language and had been in its present location for only 
15 years . Kolapis LS was excluded on the basis of its low relationship of 68-75 
PSC with the 13 West Coast Baj au wordlists and because it also is a mixed lan­
guage community . 
3 .  TEST RESULTS 
3 . 1  Mutual i ntel l i g i b i l i ty of West Coast Baj a u  vi l l ages 
Figure 7 displays the intelligibility testing results of the testing done 
at West Coast Bajau villages . 
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F i gure 7 :  I ntel l i gi b i l i ty testi ng resul ts i n  West Coast Bajau 
vi l l ages tested wi th West Coast  Bajau reference 
tapes . ( Results are given as percentages ; PSC 
figures are in parentheses . )  
It is interesting to note that of the villages tested , the village of 
Serusup TN , which is one of the eight more closely-related villages (+ Section 1) 
had the highest intelligibility of both the village of Kularnbai KB, which is one 
of the three more distantly-related villages , and the proposed dialect of Mapan­
Mapan PS . Serusup TN scored 94% on the Kularnbai KB tape and 89% on the Mapan­
Mapan PS tape . 
The mutual intelligibility of the village of Serusup TN and the village of 
Kawang PR was 100% thus establishing the strong relationship of Kawang PR to 
the centre of the West Coast Bajau language . 
The intelligibility at Kawang PR of the Kularnbai KB story was 87% , just 
barely placing it within central West Coast Bajau. However the 100% scored by 
Kularnbai KB on the Kawang PR test tape coupled with the 94% scored by Serusup TN 
on the Kulambai KB test tape firmly establishes that Kularnbai KB is a member of 
central West Coast Baj au . 
Although Kawang PR scored 84% intelligibility of the Mapan-Mapan PS test 
tape , and Serusup TN scored 89% intelligibility of the same tape , Mapan-Mapan 
PS had only a 79% intelligibility of Kawang PR, confirming that Mapan-Mapan PS 
is a separate dialect of West Coast Bajau. 
Kulambai KB and Mapan-Mapan PS are more distantly related to each other as 
is shown in Figure 7 above . 
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3 . 2  West Coast Bajau i ntel l i g i bi l i ty of East Coast Bajau 
The Bajau Semporna story from Semporna SA, representing the East Coast 
Bajau language for purposes of this test , was used to determine the West Coast 
Baj au understanding of East Coast Baj au . The East Coast Bajau test tape was 
used for testing at all four West Coast Bajau test points . Figure 8 shows the 
results of that testing. Figure 9 shows more clearly how the test results 
relate to the corresponding PSC relations . 
REFERENCE � � 
TAPE ttl .,..., 
ttl 
I!l 
� .j.J  
[J) III 
ttl 
ttl 0 
� U H o .j.J P. 1Il  
TEST POINTS El ttl Q) � 
[J) �  
Serusup TN 35 
(65 )  
Kawang PR 64 
( 6 3 )  
Kulambai KB 64 
(61 )  
Mapan-Mapan PS 82 
(63 )  
Fi gure 8 :  West  Coast  Bajau  i n tel l i g i b i l i ty of  East Coast  
Bajau .  ( Intelligibility scores are given as 
percentages ; PSC relations are in parentheses . )  
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F i g u re 9 :  Compari son of  i ntel l i gi bi l i ty testi ng resu l ts and PSC 
rel ations  s hown when four  West Coast Bajau v i l l ages were 
tes ted for thei r understandi ng of East Coast Bajau . 
( = intelligibility ; - - - - - - - = PSC) 
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The subjects tested in Kawang PR and Kulambai KB showed a level of intellig­
ibility of Bajau Semporna that was very close to their PSC relationship with that 
language . The intelligibility shown by Mapan-Mapan PS of Baj au Semporna was 19% 
higher than its PSC relationship , whereas Serusup TN dipped 30% below its PSC 
relationship. Mapan-Mapan PS would normally have much more contact with East 
Coast Bajau speakers because of its location near them , and was therefore expec­
ted to have a higher level of understanding of their language . The opposite 
was true of Serusup TN and was reflected in their low level of understanding of 
East Coast Bajau. 
Intelligibility testing confirmed that West Coast Bajau and East Coast Baj au 
are indeed separate languages .  
4 .  NAT IONAL LANGUAGE I NTELL I G I B I L ITY 
Figure 10 shows the results of national language intelligibility testing 
carried out in the four West Coast Bajau villages of Serusup TN , Kawang PR, 
Kulambai KB ,  and Mapan-Mapan PS. Forty subjects were tested , ten in each vil­
lage . Their intelligibility of Bahasa Malaysia ranged from 25-100% , the average 
being 89% . This is an admittedly high level of understanding especially consid­
ering that only 23 of the 40 subjects tested had any formal education . 
AVG . SEX AGE 
EDUCATION 
TEST POINTS SCORE 
M/F AVG . RANGE ED . A . E . R. A . E . S .  
Serusup TN 100 7/3 26 15-45 10 7 7 
Kawang PR 100 7/3 36 17-69 6 10 6 
Kulambai KB 85 5/5 45 15-63 4 6 2 
Mapan-Mapan PS 73 4/6 34 15-57 3 7 2 
Fi gure 10 : Comprehens i on of the national  l anguage i n  four West Coas t  Bajau 
vi l l ages , wi th soc io l ogi cal data . (Test scores are given as 
percentages . Under EDUCATION , ED . = the number of subjects in 
each corpus who had received some formal education , A . E . R. = 
the average number of years of education those subjects had 
received , and A .E . S .  = the average number of years of education 
per subject for the corpus as a whole . )  
The education of 21 of the subjects tested ranged from Primary 3 to gradu­
ation from Gaya College . The other two educated subjects tested had had several 
years of Adult Education . The average education of these 2 3 was eight years or 
Form 2 level . 
This high level of education reflects the fact that most of the West Coast 
Bajau live near well-developed education centres and because of that , their 
intelligibility of Bahasa Malaysia is high . For example , all of the subjects 
tested in Serusup TN who were under 40 years of age ( five men and three women) 
had a Primary 6 or higher level of education , and they all scored 100% on the 
Bahasa Malaysia test . 
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The Bahasa Malaysia intelligibility among the 2 3  subjects with formal edu­
cation ranged from 70-100% .  
As would normally be expected , the average intelligibility of Bahasa 
Malaysia among those with no formal education was lower than among those with 
formal education , the relationship being 81% and 96% respectively . 
The sex of the subjects tested was found to be an influencing factor in the 
level of understanding of Bahasa Malaysia among the group with no formal educa­
tion . The ratio of men to women tested was almost equal - 53% to 47% . The men ' s 
understanding of Bahasa Malaysia ranged from 70-100% with an average intellig­
ibility of 93% , whereas the women ' s  understanding ranged from 25-100% with an 
average intelligibility of 67 % .  The age of the subjects tested was found to 
have some influence on the level of understanding of Bahasa Malaysia , particu­
larly among the older women (Figure 11 ) . 
Age Average Intelligibility Average Intelligibility 
of Men of Women 
24- 34 100% ( 1 ) 70% ( 2 )  
35-49 95% ( 2 )  80% ( 3 ) 
50- 9 1 . 7% ( 6 )  51 . 7% ( 3 ) 
Fi gure 1 1 : Uneducated subjects ' understand i ng of the national  
l anguage .  (Numbers in parentheses indicate the number 
of subjects in each category . )  
It is interesting to note that only eight of the subjects tested said they 
used some Bahasa Malaysia in their homes ; one said he used only Bahasa Malaysia 
in his home . So although most of the West Coast Baj au who were tested were 
quite proficient in the use of the national language , most of them use their 
mother tongue in communicating with each other. 
5 .  CONCLUS I ON 
The West Coast Baj au language of Sabah is a distinct language within the 
Baj au language family . There appear to be three dialects of West Coast Bajau; 
one large central dialect spoken in the districts along the west coast of Sabah , 
one dialect spoken in the Pitas District (Mapan-Mapan PS) and a third spoken in 
the village of Baru SN. However intelligibility testing in Baru SN would be 
necessary in order to confirm this classification . Intelligibility testing also 
confirmed that West Coast Baj au is a distinct language from East Coast Baj au . 
PSC figures suggest that Kolapis LS is not a dialect of West Coast Bajau, but a 
separate language . Intelligibility testing would also need to be done to prove 
this . 
And finally , intelligibility testing showed that the West Coast Bajau have 
a high understanding of Bahasa Malaysia, the national language . 
� 
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NOTES 
1 .  The term West Coast Bajau i s not a strictly geographical designation . Some 
settlements of ' West Coast ' Bajau are located on Sabah ' s  east coast . 
2 .  This is a rough estimate based on the 1970 population and housing census of 
Malaysia and on information collected by members of the Summer Institute of 
Linguistics during 1978-81 while doing a language survey of Sabah. 
Banker, E.F. "The West Coast Bajau language". In King, J.K. and King, J.W. editors, Languages of Sabah: A survey report. 
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T H E  EAST COAST BAJAU LA N G UA G E S  
J a n i c e  Wal ton and David C .  Moody 
O .  I NTRODUCT ION 
The origins of the Bajau-speaking peoples are not clearly known . In his 
master ' s  thesis Warren ( 1971} offers merely that long ago a land-dwelling people , 
probably after prolonged contact with the sea , abandoned their former orienta­
tion to adopt a boat-dwelling lifestyle as sea nomads . The Brunei chronicles 
and Su1u t a r s i l a s ( genealogical records ) share the common tradition that the 
Bajau emigrated from Johore on the Malay Peninsula , an event one investigator 
has dated early in the 14th century . 1 This relatively late dating for the 
arrival of the Bajau coincides also with the belief held commonly throughout the 
Su1u Archipelago that the Bajau arrived in the Su1u Sea subsequent to the Tausug 
(or Su1uk as they are known in Sabah) people . 
More recently this view has been challenged . Tom Harrisson ( 1973-74) and 
S . J .  O ' Connor have suggested the possibility that Chinese trade in the Sarawak 
River delta between 700 AD and 1350 AD may have been carried in Bajau vessels . 
Their conclusions that Bajau influence in the area of North Borneo may be much 
earlier than traditional accounts is based on archaeological evidence . 2 
Support for an earlier migration also comes from Pa11esen ( 1977) whose 
historico-comparative analysis of Bajau and Tausug languages provides linguistic 
evidence that Bajau-speaking peoples had become well established in the southern 
Zamboanga-Basi1an area of the Su1u Archipelago by 800 AD , predating Tausug habi­
tation of the area. He hypothesises further that there was an outward expansion 
from this area toward the south-west , such that as early as the start of the 
12th century subgroups could have been settled in Cagayan Sulu and in both 
Indonesian and North Borneo , areas in which they remain to this day . 
The linguistic literature based on study of the East Coast Bajau dialects 
of Sabah is quite limited . Besides Schneeberger ' s  ( 1937 ) short vocabulary only 
Abdul Ghani bin Bagul ( 1950) and Sather ( 1965 , 1968) have published linguistic 
articles dealing with Sabah Bajau . Only Sather ' s  articles are concerned with 
East Coast Bajau , particularly Baj au Laut as spoken at Bangau-Bangau SA . His 
earlier article deals specifically with numbers and adj ectives of quantity , 
while the latter sketches elements of Bajau phonology and grammar . Linguistic 
descriptions based on Bajau dialects spoken in the Philippines include Pallesen ' s  
( 1965) phonological description o f  Central Sarna and Allison ' s  ( 1977 ) discourse 
study of a Southern Samal text . Pa11esen ( 1977) includes a reconstruction of 
the Bajau parent language which he uses to demonstrate socio-historical relation­
ships between the Bajau arrd Tausug ( Su1uk) groups . 
Julie K. King and John Wayne King , eds Languages of Sabah : a survey report ,  
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The term Bajau ( spelled Bajaw in the Philippines) is cited (Evans 1952) as 
an exonym applied originally by the Brunei Malays . Most speakers (particularly 
those in the Philippines) refer to themselves as Sarna (also Samah , Samar , and 
Samal) and to their language as ' Bahasa Sarna ' or ' Bahasa Bajau ' in Indonesia 
and Sabah and ' Sinarna' in the Philippines .  Other designations include Palaqu , 
Luwaqan , Sea Gypsies and Orang Laut (sea peopZe) . 3 The term Bajau has gained 
wide acceptance in Sabah , and is used in this paper as a cover term for all 
speakers of Bajau or Sarna dialects. 
The population of the Bajau in Sabah was listed in the 1970 census as 
72 , 563 , a figure which included both the East Coast and West Coast Bajau com­
munities . More recent estimates based on the 1980 census suggest there may be 
that many East Coast Baj au alone currently living in Sabah . 
The primary areas included in the survey were the districts of Lahad Datu , 
Semporna and Sandakan (Figure 1) . In Lahad Datu District there is a large Bajau 
population of varied origins . The dialect names indicate for the most part the 
location from which the people originated in the Philippines . The following 
dialects are found in significant numbers : Balangingi , which originated from the 
island of Balangingi in the Tongquil group of Northern Sulu PHL ; sikubung , which 
originated from the island of Sikubung near the north-eastern end of Tawi-Tawi 
PHL ; Simunul and Sibutu , who for the most part have recently come from those 
places in the Philippines ; and Bajau Asli , which is also known as Sarna Kubang 
or Bajau of Semporna . In the Kunak LD area there are numerous Simunul and 
Sibutu people , most of whom came to the area within the last 20 years. The 
original inhabitants of the area are said to be the Bajau Asli ( Sama Kubang) 
people . Within the past decade West Coast Bajau people have been resettled in 
several schemes in the Kunak LD area and in Sandakan District. 
Semporna District apparently has the largest Bajau population of any of the 
areas included in the survey , although no population statistics are available 
at present . The original residents of the Semporna area were evidently Bajau 
(Sarna Kubang) and Bajau is spoken by the vast majority of the people , including 
many who are not Bajau. In addition to the Semporna Bajau (Sarna Kubang) there 
are several other large communities of Bajau who trace their origins to locations 
in the Philippines . These include people of Simunul and Sibutu who are largely 
located in Simunul SA and Kg Air SA; Bajau Laut , who trace their origin to 
Sitangkay PHL , are located in Bangau-Bangau SA; Ubian people are located in 
Terusan Baru SA on Bumbum Island and trace their origin to South Ubian Island 
in the Tawi-Tawi group . 
In Sandakan District there are three Bajau groups : West Coast Baj au , which 
were not included in the survey ; Kagayan , or Jama Mapun ; and Simunul . The 
Kagayan population is quite extensive in the Sandakan area and has been there 
for a relatively long time . Pallesen ( 1977 : 171f . ) suggests that the migration 
route of the Baj au group which eventually settled in Cagayan Sulu was via the 
coast of North Borneo , indicating the Kagayan people may have been living in the 
area for nearly 800 years . They are now found in Sibuga Besar SN , Simsina SN , 
Nunuyan Island and Libaran Island , and are reported to be in numerous other 
places along the northern coast extending as far as Jambongan Island and Kudat . 
The Simunul people for the most part live in Bokara SA and Kg Air SA and have 
been there for a long time . 
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1 .  LEXI COSTATIST I CAL CLASS I F I CAT ION 
Smith ( in this volume) places East Coast Bajau within the Bajau language 
family along with its lone sister language ( in Sabah) West Coast Bajau (+ West 
Coast Bajau) . The two languages each comprise an independent dialect chain , 
relating to one another at less than 75 percent of shared cognates (PSC) . 4 
Smith ' s  lexicostatistical study of the Bajau language family included 2 5  
wordlists , six of which were of Philippine origin. He found that 15 of the 
wordlists formed a " strongly interlocked network of dialects linked by relation­
ships of 85 PSC or higher . "  Eight different self-designations were represented 
among the 15 lists . s As a group these lists correlate with the dialect identi­
fied in the Philippines as Southern Sama . 6 The remaining ten lists were connec­
ted to the central network by relationships between 75 PSC and 84 PSC and inclu­
ded six different self-designations . 7 The relationships for 13 of the East 
Coast Bajau wordlists and a single West Coast Bajau list are shown in Figure 2 .  
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The West Coast Bajau list is clearly distinct , relating at 57-69 PSC with 
the East Coast Bajau samples . Within the East Coast Bajau language group the 
Mapun (or Kagayan) , .Simunul and Balangingi lists may be said to represent sep­
arate dialects from the group representing Southern Sama , none of them relating 
at higher than 82 PSC with a Southern Sama list . The wordlist from Siasi PHL is 
designated Cent�al Sarna, based on Philippine information , though it exhibits a 
high ( 92 PSC) relationship with the Sitangkay PHL list representing Southern 
Sama . s 
2 .  TESTING PROCEDURE 
The purpose of the survey was to test the intelligibility of various Bajau 
dialects in the selected communities of long-term resident native speakers of 
Bajau languages on the eastern coast of Sabah ( i . e .  in Lahad Datu , Semporna and 
Sandakan districts) . The testing was expected to indicate ( 1 )  which dialects 
of Baj au the Sabah communities could best understand , ( 2 )  how closely the 
indigenous Semporna Baj au dialect is related to Southern Sama of the Philippines ,  
and ( 3 ) the extent o f language change that has occurred since certain commun­
ities migrated from the Philippines . 
A location for administering intelligibility tests was chosen on the basis 
of the percentage of cognates shared by the language of that location and other 
languages of the area and the length of time the community had been in Sabah . 
Communities whose speakers had not been in Sabah for more than 40 years were 
not chosen for testing since less than that amount of time was considered insuf­
ficient to allow for a significant amount of language change to take place . 
The communities selected for intelligibility testing were : Telisai LD , 
Telibas LD , Bangau-Bangau SA, Terusan Baru SA , Kubang Baru SA , Bokara SN and 
Sibuga Besar SN. 9 
Selection of test sets was made on the basis of a knowledge of the Baj au 
dialects of the Philippines , the percentage of cognates shared by the various 
dialects in the area and with Bajau dialects of the Philippines , and a knowledge 
of the community to be tested . The test sets were different for each community 
tested since each had a different point of origin and showed a different cognate 
relationship to the other dialects . 
3 .  TEST RESULTS 
The results of intelligibility testing in East Coast Baj au villages are 
displayed in Figure 3 .  Average scores on the hometown reference tapes were in 
the range 94-98% , well within the expected norm . 
3 . 1 Bal ang; ng;  
The Balangingi scores from Telisai LD were as follows : 92% on Philippine 
Balangingi , 72% on Philippine Simunul , 81% on Bajau Laut , and 2 7% on West Coast 
Bajau. 
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Baj au Laut 85 92 
(Bangau-Bangau SA) ( 80 )  
Bajau Semporna 83 92 
(Kubang Baru SA) ( 84 )  
Ubi an 83 92 
( Terusan Baru SA) (91 )  
Ubian 9 1  
( Buah Pandai KB) 
Simunul 82 
(Bokara SN) 
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( S ibuga Besar SN) 
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Fi gure 3 :  Resu l ts of i ntel l i g i b i l i ty tes ti ng i n  East Coast Bajau vi l l ages . 
( Intelligibility scores are shown as percentages . psc scores 
are in parentheses . )  
The Balangingi of Telisai LD were tested mainly to find out i f  the language 
of the community had changed sufficiently to render Balangingi of northern Sulu 
PHL unintelligible to them. All the subjects ' parents had been born in Malaysia. 
Some trace their lineage in Malaysia back five and six generations , others more 
recently . Most of the test subjects stated that their ancestors carne from Boan 
Island in the Philippines . However ,  the origin of the Boan Balangingi community 
is known to be from the Tongquil group of islands in northern Sulu . All test 
subj ects said that Balangingi was the language they use in their homes . 
The scores of 7 2 %  on Philippine Simunul and 8 1 %  on Bajau Laut are quite high 
and are probably due to their living close to Sikubung people who speak a variety 
of the Southern Samal dialect. 
3 . 2 S; kubung 
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Sikubung scores at Telibas LD were as follows : 81% on Philippine Simunul , 
90% on Sikubung Semporna , 72% on Bajau Laut and 42% on Central Sarna . The 
Sikubung people of Telibas LD were tested to find whether their dialect was more 
closely related to Southern or Central Sarna as the scores indicate . Four of the 
subjects ' parents had been born in the Philippines . Most test subjects trace 
their origins to Sikubung Island near Tawi-Tawi Island PHL . Many present mar­
riages are arranged with relatives on Sikubung Island PHL . All test subjects 
said that Sikubung was presently the language they spoke in their homes . 
Sikubung is clearly a variety of Southern Sarna by its score of 8 1 %  with 
Philippine Simunul , which probably should be adjusted upward 5% because of a 
poor question which required an obscure term for an answer . The score of 90% 
with Sikubung Semporna indicates that the language of the two communities has 
undergone little change during the more than 40 years of isolation from each 
other. 
3 . 3 Bajau Laut 
Bajau Laut was tested in Bangau-Bangau SA and the scores were as follows : 
85% on Philippine Simunul , 92% on Sikubung Semporna , 96% on Bajau Semporna , and 
70% on Central Sarna . Seven of the test subjects ' parents were born in Malaysia ; 
three of the test subjects ' parents were born in the Philippines . All test 
subjects trace their lineage to Sitangkay Island PHL . Many present marriages 
are arranged with relatives there . All test subjects said that Bajau Laut is 
the language presently used in their homes .  
Since these people refer to themselves as Sarna Dilaut , as do the people of 
the Central Sarna dialect in Siasi , Sulu PHL , and because of the high percentage 
of cognates shared by Central Sarna and Sitangkay , the ancestral home of the 
Bangau-Bangau SA Bajau Laut ( 92 PSC) , it would be expected that Bangau-Bangau 
SA people would score high on Central Sarna. This however was not the case . The 
high scores with Bajau Semporna and Philippine Simunul indicate that the present 
linguistic relationship is closer to Semporna . This is further verified by the 
PSC relations . Baj au Laut of Bangau-Bangau SA is clearly part of the Southern 
Sarna dialect area. 
3 . 4  Bajau Semporna 
Baj au Semporna (Kubang) people were tested in Kubang Baru SA with the 
following results : 83% on Philippine Simunul , 92% on Sikubung Semporna, 90% on 
Bajau Laut , 46% on Central Sarna , and 15% on West Coast Bajau . All the test 
subj ects ' parents had been born in the Semporna area (with the exception of one 
who was from Tarakan KAL) , their ancestors being from Bumbum Island and other 
off-shore islands and the coastal area near Semporna . All test subjects said 
that Bajau Kubang is the language used in their homes . 
The test scores clearly indicate that this dialect is a part of the Southern 
Sarnal dialect since it has high scores with Philippine Simunul , Sikubung Semporna 
and Bajau Laut . 
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3 . 5 Bajau Ub i an 
Bajau Ubian was tested in two locations . The Bajau Ubian of Terusan Baru 
SA were tested to determine their relationship to Sarnal dialects of the 
Philippines .  The Ubian of Gaya Island KK and Buah Pandai KB were tested to 
determine the language relationship between these villages whose residents call 
themselves Ubian and the Bajau language groups living along the east coast of 
Sabah , as well as the Sarnal languages of the southern Philippines .  
3 . 5 . 1 Bajau Ub ian  o f  Teru san Baru SA 
The Bajau Ubian of Terusan Baru SA showed the following test results : 83% 
on Philippine Simunul , 92% on Sikubung Semporna , 95% on Bajau Semporna , and 46% 
on Central Sarna. Six of the test subjects had parents who had been born in the 
Philippines ,  two had one parent born in Malaysia and one parent born in the 
Philippines , and two subjects said both parents had been born in Malaysia. Their 
ancestors carne from South Ubian Island PHL between 40 and 100 years ago . All 
test subjects said that Ubian is the language used in their homes . 
The scores indicate that the Ubian dialect is clearly a part of the Southern 
Samal dialects as evidenced by the high scores with Philippine Simunul , Sikubung 
Semporna and Bajau semporna. There has been little linguistic change since 
these speakers left South Ubian Island PHL . 
3 . 5 . 2  West Coast Ubi an 
It was difficult to find Ubian people to test on Gaya Island KK who had 
been born there or whose parents had been born there . Of the five people tested 
there was only one who along with his parents had been born on Gaya Island KK. 
Most others had been born on Banggi Island KT and their parents had been born 
elsewhere .  with the exception of the score on the Central Sarna story ( 14%)  the 
scores are quite high ( 96-100% ) , but because of their short term of residence 
in the area the scores were not considered valid . 
The Ubian people of Buah Pandai KB scored as follows : 94% on Ubian of Terusan 
Baru SA , 98% on Bajau Semporna , 87% on Jarna Mapun of the Philippines , 91% on 
Simunul of the Philippines and 56% on Central Sarna. Most of the people tested 
were born on Mantanani Island KB ,  the recognised horne of the Ubian people in 
Kota Belud District . 1 0  There is regular interaction between the people living 
in Buah Pandai KB and those living on Mantanani Island KB with intermarriage . 
The high test scores reveal high intelligibility of Ubian of Terusan Baru 
SA as well as the Southern Sarnal dialects represented by Bajau Semporna ( 98% )  
and Philippine Simunul ( 91% ) . The relationship with Central Sarna is clearly 
more distant ( 56%) . The intelligibility of Jarna Mapun of the Philippines was 
very high , as would be expected from their close relationship with the Cagayan 
people living in Kuala Abai KB ,  their market and school town . 
3 . 6  S i munul  
The Simunul test subj ects of Bokara SN showed the following results : 82% 
on Simunul of the Philippines , 89% on Bajau Semporna and 40% on West Coast Bajau. 
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Nine of the test subjects ' parents had been born in Malaysia; one had one parent 
born in Malaysia and one parent born on Simunul Island PHL. Ancestors of four 
to five generations ago migrated to Sandakan from Simunul Island PHL . Their 
language is mixed now with Malay , and there is intermarriage with people of 
other language groups . 
The fact that Bokara SN people only scored 82% on a story from their ances­
tral home in the Philippines is probably due to the fact that one question re­
quired an archaic or little known word for an answer and so may have deflated 
the scores by 5% . The lower score may also indicate language change is affecting 
intelligibility . Even though the Bokara SN community has been isolated from the 
rest of the Southern Samal dialects , it has not undergone sufficient change to 
affect intelligibility greatly. This is evidenced by the 89% score with Bajau 
Semporna even though the two communities are separated by a great distance and 
there is little travel to the Semporna area. 
3 . 7  Kagayan ( Mapun)  
Kagayan (Mapun) people of Sibuga Besar SN were tested with the following 
results : 51% on Simunul of the Philippines ,  91% on Jama Mapun of the Philippines 
and 60% on West Coast Bajau. For three of the test subjects , both parents had 
been born in Malaysia; four had one parent who was born in Malaysia and one in 
Cagayan Sulu PHL . One had a parent born in Indonesia and the birthplace of the 
other parent was unknown . Two subjects said both parents were born in Cagayan 
Sulu PHL . Some test subjects said their ancestors had migrated to the Sandakan 
area three or more generations ago , having come from Cagayan Sulu PHL. All 
subjects said that Kagayan is the language used in their homes . 
The test scores show clearly the distinction between the Southern Samal and 
Kagayan dialects of Bajau. It is interesting to note that the Kagayan dialect 
has not changed sufficiently during the years of separation from its ancestral 
home to affect intelligibility . Also , Kagayan speakers scored higher than the 
East Coast Bajau groups on the West Coast Bajau story , even though this affinity 
is reflected only slightly ( 4- 5  percentage points) in the cognate percentages . 
4 .  NAT I ONAL LANGUAGE I NTEL L I GI B I L ITY 
Figure 4 displays the results of testing to determine the degree of under­
standing of a story told in Bahasa Malaysia in the eight East Coast Bajau commun­
ities . Taken district by district , the Kota Belud and Sandakan communities 
demonstrate the highest average test scores . The Sandakan scores correlate with 
higher educational statistics . The Kota Belud scores point to a high degree of 
language learning on the part of a minority language community who must rely on 
the national language for communication with other groups . For all Bajau vil­
lages , the average test score was 80% .  Over half of the test subjects had 
received some formal education . The average education for the combined eight 
corpora was nearly four years . 
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TEST POINTS AVG . SEX 
SCORE M/F AVG . 
Te1isai LD 85 6/4 30 
Te1ibas LD 65 8/2 32 
Bangau-Bangau SA 7 1 7/2 26 
Kubang Baru SA 75 7/3 26* 
Terusan Baru SA 76 6/4 29 
Buah Pandai KB 96 8/2 23 
Bokara SN 88 5/5 31 
sibuga Besar SN 85 7/3 27 
AGE 
RANGE ED . 
19-50 5 
18-55 3 
14-42 4 
15-45* 7* 
17-50 7 
15-30 6 
15-64 7 
14-49 6 
* Age and education statistics were not obtained 
EDUCATION 
A . E . R. A . E . S .  
6 3 
5 2 
5 2 
6* 4* 
8 5 
5 3 
9 6 
8 5 
from one subject 
Fi gure 4 :  Comprehens i on of the national  l anguage i n  e i ght  Eas t Coast Bajau 
vi l l ages wi th soci ol og i cal data . ( Test scores are given as per­
centages . EDUCATION figures indicate the number of subjects 
having received some formal education (ED . ) , the average number 
of years of education those subjects had received (A . E . R. ) , and 
the average number of years of education for all subj ects in 
the corpus (A .E . S . ) . )  
5 .  CONCLUS I ON 
Intelligibility testing in eight Bajau communities has confirmed Smith ' s  
West Coast-East Coast distinction . Moreover , the identification o f  most o f  the 
Sabah samples with the Southern Sarna language can be firmly established . Lan­
guage level distinctions can also be posited for the Ba1angingi and Kagayan 
( including Mapun) dialects . The testing further demonstrated that Sabah 
varieties of East Coast Bajau are distinct from the Central Sarna language of 
the Philippines . Finally , within the Southern Sarna varieties of East Coast 
Bajau , a Simunu1 dialect is apparent and is showing definite change from the 
language spoken in the ancestral homeland . 
NOTES 
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1 .  The investigator (cited by Warren) was Najeeb M .  Saleeby , who during his 
service as a medical doctor in the American administration in Sulu during 
the years 1901-1935 , translated the ta rs i l a s into English . 
2 .  The evidence presented by Harrisson and O ' Connor includes the absence of 
Chinese artifacts other than their cerarnics and coins , as well as the abun­
dance of Bajau-type pottery (Harrisson 1973-74 : 39-40) . 
3 .  Harrisson ( 1976) argues for a close relationship between the Bajau and the 
Ngaju of Kalimantan . He lists the following forms , appearing in literature 
as far back as the 17th century and covering territory from the South China 
Sea to Australia , as pertinent to his discussion : Bajau , Bajou , Baju, 
Badjau ,  Badj aw, Badjoo , Baijini , Byajo, Biajo , Beaju , Beadje ,  Viadje , 
Ngadju, Ngaju and Lutao. 
4 .  A language survey o f the Bajau languages of the southern Philippines con­
ducted in 1970-71 , using lexicostatistics and intelligibility testing iden­
tified seven Bajau dialects . The dialects were distinguished on the basis 
of mutual intelligibility scores of 80% or lower and PSC relationships of 
less than 70. The seven dialects are as follows : 
Abaknon , spoken on Capul Island , Northern Sarnar; 
Yakan , spoken in Basilan , Sakul Island and Bitali , Zambcanga del Sur ; 
Balangingi (Bangingi) ,  spoken in the Tongquil group , along the coast of 
Zamboanga and neighbouring islands ; 
Central Sarna (Sarna Dilaut , Sinarna) , spoken on the islands in the Siasi 
area and extending to North Ubian Island ; 
Southern Sarna , spoken in the Tawi-Tawi group , extending from Un gus Matata 
to Sibutu and Sitangkay with the communication centre in Simunul Island; 
Pangutaran Sarna , located on the Pangutaran group with resettled communi­
ties in Cagayan Sulu and the Brookes Point area of Palawan ; 
Mapun (Kagayan) , spoken in Cagayan Sulu and Southern Palawan . 
5 .  The self-designations represented within this central group were : Sikubung 
( 2 wordlists ) ,  Ubian ( 3 ) , Sibutu ( 2 ) , Sarna (4 ) and Bajau Banaran , Bajau 
Darat , Bajau Laut and Bajau Semporna ( 1  list each) . 
6 .  The one exception i s  the list from Siasi PHL , which fits better with the 
Central Sarna dialect. Its relation of 92 PSC with the Sarna (Bajau 
Sitangkay) wordlist seems aberrantly high . 
7 . The self-designations given for these ten wordlists were : Ubian ( 3  lists -
all on Sabah ' s  west coast) , Simunul ( 2 ) , Kagayan ( 2) and Jarna Mapun , 
Balangingi and Laminusa ( 1 list each) . 
8 .  The relationship of 9 2 PSC between the Siasi PHL and Sitangkay PHL word­
lists is established on the basis of 168 comparable items , with over 199 
non-comparable items occurring on the two lists . The relationships with 
the other Southern Sarna lists (80-85 PSC) are more in line with expectations . 
9 .  Testing was not done in Tawau District since data collected during the 
initial phase of the survey indicated that those communities had not been 
in the area for a sufficient length of time to warrant testing. 
10 . This was indicated by district officers , village leaders , etc . 
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THE T I DONG LAN GUAGE 
David C .  Moody 
o .  I NTRODUCT ION 
Tidong speakers claim they have always lived in Sabah . Indeed , though some 
Sabah Tidong are recent migrants from Indonesia , others can establish a long 
history of settlement in the state . One village leader asserted the residents 
of his village had been in Sabah for 100 years following their immigration from 
Indonesia . Clifford Sather ( 1972 : 168) cites Spanish records which indicate 
Tidong involvement in raids against Spanish settlements and shipping in the 
early 17th century , though it is not said whether these activities occurred in 
the territory of present-day Sabah . He also refers to Tidong traditions of a 
politically autonomous Tidong " state" with a fortified capital on Sebatik Island . 
Sather ( 1972 : 167) lists the areas of Tidong habitation as the east coast of 
Borneo from the mouth of the Bolongan River north to the coastal area surrounding 
Cowie Harbour in the Tawau district , on the Labuk River opposite the town of 
Klagan , and along the Sembakung and Sibuku Rivers of East Kalimantan . Members 
of the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) report additional communities in 
the districts of Labuk-Sugut and Sandakan in Sabah . 
The Tidong population of Sabah was listed as 7 , 755 in the 1970 census . 
Based on an arbitrary figure for annual population growth of two percent, it is 
estimated that the population has increased to 9 , 500-10, 000 at present . The 
Tidong communities visited during the present study are shown in Figure 1 .  
The Tidong language was first described by M .W . H . Beech in 1908 , though a 
wordlist was published by W . Aernout in 1885 . Prentice ( 1970 : 378) cited other 
wordlists by Genderen Stort ( 1916) , and o. Rutter ( 1929 , Tengara) . Prentice 
himself compared Tidong wordlists along with lists of other Bornean languages 
and classified them according to their lexical relationships . 
Tidong, which means hi l l  or hi l l  people in the Tarakan dialect , is also 
referred to in the l iterature as Tidong , Tedong , Zedong , Tidoeng , Tiroon , 
Tirones , Tiran and Camucones ,  the latter term from early Spanish records ( Sather 
1972 : 167) . 
Terms which have been used in the literature to designate dialects of 
Tidong are shown in Figure 2 .  Tidong speakers in Indarasabak TU listed four 
dialects of their language , and noted that speakers of the various dialects had 
di fficulty understanding each other. The dialects they listed are : Tarakan 
( their own) , Sembakung , Bolongan and Sesayap . The first three designations 
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Fi gure 1 :  Ti dong l anguage map 
TIDONG 127 
parallel those made by Beech in 1908 ; the Indarasabak TU listing mentions 
Sesayap ( another spelling is Sesajap) while omitting Nonukan . Sesayap was also 
given as a dialect designation in Rancangan Blok No . 3l TU , as was also the des­
ignation Tidong Proper ( ' Tidong tulin ' ) . 
Beech 
( 1908) 
"dialects" 
Tarakan 
Sembakung 
(other spellings : 
Sembakong, 
Sembakoeng) 
Genderen Stort 
( 1916) 
"dialects" 
Tarakan 
Sembakung 
- located along the 
middle reaches of the 
Sembakung River and 
its tributaries 
Prentice 
( 1970) 
" languages" 
Tarakan 
- located along 
Borneo ' s  east coast 
from Tarakan Island 
to Cowie Harbour 
Tinggalan 
(with distribution 
similar to Sembakung) 
------ - - ----------------------------- - -----------------------------------
Nonukan 
( located on or 
around Nonukan 
Island-?) 
(other spellings : 
Noenoekan , 
Nunukan) 
Bolongan 
( located along the 
Bolongan River/ 
Island-?) 
- Prentice says 
this is neither 
Tidong nor 
Murutic 
Penchangan 
- cf . Pensiangan , 
in the Murutic 
language family 
(+ Murutic) 
Sedalir 
- cf . Salalir , in the 
Murutic language 
family (+ Murutic) 
(other spellings : 
Selalir , Saralir) 
Tidong proper 
- located along the upper 
reaches of the Sembakung 
River 
- limited data available 
Tanggaraq 
- Rutter identifies 
this with Murut 
(+ Murutic) 
(other spellings : 
Tenggaraq , Tenggarah , 
Tangara ' ,  Tengara , 
Tingara) 
Fi gure 2 :  Ti dong d i a l ect/ l anguage desi gnat i ons  proposed by three authors . 
( There seems to be agreement for those designations given above 
the broken line and lack of agreement for those listed below 
the broken line . (Adapted from material in Sather, Prentice , 
and Dunn . »  
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1 .  LEXICOSTAT I ST I CAL CLASS I F I CAT ION 
During the first phase of the survey wordlists were elicited and personal 
experience stories were tape-recorded from Tidong speakers in three different 
villages , Lidung LS , Tanjung Aru SN, and Rancangan Blok No . 31 TU . The percent­
age of shared cognate (PSC) relations for these three lists are shown in Figure 
3 .  
Tanjung Aru SN 
LS 
Rancangan Blok No . 31 TU 
Fi gure 3 :  PSC re l ati ons between three Ti dong vi l l ages 
On the basis of these scores Smith wrote , " In terms of a language defined 
by a dialect chain , these three dialects are marginally considered a single lan­
guage ; mutual intelligibility is doubtful and must be tested . " Smith classified 
the Tidong language as one of four family-level constituents of the Bornean 
division of the North-western Austronesian superstock ( Smith , in this volume) . 
Prentice ( 1970 : 375 ) placed Tidong within his Murutic subfamily , referring 
to it as a " language group" , which he defined as "a group of languages within a 
subfamily which show closer relationships with each other than with other languages 
of the same subfamily . "  His Tidong language group included three languages : 
Tarakan , Tinggalan and Tanggaraq (Figure 2 ) . The first two language designations 
parallel dialect designations made by Beech and Genderen Stort , Tinggalan being 
tantamount to Sembakung (Sather 1972 : 167) . The Tanggaraq (Tengara) were 
described by Rutter ( 1929 : 35 ) as a Murutic group who lived in the area of the 
upper Kinabatangan and Kuamut Rivers . Data from this present survey confirms 
Rutter ' s  classification . Tangara is a term still in use tq designate inhabit­
ants of Inarad KN and Kokoroton KN , villages located in the upper Kinabatangan 
region . Spitzack (� Murutic) has classified their dialect as part of the Baukan 
language ,  within the Murutic family . Prentice further suggested that the people 
living along the Kalabakan and Serudung Rivers , both of whom Rutter had desig­
nated as Tawau Muruts , would probably fit within his Tidong group of languages . 
In comparing all 344 wordlists collected initially in SIL ' s statewide 
survey , only two lists showed a PSC relation higher than 60 with a Tidong vil­
lage . Kampung Labuk KAL , located on the Sembakung River in Indonesia ( the 
wordlist was actually elicited from a speaker in Serudung Baru TU) , and 
Kalabakan TU manifested relations of 67 and 66 PSC respectively with the Tidong 
village of Rancangan Blok No . 31 TU . A group of 17 wordlists showed relations 
in the range of 55-60 PSC with a Tidong wordlist . Included in this group were 
the lists from Serudung TU 1 and Inarad KN .  These relations are displayed in 
Figure 4 .  
Figure 4 helps to clarify the relationship between the Tidong and Murutic 
languages . The three Tidong villages from which wordlists had been obtained 
are listed above the bold horizontal line . Murut villages are listed to the 
right of the bold vertical line . Each of the top four Murut villages is rep­
resentative of a Murutic language which has been suggested as a possible candi­
date for inclusion within the Tidong classification . "Other Murut" designates 
seven Murut villages which are representative of remaining Murutic languages . 2 
TlDONG 
(Tanjung Aru SN) 
76 TlDONG 
(Lidung LS ) 
67 74 TlDONG 
( Rancangan Blok No. 3 1 TU) 
55 62 67 MURUT 
(Labuk , Sembakung R. KAL) 
54 62 66 72 MURUT 
(Kalabakan TU) 
51 58 59 69 77 MURUT 
( Inarad KN) 
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48 55 58 62 70 63 MURUT 
(Seru dung TU) 
49 54 55 65 66 72 56 OTHER MURUT 
47-51 52-57 53-57 57-71 59-69 63-79 52-58 
F i gure 4: PSC re l ati ons among Ti dong and representati ve Murut vi l l ages . 
(Murut representatives named by village have been suggested 
as possible candidates for inclusion within the Tidong clas­
sification . "Other Murut" designates seven villages which 
are representative of remaining Murutic languages , for which 
the range of PSC relations between those villages and the 
village designated by the column is given just below the 
average of those PSC relations . )  
Smith ( in this volume) establishes the range of 45-60 PSC as that \..rhich 
separates language families . The lexical relations between the three Tidong 
villages and the 11 representative Murut villages are in the range 47-67 PSC . 
Only two Murut villages show a closer lexical relationship to Tidong villages 
than expected for languages representing different language families . These 
are Labuk KAL representing Sembakung Murut , and Kalabakan TU representing 
Kalabakan Murut . Labuk KAL relates to the three Tidong villages with an average 
of 61 PSC and to the ten other Murut representatives with an average of 66 PSC . 
Likewise , while Kalabakan TU relates to the three Tidong villages with an aver­
age of 61 PSC , it relates to the other Murut villages with an average of 68 PSC . 
On the other hand , Rancangan Blok No. 3 1 TU , which shows the highest lexical 
relationships with Labuk KAL and Kalabakan TU at 67 PSC and 66 PSC respectively , 
averages over 71 PSC with the other Tidong wordlists . Thus , while some repre­
sentatives of the Tidong language and the Murutic language family demonstrate 
closer inter-family relations than do the remaining representatives of their 
respective language families (which is natural and expected generally of inter­
family relations) , Smith ' s  classification places each representative in the 
family with which it has most in common . 3 
Both Smith and Prentice observed the marginal nature of the Tidong dialects/ 
languages based on lexical relationships . Smith ( in this volume ) preferred to 
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call them dialects of one language even though he could have established each 
as a separate language . He suggested that the Tidong "dialects" were related 
to each other like links in a chain doubting that there would be mutual intel­
ligibility between them , particularly between the more distant dialects . 
Prentice , on the other hand , chose to designate each dialect as a separate 
language which then together formed a group in which the members were more 
closely knit to each other than to languages outside the group but within the 
same subfamily . 
It should be 'noted , however , that the Tidong data presented here may 
actually represent only one of the languages referred to by Prentice . SIL re­
searchers were told there are both Tidong and Murut living along the Sembakung 
River , in which case the data may not include Tidong from that region ; the 
person giving the Sembakung list called himself Murut . Also , it is not known 
to w�ich language Prentice would assign the Tidong groups living in the Labuk­
Sugut and Sandakan districts . Conclusions from the present study may therefore 
neither substantiate nor repudiate his proposed intra-Tidong classification . 
The purpose of dialect intelligibility testing in this study initially was 
to clarify the relationships among the Tidong dialects in Sabah represented by 
the villages from which data had been collected . Do people from one Tidong 
village understand the speech of Tidong speakers from another village 
enough to establish that they speak the same language , or does the degree of 
mutual intelligibility indicate that they speak different languages? It was 
also decided to test the ability of Tidong speakers in one village to understand 
speech samples of two Murutic languages . 
2 .  TEST I NG PROCEDURE 
Each Tidong village from which a wordlist had been obtained was chosen as 
a test point in order to determine whether mutual intelligibility existed among 
them. The stories collected in each of the three villages were chosen as refer­
ence tapes .  For the testing in Tawau , the story from the Murut village of Inarad 
KN and the story from Serudung TU were selected to represent Murutic languages . 
All of the stories were judged good with respect to quality of reproduction . 
The Tanjung Aru SN story was simple and straightforward in its content , but 
sprinkled generously with Malay loan words . The Lidung LS and Rancangan Blok 
No . 31 TU stories were good , being less predictable in their content and the 
Lidung LS story particularly having fewer Malay loan words. Both the Kalabakan 
TU and Serudung TU stories were short and simple ; the Serudung TU story was 
selected as being less predictable . The Inarad KN story was also judged to be 
good in terms of its content . 
Two test points had to be changed in the process of making arrangements 
for the actual testing . The researchers who went to Tanjung Aru SN were re­
directed to Rancangan Sungai Manila SN . In Tawau , the research team was re­
directed to Indarasabak TU as representing a more homogeneous Tidong village 
than Rancangan Blok No . 31 TU . 
The test corpus in Rancangan Sungai Manila SN comprised only eight 
persons , of whom only one was female . This deviation from the ideal could be 
expected to produce higher scores . The group tested in Lidung LS was younger 
than average , five of the ten subjects ranging in age from 15-18 years , which 
could be expected to lower scores. Conversely , the corpus gathered in 
Indarasabak TU was older , averaging 42 years of age per subject. The age range 
of the corpus was 17-60 however ,  and did not seem to cause a deficiency in 
their performance . 
3 .  TEST RESULTS 
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The test scores for all of the Tidong intelligibility testing are displayed 
in Figure 5 .  Figure 5 includes the PSC data available following the collecting 
of an additional Tidong wordlist in Indarasabak TO during the testing phase . 
The data strongly supports Smith ' s  hypothesis of a dialect chain . Lidung LS and 
Indarasabak TU occupy more central positions within the dialect chain relating 
to each other with 85 PSC and in the range 74-84 PSC with Tanjung Aru SN and 
Rancangan Blok No . 31 TU . Tanjung Aru SN and Rancangan Blok No . 31 TU represent 
the end links in the chain , being most distantly related with each other at 67 
PSC . The whole set of PSC relations is included in Figures 6 and 7 .  
TlOONG 
REFERENCE 
MURUT 
TAPE 
0 
E-< 
.-i � M s:l Id tJI tJI tJl O  � � Z tJI � Z ::l 'tl ::l {J) � Id 'tl Id 'n ::l U .I(  ::l H 
TEST POINT � ::l 'tl � �  H Id � �  .,-i {J) OJ 0 � H H {J) E-<  H 
Rancangan Sungai 99 99 99 
Manila SN (-- ) * (76 ) * (67)  * 
C!J Lidung LS 93 100 82 z 
8 ( 76)  ( - - ) ( 7 4 )  H E-< 
Indarasabak TU 92 92  85  20  7 
( 76 )  ( 85 )  (84 )  ( 58 )  ( 60)  
E-< Serudung Baru TO 29 98 65 iil 
� ( 5 5 )  ( - - ) (63 )  
* PSC relation is between reference tape village and 
Tanjung Aru SN 
F i g u re 5 :  I ntel l i g i b i l i ty scores ( g i ven as percentages ) for 
tes ti ng i n  Ti dong v i l l ages and the Murut v i l l age of 
Serudung Baru TU . ( PSC relations are shown in par­
entheses . ) 
Tanjung Aru SN 
TU 
Rancangan Blok No . 31 TU 
Fi gure 6 :  Revi sed PSC rel ati ons between Ti dong vi l l ages 
i nc l ud i ng I ndarasabak TU 
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Rancangan 
Blok No . 31 TU 
Tanjung Aru SN 
67 
F i gure 7 :  Rel ati ons among the Ti dong vi l l ages shown as a d i a l ect 
cha i n  
The evidence added by intelligibility testing further shows that the four 
Tidong villages represent the same language as all of the intra-Tidong scores 
were above the language threshold of 80% (+ Introduction) .  The relatively low 
82% intelligibility score registered by Lidung LS subjects on the Rancangan Blok 
No . 31 TU reference tape is perhaps explained by the youthful corpus , as the 
younger generation of speakers generally speak a less pure form of their mother 
tongue . Though they would be able to understand completely their parents ' 
speech , they would be less likely to pick out slight variations in the speech 
patterns of more distant speech communities . 
The 8 4  PSC between Rancangan Blok No . 31 TU and Indarasabak TU makes the 
intelligibility score of 85% which Indarasabak TU subjects averaged on the 
Rancangan Blok No . 31 TU story seem low also . This is especially so as the two 
villages are within several miles of each other . When the individual scores of 
subjects were studied, it was observed that two low scores were received by 
female subjects who also had very low scores on the national language story . 
Thus it is possible that this is a case where the use of the national language 
to question the subjects resulted in a lower average test score . It is known 
however that residents of Rancangan Blok No . 31 TU come from the Sesayap River 
in East Kalimantan , and thus may represent a distinct dialect from the Tarakan 
dialect spoken in Indarasabak TU . The lower score for Lidung LS subjects on the 
Rancangan Blok No . 31 TU story would support this distinction . 
The Murut as spoken in Serudung TU and Inarad KN was plainly unintelligible 
to the Tidong speakers at Indarasabak TU . The intelligibility scores were 20% 
and 7% respectively. The subject with the highest individual score on the 
Serudung TU story volunteered the comparison that it sounded " like Dusun" . 
Similarly , the Tidong story from Lidung LS was not understood by subjects in 
Serudung Baru TU whose average score was only 29% . Serudung Baru TU test sub­
jects scored higher on stories told in other Murutic languages as attested by 
the 65% for the Inarad KN story . (+ Murutic , for a fuller discussion of the 
placement of Serudung within that family . ) 
Though the testing clearly demonstrates the four Tidong villages constitute 
a single language , there are yet unresolved questions regarding Tidong. The 
present study deals only with Tidong villages in Sabah . Dialect intelligibility 
testing indicates two dialects may be spoken , Tarakan and Sesayap . Further 
investigation will be required to determine the complete number of Tidong 
dialects/languages . It is also desirable to investigate further the relation­
ship of Sabah Tidong to Kalimantan Tidong as it is spoken on the coast around 
Tarakan , around Nunukan Island , in the area at the mouth of the Bolongan River , 
and along the Sesayap , Sibuku and Sembakung Rivers further inland . These two 
areas of study will undoubtedly entail considerable overlap . It will also be of 
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benefit to clarify the related issue of whether Tidong and Murut do in fact both 
dwell along the Sembakung River , and , if such is the case , the linguistic rela­
tionship between them . 
4 .  NAT IONAL LANGUAGE INTELL I G I B I L ITY 
The Bahasa Malaysia story was included in the test set for each of the 
three Tidong villages . A summary of the test scores and sociolinguistic inform­
ation is given in Figure 8 .  Figure 8 raises several questions , the most appar­
ent being why Rancangan Sungai Manila SN would comprehend the national language 
so much better ( 92% )  than the other two villages , particularly Lidung LS ( 62%)  
whose subjects on the average had received more formal education . 
SEX AGE 
EDUCATION 
VILLAGE SCORE M/F 
AVG . RANGE ED . A . E . R. A . E . S .  
Rancangan Sungai 93  7/1 37 2 2-54 3 5 . 7  2 . 1  
Manila SN 
Lidung LS 62 6/4 26 15-58 4 6 . 0  2 . 4  
Indarasabak TU 65 5/5 42 17-60 3*  5 . 0  1 . 5 
* includes one subject whose education comprised three years of adult 
education 
Fi gure 8 :  National  l anguage i ntel l i g i b i l i ty scores wi th soci ol i ngui sti c 
i n formation for three Ti dong vi l l ages . ( RANGE indicates 
youngest and oldest test subject . EDUCATION figures indicate 
the number of subjects having received some formal education 
(ED . ) ,  the average number of years of education those subjects 
had received (A. E . R . ) ,  and the average number of years of 
education for all subjects in the corpus (A . E . S . ) . )  
A breakdown of the data given in Figure 8 is presented in Figures 9-12 . 
Figure 9 shows the effect of sex on the comprehension of the national language . 
Figure 10 illustrates how the parameter of age affects intelligibility scoring . 
Figure 11 indicates the influence of education on the ability of Tidong test 
subjects to understand Bahasa Malaysia. Figures 9-11 each show the effect of 
the stated parameter on the entire test corpora and also for each village . 
Figure 12 presents a further breakdown on the related effects of education and 
sex on the comprehension of the Bahasa Malaysia story . 
Comparison of Figures 9-11 reveals that the age differential has less in­
fluence on the test scores than do the parameters of sex and education . It 
appears that sex is indeed a differentiating factor especially among those who 
have received no formal education . It seems reasonable to suspect that education 
would level out this difference ; the data available as shown in Figure 12 pre­
vents any sound conclusion because of the limited number of educated females .  
I t is interesting to note that the scores from Rancangan Sungai Manila SN 
are consistently high for each parameter mentioned . This would suggest that 
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some other factor such as location near a mixed population centre or in a more 
highly developed area has an overriding effect on the parameters discussed above . 
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Fi gure 10 : The i nfl uence of age as a parameter i n  national  l anguage 
i ntel l i g i b i l i ty tes t i n g .  ( The first column of each pair 
represents the average score for subjects over 30 years 
of age ; the second column represents the average score 
for subjects under 30 .  * indicates a single score . )  
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Fi gure 1 1 : The i nfl uence of educati on as a parameter i n  nati onal  
l anguage i ntel l i g i b i l i ty testi ng . ( The first column of 
each pair represents the average score for subjects who 
had received some formal education ; the second column 
represents the average score of those subjects who had 
not received any formal education . )  
Rancangan 
Sungai Manila SN Lidung LS Indarasabak TU 
Educated 100 67 100 
males 
Educated -- 80* 90* 
females 
Non-educated 90 7 3  75  
males 
Non-educated 80* 40 34 
females 
Fi gure 12 : The i nfl uence of educati on accord i ng to sex in national  
l anguage i ntel l i g i b i l i ty testi ng .  ( *  indicates a single 
score . ) 
5 .  CONCLUS ION 
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The testing within the Tidong villages of Sabah has shown that a single 
language is spoken among them , supporting Smith ' s  earlier classification . The 
PSC relations among them indicate that they are related to each other like the 
links of a chain , and intelligibility testing demonstrates that there is mutual 
intelligibility between even those villages representing the links at either end 
of the chain . Smith ' s  decision to include Serudung Murut within the Murutic 
family has also been confirmed . 
NOTES 
1 .  The wordlist from the village o f Labuk KAL was actually collected in 
Serudung Baru TU . The wordlist labelled Serudung TU was also collected in 
Serudung Baru TU , a resettlement scheme with a Serudung Murut population 
of about 200 at the time intelligibility testing was done there . The 
Serudung Murut population is still in flux between the older village 
(Serudung) which is located on the Serudung River , and the resettlement 
scheme ; the movement is bi-directional . 
2 .  The seven Murut villages are : Minansut KU , representing the Gana language ; 
Bukau BT , representing the Beaufort Murut language ; Langsat TM , representing 
the Timugon language ; Pensiangan NN-PN , representing the Tagal language ; 
Kadalakan KU , representing the Nabay language ; Sook KU , representing the 
Paluan language ; and Baru Jumpa TM, representing the Kolod language . 
3 .  Pallesen ( 1977 : 378 )  suggests that whenever a language manifests a " trans­
ition" position between distantly-related subgroups based on lexicostatis­
tical data , it should be recognised as having special significance for the 
study of convergence and historical movements between the two subgroups . 
Sembakung Murut and Kalabakan Murut appear to occupy such a position be­
tween the Tidong and Murutic language families . A topic of interest for 
future research is the nature of the divergence between the Tidong and 
Murutic peoples and subsequent contact between them. 
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T H E  PA I TAN I C  LAN G UAG E FAM I LY 
Jul i e  K .  K i ng 
O .  I NTRODUCT I ON 
The people of Sabah who speak languages here classified as members of the 
Paitanic language family , live throughout the northern and west-central parts 
of the state . They are generally an inland people who live along rivers in the 
interior of Sabah , though a few coastal settlements also exist ( Figure 1) . 
The origin of this group is uncertain since most of the persons interviewed 
maintained that they had originated in their present locations . However , some 
people in the villages visited during the survey spoke of a migration of a group 
of people from the upper Kinabatangan River area to the village of Lanas KU 
across the Witti Range . From Lanas KU and surrounding villages another group 
later moved to Tampias RU and other villages in that area because of village 
rivalry and warring . This migration is attested to by linguistic data collected 
in those areas . There is greater linguistic similarity between those two vil­
lages than between them and other villages of the Paitanic family . 
The only other known movements of people speaking Paitanic languages in­
volve some government resettlement within the upper Kinabatangan River area , 
from very remote areas along the river ' s  tributaries to locations more easily 
accessible along the Kinabatangan River. 
The people speaking languages of the Paitanic family have a complicated 
system of nomenclature . Ethnonyms for this large Paitanic family of languages 
are numerous and vary from one village to another based on sociological and/or 
linguistic factors . 
In the upper Kinabatangan River area, Paitanic groups have names which they 
say were adopted by their group after the introduction of Christianity to the 
area. Some of these names are ' Sinabu ' ( also ' Sinobu ' ) ,  ' Sinarupa ' ( also 
' Sinarupo ' ) , ' Makiang ' ,  ' Rumanau ' (also ' Romanau ' , ' Roomarrows ' and ' Rumanau 
Alab ' ) , ' Kolobuan ' ,  and ' Sungai ' ( also ' Sungei ' , ' Orang Sungai ' ,  and ' Orang 
Sungei ' ) .  Several persons who were interviewed from these groups said that 
their former name was ' Tambanua ' ( also ' Tambanuo ' ,  ' Tambanuva ' ,  ' Tambanwas ' ,  
' Tambenua ' ,  ' Tambunwas ' ,  ' Tembenua ' ,  ' Tombonuva ' ,  ' Tunbumohas ' ,  and ' Tunbunwha ' )  
but that when they adopted Christianity , the name Tambanua was changed to a new 
name in order to distinguish themselves . At present the name ' Sungai ' (river) 
or ' Orang Sungai ' (people of the river) is being widely accepted in the upper 
Kinabatangan River area as a generic autonym . 
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Fi gure 1 :  Pai tan i c  l anguage fami ly  map showi ng the general area where the fi ve Pai tan i c  l anguages are 
spoken , the v i l l ages where i ntel l i g i b i l i ty testing  was done and the sources of the reference 
tapes used i n  the testi ng 
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In the lower Kinabatangan River area as well as the regions along the Sugut 
and Paitan Rivers and on the Bengkoka Peninsula (pitas District) where languages 
of the Paitanic family are spoken , the distinction is quite clear between the 
' Tambanua ' people who consider themselves religionless and the ' Orang Sungai '  
who follow the religion o f  Islam. The ' Orang Sungai ' who were interviewed said 
that they changed their autonym when they converted to Islam. 
The people living in Lanas KU and surrounding villages and those speaking 
the same language in Tampias RU and the surrounding area call their language 
' Labu ' , which in the Paitanic languages means people.  
Two other groups speaking languages that are here classified as Paitanic 
are the ' Lingkabau ' ( also ' Linkabau ' )  people living in a village of the same 
name and other villages in the surrounding area in southern Kota Marudu District ; 
and the ' Dusun Segama' ( also ' Saga-i ' ,  ' Saghai ' ,  ' segai ' ,  and ' Segama Dusun ' )  
people living along the Segama River in Lahad Datu District . 
The people of Parancangan LS speak the ' Dumpas ' language (+ Dumpas) . This 
language patterns lexicostatistically on the border between Dusunic and Paitanic. 
Though it had been originally classified as Dusunic , intelligibility testing 
results indicated a closer affinity to the Tambanua ( Pai tanic) language . Since 
no cross-testing has been done , Dumpas will continue to be considered Dusunic . 
In the whole of Sabah there are approximately 2 0 , 000 people speaking the 
languages that are here classified as Paitanic . 1 
The only known published material about Paitanic languages are a linguistic 
sketch by Asmah Haj i Omar , in which she describes the ' Paitan ' language of 
Membangan BT , 2 and a description of dialect intelligibility testing among the 
languages of the upper Kinabatangan River area by Hurlbut and Pekkanen (to 
appear) which includes one of the languages here classified as Paitanic . 
1 .  LEXI COSTAT ISTICAL CLASS I F I CAT ION 
Smith ( in this volume) classifies the Paitanic language family as consis­
ting of five languages :  Upper Kinabatangan (which includes also Dusun Segama) , 
Tambanua , Abai Sungai , Lingkabau , and Labu . He further states that these lan­
guages relate to each other as a language chain . Each of the five languages 
forms a link in the chain and each link relates to at least one other in the range 
of 7 5-80 percent of shared cognates (PSC) . The Upper Kinabatangan language is 
said to form the central link in this language chain (Figure 2 ) . Most of the 
inter-language relationships are well below 7 5  PSC as can be seen in Figure 3 .  
Lingkabau �----� 
Fi gure 2 :  Language chai n of the l anguages i n  the Pai tan i c  
fami ly  ( from Smith , in this volume) 
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(Lingkabau KM) Lingkabau Language 
SI (Pulau Jambongan LS) Tambanua Language 
(Konibungan PS) 
SI (Abai LS) Abai Sungai Language 
67 70 73  DA (Bukit Balacan LD) 
72 76 79 �) Upper Kinabatangan Language 
76 79 73  SN) 
67 71  67  69 80 (Liupampang KN) 
60 69 58 60 67  LO (Tampias RU) Lobu Language 
Fi gure 3 :  PSC re l at i ons between representati ve sampl es of the fi ve 
l anguages i n  the Pai tan i c  l anguage fami l y .  ( from Smith , 
in this volume) (LU = Lingkabau ; SI = Sungai ; TA = Tambanua; 
DA = Dusun Segama ; KB = Kolobuan ; SU = Sinabu ; LO = Lobu . ) 
Because of these relatively low PSC relations between the languages of the 
Paitanic family , it was necessary to do testing to determine the level of intel­
ligibility between these related languages . In the case of language chaining 
such as this noted in the Paitanic language family ,  there is often found to be 
a loss of intelligibility between the more distant links . 
2 .  TESTING  PROCEDURES 
Ideally at least two villages should have been chosen as test points for 
each of the five Paitanic languages . However ,  in the cases of Lingkabau , Lobu 
and Abai Sungai languages only one village was tested for each . 3 More than two 
test points each were chosen for the Upper Kinabatangan and Tambanua languages . 
This was due to the significantly larger size and geographical spread of the 
groups speaking these languages and also to the great linguistic and sociological 
diversity found within these two language groups . 4 
The taped stories used for testing differed somewhat from language to lan­
guage and also sometimes from village to village within a given language . An 
attempt was made to test and cross-test each of the five Paitanic languages .  
This was not done , however , in the case o f the Abai Sungai language ( +  Section 
3 . 3 ) nor the Lobu language (+ Section 3 . 5 ) . 
Figure 4 gives a summary of the testing done in Paitanic language villages , 
showing the reference tapes used in each case . The test results in each of the 
five Paitanic languages will be discussed more thoroughly in Section 3 showing 
the specific reference tapes used at each test point . 
All of the tapes used for the intelligibility testing were considered good 
with regard to technical quality . The content of all of the stories was also 
good , although in the case of the story from Liupampang � the subject matter 
and progression of the story may have been too easy to provide a good test . In 
all cases where that tape was used subj ects scored very high . 
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UPPER KINABATANGAN 10 
Liupampang KN xx 
Tempasak KN xxx 
Masaum KN xxx 
Bukit Balacan LD xx 
TAMBANUA 12 
Konibungan PS xxx 
Sungai-Sungai LS xxx 
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Fi gure 4 :  Summary of  Pai tan i c  l anguage fami l y  test po i nts and refer­
ence tapes used for testi ng at each poi nt .  ( The numerals 
indicate the number of reference tapes used in the testing 
within each language group. x ' s  indicate the number of 
reference tapes used at each test point . ) 
3 .  TEST RESULTS 
3 . 1  Upper Ki nabatangan l anguage 
Intelligibility testing was conducted in four villages which had been 
classified as representing the Upper Kinabatangan language . The results of this 
testing are shown in Figure 5 . 5 
Three of these test points , Liupampang KN ,  Tempasak KN ,  and Masaum KN are 
located in the upper Kinabatangan River area and refer to themselves and their 
languages as ' Sinabu ' , ' Makiang ' ,  and ' Rumanau ' respectively. The fourth test 
point village was Bukit Balacan LD , located near the Segama River in Lahad Datu 
District . The people of this village refer to themselves as ' Dusun Segama ' . 
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REFERENCE 
TAPES 
TEST POINTS 
Liupampang KN 
' Sinabu ' 
Ternpasak KN 
' Makiang ' 
Masaum KN 
' Rumanau ' 
Bukit Balacan LD 
' Dusun Segama ' 
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F i gure 5 :  I ntel l i g i b i l i ty test i ng resul ts from four Upper Ki nabatangan 
l anguage vi l l ages tested wi th the Upper Ki nabatangan l an­
guage and other Pai tani c l anguages . ( Scores are given as 
percentages . PSC figures are in parentheses . An autonym 
for each village is given under the village name . ) 
All four of the test points obtained high scores on the stories from 
Liupampang KN and Tongod KN ,  both of which had been classified as representing 
the Upper Kinabatangan language . However , results on the story from the village 
of Bukit Balacan LD , which was also classified as representing the Upper 
Kinabatangan language , are quite low . 
There are two possible explanations for the low scores recorded on the 
Bukit Balacan LD tape . One possible reason is that the village of Bukit Balacan 
LD is geographically quite distant from the other villages which were tested or 
from which reference-tape stories were taken . But , since the test subjects at 
Bukit Balacan LD scored very high on the other two Upper Kinabatangan language 
stories , this reason may not be viable . 
A second possible explanation is that Bukit Balacan LD represents a distinct 
dialect or even a distinct language from the Upper Kinabatangan language samples . 
This seems possible based on the relatively low PSC relations between Bukit 
Balacan LD and the other Upper Kinabatangan language samples (62 , 69 , 81 and 82 
PSC) . But since the Bukit Balacan LD test subjects scored so high on the other 
Upper Kinabatangan language samples , and language learning is an unlikely explan­
ation for that , any reclassification of the Bukit Balacan LD sample will have to 
wait until more data can be gathered and more thorough testing can be done . 
The results of testing at Upper Kinabatangan villages with stories from the 
other Paitanic languages (Tarnbanua, Lingkabau and Lobu) are significantly lower 
than their respective PSC figures in all cases , thus confirming that the four 
are separate languages with only limited intelligibility between them. 
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When the Tambanua , Lingkabau , Lobu , and Abai Sungai villages were tested 
for their understanding of the Upper Kinabatangan language ( Figure 6) scores 
were also quite low and definitely below the same-language threshold (+ Intro­
duction) in all but two situations . As can be seen from Figure 6 ,  there were 
three high scores on the Liupampang KN story . This however can be explained by 
the ease of that story , and the scores are therefore considered to be somewhat 
misleading (Section 2 ) . The other situation where the test scores appear to be 
higher than expected were the results from the Lobu village of Tampias RU (+ 
Section 3 . 5 ) . 
UPPER KINABATANGAN 
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Konibungan PS 76 45 56 
' Tambanua ' ( 7l )  ( 76) ( 70)  
� Sungai-Sungai LS 66 48 55  � 
� ' Sungai ' ( 69 )  ( 75 )  ( 7l )  E-t Gum-Gum SN 93  39 76 
' Sungai ' ( 74 )  ( 82 )  ( 75)  
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Figure 6 :  I n tel l i g i b i l i ty testi ng resu l ts when Upper Ki nabatangan 
l anguage reference tapes were used i n  testi ng at  Tambanua , 
Aba i Sunga i , Li ngkabau and Lobu vi l l ages . ( Scores are 
given as percentages . PSC relations are in parentheses . 
An autonym for each village is given under the village 
name . )  
3 . 2  Tambanua l anguage 
Three villages where the language classified by Smith as Tambanua is spoken 
were tested for their understanding of the Tambanua language of different areas 
than their own and their understanding of other Paitanic languages . In addition , 
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the village of Gum-Gum SN is included as a Tambanua test point even though it 
had initially been classified lexicostatistically as representing the Upper 
Kinabatangan language . During the intelligibility testing it was discovered 
that the wordlist on which the lexicostatistical classification was based, had 
been elicited from a person who had originated in the Upper Kinabatangan area . 
However, the majority of the residents of Gum-Gum SN who speak a Paitanic lan­
guage ( all of those who were tested) originally came from the Sugut River area 
and speak the Tambanua language . Figure 7 displays the results of that testing . 
Figure 8 shows the results of cross-testing Tambanua reference tapes in villages 
where other Paitanic languages are spoken . 
From Figure 7 it can be seen that in testing within the Tambanua language , 
results were very high , so that it appears that there is no dialect distinction 
between the language as it is spoken in Pitas District and Labuk-Sugut District . 
The results at Gum-Gum SN , though lower ,' are still within the single-language 
boundary . 
When Tambanua test subjects were tested for their understanding of the Upper 
Kinabatangan , Lobu , and Lingkabau languages ,  test results were generally below 
the same-language threshold and significantly lower than respective PSC relations . 
These results , then , would confirm that Tarnbanua is a distinct language from the 
Upper Kinabatangan , Lobu , and Lingkabau languages .  
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-- --- -
Fi gure 7 :  I ntel l i g i b i l i ty testi ng resul ts at four Tambanua v i l l ages . 
( Results are given as percentages . PSC relations are in 
parentheses . An autonyrn for each village is given under 
the village name . )  
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F i gure 8: I ntel l i g i b i l i ty testi ng resu l ts for vi l l ages where a Tambanua 
reference tape was used for testi ng .  ( Scores are given as 
percentage s .  PSC relations are in parentheses . An autonym 
for each village is given under the village name . )  
3 . 3  Aba i Sungai l anguage 
The only village tested where the Abai Sungai language is spoken was the 
village of Abai KN .  Results o f  that testing are shown i n  Figure 9 .  As can be 
seen from the chart , test results were low in all case s .  This is likely due to 
the fact that this language group is isolated from other Paitanic language com­
munities . It should also be noted that persons from Abai KN stated that members 
of the community are making an effort to use the national language (Bahasa 
Malaysia) more than their local dialect . This too could influence the test 
scores .  
Based on the limited test results for Abai Sungai , there i s  n o  reason for 
reclassification of this language . Further intelligibility testing and cross­
testing would be necessary in order to make a more complete statement about this 
language community .  And further ,  a sociolinguistic survey of the language com­
munity could help in gaining a better understanding of language use in the Abai 
Sungai community . 
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F i gure 9 :  I ntel l i gi b i l i ty testi ng resul ts from the  Aba i Sungai v i l l age 
of Abai KN . ( Results are given as percentage s .  PSC rela­
tions are in parentheses .  An autonym for each village is 
given under the village name . )  
3 . 4  L i ngkabau l anguage 
The village of Lingkabau KM ( not to be confused with Lingkabau LS , where 
the Tambanua language is spoken) was the only village tested where the Lingkabau 
language is spoken . The results of that testing are shown in Figure 10 . 
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F i gure 10 : I ntel l i gi bi l i ty testi ng resu l ts at  the  L i ngkabau vi l l age 
of L i ngkabau KM . ( Results are given as percentages . PSC 
relat ions are in parentheses . An autonym for each vil lage 
is given under the village name . ) 
Intelligibility testing results were low in every case except for the test 
on the Liupampang KN story (+ Section 2 ) . All the persons tested stated that 
each of the stories was difficult , even though they recognised some words . They 
felt that they really did not understand the tapes and that all the languages on 
the tapes were different from their own . 
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Intelligibility testing results , therefore , confirm the classification of 
the Lingkabau language as different from the other Paitanic languages with which 
it was tested . 
3 . 5 Lobu l anguage 
Tampias RU was the only Lobu-speaking village where intelligibility testing 
was done . The results of that testing are shown in Figure 11 .  
UPPER KADAZAN/DUSUN REFERENCE KINABATANGAN TAPES 
S;j 
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Tampias RU 9 5  85 95 54 
' Lobu ' ( 72 )  ( 76)  ( 59 )  ( 55 )  
F i gure 1 1 :  I n tel l i g i b i l i ty testi ng resu l ts at the  s i ng l e  Lobu l anguage 
tes t  poi n t  of  Tampi as RU . ( Results are given as percentages . 
PSC relations are in parentheses .  An autonym for each vil­
lage i s  given under the village name . ) 
The test set used at the village of Tampias RU was made up o f  two stories 
from villages where the (Paitanic) Upper Kinabatangan language is spoken and two 
stories from villages where Dusunic languages are spoken. The Dusunic languages 
were chosen because the village of Tampias RU is one of about three villages 
where the Lobu language is spoken in an area where Dusun is the dominant language . 
The testing of Lobu speakers with Dusunic language tapes was done only to demon­
strate the amount of language learning which has taken place in the Lobu com­
munity .  
The only Paitanic language tapes used i n  this testing were two representing 
the Upper Kinabatangan language . These were the only two with PSC relations 
high enough to warrant testing . When this testing was done , the existence of 
language chaining in the Paitanic language family had not yet been discovered . 
Further testing of Lobu with the other Paitanic languages would better reveal 
the position of the Lobu language in the larger Paitanic language family . 
It is also interesting to note that although the Lobu test sub jects scored 
very high on the two Upper Kinabatangan language stories , in cross-testing the 
Upper Kinabatangan test subj ects scored only about 70% intelligibility on the 
Lobu story (Figure 5 ) . The 95% intelligibility scored on the Dusun story from 
Nalapak RU also reveals that there has been a great deal of language learning on 
the part of the Lobu language community . 
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4 .  NAT IONAL LANGUAGE I NTEL L I GIB I L ITY 
National l anguage intelligibility testing was done in each of the 11 
Paitanic test points . The results of that testing , including some sociological 
data about each test corpus are displayed in Figure 1 2 .  
AVG . SEX AGE EDUCATION TEST POINTS SCORE M/F AVG . RANGE ED . A . E . R. A . E . S .  
Liupampang KN 49 7/3 37 17-62 2 4 1 
( Upper Kinabatangan) 
Tempasak KN 50 5/5 35 2 1-55 0 - -
( Upper Kinabatangan) 
Masaum KN 42 7/3 3 3  15-50 6 6 4 
( Upper Kinabatangan) 
Bukit Balacan LD 88 5/6 35  13-65 4 6 2 
( Upper Kinabatangan) 
Konibungan PS 8 1  6/4 37 14-64 3 6 2 
(Tambanua) 
Sungai-Sungai LS 80 7/3 37 16-64 4 6 2 
(Tambanua) 
Simpangan Paitan LS 70 8/2 37 25-62 1 6 1 
(Tambanua) 
Gum-Gum SN 96 6/4 32 16-48 5 8 4 
( Tambanua) 
Abai KN 62 8/2 38 16-60 2 10 2 
(Abai Sungai ) 
Lingkabau KM 35  6/4 37 23-55 1 6 1 
( Lingkabau) 
Tampias RU 68 4/3 39 23-55 4 4 2 
( Lobu) 
F i gure 1 2 :  Comprehens i on of the nati onal l anguage i n  1 1  Pai tani c vi l l ages 
w i th soci o l ogi cal data . ( Test scores are given as percentages .  
Under EDUCATION ,  ED . = the number of subj ects who had received 
formal education , A . E . R. = the average number of education 
those subjects had received , and A . E . S .  = the average number 
of years of education per subj ect for the corpus as a whole . 
Language names , following the classification in this paper , are 
given in parentheses beneath the village names . )  
l 
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A s  would b e  expected , intelligibility of the national language was generally 
higher for persons who have had some formal education . This was true except in 
the case of the test subj ects from Konibungan PS , where the persons who had some 
formal education averaged 77% intelligibility of the national language test story 
and persons with no formal education averaged 83% intel l igibility .  On the basis 
of the data gathered in this study no explanation of this seeming discrepancy 
can be offered here . 
The village of Gum-Gum SN scored the highest on this test (96%) . The vil­
lage of Gum-Gum SN is a mixed language community ,  so that residents of that 
village must use the national language in order to communicate with persons from 
language groups other than their own . In addition , Gum-Gum SN is located in an 
area with easy access to the c ity of Sandakan SN , a major economic and educa­
tional centre . 
The results of the national language test at Abai KN were surprisingly low , 
since the people in that village said they are making a conscious effort to make 
Bahasa Malaysia the primary means of communication in the community . It should 
be noted , however ,  that of the ten persons tested at the village of Abai KN ,  
only one had been to school , and that factor alone could account for the dis­
crepancy . 
5 .  CONCLUS ION 
On the basis of the intelligibility testing results presented in this paper , 
it appears that within the Paitanic language family there are four mutually un­
intelligible languages :  the Upper Kinabatangan language , the Tambanua language , 
the Abai Sungai language , and the Lingkabau language . In addition , the Lobu 
language may also be a language separate from the rest , but further study is 
necessary in order to confirm thi s .  
In the Upper Kinabatangan language testing , although the test subjects at 
the village of Bukit Balacan LD had a very high level of understanding of other 
Uppe r  Kinabatangan language tapes , the reverse was not true . Further testing is 
needed to determine more precisely whether the Upper Kinabatangan language of 
Bukit Balacan LD ( the language there is known as Dusun Segama) should be consid­
ered a dialect or a separate language . 
In all other cases of testing between the Upper Kinabatangan language , the 
Tambanua language , and the Lingkabau language , with the exception of the skewing 
caused by the Liupampang KN story (Section 2 ) , the intelligibility testing re­
sults show clearly that these three groups have very low mutual intelligibility 
and should therefore be considered separate languages .  
NOTES 
1 .  This figure can be broken down into separate l anguage groups as follows : 
Upper Kinabatangan language , 5 , 000 ; Tambanua language , 10 , 000 ; Abai Sungai 
language , 500 ; Lingkabau language , 3 , 00 0 ;  and Lobu language , 1 , 500 . These 
figures are based on information given in the villages and from district 
officials .  
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2 .  The inhabitants of Membangan BT originally came from the Paitan River area , 
Labuk-Sugut District . 
3 .  Other Lingkabau villages were not tested because of the remoteness of the 
area and the unavailability of guides .  No further testing of the Abai 
Sungai language was done because the people of Abai KN were unaware of 
other villages where the same language was spoken . No further Lobu language 
testing was done because technicians were unaware at the time that there 
were other areas where the Lobu language was spoken . Since the initial 
intelligibility testing reported in this paper , it has been determined that 
there are at least two other villages near Tampias RU and approximately 
seven villages around Lanas KU where the Lobu language is spoken . 
4 .  Initial intelligibility testing was done in the upper Kinabatangan River 
area of Sabah (Hurlbut and Pekkanen , to appear) prior to the collection of 
the full set of Paitanic language family data . That initial testing was 
restricted to the geographical boundaries of that region in order to test 
the mutual intelligibility of all the languages in that area. 
5 .  Since the only Paitanic language considered by Hurlbut and Pekkanen ( to 
appear) was the Upper Kinabatangan language , their intelligibility testing 
results ( given in the following chart) are not considered relevant for the 
classification of Paitanic languages in this paper .  In the chart results 
are given as percentage s .  PSC relations are i n  parentheses . An autonym 
for each village is given under the village name . 
REFERENCE 
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TH E MURUT I C  LAN G UAGE FAM I LY 
John A .  S p i t z ack 
O .  I NTRODUCTION 
This paper will discuss the Murutic languages of Sabah and Kalimantan as 
tentatively classified by Smith ( in this volume ) . It will present the results 
of the dialect intelligibility testing by the Summer Institute of Linguistics 
(SIL) and compare these to Smith ' s  lexicostatistical analysis . The aim of the 
paper is to present a reclassification of the Murutic languages of Sabah and 
Kalimantan using the dual parameters of lexicostatistics and intelligibility 
testing . 
Other factors brought to bear on the final c lassification are previous 
arrangements of the Murutic languages and peoples by several earlier researchers . 
In addition , the results of intelligibility testing of the national language 
( Bahasa Malaysia) by the Murut of Sabah are included . 
0 . 1 Loca t i on 
The languages of the Murutic family are spoken over the south-western 
portion of the state of Sabah , including the administrative districts of Keningau , 
Tenom , Sipitang and Pensiangan and extending south into Indonesian Borneo . There 
are also scattered populations in Beaufort , Tawau and Kinabatangan districts 
( Figure 1 ) . 
0 . 2  H i stori cal  ori g i ns 
Some have suggested that the Murutic-type people arrived in Sabah as a first 
wave of migration by a landbridge from mainland South-east Asi a ,  followed by a 
second wave of Dusunic-type people who pushed them further inland . Others , who 
notice Chinese- like characteristics in the modern Kadazan , suggest that the 
migration is much more recent , coming more directly from China . It is probably 
safe to say that however men first arrived in Sabah , the present Murut and 
Kadazan!Dusun population represent the direct descendants of those first inhab­
itants and that there were no other aboriginal people ( Rutter 1929 ; Lee 196 5 ;  
Chatfield 1972)  . 
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Fi gure 1 :  Muruti c l anguage area of Sabah , Sarawak and Ka l imantan 
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On the other hand , even to the early researchers it seemed quite apparent 
that there was a closer relationship between the Murutic and Dusunic peoples of 
Sabah and some of the nearby groups in the Philippines , Taiwan and mainland 
South-east Asia (Hose and McDougall 1912 ; Rutter 1929 ; Prentice 1970) . 
The Murut of Sabah al so seem to share some cultural affinity with the 
Lundayeh of Kalimantan and Sarawak ( also called ' Murut ' ) ,  but l inguistically 
they are very distant (+ Lundayeh ; LeBar 1972 : 15 3 ) . It is probable that the 
Lundayeh arrived in a totally different migration from that of the Murutic 
people . 
0 . 3  Popu l at ion 
The total population of Murutic people of Sabah , including the non-indigen­
ous Muruts such as Kolod , but excluding such groups as Lundayeh , Kui j au and 
Tidong , is estimated to be 3 6 , 000 to 3 8 , 000 as of 1980 . 1 The breakdown according 
to l anguage designation is as follows : 
GANA 
KENINGAU MURUT 
BAUKAN 
TIMUGON 
BEAUFORT MURUT 
PALUAN 
SUMAMBU/TAGAL 
SELUNGAI MURUT 
KALABAKAN MURUT 
SERUDUNG MURUT 
Other (SEMBAKUNG , 
INDONESIAN MURUT , KOLOD) 
1000-1200 
4000-5000 
1 500- 1800 
6000-7000 
1200-1700 
5500-6500 
13000-14000 
600-800 
450-600 
350-450 
2800- 3800 
A topic of considerable discussion by some researchers has been the sharp 
decline and gradual rise of the Murut population in recent history ( Ride 19 34 ; 
Copeland 1935 ; Shircore 1937 ; Clarke 1951 ; Landgraf 1956 ; Regester 1956 ; Polunin 
1959 ; Jones 1 966 , 196 7 ;  Crain 1972) . Some attribute this to disease , others to 
culture change and some s imply to varying classifications in census taking . It  
may actually be due to a combination of factors , and has probably affected dif­
ferent ethnic groups at different times , not only the Murut ( Appell 1968 ; 
Prentice 1972) . 
0 . 4  Ethnonyms 
The ethnonym ' Murut ' ( also ' Maroot ' ,  ' Marut ' , ' Meroot ' , ' Merut ' , ' Mooroot ' ,  
' Moorut ' ,  ' Morut ' ,  ' Mulut ' , ' Murat ' , ' MurJt ' ) is applied generically to all 
languages under discuss ion in this paper . Literally the term means hi l l  people . 2 
Several of the language groups still retain their individual autonyms in common 
usage , but most apply the more generic term at first when speaking of them­
selves . When it was possible to discover the autonym it has been used in clas­
sifying the language . Thi s  presented problems when two villages using different 
autonyms were found to be linguistically similar . Thus it was often necessary 
to identify the group by the name of a prominent river or village . In the few 
cases where a specific autonym was used , it was common for only some in the group 
to use it ( c f .  Prentice 1970 : 370ff) . 
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The misapplication of the term ' Murut ' to two very distinct language groups 
in Sabah and Sarawak has presented great confusion and misunderstanding . Prentice 
( 19 7 1 , 1972)  has a full discussion of the problems arising from the ethnonyms 
' Murut ' and ' Taga1 ' being applied to the Lundayeh of Sarawak ( sometimes called 
Sarawak Muru t ,  Southern Murut or Ke1abitic Murut) and to the Murut of Sabah 
( sometimes called Sabah Murut , Northern Murut or Ida ' an Murut) . 
One suggestion not mentioned by Prentice as to how two such diverse groups 
came to be referred to by the same name is that the Sarawak Murut were originally 
called o ra ng mu rud people of MUrud after Mt Murud. On the other hand , the Sabah 
Murut were referred to simply as ' Murut ' by outside groups . Eventually the 
terms became confused and today both are referred to as Murut. 3 
0 . 5  L i terature 
Among the indigenous languages of Sabah , the Murutic languages in general 
and the Timugon language in particular have received a fair amount of attention , 
due mainly to the articles and monograph by D . J .  Prentice . His work within 
Murut consists chiefly of a phonology and grammar of Timugon Murut ( 19 7 1 )  and 
numerous other articles relating to various aspects of the language ( 1965 , 1969 , 
1972 , 1981 ) . In his monograph just mentioned he extended his analysis of 
Timugon by presenting an outline of phonology and morphology of several other 
Murutic languages .  Prentice ( 19 70)  also wrote a very important and use ful 1ex­
icostatistica1 study which details his classification of the languages of Sabah 
based on his own wordlists and those gleaned from other literature . 
A brief discussion of one aspect of Murut orthography is found in Lees 
( 1966 ) . Clayre ( 1970)  dealt with focus in several East Malaysian languages 
including the Murutic languages Taga1 and Timugon . 
Cohen ( 1981)  discussed the relations between 2 5  word1ists from Keningau 
District consisting of 80 lexical items each . Of these 25 lists , 14 are consid­
ered Murutic in the present paper . His discussion illustrates the difficulty 
in classifying some of the languages of northern Keningau District as e ither 
Murutic or Dusunic . 
Several word1ists and vocabularies from Murutic languages have been previ­
ously published and are found in Baboneau ( 1922) , Rutter ( 1929) , Keith ( 19 36 ) , 
Bolang and Harrisson ( 1949) and the English-Murut phrase book ( 1964 ) . A fuller 
bibliography , including some non-linguistic material is found in Prentice ( 1970)  
and in the bibliography at the end of this book . 
1 .  LEXICOSTATI ST I CAL CLASS I F I CAT ION 
1 . 1  Smi th ' s  cl ass i fi ca t i on 
The tentative classification of the Murutic languages of Sabah by Smith ( in 
this volume) was based on 36 wordlists collected by lingui stic researchers of the 
Summer Institute of Linguistics (S ILl . This first lexicostatistical phase of the 
survey of Sabah languages by SIL was followed by a second phase of intelligibil­
ity testing based partly on the list of points to be clarified found in Smith ' s  
summary . 
On the basis of relations of 45-60 percent of shared cognates ( PSCl with 
other language families , Smith classified the Murutic family as one of the four 
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members of the Bornean stock , the others being the Tidong family , the Paitanic 
family and the Dusunic family . Figure 2 shows the relations between them using 
representative sample s .  
TIDONG Family TIDONG 
( Lidung 
MURUTIC Family 54 
PAITANIC Family 46 
DUSUNIC Family 45 
LS) 
TIMUGON 
( Entabuan TM) 
46 MAKIAN 
(Diwar 
47  54 
G 
a KN) 
DUSUN 
( Bongkud RU) 
Fi gure 2 :  PSC rel ati ons between representati ve sampl es of the four  
di vi s i ons of the  Bornean stock ( adapted from Smith , in 
this volume) 
The Murutic family was analysed as comprising 15 languages having relations 
of 52-82 PSC ( Figure 3 ) . Seven of these , represented by samples having relations 
of only 52-75 PSC , were sufficiently different from the others to be separated 
at the subfamily leve l .  These included Gana , Apin-Apin Kuij au ,  Tagal , Kalabakan 
Murut , Kolod , Sembakung Murut and Serudung Murut . Only Tagal was represented by 
more than one wordlist.  
Figure 4 shows nine Tagal wordli sts compared with each other and ranging 
70-89 PSC .  I t  was found convenient to separate the wordlists into two dialects 
consisting of Tagal ' A '  having relations of 82-89 PSC and Tagal ' B '  having 
relations of 7 3-85 PSC but having relations between dialects of only 72-82 PSC . 4 
The remaining eight Murutic languages showed greater affinity with one 
another than to the other seven by having PSC relations of 75-80 with at least 
one other member in the group . These were classed together under one subfamily 
called Central Murut . These eight languages ,  represented by 2 1  wordlists , 
included Dusun-Murut , Nabay , Baukan , Timugon , Beaufort Murut , Sook Murut , 
Takapan5 and paluan . 6 Figure 5 shows the PSC relations between representative 
samples of the Central Murut subfamily . No dialect divisions within these lan­
guages were noted by Smith . 
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GA ( Minansut KU) 
7 5  KUm (Apin-Apin KU) 
7 1  7 4  MTl ( Sodomon KU) 
70 7 3  ( Patikang Laut 
66 68 
66  68 75 
59 62 67 73 
60 64 70 72  78 
56  61 65  70 71 72  
59  64  71  73  75 7 8  70 
56 58 65  66 69 69 64 73 
59 61 66  68 7 3  68 65  7 1  6 5  
5 7  6 1  64 66 68 70 63 66 63  
5 7  5 9  6 3  64 69 66 63  67 62 
52 54 56 58 60 57 56 60 57 
"- , 
KU) 
KN) 
TM) 
BT) 
PN) 
Laut 
( Saga TM) 
Biah KU) " 
" 
72 TM) 
69 70 ( Labuk KAL) 
58 57 MT ( Serudung 5 
Fi gure 3 :  PSC rel ati ons of representati ve d i a l ects of 15  Muruti c l a nguages . 
( from Smith , in this volume) ( GA = Gana i KUm = Apin-Apin Kui j au 
( subscriptm designates this Murutic language in contrast to KU 
which designates the Dusunic Kui j au language ) ;  MTl = ' Murut ' 
representing Dusun-Murut i NY = NabaY i MT2 = ' Murut ' representing 
Baukan i TM = Timugon ; MT 3 = ' Murut ' representing Beaufort Murut i 
MT4 = ' Murut ' representing Sook Murut i TP = Takapan i PL = Paluan i 
TL = Tagal ; KM = Kalabakan Murut ; KD = Kolod ; SE = Sembakung Murut i 
MT 5 = ' Murut ' representing Serudung Murut . )  
Sapulut PN , " l anguage " " " PN " TAGAL ' A '  " TAGAL 
82 KU " " " "-
77  PN "- " 
" 
7 5  7 6  7 8  River PN "-
82 82 82 dialect 
76 78 80 82 79 
75 74  74  77  79  83 
70 7 3  7 3  76 74 77  Tomani TM 
F igure 4 :  PSC rel ati ons of n i ne sampl es of the Tagal l anguage representi ng 
two d i a l ects ( adapted from Smith , in this volume) 
DUSUN-MURUT "- " 
( Sodomon KU) " 
"-
Laut KU) 
79 
KN) 
75 79 
" 
'-. 
6 7  7 3  7 3  
"-
70 72  78  SOOK MURUT 
65  70 71 72  65  TAKAPAN 
Laut 
7 1  7 3  75 7 8  7 0  PALUAN 
( Saga TM) 
"-
"-
"-
KU) 
"-
"-
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subfamily 
"-
"-
"-
'-. 
"-
'-. 
'-. 
"-
language "-
"-
"-
F i gure 5 :  PSC rel at ions of representati ve sampl es of e ight  Muruti c l anguages 
of  the Central Murut subfami l y  ( adapted from Smith , in this volume) 
1 . 2  Rev i sed l ex i costat i s t i ca l  c l ass i fi cat ion 
During the second phase of the survey it was convenient to check most of 
the Murutic wordlists and to add several new one s .  7 The revised lexicostatis­
tical relations presented here take better account of ' synonyms ' than the earlier 
comparisons . other corrections were also incorporated at this time . S ince both 
Smith ' s  figures and those based on the verifi ed wordlists are cited here and 
throughout the paper the revised PSC figures are always marked with an asterisk . 
The effect these revised figures had on the classification was to raise the 
PSC relations in all but a few cases . Many of Smith ' s ' languages '  would be des­
cribed on the ' di alect ' leve l .  However ,  the overall shape o f  the lexicostatis­
tical classification is only s lightly altered . 
Figure 6 presents the reclassification which would result i f  these revised 
PSC relations were the sole basis for classi fication . 
Figure 7 displays the relationships of 11 villages reclassified as dialect 
groups of the Central Murut language . 
Figure 8 shows the revised PSC relations of five wordlists reclassified as 
belonging to the Paluan language . 
Figure 9 shows the resulting classi fication based on revised PSC relations 
of 11 villages which were identified as belonging to the Sumambu/Tagal group . 
The initial plan of the intelligibility testing and the discussion of the 
results in Section 3 centre around Smith ' s  analysis . But the revised lexico­
statistical classification is offered here as a further verification of the pre­
vious study by Smith and as additional input into the Murutic classification 
proposed in Section 4 ,  where each dialect/language is discussed in detai l .  The 
classification in Section 4 does not necessarily correspond with the classifica­
tion displayed in Figures 6-9 . 
GANA 
( Minansut KU) '-'\ 
61 BEAUFORT MURUT 
Bul<au BT) 
81 65 APIN-APIN KUIJAU 
(A 
75 67 84 
70 68 
72 74 79 
68 81 75 77 
67 7 3  73 76 77 
"-
'\ 
, 
NTRAL MURUT 
'\ C Kokoroton KN) , 
66 72 7 2  74 71 80 79 80 SOCK MURUT 
\ 
6 3  6 8  6 9  71 69 77 75 
'\ 
59 67 " 6 8  67 71 72 76 
(Dalit KU) , 
5 1  5 9  5 8  5 7  5 6  6 3  65 69 MALlGAN TAGAL '\ Maligan SG) '\ 
5 3  60 60 58 59 66 70 65 70 70 7 3  "�'"-" omani TM) 5 3  6 2  59 60 58 67 68 65 70 71 73 77 85 RUNDUM MURUT Rundum TM) 
58 68 64 64 66 72 74 72 77 77 80 7 9  82 82 
59 62 63 61 62 68 72 66 68 66 65 7 3  7 1  
\ 
5 3  59 60 59 58 65 66 62 67 70 66 68 69 69 
Selungai PN) 
58 63 62 64 62 67 69 69 68 70 69 67 68 67 73 77 SEMBAKUNG MURUT 
Lahul< KAL) 
59 65 65 67 67 71 70 73 72 73 69 62 64 66 7 2  6 6  72 KALABAKAN MURUT 
52 55 56 58 56 60 58 60 6 1  6 1  5 8  5 5  5 4  56 62 56 57 SERUDUNG MURUT 
( Serudung Baru 
Fi gure 6 :  Revi sed PSC rel at i ons between 20 Mu ruti c d i al ects . 
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I ( Inarad KN) \ \ 
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Fi gure 7 :  Revi sed PSC rel ati ons of s i x  Centra l Murut d i a l ects 
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2 .  TEST I NG P ROCEDURES 
2 . 1  Purpose of  i nte l l i gi b i l i ty testi ng 
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The purpose of the intelligibility testing among Murutic languages was to 
clarify some of the distinctions made by Smith in his lexicostatistical classi­
fication . Since intelligibility testing is not precise enough to determine sub­
family or subdialect divisions , this testing was limited in purpose to clari­
fying the language and dialect divisions . 
At the end of the first phase of the survey, Apin-Apin Kuijau was specified 
as needing further clarification to determine its true relation with the Dusunic 
Kuij au language and the other Murutic languages . 
The level of intelligibility between the two Tagal dialects as classified 
by Smith also needed clarification , since the PSC relation of 70 between the two 
most remote wordlists is lower than normally expected for mutual intelligibility . 
The dialect division , or divisions , needed to be more clearly defined . In 
addition , it was expected that the testing would help to determine which dialect 
was most widely understood . 
Finally , Smith mentioned the need to determine intelligibility among the 
languages of the Central Murut subfamily. Were they all distinct languages or 
could some be considered dialects of the same language? Which would be consid­
ered central , and which are ' fringe ' languages? These are some of the questions 
the dialect intelligibility testing sought to answer . 
Before beginning the testing phase of the Murut survey it was considered 
advisable to include languages and test points other than those mentioned by 
Smith . Some of these included testing at Kalabakan TU and Serudung Baru TU 
both to determine their level of mutual intelligibility and their level of intel­
ligibility of other Murutic languages and the Tidong language . Motivation for 
the latter purpose came mostly from growing suspicion that these villages could, 
in fact, be more closely related to the Tidong language than to the Murutic 
languages (Prentice 1970 ; Sather 1972)  . 
In addition , some Central Murut reference tapes were used for testing other 
Murutic subfamilies : Gana , Apin-Apin Kuij au, Kalabakan Murut , Serudung Murut and 
Tagal . Tagal reference tapes were also used in these as well as in all Central 
Murut languages . This testing was done in order to determine the mutual intel­
ligibility within the whole Murutic family . 
The addition of new data not included in Smith made additional testing 
necessary since the relative lexical position of the new samples was not known . 8 
2 . 2  Tes t poi n ts and test sets 
The intelligibility testing phase of the survey of the Murutic languages 
was conducted between the months of December 1980 and June 1981 . Six members of 
the Summer Institute of Linguistics were involved at various times , the writer 
of this paper being involved in each test . Twenty-nine9 tests were done in 
Murutic language family villages as well as several with the other language 
families. 
It was decided to do intelligibility testing in at least two villages 
within each language including one from each dialect . This was accomplished in 
every case except Apin-Apin Kuij au , Kalabakan Murut , Serudung Murut , Takapan 
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and Beaufort Murut . In all but the last case only one village could be located . l O  
Figure 10 gives an overall picture of the Murutic testing br test point showing 
the languages of each reference tape used in the test set . l 
Kolod and Sembakung Murut were excluded from the testing since their cul­
tural and linguistic centres were considered to lie outside the political boun­
dary of Sabah . 
Each test set for the Murutic test points consisted of a hometown tape , 
four or five reference tapes and the national language tape . For those test 
points for which no hometown tape was available , such as those villages not pre­
viously visited , an appropriate substitution was made . It is still considered 
a reference tape for purposes of intelligibility scores , but may reflect a 
slightly higher score than expected . Test sets , which included not only Murutic , 
but also Dusunic reference tapes ,  were prepared for the Gana and Apin-Apin Kuij au 
languages , since one of the things under investigation was whether or not these 
languages had been properly placed in the Murutic rather than the Dusunic family . 
A Tidong reference tape was included in the Serudung Murut test set to check the 
possibility of a better understanding of Tidong than Murutic languages .  
For most other tests , a standard Murut test set was prepared including a 
reference tape from each of the following languages :  Tagal , Timugon , Baukan and 
Nabay . It was expected that one of these languages would be more widely under­
stood than the others . In a few cases this was not followed , however .  At some 
of the previously unclassified test points and Tagal test points enough data was 
already available to project an intelligibility level for the whole group . 
2 . 3  Probl ems i nvol ved 
Figure 11 gives an assessment of the reference tapes used in the Murut 
testing , first as to technical aspects such as tape quality and then as to the 
content of the story itself . The value of this rating will be seen as it is 
used to explain some of the more unexpected results in the following section . 
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REFERENCE � E-< 
TAPES ,., !:; til !:; E'l H � I>: i I>: Ul i ::> ::> E-< � Cl z til a: - � "- H � � l!J � ?i! 8 i � - E'l ::> i 0 � l!J N .0: I � � � :;J � � 0 8 .0: ,., .0: Z i � ::> TEST POINTS � H � H � 8 :;J l!J I>: ::> ?i! H � � .0: � H � l!J Z III E-< III Ul E-< '" E-< Ul E-< 
1 .  KUIJAU 1 
Senagang KU x 
2 .  GANA 4 1 2 2 1 
Minansut KU xx x x x 
*Kuangoh KU xx x x x 
3 .  APIN-APIN KUIJAU 1 1 1 1 1 
Al'in-Apin KU x x x x x 
4 .  DUSUN-MURUT 2 2 2 2 
Ambua1 KU x x x x 
Liau Laut KU x x x x 
5 .  NABAY 2 2 2 2 
Dangu1ad KU x x x x 
Masak KU x x x x 
6 .  BAUKAN 2 4 2 2 
Inarad KN x xx x x 
Tulid KU x xx x x 
7 .  TIMUGON 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 
Entabuan TM x x x x 
Langsat TM x x x x x x 
B .  BEAUFORT MURUT 1 1 1 1 
Bukau BT x x x x 
9 .  SOOK MURUT 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 
Sook KU x x x x x 
*Pandewan PN x x x x 
1 0 .  TAKAPAN 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 
Keramatoi KU x x x x 
*Dalit KU x x x x x 
I I .  PALUAN 1 1 1 1 1 
Saga TM x x x x x 
12 . TAGAL ' A ' 1 1 2 4 5 
*Kg Empat PN x xx xx 
pensiangan PN x x xx 
Sapu1ut PN x x x x 
1 3 . TAGAL ' B ' 3 2 4 1 4 3 
Kg Lima PN x x x 
Kuala Biah KU x x. x x 
Maligan SG x x x x x 
Toman i TM x x x x x 
1 4 .  l<ALABAKAN MURUT 1 1 1 1 
Kalabakan TU x x x x 
15 . SERUDUNG MURUT 1 1 1 1 1 
. Serudung Baru TU x x x x x 
16 . PREVIOUSLY UNCL . 1 1 2 
*Se1ungai PN x x xx 
1 7 .  TI DQNG 1 1 
Indarasabak TU x x 
lB . LUNDAYEH 2 
Kawang SG x 
Mendo10ng SG x 
* Previously unclassi fied ;  new data 
Numbers in the boxes i ndicate the number of times a certain language was tested in a 
given village . The x in the boxes indicates reference tapes used in each test 
poi n t .  
Note : ' Mini-tests ' were carried out at Masanoi TM ( for Ansip KU , Kg Lima PN) ; Kg 
Lima PN ( Lumbis KAL) ; Rundum TM (Ansip KU , Kg Lima PN , Sapu1ut PN) and Pensiangan 
PN ( Lumbis KAL) , but the corpus is too small and select to be considered on the 
same level as those li sted above . They are mentioned in the discussion where 
relevan t .  
F i gure 1 0 :  T e s t  s ets used at each tes t poi nt h avi ng Muru t i c  reference tapes 
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REFERENCE TAPE TAPE AND 
SPEECH QUALITY STORY CONTENT RATING 
Ansip KU 
Apin-Apin KU 
Bukau BT 
Bundu Tuhan RU 
Bunduon PG 
Dangulad KU 
Entabuan TM 
Inarad KN 
Kadalakan KU 
Kalabakan TU 
Kg Lima PN 
Kerarnatoi Laut KU 
Kokoroton KN 
Langsat TM 
Lidung LS 
Minansut KU 
Pensiangan PN 
Rundum TM 
Sapulut PN 
Serudung Baru TU 
Sook KU 
Tulid KU 
Tuntumulod KU 
Good 
Not clear 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Not clear 
Good , but 
slow speech 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good , but 
fast speech 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
One hard-to-translate question 
Two hard questions ; reduced to 
eight questions 
Short statements 
Simple ; uses Malay 
Good ; substantial content 
Fair 
Fair ; two weak questions 
One redundant question ; reduced 
to nine questions 
Two redundant questions 
Simple and short 
Very good 
Good 
Good 
Fair; somewhat simple 
Uses Malay ; reduced to nine 
questions 
Good 
Very good 
Good 
Good ; one tricky question 
Simple and short 
Fair ; one weak question 
Very good ; one weak question 
Good 
F igure 1 1 :  Rati ng of the reference tapes used i n  the Murut testi ng on a 
sca l e of 1 to 1 0 ,  1 bei ng very poor and 10  bei ng very good 
3. TEST RESULTS 
8 
8 
7 
6 
10 
7 
7 
8 
7 
6 
9 
8 
10 
7 
8 
8 
10 
9 
9 
7 
7 
9 
9 
The results of dialect intelligibility testing at 29 Murutic test points 
are discussed in this section and compared to Smith ' s  classification of Murutic 
languages . Maps showing the location of the test points and reference points 
and the approximate language/dialect boundaries as delimited in this paper are 
found in Section 4 .  The sociological data for each test point i s found in 
Section 5. The nomenclature of both the linguistic designations and the PSC 
relations found in this section follow Smith ( in this volume ) . 
3 . 1 Gana l anguage 
Intelligibility testing was done in two Gana villages , Minansut KU and 
Kuangoh KU . Reference tapes from Murutic languages included Gana , Apin-Apin 
Kuijau , Tagal and Nabay . The Dusunic languages tested were Kuij au and Kadazan/ 
Dusun. 
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Figure 12 displays the results of intelligibility testing for the two Gana 
test points . As can be seen from this chart , the test results on Apin-Apin 
Kuijau , Tagal and Kadazan/Dusun from Bunduon PG are quite consistent with their 
respective PSC relations . However ,  the results on Nabay , Kuijau and Kadazan/ 
Dusun from Bundu Tuhan RU are significantly higher than their respective PSC 
relations . 
MURUTIC 
REFERENCE 
DUSUNIC 
TAPES 
� iil t-:l � � � H SZ § � § s:: SZ '0 {j) t!)  {j) C'd 
s:: � s:: 0 ::> 0.  B -§  Z . .-i � C'd � Q H 0.. � ;3 '-.. s:: '-.. 8 � -:: 0.. � ::> S � g � ;3 I s:: :;il .� >< C'd � +J  N 'tl  N 'tl  Z . .-i � 'O  t-:l s:: t§ § � �  TEST POINTS H 0.. t!) s:: � :::! H ;3 � �  � � ::> 8  � e  8 �  Z �  � �  
GANA 
(Minansut KU) 7 3  6 4  92 -- 74 88  
( 75)  ( 5 7 )  ( 68 )  ( 64 )  ( 6 3 )  ( 58)  
(Kuangoh KU) 7 1  -- 9 1  99 67 9 1  
Fi gure 1 2 :  Gana i ntel l i g i b i l i ty of  three Muruti c and  three Dusun i c  
reference tapes . ( Scores are given as percentages . 
PSC relations are given in parentheses . ) 
In the case of Nabay , the geographical proximity of the Gana and Nabay 
language areas as well as the redundancy of the Nabay story from Kadalakan KU 
(Figure 1 1 )  likely contribute to the high intelligibility testing results . Nabay 
intelligibility of Gana was not tested . 
The Dusunic language tape representing the Kuijau language , from Tuntumulod 
KU was also well understood by Gana speakers at Kuangoh KU (99%) . Since the 
Gana and Kuijau language areas are also in close proximity to each other ,  it is 
likely that this high level of intelligibility is due to language learning . 
Kuijau speakers from Senagang KU were also tested for their ability to understand 
Gana and averaged 82% intelligibility , indicating that this apparent language 
learning goes in both directions (+ Kuijau) • 
The very high intelligibility testing results shown by Gana speakers on the 
Bundu Tuhan RU story ( 88% and 91%)  can only be explained by the low rating of 
the Bundu Tuhan RU story ( Figure 11) . 
In Figure 1 3  the Gana data is averaged and displayed according to geography . 
The results of the Bundu Tuhan RU reference tape are not included . The chart 
does not finally indicate whether Gana is more Murutic than Dusunic - in fact , 
it might best be thought of as a borderline language , but it can be said that 
intelligibility is highest with those languages in its immediate vicinity . Tagal , 
as spoken in Pensiangan District , is the most remote of the languages tested ; 
Kadazan/Dusun , as spoken in Penampang District , ranks second , followed closely 
by Apin-Apin Kuijau. The two Keningau languages of Nabay and Kuijau , neither of 
which has high PSC relations with Gana villages , are most highly intelligible to 
Gana speakers . 
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PENSIANGAN 
DISTRICT 
TAGAL 
64 
( 5 7 )  
A-A KUIJAU 
72  
( 7 5 )  
MURUTIC 
KENINGAU 
DISTRICT 
NABAY 
92 
( 68)  
KUIJAU 
99 
(64 )  
PENAMPANG 
DISTRICT 
CENTRAL DUSUN 
71 
( 6 3 )  
DUSUNIC 
• Intelligibility --------------------------� •
Fi gure 1 3 :  Gana i ntel l i g i b i l i ty of three Mu ruti c 
Dusun i c  reference tapes by geography . 
scores are given as percentages . PSC 
parentheses . ) 
reference tapes a nd two 
( Intelligibility 
relations are given in 
Intelligibility testing showed that Gana has both high and low intelligi­
bility of some Murutic and some Dusunic groups , and that geography more than 
linguistic affiliation seems to affect its level of intelligibility .  
3 . 2  Api n-Api n Ku i jau l anguage 
Apin-Apin Kuijau is the name given to that language spoken by about one­
fourth of the population of the village of Apin-Apin KU . From the information 
received , there are no other villages which speak exactly like this linguistic 
community . Reference tapes from four Murutic languages , including Tagal , Timugon , 
Baukan and Nabay , and one Dusunic reference tape from the Kuijau language were 
tested there . 
Figure 14 displays the results of intelligibility testing for the single 
Apin-Apin Kuij au test point . The intelligibility testing results on all of the 
tapes except for the Baukan language tape from Kokoroton KN ,  are significantly 
higher than the respective PSC relations . In the case of the Tagal , Timugon and 
Nabay tests , since no cross-testing was done , one can only conjecture as to the 
reasons for the apparent discrepancies . It seems likely that because of the 
variety of languages spoken in Keningau District and even around the area of 
the village of Apin-Apin KU , that Apin-Apin Kuijau speakers have had opportunity 
to learn these Murutic languages . The much lower score on the Kokoroton KN tape 
is still understandable since that language area is quite remote from the others . 
The high intelligibility testing results on the Dusunic Kuijau tape can also 
be explained by language learning on the part of Apin-Apin Kuijau speakers . This 
is substantiated by the results of cross-testing Dusunic Kuijau speakers ' under­
standing of Apin-Apin Kuij au . The results of that cross-testing are displayed 
in Figure 15 . The results ranged 66-72% intelligibility compared to a range of 
64-70 PSC . These low scores show that intelligibility between the two is not 
mutual which in turn favors language learning as the cause of the extremely 
high score attained by Apin-Apin Kuijau speakers of the Dusunic Kuijau tape . 
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TAPES 
£ E-t � 
� t:: 
� t:: 0 ttl +' Z ;:s 0 
....:l .� 8 il  � �  � til il �  TEST POINTS � � � �  H W  E-t �  E-t �  iIl �  
APIN-APIN KUIJAU 
(Apin-Apin KU) 9 1  7 9  4 7  
( 60) ( 6 3 )  (68)  
� 
� 
t:: ttl 
.!< ttl 
.-I 
>< ttl 
� 'Cl  
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( 70)  
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DUSUNIC 
� 
'8 
.-I ;:s 
� B t") t:: H ;:s P E-t  � �  
94 
( 6 7 )  
Figure 1 4 :  Api n-Ap i n  Ku i j au i n te l l i g i bi l i ty of  four Muruti c reference 
tapes and one Dusuni c reference tape . ( Scores are given 
as percentages . PSC relations are given in parentheses . ) 
�FERENCE 
TAPE 
TEST POINTS 
KUIJAU (Dusunic) 
(Tuntumulod KU) 
( Sungoi KU) 
(Liau Darat KU) 
( Senagang KU) 
( Linsosod KU) 
APIN-APIN KUIJAU 
(Apin-Apin KU) 
66 
( 6 7 )  
70  
( 70)  
70 
(69)  
69  
(68)  
72  
(64)  
Fi gure 15 : Gana and Ku i jau i ntel l i g i b i l i ty of the Api n-Api n Ku i jau 
reference tape . ( Scores are given as percentages . PSC 
relations are given in parentheses . ) 
3 . 3  Dusun-Murut l anguage 
The villages of Ambual KU and Liau Laut KU were chosen to represent the 
Dusun-Murut language for the intelligibility testing . The standard Murut test 
set used included Tagal , Timugon , Baukan and Nabay reference tapes .  Figure 16 
displays the results of intelligibility testing for both Dusun-Murut test 
points. 
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REFERENCE 
TAPES 
TEST POINTS 
DUSUN-MURUT 
(Ambual KU) 
(Liau Laut KU) 
0 
:><: 
p. 
� ·iiJ 
� � 
E-t �  
81 
( 6 1) 
63  
( 6 4 )  
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I:: I:: 
� 
0 III 
.jJ � Z ::l 0 
8 {1  � �  M >< III � �  1<1; '0  H ril 1<1; :><:  � �  
E-t �  1Il �  Z �  
71 59 9 2  
( 68)  ( 76 )  ( 80 )  
6 5  5 9  7 7  
( 7 2 )  ( 70 )  ( 80)  
Fi gure 16 : Dusun-Murut  i ntel l i g i b i l i ty of four  Muruti c reference 
tapes . (Scores are given as percentages .  PSC relations 
are given in parentheses . )  
As can be seen from Figure 16 , Ambual KU subjects consistently scored a 
higher average intelligibility than Liau Laut KU subjects on all tapes except 
for the Baukan tape from Kokoroton KN where both scored the same level of intel­
ligibility . Since no intelligibility testing was done between Ambual KU and 
Liau Laut KU it is impossible to know whether the different levels of compre­
hension by these two villages is due to language learning on the part of some 
of the subj ects tested at Ambual KU or to a greater linguistic distinction 
between the two villages than is indicated by the 80 PSC between them. 
From these limited test results it is only possible to conclude that the 
two Dusun-Murut test points represent a language or languages different from 
Tagal of Ansip KU , Timugon of Entabuan TM and Baukan of Kokoroton KN .  The test 
results on the Nabay reference tape are marginal . Because of that and the 80 
PSC shared between each of the Dusun-Murut samples and Nabay from Kadalakan KU 
it is possible that Dusun-Murut is a dialect of the Nabay language . Further 
testing and cross-testing would need to be done in order to confirm this . 
3 . 4  Nabay l anguage 
The two Nabay test points Dangulad KU and Masak KU were chosen to demon­
strate the Nabay community ' s  intelligibility of the standard Murut test set 
including one reference tape each from Tagal , Timugon , Baukan and Nabay languages .  
The only difference between the two test sets was the different Nabay reference 
tape used . 
Masak KU was tested with the reference tape from the other Nabay test 
point , Dangulad KU . The results ( 84%)  indicate that the two samples represent 
the same language but the degree of difference may also indicate a dialect dis­
tinction between the two . 
Figure 17 displays the results of intelligibility testing for the Nabay 
test points . 
REFERENCE 
TAPES � � :.<: t:: 
'd lIS 
lIS � .-i lIS 
;:l .-i >< tJl >< lIS t<I; t:: t<I; 'd  
TEST POINTS � �  � � 
Z �  Z �  
NABAY 
(Dangulad KU) +100 89 
( 100) ( 8 5 )  
(Masak KU) 84 +99 
(84 )  ( 89 )  
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� E-t 
� � 
Z ;:l 
0. 8 �  � .� � .j.I  t<I; :i]  � t:: H fil 
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(69)  ( 69 )  
7 8  7 5  
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76 
( 76 )  
56 
( 7 8 )  
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F i gure 1 7 :  Nabay i ntel l i g i b i l i ty of fi ve Muruti c reference tapes . 
( Scores are given as percentages .  PSC relations are 
given in parentheses . + indicates hometown tape . )  
Figure 18 displays the results of cross-testing in Tagal , Timugon and 
Baukan villages to determine their understanding of Nabay . 
� TAPE NABAY TEST POINTS (Kadalakan KU) 
Kuala Biah KU 98 
(66)  
Maligan SG 80 
� ( 60)  t<I; Tomani TM 77  E-t 
( 6 1 )  
Sapulut PN 74 
(67)  
S Entabuan TM 7 8  
0 ( 7 5 )  
� Langsat TM 77  H E-t ( 7 9 )  
Tulid KU 98 ; ( 78 )  Inarad KN 7 4  
a:l ( 7 5 )  
Fi gure 18 :  Taga l , T imugon a n d  Baukan understandi ng o f  Nabay . 
( Scores are given as percentages . PSC relations are 
given in parentheses . ) 
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The results of Nabay-Tagal testing are quite high in both directions when 
compared to respective PSC relations . The fact of the dominance of these two 
languages throughout the Murut language area may help to explain the higher 
intelligibility scores than would have been expected based on the PSC figures 
alone . 
The NabaY-Timugon and Nabay-Baukan test results are quite in line with the 
respective PSC relations except for the very high 98% scored by Baukan subj ects 
from Tulid KU on the Nabay test tape . This one high score cannot be adequately 
explained with the present data . Disregarding that one high score then , intel­
ligibility testing confirms the lexicostatistical classification of Nabay as a 
distinct language from Baukan and Timugon . 
3 . 5  Baukan test pOi nts 1 2  
The two Baukan test points chosen for intelligibility testing included 
Tulid KU and Inarad KN , representing both extremes of the language group as 
delimited by Smith ( in this volume ) . In addition to the standard Murut test set , 
including a Tagal , Timugon , Baukan and Nabay reference tape , a second Baukan 
reference tape was included in the test set . Therefore , including the hometown 
tape , three Baukan tapes were tested at each test point . 
Figure 19 shows the results of intelligibility testing at the two Baukan 
test points . 
REFERENCE MURUTIC 
TAPES 
� 2 S :>4 
� E-t � � � 0 � � ctI +J ctI � '0 0 Z ;:1 � � � �  � �  ..::l .� 8 �  H >< ctI I"( III ;:J +J 1"( '0  � �  ::;: � � �  TEST POINTS \ I"( H  1"( :>4  I"( E-t H � 1Xl �  1Xl �  1Xl �  E-t �  E-t �  Z �  
BAUKAN 
( Inarad KN) +100 80 75 74  72  74 
( 100) ( 89)  ( 79 )  ( 7 1 )  ( 71 )  ( 7 5 )  
( Tulid KU) 99 97 +100 86 74 98 
( 79 )  ( 85 )  ( 100) (68 )  ( 7 3 )  ( 7 8 )  
F igure 19 :  Baukan i ntel l i g i b i l i ty of  s i x  Muruti c reference tapes . 
( Scores are given as percentages . PSC relations are 
given in parentheses .  + indicates hometown tape . )  
The mutual intelligibility testing within Baukan showed that in spite of a 
high PSC relation in the case of Inarad KN and Kokoroton KN ,  high intelligibility 
was not demonstrated and also that Tulid KU consistently showed notably higher 
intelligibility of the other dialects than Inarad KN did . 
Inarad KN showed a marginal 80% intelligibility on the Kokoroton KN tape . 
Hurlbut and Pekkanen ( to appear) recorded only 75% intelligibility of the same 
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Kokoroton KN reference tape by Inarad KN subjects while Kokoroton KN subj ects 
averaged only 71% on the Inarad KN reference tape . This lack of mutual intel­
ligibility , despite the high PSC , necessitates a dialect distinction between the 
language spoken in Kokoroton KN and that spoken in Inarad KN .  
On the Tulid KU reference tape , Inarad KN registered only 75% intelligibil­
ity . However Tulid KU demonstrated near perfect comprehension ( 99%) on the 
Inarad KN reference tape . Given a revised PSC relation of *81 the results of 
the intelligibility testing indicate that a dialect level division should be 
made separating the two samples . But with intelligibility shown in only one direc­
tion a language level distinction is too extreme without further evidence . 1 3 
Tulid KU subjects also showed 97% intelligibility of the Kokoroton KN ref­
erence tape . The Baukan intelligibility scores reverse the interrelation 
indicated by the PSC scores of samples by linking Kokoroton KN closer to Tulid 
KU than to Inarad KN .  However , since Tulid KU showed equally high intelligibility 
of the Inarad KN reference tape , a Kokoroton KN test of a Tulid KN story is 
needed to confirm this . Tentatively , Kokoroton KN and Tulid KU can be grouped 
together as members of a single dialect . 1 4  
In Figure 19 results of Tagal , Timugon and Nabay testing at Baukan villages 
can also be seen . Cross-testing results of these languages are shown in Figure 
20 . All of these scores are either quite consistent with their respective PSC 
relations or much lower than respective PSC figures , confirming the lexico­
statistical classification of Baukan as a separate language from Tagal , Timugon 
and Nabay . The two aberrant scores at Tulid KU on the Tagal reference tape from 
Ansip KU (86% intelligibility compared with 68 PSC) and on the Nabay reference 
tape from Kadalakan KU ( 98% intelligibility compared with 78 PSC) are likely due 
to contact with Tagal and Nabay speakers in the Keningau area. 
� TAPE BAUKAN TEST POINTS 
Kuala Biah KU 72-K 
� ( 69 )  
� Tomani TM 6l-T Eo< 
( 63 ) 
� Entabuan TM 63-T 
t9 ( 73 ) 
� Langsat TM 46-T H 
Eo< ( 75 ) 
Dangulad KU 76-K 
� ( 76) 
� Masak KU 56-K Z 
( 78) 
F i gure 20 : Cross-testi ng  res u l ts of Taga l , Timugon and Nabay v i l l ages 
wi th a Baukan l anguage reference tape . ( Scores are given 
as percentages . PSC relations are given in parentheses . 
-K indicates the Baukan reference tape from Kokoroton KN 
was used and -T indicates the Baukan reference tape from 
Tulid KU was used in the testing. ) 
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3 . 6  Timugon test poi n ts 
The two Timugon test points Entabuan TM and Langsat TM were classified by 
Smith as representing a single dialect . The test sets included reference tapes 
from Timugon , Tagal , Sook Murut , Beaufort Murut , Baukan and Nabay . 
Figure 21 shows the results of testing at the two Timugon test points . 
REFERENCE MURUTIC 
TAPES 
� � � � � Z Z P E-< Po Po E-< � � � p �  E-< P +J « +J  III ttl p:: p � III � � Z ttl - ::l - e 
�
� rtI 
8 � .-l • .-1 o ::l � �  .-l § � � H � ... ttl >< ttl � � � 0 � 3  « '0  TEST POINTS l!> tro o 0 � �  � �  H H « 00  « � 0 00  � III E-< �  E-< �  E-< �  00 � III � III � z �  
TIMUGON 
(Entabuan TM) 85 47 80 63 78 
( 85) (68) ( 77 ) ( 73 ) ( 75 ) 
( Langsat TM) +97 58 43 71 46 77 
( 100) (71 ) ( 66 )  ( 74 ) ( 75 ) ( 79 ) 
Fi gure 2 1 :  T imugon i ntel l i g i b i l i ty of  seven Muruti c reference tapes . 
( Scores are given as percentages . PSC relations are given 
in parentheses . + indicates hometown tape . )  
Figure 22 shows the results of cross-testing the same language groups with 
a Timugon reference tape . 
In the Timugon-Tagal testing all of the test results are consistent with or 
significantly lower than respective PSC relations except in the case of the high 
understanding of the Timugon story by Tagal test subjects at Kuala Biah KU (88%) . 
This one aberrant score is likely due to language learning so that the distinc­
tiveness between the Timugon and Tagal languages is still maintained . 
Timugon-Sook Murut/Takapan/Paluan testing also showed one very high score 
(90% scored at Sook KU) while all of the other scores are again consistent with 
PSC relations (� Section 3 . 8) . The language distinction between Timugon and 
Sook Murut is still maintained on the basis of the other more consistent scores . 
Timugon-Beaufort , Timugon-Nabay (� Section 3 . 4 ) and Timugon-Baukan (� 
Section 3 . 5 ) test results are quite consistent with respective PSC relations so 
that the classification of these three languages as being distinct from Timugon 
is maintained . 
� TAPE TEST POINTS 
Kuala Biah KU 
Tomani TM 
� Pensiangan PN 
� 
Kg Lima PN 
Maligan SG 
Sook KU 
8 �  U'l il  Pandewan PN 
� 0 ""'  Bukau BT 
Ii< � � � ftl 
Tulid KU � .x: Inarad KN � 
Dangulad KU 
� 
� Masak KU z 
TIMUGON 
(Entabuan 
88 
(68) 
76 
(65 ) 
71 
( 67) 
67 
(67 ) 
65 
( 61 ) 
90 
( 71 ) 
7 3 
(- - ) 
74 
(77 ) 
74 
( 7 3 ) 
72 
( 71) 
80 
(69 ) 
75 
(75 ) 
TM) 
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Fi gure 22 : Cross-testi ng resu l ts i n  Taga l , Sook Muru t ,  Beaufort Murut , 
Baukan and Nabay v i l l ages wi th a Timugon reference tape . 
( Scores are given as percentages .  PSC relations are given 
in parentheses . ) 
3 . 7 Beaufort Murut test pOi nt 
Bukau BT was the single test point chosen for dialect intelligibility 
testing in the Beaufort Murut language . The standard Murut test set , including 
reference tapes from Tagal , Timugon , Baukan and Nabay was used . 
Figure 2 3 displays the results of the intelligibility testing conducted at 
Bukau BT . 
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REFERENCE 
TAPES 
TEST POINT 
BEAUFORT MURUT 
(Bukau BT) 
S :.: 
0. � .� t:l � � � 
E-< �  
82 
( 64)  
MURUTIC 
i: 
E-< 
� � 
� 
� � 0 .jJ .l<: 8 �  0 III � �  r-I >< III � .jJ  � 'O  � � � 0 � �  H �  � :.: E-< �  /l1 �  z �  
74 51  87 
( 77 )  ( 7 3 )  ( 7 2 )  
Fi gure 23 : Beaufort Murut i ntel l i g i bi l i ty o f  four Muruti c reference 
tapes . (Scores are given as percentages. PSC relations 
are given in parentheses . )  
While Beaufort Murut has low PSC relations with Tagal and Nabay ( 6 4  and 72  
respectively) , Bukau BT test subjects showed dialect-level intelligibility of 
those two languages . Since cross-testing was not done in either case , it is not 
known whether this is due to language learning on the part of Bukau BT test 
subjects or to a closer relationship between the languages than the PSC relations 
indicate . Because of this , Beaufort Murut will still be considered a separate 
language from Nabay and Tagal . 
Results of testing Beaufort Murut with Timugon (+ Section 3 . 6) and with 
Baukan are consistent with or lower than their respective PSC figures so that 
language distinctions between the three are maintained . 
3 . 8  Sook Muru t ,  Takapan and Pa l uan l anguage 
Based on the additional data gathered after Smith ' s  classification (+ 
Section 1 ,  note 6 )  and the results of intelligibility testing , the discussions 
of Sook Murut , Takapan and Paluan will be handled under a single heading . 
Testing of the Sook Murut language was done in two villages . Pandewan PN 
had not previously been visited , but Sook KU had been included in Smith ' s  data. 
Two tests were conducted in the Takapan language group , the first at Dalit KU , 
and the second at Kerarnatoi KU (+ Section 2 ,  note 10) . The Paluan language was 
represented by a single test at Saga TM. 
The standard Murut test set , including a reference tape from Tagal , Timugon , 
Baukan and Nabay , was used in most cases with the addition of a Sook Murut , 
Takapan or Paluan tape . 
Figure 24 displays the results of intelligibility testing for sook Murut , 
Takapan and Paluan test points. Revised PSC relations (Figure 8 )  and high 
intelligibility scores in the few cases tested within Sook Murut , Takapan and 
Paluan are evidence for reclassifying these languages as dialects of a single 
language . Further cross-testing is needed to determine if these dialects are 
mutually intelligible or if the high scores are a result of language learning . 
REFERENCE S-
TAPES :.: 
+.I 
::l III � H .,-i E-< 
i: 0 I:) �  � +.I � �  III E-< � III Z ::l � III p.. � :::;: 8 �  � 
I:) Ol � � :.: 0 1:) +.1  � � o 0 :::;: � TEST POINTS O U)  H � p.. � E-< �  U) �  E-< �  
PALUAN +97 74 
( Saga TM) (-- ) ( 70) 
TAKAPAN 
(Keramatoi KU) +100 87 
(-- ) ( 69 ) 
( *Dalit KU) 100 +100 
(80) (83) 
SOaK MURUT 
(Sook KU) 96 +100 90 
( 79 ) ( -- ) ( 74) 
( *Pandewan PN) 80 +90 73 
� I:) :.: 
� S- � 0 III +.I :.: � 0 III � � � �  .-f >< III � �  � 'O  � ;2  � �  al �  al �  Z �  
76 89 
(68) (66) 
78 96 
( 71) (71 ) 
76 
85 98 
( 75) ( 76) ( 75 ) 
65 
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Z p.. 
I:) -� :.: al III - - I'l P. .,-i � .� � H t!l Ol � � � :.: E-< �  E-< �  
93 75 
( 79 ) ( 78) 
96 
( 73) 
96 
96 
( 72 ) (67 ) 
57 
F igure 24 : Takapan , Pal uan and  Sook Murut i ntel l i gi b i l i ty of vari ous Muruti c 
l anguage tapes . (Scores are given as percentages . PSC relations 
are in parentheses . * indicates previously unclassified ; new 
data. + indicates tape used as hometown tape in given test set . ) 
The Timugon reference tape from Entabuan TM was included in the sook Murut 
test sets Sook KU and Pandewan PN , the Takapan test set Keramatoi KU and the 
Paluan test set Saga TM. The PSC relations range 69-71 . Intelligibility scores 
ranged 73-90% . The highest was recorded at Sook KU and the lowest at Pandewan 
PN . It is interesting to note that both of these had been grouped as Sook Murut . 
Pandewan PN represents one geographical extreme of the sook Murut/Takapan/Paluan 
group and Saga TM represents the other , and both of these have intelligibility 
scores consistent with their PSC relations . 
A Sook Murut reference tape from Sook KU was included in the Timugon test 
set at Langsat TM (+ Section 3 . 6 ) . Subjects there averaged 71% which together 
with a 74 PSC relation distinguishes them as separate languages . Timugon intel­
ligibility of Takapan or Paluan was not tested , but there is no evidence to 
question the language distinction here . 
The Baukan reference tape from Kokoroton KN was included in the Takapan test 
sets at Keramatoi KU and Dalit KU and in the sook Murut test set at Sook KU . 
The Baukan reference tape from Tulid KU was included in the Paluan test set at 
Saga TM and the Sook Murut test set at Pandewan PN . No significant difference 
was registered either between reference tapes or language groups . Intelligibility 
ranged 65-85% . The PSC relations ranged 68-76 .  As in the case of the Timugon 
reference tape , the highest score was recorded at Sook KU and the lowest at 
Pandewan PN , both grouped as Sook Murut villages . 
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Considering the proximity of Baukan villages to Sook KU , the relatively 
high intelligibility is understandable . In fact , the 85% intelligibility score 
together with the 75 PSC relation would allow them to be grouped as representing 
dialects of one language . However , Sook Murut is better grouped together with 
Takapan and Paluan , both on the basis of PSC relations and intelligibility 
scores . Takapan , Paluan and Baukan languages share PSC relations as remote as 
68-76 PSC and intelligibility scores of only 76-78% . Taken altogether it is not 
plausible to include Sook Murut and Baukan in one language . Baukan speakers ' 
intelligibility of Sook Murut!Takapan!Paluan still needs to be tested to more 
fully understand how far intelligibility extends from the point of Baukan . 
The Nabay reference tape from Kadalakan KU was used at the Sook Murut test 
point Sook KU , the Takapan test point Keramatoi KU and the Paluan test point 
Saga TM. The intelligibility scores ranging 89-98% are very high compared to 
the relations of 66-75 PSC . The scores may be adjusted down somewhat due to the 
redundancy of the tape (Figure 11) , but the scores still show appreciable intel­
ligibility . Because of the low PSC relations and the lack of intelligibility 
results showing Nabay speakers ' comprehension of Paluan , no redefinement of the 
classification between the two will be attempted. 
Tagal ' A ' and Tagal ' B '  reference tapes were used at several Sook Murut , 
Takapan and Paluan test points . The Tagal ' A '  tape from Ansip KU was included 
in the Sook KU , Keramatoi KU , Dalit KU and Saga TM test points. Scores ranged 
93-96% compared to PSC relations of 72-79 . The Tagal ' B '  tape from Kg Lima PN 
was used in Pandewan PN and Saga TM. Intelligibility averaged 51% and 75% res­
pectively . The PSC relations , using Sook KU to represent Pandewan PN , were 67 
PSC and 78 PSC . 
The Takapan reference tape from Keramatoi Laut KU was included in the Tagal 
' A '  test sets at Kg Empat PN and Sapulut PN (Figure 25 ) . Intelligibility scores 
were only 49% and 63% respectively . The Sapulut PN sample has 72 PSC . The same 
tape was included in the Tagal ' B '  test set at Maligan SG. Intelligibility 
registered there was only 59% which is comparable to the 62 PSC . 
Important in this testing are the high intelligibility scores received by 
Sook Murut!Takapan!Paluan on Tagal 'A ' stories and the lack of significant intel­
ligibility shown on the Tagal ' B '  story as well as the lack of Tagal ' A ' and 
Tagal ' B '  intelligibility of Takapan . This indicates the influence of Tagal ' A '  
but fails to demonstrate linguistic affinity between Tagal dialects and sook 
Murut!Takapan/Paluan . No redefinement of the classification of this relation­
ship is offered at this time , but future intelligibility testing of Tagal by 
Sook Murut and Paluan may show the need for it. 
Using the above data, the three groups labelled in Smith as Sook Murut , 
Takapan and Paluan are considered to represent a single language since high 
intelligibility among them was shown in every case tested . The PSC relations 
give a fair indication of the relative intelligibility between these three 
dialects and any other dialect . 
The Timugon and Baukan dialects are ruled out as possible members of the 
same language as Sook Murut , Takapan and Paluan . Tagal ' B '  is also ruled out . 
However ,  Tagal ' A '  seems to be understood very well , though intelligibility is 
not mutual in the case of Takapan . For that reason , it should not be considered 
a member of the same language as Sook Murut , Takapan and Paluan . The Nabay 
dialect may be candidate as a member of the same language group but Nabay intel­
ligibility of Sook Murut , Takapan and Paluan has not yet been tested and is thus 
left as belonging to a separate language . Nabay appears to be an important dia­
lect in the area, so language learning by the other dialects is not surprising . 
3 . 9  Tagal test poi nts 
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Seven test points were chosen for the Tagal intelligibility testing , four 
in Pensiangan District and one each in Keningau , Tenom and Sipitang districts . 
The major motivation for testing in the Tagal language was to determine intel­
ligibility between the two dialects of Tagal as well as to investigate compre­
hension within each dialect . The Tagal ' A '  test points included Kg Empat PN , 
Pensiangan PN and Sapulut PN . Tagal ' B '  test points consisted of Kg Lima PN , 
Kuala Biah KU , Maligan SG and Tomani TM . The testing included both Tagal and 
non-Tagal Murutic reference tapes . 
3 . 9 . 1 I ntel l i gi b i l i ty wi th i n  the  Tagal l anguage 
Figure 25  displays the results of the intelligibility testing within the 
Tagal language . The Tagal ' A '  reference tape from Sapulut PN was included in 
the Tagal ' A ' test set at Kg Empat PN. The tape from Pensiangan PN was included 
in the Kg Empat PN and Sapulut PN test sets . The Ansip KU reference tape was 
included in the Pensiangan PN test set . The results showed intelligibility of 
88-93% . This is slightly higher than the 84-89 PSC relations . None of the 
subjects ' individual scores were below 70% . 
TAGAL ' A ' TAGAL ' B '  
REFERENCE 
TAPES 
Z 
p. 
Z 
� Z � P. P. E-o O"l :::l � 
� � III � ;:l S .-i ·ri 0.. ·ri 'C1 ;:l Ul ·ri H s:: 0.. s:: Ul 
TEST POINTS III <V !il O"l 61 
.x: -
H .x: � .x: 
E-o 
-
o:l 
H 
t5 .x: 
E-o 
F i gure 25 : 
til P. � -Ie 
*Kg Empat PN 88 91  7 8  7 9  
( - - ) ( -- )  (-- ) (-- ) 
Sapulut PN 90 69  
(89)  ( 77 )  
Pensiangan PN 9 3  80 80 
( 8 4 )  ( 80)  (-- ) 
Kg Lima PN 87 81 
( 80 )  ( -- )  
Kuala Biah KU 99 
( 82 ) 
Maligan SG 89 93  
(74 )  (-- ) 
Tomani TM 86 72 
(70 )  ( 76 )  
-- - --
Tagal ' A '  and Tagal  
tapes . ( Scores are 
are in parentheses . 
new data . ) 
' B '  i ntel l i g i bi l i ty of Tagal  reference 
given as percentages . PSC relations 
* indicates previously unclassified; 
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The Tagal ' B '  reference tape from Kg Lima PN was included in the Tagal ' B '  
test set at Tomani TM while the Rundurn TM reference tape was used at both Kg 
Lima PN and Maligan SG. The four Tagal ' B '  test points registered scores ranging 
72-93% intelligibility compared to relations of 74-85 PSC within the dialect . 
The Tagal ' B '  reference tape from Kg Lima PN was included in each of the 
Tagal ' A '  test sets , while the Rundurn TM reference tape was included only in the 
Kg Empat PN and pensiangan PN test sets . Intelligibility scores ranged 69-80% 
for Kg Lima PN and 79-80% for Rundurn TM. This compares with relations between 
these same Tagal samples of 77-80 PSC. Since no significant difference was 
registered one may conclude that Tagal ' A '  only marginally understands Tagal ' B '  
and a dialect division between the two best reflects the data. 
Tagal ' B '  intelligibility of Tagal ' A ' reflects something different , however. 
The Tagal ' A '  reference tape from Sapulut PN was used at the Tagal ' B '  village 
Tomani TM; the Pensiangan PN tape was used at both Kg Lima PN and Maligan SG ; 
and the Ansip KU tape was used at Kuala Biah KU . Intelligibility of Tagal ' A ' 
by these four test corpora ranged 86-99% . This compares with 70-82 PSC relations 
for the same samples. The very high score of 99% which was registered at Kuala 
Biah KU using the Ansip KU tape may be due either to their proximity to one 
another and the fact that they are both migrant Tagal villages in a Nabay and 
Paluan area or that Kuala Biah ' s  speech is actually closer to Tagal ' A ' . Other­
wise , the scores ranged 86-89% , still high enough to conclude that intelligibil­
ity of Tagal ' A ' by Tagal ' B '  villages is good , but as mentioned above , the 
intelligibility of Tagal ' B '  by Tagal ' A '  speakers is only marginal . 
3 . 9 . 2  I ntel l i g i bi l i ty between Tagal and  non-Tagal  Muruti c l anguages 
Figure 26 displays Tagal ' A '  and Tagal ' B '  understanding of Takapan , 
Timugon , Baukan and Nabay . 
Figure 27 displays the cross-testing results with these languages . 
Tagal test subjects showed intelligibility testing results with the 
Takapan reference tape which were comparable with or lower than respective PSC 
relations . However ,  in cross-testing , Takapan test subjects showed an average 
intelligibility of 96% , which is much higher than their PSC relation of 7 3 .  
Based on the dominance of the Tagal language in the Murutic areas o f Sabah it 
is likely that Takapan speakers have learned the Tagal language . Since intel­
ligibility is not mutual between Tagal and Takapan , the two are still considered 
separate languages . 
The results of Tagal-Timugon testing are similar to or lower than respec­
tive PSC re lations . One aberrant score (88% intelligibility compared with 68 
PSC) was registered at Kuala Biah KU . All of the other scores confirm the 
classification of Tagal as a separate language from Timugon. The one high score 
at Kuala Biah KU could indicate language learning. 
Tagal-Baukan testing in general confirms the classification of these as 
separate language though some language learning on the part of the Tulid KU test 
subjects is evidenced by the higher average score (86%) registered there . 
The results of Tagal-Nabay testing appeared to be quite high in both direc­
tions compared with the PSC relations between them. However ,  except for the one 
high score of 98% by Tagal test subjects at Kuala Biah KU on the Nabay reference 
tape from Kadalakan KU (+ Section 3 . 4) and in the cross-testing , one high score 
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of 90% attained by Dangulad KU test subjects , all of the other scores in the 
Tagal-Nabay testing were either marginal or low enough to maintain the classifi­
cation of the two as separate languages . 
REFERENCE � 
TAPES � 
+l ;:I � � 
III ;: � � ....:I 
Eo< .� I:: I:: 0 I:: 0 ::J III +l III +l � � � 11l  Z ;:I 0 � �  8 {l  � �  � �  .-t >< III ::J +l  � 'O  TEST POINTS :;;: I:: � � � �  H fil � � Eo< �  Eo< �  a:l �  a:l �  Z �  
*Kg Empat PN 49 
(-- ) 
� 
- Sapulut PN 63 74 
....:I ( 7 2 ) (67 ) � 
� Pensiangan PN 7 1 Eo< 
(67 ) 
Kg Lima PN 67 
( 67 ) 
- Kuala Biah KU 88 72 98 a:l 
(68) (69) (66) 
� Maligan SG 59 65 80 t!) 
� ( 62 )  (61 ) (60 ) Eo< 
Tomani TM 76 61 77 
( 65 ) ( 63 ) (65 ) 
F i gure 26 : Tagal  i ntel l i g i b i l i ty of fi ve non-Tagal  Muru t i c  reference 
tapes . ( Scores are given as percentages .  PSC relations 
are given in parentheses . * indicates previously unclas­
sified ; new data . ) 
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� TAPES TEST POINTS 
� Keramatoi KU � Dalit KU Eo! 
Z Langsat TM 
8 
� Entabuan TM H 
Eo! 
� Tulid KU 
� Inarad KN p:) 
Dangulad KU 
� 
� Masak KU Z 
TAGAL TAGAL 
' A ' ' B '  
96-A 
(73 ) 
96-A 
(-- ) 
58-S 43-L 
(71 ) (66) 
47-S 
( 68) 
86-A 
(68) 
74-A 
(71 ) 
90-A 
(69) 
78-A 
( 67 )  
Fi gure 2 7 :  I n tel l i g i b i l i ty testi ng resu l ts at non-Tagal Muruti c test 
poi nts of Tagal reference tapes . (Test results are given 
as percentages . PSC relations are given in parentheses . 
-A indicates the Tagal 'A ' reference tape from Ansip KU 
was used and -S indicates the Tagal ' A ' reference tape from 
Sapulut PN was used in the testing. -L indicates the Tagal 
' B '  tape from Kg Lima PN was used . ) 
3 . 10 Sel ungai Murut test poi nt 
The Selungai PN test point had not been classified by lexicostatistics 
prior to intelligibility testing since no wordlist had been collected. I S  The 
test set included one Tagal ' A '  reference tape , two Tagal ' B '  reference tapes 
and a Takapan tape . 
Figure 28 displays the results of intelligibility testing for the single 
Selungai Murut test point . Since testing was conducted with the presupposition 
that this dialect was " like Sapulut Murut" ,  the Sapulut PN reference tape was 
used as the hometown tape . For this reason , the results of 90% intelligibility 
must be held suspect and do not necessarily represent Selungai Murut speakers ' 
comprehension of Tagal ' A , . I 6 
The Tagal ' B '  reference tapes from Kg Lima PN and Rundum TM were included 
in the testing with the results of 68% and 64% intelligibility respectively . 
This represents a substantially lower degree of intelligibility than on the 
Tagal ' A '  tape , even if the latter is adjusted down due to its use as the home­
town tape to teach procedure . 
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F igure 28 : Sel ungai Murut i n tel l i g i b i l i ty of  four Muruti c reference 
tapes . (Scores are given as percentages . + indicates 
hometown tape . ) 
The final reference tape was from Keramatoi Laut KU representing Takapan . 
The subjects showed only 58% intelligibility , but individual scores ranged 
0-100% . 
The results of the limited intelligibility testing of selungai Murut give 
direction for further research . It is quite evident that the Northern Murut 
languages such as Paluan and other Keningau and Tenom dialects are not closely 
related nor intelligible to the selungai Murut community . Likewise , the Tagal 
' B '  dialect spoken along the Indonesian/Sabah border on the Salalir River is 
not intelligible to them. The Tagal ' A '  dialect as spoken around Sapulut PN 
was the most highly intelligible ,  but it is probable , with further research in 
Indonesia , that other dialects will prove even more closely related to Selungai 
Murut . 
Reference made to Selungai by other Murut in Pensiangan District indicated 
they spoke " Indonesian Murut" .  The Selungai subjects themselves mentioned 
Sembakung KAL as being similar . At the same time they also said "Pensiangan 
Murut" (presumably Smith ' s  Tagal ' A ' ) was only "a little different" . This 
information is from male subjects who have been up and down the river system 
quite extensively , and consequently have a much broader comprehension of the 
various dialects . 
3 . 1 1  Ka l abakan Murut l anguage 
Intelligibility testing of Kalabakan Murut was conducted at Ulu Kalabakan 
TU about two miles upstream from Kalabakan TU . The test set included four 
Murutic reference tapes besides the hometown and national language tapes . 
Figure 2 9  displays the results of intelligibility testing for the single 
Kalabakan Murut test point . 
These test results show clearly that Kalabakan Murut is a distinct language 
from Tagal , Baukan and Nabay . It is very unlikely that testing Kalabakan Murut 
with any other Murutic languages would show higher intelligibility since the PSC 
relations of the samples that were tested show the closest lexicostatistical 
relationships of all the Murutic languages with which it was compared. 
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Fi gure 29 : Ka l abakan Murut i ntel l i g i bi l i ty of four Muruti c reference 
tapes showi ng d i fferent averages between ma l e  and fema l e  
subj ects . ( Scores are given as percentages . PSC relations 
are given in parentheses . ) 
The highest intelligibility that Kalabakan Murut test subjects showed was 
with Serudung Murut of Serudung Baru TU. While the average intelligibility was 
only 60% , male subj ects showed 84% intelligibility . In cross-testing , Serudung 
Baru TU test subjects averaged 91% intelligibility of the Kalabakan Murut refer­
ence tape . This high score does not however give an accurate picture of Serudung 
Murut intelligibility of Kalabakan Murut since the test corpus at Serudung Baru 
TU was made up of only five subjects , four of whom were men. Based on this and 
on the distinctiveness which the test subjects at both places perceived between 
the two languages , Kalabakan Murut will continue to be classified as a separate 
language from Serudung Murut . 
3 . 1 2  Serudung Murut l anguage 
Intelligibility testing was carried out in the Serudung Murut village of 
Serudung Baru TU . The test set consisted of four Murutic reference tapes and 
one Tidong tape. Figure 30 shows the results of the intelligibility testing 
conducted at Serudung Baru TU. 
The Serudung Baru TU subj ect showed a high percentage of intelligibility of 
the Kalabakan Murut reference tape . It was concluded , however ,  that the 91% 
intelligibility score was partly due to the unbalanced ratio of male to female 
subjects and its limited size and that it could not be used to show the average 
level of intelligibility . The nine Kalabakan Murut subjects averaged only 60% 
intelligibility on the Serudung Baru TU reference tape , confirming the classifi­
cation based on the lexical relation of 70 PSC which placed them in separate 
language families (� Section 3 . 11) . 
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Fi gure 30 : Serudung Murut i ntel l i g i b i l i ty of  four Muruti c reference 
tapes and one Ti dong reference tape . (Scores are given 
as percentages .  PSC relations are in parentheses . ) 
All of the other test results show clearly that Serudung Murut represents 
a separate language from Tagal , Baukan , Nabay and Tidong. The only cross­
testing of these was at the Tidong village of Indarasabak TU . The 20% intel­
ligibility score registered there confirms the lexical classification of these 
two languages as belonging to separate language families (+ Tidong) . 
4 .  PROPOSED D IALECT CLASS I F I CAT ION 
The SIL survey and dialect intelligibility testing have cleared up many 
questions as to grouping the Murutic people by language . However , other factors 
were brought to bear on the classification conclusions presented in this section . 
Previous classifications made by or.her researchers are seriously considered . 
Also much information was gathered from the test subjects and village headmen 
as testing was carried out , and this has been incorporated here . 
Figure 31 identifies and displays the general location of the 2 1  dialects 
discussed in this section . Eight dialects , including Gana, Beaufort Murut , 
Timugon , Kolod , Selungai Murut , Sembakung Murut, Kalabakan Murut and Serudung 
Murut , are sufficiently different from one another and the other dialects to 
represent separate languages . Apin-Apin Kuijau , Dusun-Murut , Ambual and Nabay 
are grouped together as four dialects of the single Keningau Murut language . 
Baukan proper and Tengara are two dialects of the Baukan language and Paluan 
proper and Pandewan are two dialects of the Paluan language . Pensiangan Murut , 
Salalir , Rundum Murut , Tomani Sumambu and Maligan Tagal are grouped together to 
form the single language Sumambu/Tagal . Figure 32 presents the classification 
into 12 languages of the 2 1  dialects distinguished in this section . 
The classification of the Murutic dialects as grouped into 16 Northern 
Murut dialects 1 7  and five eastern Murutic dialects has not been emphasised here 
since the latter is a term of convenience and it is not known whether any real 
linguistic features are present that would distinguish them as a whole from the 
Northern Murut languages , or whether they have any closer linguistic relation­
ship to each other than to the Northern Murut dialects . The results of 
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intelligibility testing between Northern Murut and eastern Murutic languages 
are found in Sections 10- 12 . 
GANA ---------------�� 
APIN-APIN KUIJAU --­
DUSUN-MURUT ---------� 
AMBUAL 
NABAY 
TIMUGON ------------- r---
BEAUFORT MURUT ----­
BAUKAN 
TENGARA ----------
PALUAN ------------r---------� 
PANDEWAN MURUT -----
PENSIANGAN MURUT ---
SALALIR ------------1---____ 
RUNDUM MURUT ------ �----------�3W 
TOMANI SUMAMBU ----­
MALIGAN TAGAL -----
KOLOD -------------�==��������������'f 
SELUNGAI MURUT -----� 
SEMBAKUNG MURUT ---­
KALABAKAN MURUT ---­
SERUDUNG MURUT ----- languages 
F i gure 32 : C l ass i fi ca t i on of  d i al ects and l anguages i n  the Muruti c 
l anguage fami ly  based on the comb i n ed factors of l exi co­
stati sti ca l  analysi s ,  i ntel l i g i b i l i ty testi ng , previ ous 
research and i n formati on from vi l l ages tested 
4 . 1 Gana l anguage 
MURUTIC 
LANGUAGE 
FAMILY 
This language group traditionally inhabits the valley west of the Pegalan 
River to the north of Keningau township. Much of the same area is now shared 
with Kuijau speakers (Figure 3 3 ;  � Kuijau) . A conservative estimate places the 
present popUlation between 1000 and 1200 first-language speakers , l S  although 
this is difficult to assess in light of the linguistic complexities around 
Keningau . 
The ethnonyrn ' Gana ' (also Ganaq) means lowland or plain and refers to 
plains-dwellers . It has been applied by Gana speakers themselves as well as by 
surrounding wroups . Another ethnonyrn used by Prentice ( 1970)  is ' Minansut ' 
(� Kuij au) . 1 Generally, it is supposed that others have simply considered them 
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F i gure 33 : Gana l anguage map s howing  the two test pOi nts , the sources of the s i x  reference tapes 
and the genera l  l ocat i on of Gana s peakers 
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part of the group labelled ' Keningau Murut ' ,  ' Nabay ' and ' Kuij au ' (and according 
to Prentice , ' Kuliow ' , ' Kuriow ' and ' Keningau Dusun ' ) .  
That Prentice classified ' Minansut ' as a Dusun language while Smith classi­
fies ' Gana ' as "borderline" Murut emphasises the uncertainty of this classifica­
tion . The practical mutual intelligibility between Gana and Kuijau ( a Dusun 
language ) speakers would argue for classifying them as one group . The distinc­
tiveness of these two is established on a lexicostatistical basis , but widespread 
bilingualism is evident . The confusing mixture of languages in a limited area 
of Keningau District and numerous examples of bilingualism disqualify intelligi­
bility testing as a means of clarifying classification distinctions in this case . 
Indepth fieldwork involving comparison of the grammatical systems of these lan­
guages as well as a thorough sociolinguistic survey of this area will be neces­
sary to arrive at definite classification conclusions . 
4 . 2  Keni ngau Murut l anguage 
This designation is used by Baboneau ( 19 2 2 )  and Rutter ( 1929)  and is adopted 
here to collectively describe several dialects in the Keningau township area , 
including Apin-Apin Kuij au , Dusun-Murut , Arnbual and Nabay . Because of the 
consistent differences in test scores and the use of different ethnonyms , Arnbual 
spoken in Arnbual KU is considered here as a separate dialect from Dusun-Murut as 
spoken in Liau Laut KU (Section 3 . 3 ) . A high degree of intelligibility of the 
Nabay dialect was found in the case of two dialects but the Dusun-Murut dialect 
did not demonstrate this .  It is grouped with Keningau Murut , though , because of 
its close lexical relations ( 84-85 PSC) . There is no evidence for distinguishing 
any of these four groups above the dialect level . 
The whole language group probably numbers around 4pOO-5pOO speakers . Figure 
34 shows the general location of the four dialects of the Keningau Murut language . 
Baboneau ( 1922 )  has an extensive vocabulary gleaned from "various Keningau 
Muruts" listing nearly 1,800 items , sometimes from several dialects . 2 0 Rutter 
( 1929)  has a list of 185 items from "Keningau Murut" . 2 1 Prentice included a 
phonological and grammatical outline of Nabay with the Timugon grammar ( 19 7 1 : 
2 79-282 ) . Besides these and Cohen ( 1981)  no other linguistic data was noted. 
4 . 2 . 1 Api n-Ap i n  Ku i jau d i al ect 
In light of the revised PSC relations which show Apin-Apin KU lexically 
more closely related to Dusun-Murut and Nabay samples (Figure 6 ) , this language 
group is included in the Keningau Murut language . Apin-Apin KU is situated on 
the river known by the same name , a western tributary of the Pegalan River . It 
lies at the foothills of the Crocker Range to the west and the witti Range 
further east , about 12 miles north-east of Keningau KU (Figure 34) . About one­
fourth of the population speaks this dialect , the rest are mostly Dusun or Kuijau 
speakers . Their present po�ulation is estimated to be about 200 and may be 
restricted to a clan unit. 2 
Very little is known about the actual . origin of this language group. 
Although Smith classified it as Murutic lexicostatistically , he hypothesised 
that its historical roots are Dusunic . I f so , prolonged contact of Tarnbunan 
Dusuns with Keningau Muruts may have introduced language change or assimilation 
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sufficient that they are now considered more Murutic than Dusunic (Smith ,  
in this volume) . On the other hand , its roots may b e Murutic with the influence 
for change coming from the Dusunic groups . 2 3 
In the data collected for this survey the subjects themselves variously 
called their language ' Dusun ' , ' Murut ' ,  ' Sinimbitan ' , ' Koroyau ' ,  ' Kadazan ' , 
' Kuijau ' and ' Kadazan-Murut ' .  Obviously the speakers perceive their language 
as an aberrant form of either Dusun to the north or Murut to the south. The 
term ' Kuij au ' is probably used to refer to any ' mixed ' or less well defined 
language such as Gana , Kuijau, Dusun-Murut and the Apin-Apin Kuijau dialect. 
There does not seem to be a common autonym in use . 
Apin-Apin Kuijau speakers ' breadth of bilingualism is evidenced in the 
significant intelligibility results shown not only of Nabay but of Tagal and 
Kuij au as well . 
The relationship of Apin-Apin Kuij au to Dusun on one hand and Murut on the 
other , together with Gana , Kuijau and Dusun-Murut , form the crux of one of 
Cohen ' s  ( 1981)  major theses . Other than that there is no clear reference to 
this language group in the literature already published , except possibly in 
Ride ' s  ( 19 34 )  chart as adapted in Appell ( 1968 : 269) . 
4 . 2 . 2  Dusun-Murut di al ect 
The Dusun-Murut dialect group of Keningau Murut inhabits the Pegalan Valley 
east of the river and north-east of Keningau township between the Mailo and 
Ambual tributaries. It is closely related to the Ambual dialect spoken just 
south along the Pegalan River. Liau Laut KU and Sodomon KU represent this 
group . 2 4 
Dusun-Murut probably has its roots in a common language with Nabay and 
Ambual ,  but its origin is uncertain . Their extended contact with Tambunan 
Dusuns who have penetrated the area for the past 50 years may have inhibited 
their intelligibility of Nabay and may be influencing them away from the main 
Keningau Murut speech forms . 
The population of this language group is estimated to be less than �OO 
people . Admittedly , this group is not easily delimited linguistically due to 
the gradual merging with Ambual and Nabay villages , and the actual population 
may be considerably less and very local . 
Other than Cohen ( 1981 ) no other published materials have been found which 
specifically isolate this group from the other Keningau Murut groups . They 
themselves used terms such as ' Dusun ' , ' Dusun-Murut ' ,  ' Kuijau ' and ' Murut ' , 
none serving as a real autonym. 
It has been suggested (Section 3 . 3 ) that Dusun-Murut could be a dialect of 
a separate ' Nabay ' language , but until further testing is conducted to determine 
whether this group shows intelligibility of Ambual and Apin-Apin Kuijau or 
whether those dialects and Nabay can understand Dusun-Murut it must be consid­
ered a closely related dialect with the other Keningau Murut dialects . 
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4 . 2 . 3  Ambual d i a l ect 
The Ambual dialect of Keningau Murut is spoken along the Ambual tributary 
of the pegalan River and south possibly as far as Tuarid Taud KU . It shares a 
very close relation with Dusun-Murut to the north and Nabay to the south and 
west of the Pegalan . Nothing definite is known of the origins of the Ambual 
community but it is probable that they share historical roots with the Nabay and 
Dusun-Murut community . 
Their present population is estimated to be between �OO and �OO if Tuarid 
Taud KU is considered part of this group. But it is possible that that village 
belongs better with Nabay villages as Smith so classified it and thus the Ambual 
speakers would number less than 500 . 
The ethnonym ' Tambual ' was applied by Dusun-Murut speakers . Residents of 
Ambual KU simply called themselves and their language ' Murut ' or ' Murut Ambual ' .  
Lexically this dialect is most closely related to Dusun-Murut , but it is 
also closely related to Nabay and has demonstrated high intelligibility of that 
dialect . 
As far as is known , this group has never been isolated in the literature 
except by Cohen ( 1981 ) . He referred to the language as Ambual and grouped it 
with Nabay and Baukan villages as ' Northern Murut ' in his very local study of 
Keningau District . 
4 . 2 . 4  Nabay d i al ect 
The Nabay dialect of Keningau Murut is spoken along the Pegalan River valley 
and its west bank tributaries just south-west of the Ambual dialect area from 
Tuarid Taud KU to Banjar KU . Interspersed among the traditional Nabay areas are 
Kuijau , Tambunan Dusun and , it is said , Bajau villages . 
The present population is estimated to be between 4000 and 4000 , depending 
mostly on how the villages are actually divided between Dusun-Murut , Ambual 
and Nabay . 2 5 
The ethnonyms recorded are ' Nabay ' (also Nabai and Nebee ) , ' Dabay ' (also 
Dabai and Dabi) and ' Rabay ' ( also Rabai) .  These are also used locally as auto­
nyms . Prentice ( 1970 ; 1972 ) also suggests that some are referring to this group 
when they speak of Gana. 
Lexically Nabay is the most central of all the Central Murut dialects which 
includes the dialects of Keningau Murut as well as Timugon and Baukan and shares 
a high percentage of lexical items with each . But Nabay speakers ' average per­
centage of intelligibility of the stories from the latter two languages was 
actually lower than the PSC relations between them. Nabay was found to be a 
widely understood dialect throughout the Murut-speaking areas , though it does 
not serve as a trade language . It groups together with Apin-Apin Kuijau , Dusun­
Murut and Ambual more on the basis of lexical relations and the statements by 
the speakers themselves than because of intelligibility testing , since only 
limited testing was actually conducted . 
4 . 3  Beaufort Murut l anguage 
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The Beaufort Murut language is spoken in several settlements found in 
Beaufort District along the Padas River from 5aliwangan BT south-east of Beaufort 
township to Malalugus BT j ust west of Beaufort BT . Another group of villages i s  
located about ten miles south-west of Beaufort along the Bukau River2 6  (Figure 
35) • 
Informants could not explain their historical origin but they do recognise 
a closer l inguistic affinity with the Timugon Murut community than with other 
Murutic peoples . It is possible they moved down the Padas River from Tenom 
District , but not within the recent past . The areas they now inhabit are sur­
rounded by Bisaya and Kedayan speakers . 
The Beaufort Murut language is spoken by an estimated �OO to �700 people . 
Those at Bukau BT referred to themselves as ' 5andiwar ' while in Malalugus BT 
only the term ' Murut ' was recorded.  The name ' 5andiwar ' ( also 5andewar) ,  means 
outside and was applied by the Murut around Jimpanga BT and Beaufort BT to those 
who lived outside , or above the Penotal Gorge on the Padas River , a description 
which better fits the Tenom Timugon . The Timugon in turn called the Jimpanga 
BT Muruts u l un dabugus or ' Dabugus ' ,  which means people toward the sea. This 
was also applied to the Bisaya and Brunei in the same area (Woolley 1962 : 2 ) . 
Crespigny ( 1872) referred to one or both of the Beaufort Murut groups as ' Lower 
Murut ' or ' Murut Padass ' .  They are often incorrectly referred to as ' Bisaya ' 
by the local people ,  probably due to their proximity to Bisaya village s .  
The 5andiwar subgroup o f  Beaufort Murut found along the Bukau River has 
been classified by Prentice ( 1970) as a subdialect of Timugon called ' Bukou ' . 
The Dabugus settlements further north were labelled by Prentice as speaking the 
subdialect ' Bintaq ' . These he grouped together with two subdialects of Tenom 
Timugon . Prentice further suggested that crespigny ' s  ( 1872) ' Murut Padass ' 
wordlist was collected in the Bintaq subdialect of Beaufort Murut . 2 7  He included 
a brief comparison and outline of the phonology and morphology of the Beaufort 
Murut groups in his Timugon grammar ( 1971 : 276-279) . 
According to the lexical percentages both the Sandiwar and Dabugus word­
lists relate closely enough to one another to be considered members of the same 
dialect , but may indeed represent subdialects . Mutual intelligibility between 
them was not checked . Both samples are slightly more remote in relation to the 
Timugon wordlists . This was verified by intelligibility testing with Sandiwar . 
Although both Beaufort Murut groups are lexically close to Tenom Timugon 
( *81 PSC) , they are quite far removed from other Murutic groups ( * 55-74 PSC) , 
due somewhat to borrowing from the Bisaya around them. Whereas historically 
Beaufort Murut may have roots in the Timugon language , it is now sufficiently 
different lexically to be considered a distinct language . 
4 . 4  Ti mugon l anguage 
The Timugon community is concentrated in their traditional area along the 
Padas River from Melalap TM as far south as Batu TM ( Figure 36) . 2 8  The most 
anyone could relate about their origins was that the Timugon have always inhab­
ited this region of the Padas River valley ( c f .  Woolley 1962 : 1 ) . The area i s  
traditionally shared with Paluan speakers and now with migrant Dusun groups from 
Tarnbunan , Salalir groups from Pensiangan , Kolod and Lurnbis people from Kalimantan, 
and Javanese and Ban j ar immigrants from other Indonesian islands . 
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The present population of this language community is estimated to be 6000 
to 7000 . 
No dialect-level distinctions were noted in this research , but the two sub­
dialects delimited by Prentice ( 19 70 : 380) and also recognised by the local 
Timugon themselves , are very probable . This includes the ' Kapagalan ' group 
located on the west bank of the Padas River near Melalap TM and the ' Poros ' who 
inhabit both s ides of the river from Tuan TM and Makaniton TM as far south as 
Batu TM. 
The ethnonym ' Timugon ' ( also Temogun , Timogon , Timugan , Timogun , Timigun 
and Timugun) means the people of the river from t i mu g  river and u l un peop le .  
To many , this group is simply known a s  ' Tenom Murut ' .  
The Timugon language represents a distinct language from the Beaufort Murut 
language . Though individuals from both language communities show marginal to 
high intelligibility of the other ' s  language , the communities as a whole do not 
demonstrate mutual intelligibility . Still , Beaufort Murut shares by far more 
lexical s imilarity with Timugon than with any other dialect . The Timugon lan­
guage is also considered distinct from both Keningau Murut and Baukan , as was 
demonstrated through intelligibility testing. 
All of Prentice ' s  Murut studies mentioned above (+ Section 0 . 5 )  centre 
around this language , and more specifically around the Poros subtribe . Rutter 
( 1929)  incorporates a ' Tenom Murut ' wordlist consisting of 185 items which 
accoro1ng to Prentice is probably from the Kapagalan dialect. 2 9  Clayre ( 1970)  
uses some of Prentice ' s  ( 1965)  data to highlight her discussion of focus . 
4 . 5 Baukan l anguage 
The generic term ' Baukan ' is applied specifically to only one of the two 
dialects of the language . The other is called Tengara . These groups are found 
along the upper Sook River in Keningau District and around the headwaters of the 
Kinabatangan River in Kinabatangan District ( Figure 3 7 ) . The present population 
of this language group is estimated to be 1500-1800 , the greatest number of whom 
speak the Baukan proper dialect . 
The dialect division must be seen as tentative until further research is 
conducted . The true relation between these two dialects is not known . Obvious 
differences exist , however ,  as is seen in the different lexicons and the speech 
intonation . Still , intelligibility varied from very high in Tulid KU to minimal 
and low in the other two Baukan language villages . Due to the acknowledged 
differences and the ambiguity , Baukan proper and Tengara are considered separate 
dialects . 
4 . 5 . 1 Baukan d i a l ect 
The Baukan proper dialect of the Baukan language is spoken along the upper 
reaches of the Sook River in Keningau . 3 o  Speakers are known by others as well 
as themselves as ' Baukan ' ( also Baokan , Bokan , Boken , Bokun , Bukun , Bokon , 
Ulun-no-Bokon and Ulun-no-Bokan) . 
Linguistically Baukan shares its highest lexical relation with Tengara , the 
other dialect of the Baukan language , and Nabay . However ,  mutual intelligibility 
was slightly higher between Baukan and Tengara than between Baukan and Nabay . 
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Baukan sub jects also showed high intelligibility of Taga l .  But a relatively 
low score was recorded on the Timugon story . 
Some research has been done among the Baukan groups including a word1ist 
of natural history collected in Pauh KU and Tiong KU ( Keith 1936) , along with 
some anthropological notes on taboo ( 1936)  and a folktale ( 1936 ) . Prentice 
( 1971 : 282-285)  included an outline of the Baukan dialect phonology and morphol­
ogy in his T imugon grammar and Cohen ( 1981)  included a single Baukan word1ist 
in his study of Keningau District dialects . 
The Baukan dialect as spoken in Kokoroton KN on the Labau River i s  no longer 
found in a concentrated area , but is spoken by a few famil ies in the upper 
Kinabatangan area , some of whom now live in Masaum KN . 3 1  This area was included 
by Keith ( 1936) as part of the Baukan language and is included here on the basis 
of lexical relations and limited intelligibi lity testing . 
The exact origin of this group is not known . However ,  in Kokoroton KN the 
SIL researchers were told they originally lived further upriver between P ingas 
KN and Lanas KU but were asked to move by the government 150 ( ? )  years ago . 
According to one tradition this group itself used to make up a very large popu­
lation but most died off because of an epidemic a long time ago. It is estimated 
that now less than 50 speakers of this particular subdia1ect are left. 
Thi s  community used no autonym other than ' Murut ' , nor did the other groups 
in the area know what to call them i f  not o rang p i n g a s  people from Pingas . For 
convenience they have been referred to as ' Kinabatangan Murut ' ,  together with 
the Tengara Muruts .  As noted above , Keith re ferred to Muruts in this area as 
' Baukan ' while others have considered them ' Tengara ' ,  though they themselves do 
not use this as an ethnonym. The local people generally think of the Muruts 
from Kokoroton KN as more closely related to the Keningau Muruts than to the 
Tengara of Inarad KN . Based on this and limited data the Tulid KU test point 
has been tentative ly c lassified as belonging to this Baukan proper dialect (� 
Section 3 . 5 ) . 
4 . 5 . 2  Tengara di al ect 
The Tengara dialect is found along the Inarad River , a tributary of the 
Kinabatangan/Milian River.  One other village located on the Kuamut River was 
mentioned by several people , but it is no longer in existence ( Figure 3 7 ) . 3 2  
Others have called the Murut people at Kalabakan TU ' Tengara ' .  While several 
Inarad KN Murut seemed to think their language was very similar to the Tawau 
District Murut , SIL research showed that this is not a close relationship , nor 
did the Kalabakan Murut mention any connection . The two groups certainly cannot 
now be considered members of the same language , let alone the same dialect . 
Population figures are not known , but S IL researchers were told that about 
150 families lived in Inarad KN and another two or three households from Lenod 
KN along the Kuamut River now live in Kuamut KN . A recent estimate by the 
Native Chief was about 3 50 residents in Inarad KN and about three families in 
Pinangah KN besides those around Kuamut KN . 
Their origins are unknown . Earlier references to this group are sketchy , 
but Keith ( 19 81 )  gives an interesting account of one incident in their history 
which dates back as far as 1890 and in which she connects Tengara with the Kuamut 
River and Kalabakan TU Murut. The ethnonym ' Tengara ' (also Tungara , Tingara , 
Tenggaraq , Tanggaraq , Tenggara and Tengara ' ) , is applied to them by the Upper 
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Kinabatangan groups such as the Kolobuan and the Makiang . They usually refer 
to themselves as simply ' Murut ' .  
Aside from the other Baukan dialect , Tengara shares the greatest number of 
lexical items with the Paluan language and the Kalabakan Murut . The Tengara 
test subj ects showed the highest intelligibility of the Kokoroton KN story , 
while the limited intelligibility of the other Baukan story from Tulid KU as 
well as stories in Nabay , Timugon and Tagal was about the same . Neither Tidong 
Kalabakan Murut nor Serudung Murut speakers demonstrated any significant intel­
libility of Tengara. 
Though the Tengara are frequently mentioned in the literature , the only 
linguistic data for this group is Rutter ' s  ( 1929)  ' Tengara ' wordlist 3 3  and 
Hurlbut and Pekkanen ' s  (to appear) study of the Upper Kinabatangan River lan­
guages (+ Section 3 . 5 ,  note 12) . 
4 . 6  Pa l uan l anguage 
The Paluan l anguage is spoken from the area around Tenom township east over 
southern Keningau District and as far south as the Talankai River in Pensiangan 
District . There has been movement within these boundaries recently but the 
general area seems to be the Paluan community ' s  traditional habitat ( Figure 38) . 
Intelligibility test results show high mutual intelligibility among the 
few villages tested , except Pandewan PN , so it was decided to consider Pandewan 
a separate dialect and to group the four other villages under one Paluan proper 
dialect (+ Section 3. 8). Speakers of the Paluan language recognised a different 
set of villages for speakers of the dialect used at Pandewan PN . Also the 
intelligibility test scores were consistently lower at Pandewan PN than the 
other four village s .  Though only two dialect-level divisions are noted i n  this 
classification , Paluan proper and Pandewan Murut , differences are also noted 
lexically between Dalit Murut and Sook Murut and Prentice ( 1970)  lists the Paluan 
communities just east of the Tenom plain around Saga TM as a separate subdialect . 
Lexical differences are also recorded between the Dalit KU and Keramatoi Laut KU 
l ists suggesting differences along each river . Thus grouping the four villages 
under one Paluan proper dialect must be seen as tentative until further research 
is conducted . 
There are varying degrees of mutual intelligibility between the different 
Paluan areas as well as with their Sumambu/Tagal and Keningau Murut neighbours , 
but the two dialects discussed here are a fair representation of the divisions 
on the dialect level of this language . 
4 . 6 . 1 Pal uan d i al ect 
The Paluan proper dialect as isolated here is found along some tributaries 
of the Padas River around Tenom township east over southern Keningau District 
along the Dalit and Keramatoi Rivers as well as the lower Sook River valley and 
south around the headwaters of the Talankai River in Pensiangan District ( Figure 
38) . 3 4 This dialect is estimated to consist of about �00-5�00 speakers at 
present. 
Other ethnonyms and nomenclature applied to this group besides ' Paluan ' 
( also Peluan) are ' Dalit Murut ' ,  ' Sook Murut ' and ' Takapan ' .  Prentice ( 1972)  
also noted the terms ' Makaheeliga ' and ' Makialiga ' .  
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Lexically the Paluan dialect is midway between the dialects o f  the Sumarnbu/ 
Tagal language to the south and those of ' Central Murut ' to the north . Geograph­
ically they act as a buffer between these same two groups . Paluan sub j ects 
demonstrated high intelligibility of both Nabay and Pensiangan Murut stories .  
Their overall intelligibility o f  Timugon and Baukan stories was lower .  Timugon 
subj ects did not register appreciable intelligibility of this dialect . 
Rutter ( 19 29 )  included a 186- item wordlist of the ' Peluan Murut ' dialect 3 5 
and Woolley ( 1927 ; 1928) published three Paluan songs from Dalit KU and he also 
collected another which is produced in Rutter ' s  ( 1929)  volume . Prentice ( 19 7 1 )  
identifies the English-Murut phrase book ( 1964) a s  belonging t o  this dialect . 
Lees ( 1966) made comparison with Paluan and Tagal in her brief orthography study . 
Cohen ( 1981)  used four wordlists from this dialect in his study which showed 
Keramatoi Laut KU and Dalit KU more c losely related to one another than to e ither 
Sook KU or Nabawan KU . This follows their geographical position as wel l .  
4 . 6 . 2  Pandewan Murut 
The Pandewan Murut dialect is found strictly in Pensiangan District along 
the Nabawan , Pamentarian and Mesopo Rivers , as far downstream as Matiku PN , 
about seven miles north of Sapulut PN (Figure 3 8 )  . 3 6  It i s  estimated that the 
Pandewan Murut dialect consists of �OO- �OO speakers . They claim to have always 
lived in their present location . 
In Pandewan PN they referred to their language as M u r u t  As l i  original or 
authentic Murut or as ' Pandewan Murut ' ,  but never as Paluan or Tagal . This 
dialect may be partly included in the dialect labelled Sapulut ( al so Sapulot , 
Sepulot and Sipulote) by Prentice , Rutter and others .  
Aside from Paluan , this dialect shares its closest lexical relations with 
Baukan , Nabay , Pensiangan Murut and Timugon , in that order .  However ,  no appreci­
able intelligibility was shown of Baukan , Timugon or Salalir and only marginal 
intelligibility of Paluan . 
4 . 7 Sumambu/Tagal l anguage 
The Sumarnbu/Tagal language consists of a group of interrelated dialects 
which vary sufficiently in some cases to inhibit mutual intelligibility between 
them. It is spoken over the whole south-western region of the Murut area of 
Sabah and down into Kalimantan (Figure 39) . Speakers of this language have 
begun to migrate north into Timugon , Paluan and Nabay areas during the past 50 
years . Other than that , the historical roots of the group as a whole have not 
been traced . 
A fair estimate of the population of the Sumarnbu/Tagal groups as delimited 
here is 13 , 000-14 , 000 , nearly twice the size of any other Murutic group . 
The terms ' Tagal ' and ' Sumarnbu ' have generally been applied when referring 
to this group as a whole with only slight variation . 3 7  Rutter ( 1929 : 34 )  used 
Sumarnbu to refer to Rundum Murut and Sapulut Murut collectively . Other ethno­
nyrns will be handled under the respective dialects below . 
Five dialects are distinguished here , but in a language group such as this 
each river or vicinity varies somewhat from the next. These dialects include 
Pensiangan Murut , Salalir , Rundum Murut , Tomani Sumarnbu and Maligan Tagal . 
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4 . 7 . 1  Pens i angan Murut d i a l ect 
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The Pensiangan Murut dialect of Sumarnbu/Tagal is found along the lower 
reaches of the Sapulut , Talankai and Rundum Rivers , and the Tagul and Sansian 
Rivers , all in Pensiangan Distric t .  There has been a great movement from this 
area to other areas , most recently to the Nabawan Scheme PN near the Keningau/ 
Pensiangan border 3 8  and to a few villages in the central part of Keningau 
District . 3 9  
This dialect represents the largest number o f  Sumarnbu/Tagal speakers . It  
is roughly estimated to consist of 4POO-5POO speakers . 
The ' Pensiangan Murut ' dialect ( also P�ntj angan and Penchangan) is partly 
referred to as ' Sapulut Murut ' ( also Sepulot , Sapulot and Sipulote } . � O  It has 
been called ' Tagal ' ( also Tagul , Tagol and Taggal ) , � l  and ' Lagunan Murut ' .  
Pensiangan Murut is the d ialect most widely understood of the Sumarnbu/Tagal 
language group. Intelligibility testing in thi s  dialect showed they did not 
understand Paluan and Baukan , nor Timugon and Nabay if checked in a non-immigrant 
village . Their intelligibility of the Salalir dialect varied from low to marg­
inal . It was not checked with Tomani Sumarnbu or Maligan Tagal but showed marg­
inal intel l igibility of Rundum Murut . Paluan villages demonstrated intelligi­
bility of Pensiangan Murut , as did some Keningau Murut and Baukan village s ,  
probably due i n  part to language learning . Rutter ( 1929 : 34)  felt Pensiangan 
Murut was closely related to Kalabakan and Serudung Murut , which is not the case . 
Genderen Stort ( 1916)  has a wordlist from this dialect� 2  and Woolley collec­
ted a Murut chant from the Tagul River area which was published in Rutter 1929 . 
Woolley ' s  ( 19 36 )  article describes some of the technical hunting terms from this 
area .  Prentice ( 1971)  mentioned a Murut Catechism ( 1960 ) by the Roman Catholic 
Mission at Keningau . Clayre ' s  ( 1970) discussion of focus in the ' Tolokoson 
dialect ' may apply to Pensiangan Murut as wel l .  Prentice ' s  discussion and out­
line of the phonology and morphology of Highland Murut include this dialect as 
delimited here ( 19 7 1 : 285-300) . Cohen ( 1981) included lists from two migrant 
Pensiangan Murut vi llages in his lexical study . 
4 . 7 . 2  Sal a l i r  d i a l ect 
The Salalir dialect is spoken along the river of the same name near the 
Sabah and Kalimantan border (Figure 39) . Other than the fact that most Salalir 
Murut on the Sabah s ide of the border have mi�rated from there to other areas 
in Pensiangan , Tenom and Sipitang districts , � the origin and population of this 
group are unknown . Because of that extensive exodus from their homelands a more 
thorough survey of possible Salalir villages in the other areas is necessary 
before an accurate assessment can be made of the population . � �  The people of 
the Lumbis KAL area along the Lumbi s  River in Kalimantan are also considered 
part of this group . � 5  
The dialect has been called ' Salalir ' ( al so Sadalir , Sedalir , Selalir and 
Saralir ) . One informant now living at Kg Lima PN used the generic term ' Tagal ' 
but generally speakers s imply called their language ' Murut ' or ' Murut Kabu ' .  
The ' Lumbis ' ( also Alumbis and Loembis)  speakers are usually referred to spec­
i fically by that name . 
Lexically Salalir shares its closest relation with Pensiangan Murut and 
Salalir speakers demonstrated relatively high understanding of that dialect as 
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well as some significant intelligibility of Rundurn Murut . They seem to have no 
trouble understanding Lurnbis 4 6  but they do not understand Timugon wel l .  Other 
dialects had more difficulty understanding Salalir . Both Pensiangan Murut and 
Tomani Surnambu showed low to marginal intelligibility of a Salalir story from Kg 
Lima PN . 
On the basis of PSC relations and Salalir intelligibility of Pensiangan 
Murut there is no reason to distinguish this dialect from Pensiangan Murut . 
However ,  s ince Pensiangan Murut intelligibility of Salalir was low to marginal 
and other researchers have recognised a language level distinction (Prentice 
1971 : 302 ) , a dialect division does not seem too extreme since it presupposes 
some mutual intelligibility. 
4 . 7 . 3  Rundum Murut 
The Rundurn Murut dialect as delimited here extends along the Sungih and 
Kapulu Rivers to the j unction with the Telekosang River and south-east along the 
Rundum River and tributaries . Along the Rundurn River it merges with the 
Pensiangan Murut community ( Figure 39) . This is somewhat broader than Prentice ' s  
( 19 70)  description of the Arundurn subdialect but does not include nearly as 
broad an area as Rutter ( 19 29 )  has described as Rundurn Murut . 
Their origin is unknown although one informant ventured the opinion that 
years ago ( 100?) they carne up from Pensiangan area. There is nothing particu­
larly telling about this view though it is linguistically possible . 
This dialect is considered to be one of the smalle st two dialects of 
Surnarnbu/Tagal but a rough estimate might claim as many as �00- �300 members at 
present.  4 7 
No other ethnonyrn besides ' Rundurn Murut ' ( also Arundurn) is known for this 
group though Clayre ( 1970)  probably includes this when she describes ' Tolokoson ' .  
Others have , of course , used the generic terms ' Murut ' or ' Tagal ' . 
Pensiangan Murut and Salalir speakers showed marginal intelligibility of 
the Rundurn dialect , which confirms the dialect distinction made on the basis of 
lexical re lations . But Maligan Tagal speakers showed high intelligibility of 
Rundurn Murut , though there was a relatively low lexical relation ( *75 PSC) . 
More information is needed before determining whether Maligan Tagal , Tomani 
Surnarnbu and Rundurn Murut should ,  in fact , be grouped more closely than done here . 
Rutter ( 1929)  includes a ' Rundurn Murut ' wordlist but the geographic bound­
aries of the group so designated by him are much wider. 4 8  This list was used by 
Bolang and Harrisson ( 1949) to establish the distinctiveness of Sabah Murut from 
Sarawak Murut . 
4 . 7 . 4  Tomani Sumambu d i a l ect 
The Tomani Surnarnbu dialect is spoken along the Padas River between Kemarnbong 
TM and Tomani TM including villages along the Tomani River and near the upper 
Telekosang River. 4 9 The sizeable ' Tagal ' population shown along the Mengalong 
River valley from around Sindurnin SG eastward may belong to this dialect , or to 
the Maligan dialect.  This area includes at least ten villages and residents of 
others ( Figure 39) . 
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An estimate of the population of this dialect community is difficult since 
many Salalir Murut have immigrated to the Tenom area where Tomani Sumambu 
speakers live . 5 0  
The ethnonym ' Sumambu ' ( also Sumambuq , Semambu and Semembu) may be the most 
common one applied to this group by other Murut people , but ' Tagal ' is also used , 
however inappropriate . Prentice ( 1970)  classified this dialect under the lin­
guistic designation ' Tomaniq subdialect ' of Sumambu. 
Tomani Sumambu test subj ects showed fairly high intelligibility of the 
pensiangan Murut dialect spoken in Sapulut PN , but not Salalir . Nor did they 
show any appreciable intelligibility of any non-Sumambu/Tagal dialect tested . 
4 . 7 . 5  Ma l i gan Tagal Murut 
The Maligan Tagal dialect is spoken in the hilly region along the Ibul , 
Logan and Maligan Rivers in Sipitang District (Figure 39)  . 5 1 A rough estimate 
could assign as many as �OO-�OO members to this language community , but it 
cannot be said with any degree of certainty . 
A Salalir informant suggested that this group originated in the Tagul 
River area , but Maligan informants could not elaborate on this other than to 
say some had arrived one generation ago. The main immigration has not taken 
place in recent history since Rutter ( 1922 : 66 )  already has isolated this group . 
The ' Maligan Tagal ' ( also Mauligan) group is sometimes known as ' Tagal ' or 
' Bol Murut ' ( also Bole Murut ) . 
Lexical relations with the other Sumambu/Tagal dialects show this dialect 
to be the most remote of the five . The intelligibility testing demonstrated 
that they understand both Rundum Murut and Pensiangan Murut well ,  but as expec­
ted , no s ignificant intelligibil ity of Paluan , Nabay or Timugon dialects was 
shown . 
It is possible that the ' Tagal ' translation of the New Testament books and 
stories , Kula-Kula '  Buku Nu Rahu Nu Tuhan ( 1968) and Kuasa ' Nu Tuhan; Tagal 
( 1975 ) , were done in this dialect ( c f .  Prentice 1971 : 29 3 ) . Other mimeographed 
materials were prepared using translation helpers from both Maligan SG and 
Masanoi TM. These include the New Testament books of Philippians and I and II  
Timothy (Sambahian Ra Surat Ri Paul us : 1977 ) , Mark (Aho Onsoi Sinuratan Ri 
Markus : 1977) , I John (Surat  Puu-Puun Intor Ri Yahya : Pasukuon Ra Ulun Nu Tuhan : 
19 78) and Colossians and Philemon (Sambahian Ra Surat Ri Paul us : 1980 ) . The 
biblical stories of creation (Kasaukan : 1977 and Kawi Nu Atu-Atu Inuma Nu Allah : 
1979) and the Rich Fool (Baal Nu Ulun Akaya ' Am Ookot : n . d . ) , as well as a Tagal 
catechism (Panil uan Ra Languson Nu Buku Hi tu : 1979) and a prayer directory 
( Ibi ton Ra Sambayang: 19 79 )  have been produced . Prentice adds to this list 
Buku Manani Rahu Tagol ( n . d . ) and Pangumangan Nu Tuhan Yesus ( 7 1961 ) . He also 
suggests that the ' Tagal ' wordlist in Ray ( 1913)  and the items mentioned in 
Clarke ( 19 5 1 )  belong to this dialect as well as Lees ' ( 1966) article . 
4 . 8  Ko l od l anguage 
No intelligibility testing was conducted in the Kolod village of Baru Jumpa 
TM , but Kolod is clearly a distinct Murut language and is included here as such . 
The Kolod language group is traditionally located around the headwaters of the 
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Padas River ( Rutter 1929) and in Indonesian Borneo . Prentice ( 1971)  identifies 
the areas as the headwaters of the Tengoa and the region south of the Lumbis­
speaking area. It is not known exactly how far this area extends . Some groups 
have migrated to Sabah around Tenom, and Rutter ( 1922)  mentioned some in the Bol 
SG area (Figure 40) . 
Prent ice ( 1971)  estimates the population of the entire group to be 4000 
speakers . At least one- fourth of these could be living in Sabah in villages 
and in various estates in Sipitang , Tenom and Tawau districts . 
There is little historical information about this language community but it 
is certain that the Kolod language relates closer to Northern Murut and eastern 
Murutic groups than to the Lundayeh of Sarawak , 5 2  though it is often assumed 
that the latter are more closely related to them ( Rutter 1929 , voegelin and 
Voegel in 1965 , Grimes 1978 , Whelan 1970) . Intermarriage between members of the 
two communities is evident even in this small sample (+ Section 2 ,  note 1 1 ) . The 
ethnonym ' Kolod ' ( also Kolur , Kolour , Okolor , and Unkolor) is pronounced by 
Muruts in Tenom oko l od .  
Prentice (1971 : 300- 303)  has included a phonological and morphological out­
line for this language , but no other linguistic data is known for Kolod . 
4 . 9  Sel unga;  Murut l anguage 
Selungai Murut is the language spoken in at least six or seven villages 
along the Sapulut/Sembakung River between the confluence with the Pensiangan/ 
Tagul River and the Indonesian border (Figure 40)  . 5 3 
The people of Selungai PN trace their recent roots back to Bantul PN , about 
a mile from the Indonesian border ,  from which they moved during the Confrontation 
in 196 3 . They feel a closer affinity with the groups along the Sembakung River 
than with those in Sabah , and it is possible that they came up from Indonesia 
before settling in Bantul PN . 
The longhouse at Selungai i s  considered the largest in Pensiangan District 
with 161 persons living the re .  A conservative estimate o f  the population of 
this language group in Sabah is 600-800 . There may be a significant population 
of Selungai Murut in Indonesia. 
This language is referred to by other Pensiangan Muruts as ' Indonesian 
Murut ' .  Other than that , no ethnonym was discovered , though ' Sembakung Murut ' 
drew a favorable reaction from the Selungai Murut themselves . 
Thi s  language is most closely related to Sembakung Murut , also found along 
the Sembakung River , but much further downstream. It shares a considerable 
number of lexical items with Salalir and Pensiangan Murut , but it is signifi­
cantly more distantly related to other Northern Murut dialect s .  
4 . 10 Sembakung Murut 
The Sembakung Murut language is believed to be spoken all along the 
Sembakung River and tributaries in Indonesian Borneo (Figure 40) . 5 4  No popu­
lation or historical notes can be offered . Nomenclature other than ' Sembakung 
Murut ' ( also S imbakong, Sembakoeng and Sembakong) which has been used to des­
cribe this group includes ' Tidong ' ( also Tidung and Tidoeng) and ' Tinggalan ' 
( also Tinggalum and Tingalun) . 
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This dialect has long been considered a member of the Tidong language 
group , possibly due to religious affiliation , but in fact , it is lexically closer 
to the Murutic groups of Sabah than to the Tarakan Tidong which is spoken on 
Tarakan I sland and in the Sabah districts of Tawau , Sandakan and Labuk-Sugut . 
The Bolangan dialect of Tidong , also in Indonesian Borneo, is lexically as dis­
tant as Tarakan Tidong ( Sather 1972) . 
Its closest neighbour lexically is Selungai Murut , located much further 
upstream on the Sembakung River in Sabah. It is more remotely related to 
Pensiangan Murut (which was grouped as Tidong by Genderen Stort ( 19 16»  and to 
Kalabakan and Serudung Murut (both of which were hypothesised by Prentice ( 1970)  
as belonging to Tidong together with Sernbakung Murut) . No intelligibility 
testing was conducted with Sembakung Murut data . The only published linguistic 
material known to exist concerning this dialect is Beech ( 1908) who included a 
few ' Simbakong ' words along with his Tarakan material , and the ' Sembakoeng ' 
wordlist in Genderen Stort ( 1916) . 
4 . 1 1  Kal abakan Murut l anguage 
Kalabakan Murut is spoken only along the Kalabakan River in Tawau District . 
It represents less than �OO speakers , probably as few as 450-600 . 
Whelan ( 19 70)  and Keith ( 1981) record some of Kalabakan ' s  turbulent history 
centred around the government clash with the Murut there in 189 1 .  They were also 
involved in the conflict during the Confrontation in 196 3 .  But nothing is known 
of their prior history . Informants all said that as far back as anyone knew 
they had lived on the Kalabakan River . 
The Kalabakan Murut could offer no name for their language other than 
' Tawau Murut ' or ' Kalabakan Murut ' .  They adamantly rejected the term Tidong, 
possibly on religious grounds as much as anything , since Tidong speakers are 
usually Muslim while Kalabakan Murut do not generally subscribe to a religious 
faith . In fact , a group of speakers of the Tidong dialect (presumably similar 
to the Tarakan dialect) live at Kalabakan TU , so the distinctions are very 
apparent to both groups . Some Ida ' an and Sungai informants in Bukit Garam KN 
considered Kalabakan Muruts part of the Tengara tribe . It was not possible to 
verify this at Kalabakan TU . 
The lexically closest dialect to this group is indeed the Tengara dialect 
of the Baukan language group , but Kalabakan speakers showed very low under­
standing of the Tengara story . They registered highest scores on a Serudung 
Murut story , �ut even that showed low comprehension . No other linguistic re­
search in thi s  language is known . 
4 . 12  Serudung Murut l anguage 
Serudung Murut is spoken along the Serudung River in Tawau District and 
s ince 1963 in the village of Serudung Baru TO about 12 miles north-east of Tawau 
town . 
The Serudung Murut language group consists of an estimated 350-450 speakers , 
about two-thirds of whom now live in Serudung Baru TU . Informants could tell 
nothing of their place of origin other than " along the Serudung" . They mentioned 
Kalabakan TU as the place where the speech is most similar to their language , 
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but not the same . They gave no name for themselves other than ' Murut ' or 
' Serudung Murut ' .  Others have called them ' Tawau Murut ' or ' Tidong ' , thus 
grouping them with the Kalabakan Murut . 
Lexically ,  they are the most remote of the Murutic dialects , sharing the 
highest number of lexical items with Kalabakan Murut , followed much more dis­
tantly by Pensiangan Murut and Sembakung Murut . It is conceivable that this 
language represents a very early , unmixed speech form since until 1963 the whole 
group was very isolated from the other native groups . 
Serudung Murut speakers showed comprehension of a very s imple Kalabakan 
story but this is not mutual . They did not demonstrate intelligibil ity of either 
pensiangan Murut or Nabay, nor of a Tidong story from Lidung LS . No other lin­
gui stic research in the dialect is known . 
5 .  NATIONAL LANGUAGE I NTELL I GI B I L ITY 
Included in 26 of the 27 Murutic test sets was a national language (NL) 
reference tape . 
Figure 41 gives a summary of the NL testing results by village along with 
the sociological data for the entire corpus at each test point , whether or not 
every subj ect participated in the NL test . A total of 224 sub jects from s ix 
districts in the state were tested . The village averages for intelligibility 
scores ranged from 21% in Kg Lima PN to 9 3% in Masak KU . Both were represented 
by a fairly balanced corpus . The most obvious difference between the two corpora , 
as would be expected , is the average educational level attained . 5 5  The Masak 
KU test corpus averaged seven years of education . The Kg Lima PN subjects 
averaged less than one year of education . The correspondence between education 
and intelligibi lity scores , however , is not maintained consistently throughout 
the village averages .  The vi llage averages of sex and age do not show a pattern 
either . More revealing correspondences are seen in the average of the individual 
scores as discussed be low . 
Figure 42 shows the relative level of NL intelligibility among the Murut 
population by district . Averages range from 47% in Pensiangan District to 81% 
in Beaufor t .  However , the Beaufort corpus represents only nine subj ects of one 
Murut village. The high score registered in that village may be due in part to 
the large Kedayan (+ Malayic)  population in the immediate area and the need for 
a trade language . The low score in Pensiangan District probably reflects the 
lower degree of development in that district . 
The present development pace of Keningau District as well as the " cosmo­
politan" flavour of the community as a whole , which creates a need for a trade 
language , is probably accurately represented in the 74% intel l igibility of the 
NL tape . 
The Kinabatangan District average in Figure 42 includes the results from 
the two test corpora used by Hurlbut and Pekkanen (to appear ) . 5 6 This lower 
51% intelligibility probably better represents the Murut community as a whole 
in that district than the higher 69% shown in Figure 4 1 .  I n  Tenom and Tawau 
districts the average intelligibility scores of 56% and 50% probably show a 
true average of the Murut communities at present , but the recent introduction 
of more schools is fast changing the general use and comprehension of Bahasa 
Malaysia among the younger generation . 
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TEST POINTS 
Bukau BT 
Ambual KU 
Apin-Apin KU 
Dalit KU 
Dangulad KU 
Keramatoi KU 
Kuala Biah KU 
Kuangoh KU 
Liau Laut KU 
Masak KUl 
Minansut KU2 
Sook KU 
Tulid KU 
Inarad KN 
Kg Lima PN 
Kg Empat PN 
Pandewan PNl 
Pensiangan PN 
Selungai PN3 
Sapulut PN 
Maligan SG4 
Kalabakan TUl 
Serudung Baru TU 
Entabuan TM 
Langsat TM 
Saga TMl 
Tomani TM 
AVG . SEX 
SCORE M/F 
81  6/3 
62 6/4 
81  5/3 
· 85 9/1 
84 6/4 
65 8/1 
55 6/4 
86 5/5 
64 4/6 
9 3  5/5 
86 4/4 
62 3/5 
68 5/5 
69 7/3 
2 1  5/5 
36 5/2 
60 6/4 
70 5/3 
50 8/3 
59 5/5 
-- 6/3 
56 5/4 
45 6/4 
68 3/3 
3 3  5/5 
82 5/1 
59 5/4 
AGE EDUCATION 
AVG . RANGE ED . A . E . R. A . E . S .  
50 22-71 3 5 2 
51  28- 75 3 9 3 
48 3 l-68 5 5 3 
36 17-58 6 6 4 
38  24-58 5 9 4 
26 17-45 8 6 6 
50 32-78 1 4 0 
39 2 1-62 4 7 3 
38  21-58 5 6 3 
36 19-70 7 9 7 
42 15-62 6 5 4 
50 19-68 2 6 2 
32 13-56 7 6 4 
26 14-60 8 9 6 
37 20-50 1 3 0 
4 3  1 7-60 2 6 2 
32 12-62 6 6 3 
40 19-60 4 4 2 
31  18-48 4 4 2 
39 18-59 3 6 2 
26 13-50 8 7 6 
30 14-50 0 0 0 
33  16-46 1 6 1 
3 3  18-47 5 7 6 
46 16-63 4 6 2 
2 8  22-46 3 4 2 
30 21-58 6 5 4 
F i g ure 41 : Soci ol og i cal  data for the 27 Murut test po i nts show i ng nati onal  
l anguage i nte l l i g i b i l i ty scores . ( Scores are given as percentages .  
The education data for each village are listed as the number of 
persons in the test corpus who had received formal education (ED . ) ,  
the average number of years of education which those sub j ects had 
received (A . E . R. ) , and the average number of years of education 
per sub j ect in the whole corpus ( A. E . S . ) .  Raised numbers after 
the village indicate irregular testing situations . 5 7 )  
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Fi gure 42 : Average i ntel l i g i bi l i ty of the nati onal l anguage tape by 
di stri ct . ( The number of subjects considered in each average 
is noted in the respective column . )  
Figure 4 3  shows the results of intelligibility of the NL tape by the level 
of education achieved , ranging from " no education" to " 10 or more " years of 
formal training. The intelligibility results were directly influenced by this 
factor as seen in the steady rise from 47% among the non-educated to 95% among 
those receiving 10 or more years of education . 
National language intelligibility testing demonstrated that the major factor 
influencing the intelligibility leve l attained was education in the medium of 
Bahasa Malaysia . Those with no formal training fared least well while those 
subjects having had some formal training demonstrated , on the average , intellig­
ibility directly related to the level of education achieved . The factor of sex 
seemed to be signif icant only among the non-educated subj ects . No other factors 
can be isolated with any degree of certainty as an influence on intelligibility .  
The factor of age appears to be o f  only limited significance by itse l f .  
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Fi gure 43 :  Average i ntel l i g i bi l i ty of the national  l anguage tape by the l evel of educati on achi eved . 
(The number of sub jects considered in each average is noted at the bottom of the respec­
tive column . )  
6 .  CONCLUS ION 
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The research o f  the Summer Institute of Linguistics has gone a long way 
toward clearing up some questions concerning the classi fication of the Murutic 
languages of Sabah and Kalimantan . For instance , it is well established that 
' Tawau Murut ' ,  while indeed Murutic , in fact , incorporates two Murutic sub­
famil ies and is not closely related to Pensiangan Murut , but shares its closest 
relation with ' Tengara ' around the headwaters of the Kinabatangan River.  
The delimiting of a distinct Tengara dialect and its classification with 
the Baukan language along the upper Sook River is also well estab lished . It  
relates closer to Northern Murut dialects than to the eastern Murutic dialects 
or Tidong . 
The results of the survey have demonstrated that the relationship between 
Tidong and Murutic languages is generally on the same level as their relation to 
the other two Bornean families , Dusunic and Paitanic . It was necessary firs t ,  
however , t o  establish the classification of several languages ( including 
Sembakung Murut , Tengara , Kalabakan Murut and Serudung Murut) , formerly thought 
to be closer to Tidong, as Murutic . 
An attempt has also been made to show that the Paluan language , rather than 
lexically belonging with either the Sumambu/Tagal or Central Murut dialects is 
situated ( both geographically and linguistically) midway between the two language 
groups . Intelligibility te sting seems to indicate the same , though some more 
testing using Paluan tapes is required . 
Another question , not fully answered , is the isolating of four dialects of 
Keningau Murut . The degree of mutual intelligibility among all these dialects 
is still unknown . Related to this is the inclusion of Gana with Murutic lan­
guages rather than Dusunic . Gana intelligibility of Dusunic Kui j au ,  as well as 
Murutic Nabay , is established,  making it somewhat of a ' juxtaposition ' between 
Murutic and Dusunic languages .  
Even so , much more research needs t o  b e  done among the Murutic languages 
before a more de finitive classi fication can be offered . Specifically, wordlists 
should be collected from along the Telekosang River in Tenom and the Mengalong 
River in S ipitang . A wordlist from the Kolod area just west of Sipitang District 
along the Tengoa River in Sarawak i s  also needed . If it  i s  possible to collect 
a wordlist from the Tengara speakers from the vicinity of the Kuamut River , an 
interesting lexical link might be found between Kalabakan Murut and Tengara , and 
thus other Northern Murut dialects . 
In addition to the collection of wordlists , further intelligibility testing 
is necessary to verify some of the more tentative divisions . For instance , the 
two Kolod groups , Selungai Murut , Sembakung Murut and Pensiangan Murut should be 
tested for mutual intelligibility .  Since others have considered Lumbis a s  very 
different from Salalir it would be prudent to do further testing in this area . 
More testing among the Sumambu/Tagal dialects is also necessary . Mutual 
intel l igibility must be tested between Rundum Murut and Tomani Sumambu , Maligan 
Tagal and Tomani Sumambu , and Maligan Tagal and Salalir . In addition , Salalir 
intelligibility of Tomani Sumambu and Maligan Tagal intelligibility of Rundum 
Murut should be tested . I f  the Telekosang and Mengalong River areas prove 
lexically distinct , they too should be included in the testing . Other languages 
which need further clari fication by intelligibility testing are the dialects of 
Keningau Murut and Gana . Since only a Nabay reference tape was used in each of 
these , and an Apin-Apin Kui j au tape at Gana test points , much more testing could 
be done to show the present relations among these dialects . 
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By this time , it seems that the nomenclature used to designate the Murutic 
language groups is hopelessly confused . But more extensive research among these 
groups than a general survey allowed may uncover some ethnonyms more descriptive 
of their ethnic origins and which are agreeable to the local people themselves 
as well as the professional linguist and anthropologist.  
Concerning the intelligibility of the national language , it was shown that 
whereas comprehension of the NL tape was generally low among the Murut community 
as a whole , the educational level of the test subj ects in the national language 
was i solated as the single most important factor in learning the language . 
Those having had some formal education demonstrated nearly twice the compre­
hension of the NL as those with no formal training . Therefore , as  education in 
the national language continues to expand throughout the Murut community a 
higher level of intelligibility of the NL is certain to follow. 
NOTES 
1 .  The 1970 census listed a total Murut population o f  30 , 947 . The 3 1  December 
1978 estimated population was l isted at 39 , 282 (Sta ti sti cal handbook 1978) . 
These census figures tend to mix distinct linguistic and ethnic groups by 
including the Lundayeh as Murut , the Beaufort Murut as e ither Murut or 
Bisay a ,  and the Gana and Kuij au as either Kui j au ,  Murut or Kadazan ( c f .  
Ride 1934 ; Jones 1966 ; Prentice 1971) . 
A convergence of several factors was used to arrive at the estimates used 
in this paper . Some of these factors include : 1) a comparison of the 1960 , 
1970 and 1980 census figures ;  2 )  a check of available literature ( Lee 196 5 ;  
Jones 1966 ; Prentice 1971 ; Sullivan and Regis 1981) ; 3 )  estimates from the 
district official s ,  village headmen and others of the general populace ; and 
4) personal visits to more than 40 Murut centres . 
2 .  Rutter ( 192 2 : 65)  derives the term ' Murut ' from the Bajau word be l ud moun­
tain . Woolley ( 1962 : 1 ) supposes it was first applied by Brunei or other 
foreigners . Prentice ( 1970 : 370) says only that it was of non-Ida ' an origin . 
Some have thought that it implies man of woods (Whelan 1970 : 44 ) . 
3 .  This folk etymology was related by a young Lundayeh man in s ipitang District 
and agrees with that noted by Whelan ( 1970 : 44 ) . 
4 .  For convenience the two dialects have here been labelled Tagal ' A ' and 
Tagal ' B ' , though Smith assigned no label to them. 
5 .  Thi s  ethnonym could not be verified on subsequent trips to the Murut lan­
guage area.  However ,  for convenience it will continue to be used until the 
f inal analysis in Section 4 .  
6 .  A wordlist from Dalit KU was collected after Smith ' s  data was compiled but 
prior to testing and was manually compared with several of the Central Murut 
language s .  The following chart shows the lexical relations of these com­
parisons : 
'\ 
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On the basis of the above , all five samples could be considered dialects 
of a s ingle language . The remainder of this paper is written with this in 
mind . Also , the Dalit KU test point is handled together with Takapan since 
it shares the highest relation of PSC and is geographically closest to the 
language group. 
7 .  Of S IL ' s wordlist� 22  were thoroughly checked and six only partially , but 
most PSC relations were recomputed . Eight of Smith ' s  lists were not used 
at all s ince the ir high relations with other ones made in unnecessary . In 
addition , seven new wordlists were added . 
8 .  Wordlists and other data were collected from several Murut villages which 
had not previously been visited . Intelligibility testing was conducted in 
five of these : Kuangoh KU ( Gana) , Kg Eropat PN ( Tagal ) , Selungai PN (Selungai 
Murut ) , Dalit KU (Takapan) and Pandewan PN ( Sook Murut) . Data from two 
remaining village s ,  Rundum TM and Lumbis KAL , were used in the testing and 
final classi fication along with the others.  
9 .  Two o f  these tests have been included in Hurlbut and Pekkanen ( to appear ) . 
10 . While there were two Serudung Murut villages , Serudung TU and Serudung Baru 
TU were considered as representing one vi llage since the latter had migrated 
from Serudung TU within the past 20 years . 
At the Takapan test point it was necessary to visit Keramatoi Laut KU , Ulu 
Keramatoi KU and Kuala Aging KU ,  all in the same vicinity , j ust to find a 
corpus of nine subj ects . For this reason , the test point will be labelled 
"Keramatoi KU" s ince all of these villages are located along the Sook! 
Keramatoi River.  The reference tape and wordli s t ,  however , will be labelled 
"Ke ramatoi Laut KU" s ince they were collected in that village . 
11 . The intelligibility te sting was sometimes conducted outside the village for 
which the wordlist , story or test point was named . Following is a list of 
such data : 
Inarad KN - all the data found in Hurlbut and Pekkanen were collected in 
Inarad KN , but the second Inarad KN test was conducted at Pinangah KN and 
Tongod KN using people who had come downstream for trade , medical attention 
and school . 
Labuk KAL - all the data were collected at Serudung Baru TU from a 50 year 
old man who had spent 14 years in Labuk KAL and from a 40 year old woman 
who had been born and reared in Labuk KAL .  
Lumbis KAL - all the data were collected a t  Mendalom TM from a Murut man 
who had been born and reared in Lumbis KAL and spent considerable time 
there before migrating to Mendalom TM. 
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Maligan SG - all the data were collected at the town of S ipitang from Murut 
speakers who had corne to town for trade or school . 
Rundurn TM - all the data were collected at Kemabong TM from a 40 year old 
man who had moved there only three months earlier and a 42 year old man 
who carne to Kemabong TM for trade . 
In addition , some data were collected from migrant village s ,  i . e . , entire 
village populations which had migrated to their present location relatively 
recently . 
Ansip KU - migrated from the Tagul and S ibangol Rivers in Pensiangan 
District more than 35 years earlier.  
Baru Jurnpa TM - migrated from Indonesia.  Information and wordlist were 
obtained from a 40 year old man from Palurnomot KAL and a 38 year old man 
from Kuala Lemurnut KAL near Lurnbis KAL . Both arrived about 24 years 
earlier . The former had a Lundayeh wi fe and the latter had a Lundayeh 
father and a "Kolod wife from Lurnbis" . 
Kg Empat PN - migrated from Seliu PN on the Rundurn!Sibangol River near 
Pensiangan PN a few years earlier . Kg Empat PN is one of the planned 
villages of the Nabawan Scheme in Pensiangan District.  
Kg Lima PN - migrated from Kabu PN on the Salalir River near the Indonesian 
border about five years earlier. Kg Lima PN is also a planned village of 
the Nabawan Scheme . 
Kuala Biah KU - migrated from the Tagul River area in Pensiangan District 
at least 45 years earlier to what used to be a ' Dayak ' village . 
Saga TM - at least some had migrated from the Dalit KU area about 20 years 
earlier. The man who gave the wordlist was not in this migration . Both 
of his parents (he was 52 years old) had originated from the Saga TM area.  
However , the story and the test subj ects had originated from Dalit KU 
area.  
Selungai PN - migrated upstream from Bantul PN , about one mile from the 
border ,  during the Confrontation with Indonesia. 
12 . Results from two Baukan dialect intelligibility tests conducted by SIL 
personnel using a slightly different approach are found in Hurlbut and 
Pekkanen ( to appear) . The tests were at Inarad KN and Kokoroton KN and 
included Baukan , Kolobuan , Makiang and Rurnanau reference tape s .  The latter 
three are representatives of the Upper Kinabatangan language (+ Paitanic) . 
The results of the Murutic testing are included in the discussion in this 
section . 
1 3 .  Baukan-Nabay PSC and intelligibility scores support this dialect division 
(+ Section 3 . 4) . Using either parameter the Baukan village of Tulid KU 
shows a c loser relation to Nabay than does the Baukan village of Inarad KN .  
14 . This division is further verified in Hurlbut and Pekkanen ( to appear) . 
While they record only 44-49% intelligibility of the Makiang and Kolobuan 
dialects by Kokoroton KN sub jects , the Inarad KN subj ects scored 82-89% 
intelligibility on two Kolobuan reference tape s .  Not only does this suggest 
that Inarad KN subj ects are assimilating more of the nearby Paitanic lan­
guage , but it also reinforces the dialect distinction being drawn between 
Kokoroton KN and Inarad KN .  Possibly the two Baukan dialects are diverging 
even more due to Inarad KN Muruts ' frequent contact with Paitanic groups 
and Tulid KU Muruts ' frequent contact with Keningau Murut groups . 
15 . At the time of testing , it was suspected that Selungai Murut was more 
closely related to Tagal dialects than the revised lexicostatistics indi­
cate . 
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16 . In addition to the advantage of the hometown tape , another factor that has 
probably influenced the score is the unbalanced ratio of male subjects to 
female subjects .  The eight male subjects consistently showed higher intel­
ligibility than the three female sub jects . In the case of the Sapulut PN 
tape the males showed 9 3% intelligibility while the females showed 80% . 
This fact , together with the advantage of the hometown tape leads one to 
suspect that a marginal intelligibility score of 80% would more accurately 
reflect their performance . 
17 . The Northern Murut subfamily consists of all of the dialects classi fied by 
Prentice ( 19 7 0 ,  1971)  as Murut of his Ida ' an family and referred to by 
authors variously as Northern Murut , Sabah Murut or Ida ' an .  The former is 
preferred here because it i s  most accurately descriptive and lacks the con­
flict with local ethnonyms that ' Ida ' an '  has ( c f .  Smith , in this volume) . The 
use of Northern Murut is not synonymous with Cohen ' s  ( 1981) use of the term . 
18 . Some of the Gana villages include Baru KU , Kuangoh KU , Narapot KU , Minansut 
KU and Tangkungan KU . 
19 . There is much confusion with ethnonyms applied to the language groups in the 
Keningau are a .  Prentice ( 1 9 70 : 3 7 1 )  has a very useful chart in which he 
displays the names used by the various groups to identify one another . He 
further discusses nomenclature and the use of the ethnonym ' Minansut ' for 
the group here identified as ' Gana ' . 
The use of the term Gana is retained for two reasons . First of all ,  Gana 
i s  the term commonly heard from the speakers themselves . The term means 
LowLand or pLain and thus accurately describes their present and past situ­
ation on the Keningau Plain east of the Pegalan Rive r .  Secondly , the source 
of the term ' Minansut ' is not c lear . While it may be a legitimate autonym 
it is not certain to what extent it was ever used . The SIL researchers 
who have lived and worked in the Keningau area have only heard it in refer­
ence to the Minansut KU village which is inhabited by Gana speakers .  By 
Prentice ' s  own admission the use of a particular autonym is often restricted 
to a s ingle village or clan group . 
20 . While Prentice ( 1971)  suggests that the items were apparently from a di f­
ferent subdialect than the one represented by his own Nabay list , it is 
more likely a mixture of several Keningau dialects . Using 294 comparable 
terms of Baboneau ' s  1800-item wordlist a revised Kadalakan KU ( Nabay) word­
list has a relation of *90 PSC , revised Ambual KU (k�ual)  and Liau Laut KU 
( Dusun-Murut) wordlists both have a relation of * 7 7  PSC , a revised Apin­
Apin KU (Apin-Apin Kui j au) wordlist has a relation of *74  PSC and a revised 
Minansut KU ( Gana) wordlist has a relation of *64 PSC . 
2 1 .  using 106 comparable terms o f  Rutter ' s  185-item ' Keningau Murut ' wordlist 
S IL " s  revised Nabay lists have relations of *80-85 PSC , with a revised 
Apin-Apin Kuij au list the relation is *82 PSC , with a revised Dusun-Murut 
list the relation is *83  PSC , with a revised Ambual list the relation is 
*85 PSC and with a revised Gana list the relation is *70 PSC . 
22 . One village leader estimated about 60 individual s .  
2 3 . One very old and influential man of the community said his father came from 
a village named Seraban on the Apin-Apin River and spoke Murut . 
24 . The position of Sodomon KU between Ambual and Mailo Rivers may contribute 
to the fact that it is actually more c losely related lexically to Ambual KU 
of the Ambual dialect according to Smith ' s  data . Tuarid Taud KU has also 
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been mentioned as a member of that dialec t .  However , lexically and geo­
graphically Tuarid Taud KU may better be grouped with Nabay villages . The 
mixed village of Binaong KU on the west side of the Pegalan River near the 
road also has some speakers of this dialect . 
2 5 . Some of these villages are Masak KU , Patikang Laut KU , Kadalakan KU , 
Limbawan KU , Dangulad KU , Tuarid Baru KU , and there are some speakers at 
Kg Keningau KU , Banjar KU and possibly Tuarid Taud KU . 
26 . Beaufort Muruts along the Padas River inhabit the villages of Saliwangan 
BT, Menonuk BT , Balibata BT , Papas BT and Malalugus BT . Others live along 
the Bukau River in Bukau BT , Tarnangalong BT and Nalasadan BT . 
2 7 .  Using 8 5  comparable terms o f  Crespigny ' s  142-item ' Murut Padass ' wordlist , 
a revised Sandiwar wordlist from Bukau BT had a relation of *83  PSC and a 
revised Timugon wordlist from Langsat TM had a relation of *81 PSC . 
2 8 .  District and village officials provided the following list o f  what they 
thought were Timugon villages : Tuan TM, Dolok TM , Mansalirna TM , Naluyan TM, 
Gunting TM, Baab TM , Kalang TM, Uloi TM , Makakurnpai TM, Makalalani TM , 
Entabuan TM, Arnboi TM , Mendalom TM , Tumantalik TM, Mendalom Baru TM , Batu 
TM, Batu Batu TM , and some speakers in Tenom town TM, Saga TM , S indugan TM, 
Makaniton TM, Kanar TM and Paguokon TM. 
Residents of Langsat TM added those villages they considered the same as 
theirs : Logud TM, Simpangan TM, Mantailang TM, Pagausangon TM and Pulong TM . 
29 . Using 106 comparable terms of Rutter ' s  18S-item ' Tenom Murut ' wordlist , a 
revised Langsat TM ( Kapagalan) wordlist has a relation of *88 PSC and a 
revised Entabuan TM ( Poros) wordlist has a relation of *83  PSC . So in this 
data also it related more closely to the Kapagalan subdialect . 
30 . Some of the villages include Tulid KU , Pau KU , Tiong KU and part of Delayan 
KU . Keith ( 1936)  added Tambalong (KN?)  and Kindasan ( KN? ) . Other Murut 
added Bunang KU , Mapila KU , Kapulu KU and Bersanan KU as Baukan , but these 
may better fit the Paluan language group . Residents of Limbawan KU called 
themselves Baukan but lexically the wordlist from there classifies better 
with Nabay . 
31 . The inhabitants of Kokoroton KN had dispersed between the time of SIL ' s  
first visit in October 1978 and the second visit in March 198 1 .  
32 . Thi s  village was mentioned by several people from Bukit Gararn KN ,  Pinangah 
KN and Inarad KN .  A district official in Tongod KN stated that they migra­
ted within recent history from Inarad KN itself.  However ,  Pryer ( 1881) , 
Rutter ( 1929)  and Keith ( 1981)  designated this area as Tengara and it may 
be they were there for at least several generations before recently dis­
persing . 
3 3 .  Rutter ' s  ' Tengara ' wordlist seems to be about *83 percent cognate with both 
S IL ' s Inarad KN and Labuk KAL lists and *82 percent cognate with S IL ' s  
Kalabakan TU l ist . It would be worth comparing the Tengara language spoken 
along the upper Kuarnut River if a speaker could be found , since Kuamut KN 
is nearly equidistant from Inarad KN and Kalabakan TU . SIL ' s  samples from 
these latter two villages have a relation of 77 PSC between them. 
34 . The various village 
of villages . These 
TM, Angalor TM with 
TM and Mansasoh TM . 
headmen and district officials gave the following list 
include those " l ike " Saga TM: Batutingkang TM , Saga Ulu 
some speakers in Mansasoh Baru TM, Bambarn TM , S indugan 
The villages " l ike" Sook KU included Kuala Binuoh KU , 
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Babason KU , Tinagalan KU , Binakaan KU and Nabawan KU/PN with some speakers 
possibly at Bersanan KU , Susulat KU and Tiulan KU . The villages " l ike" 
Dalit KU included Kalampon KU , Tantaluan KU , Belinin KU , Ulu Puntih KU , 
Keramatoi Ulu KU , Keramatoi Laut KU ,  Punggol KU , Kahabah KU , Linayun KU , 
Kuala Aging KU , Malaing KU , Ramidi KU and Lurniri KU . I t  is not certain how 
far this extended , but some included Maluntok PN , Katalirus PN , Batutai 
PN , Sapulut PN ( not the one on the Sapulut River ) ,  Suan PN , Lion PN , Ansapul 
PN , Damiliew PN and Pun Batu PN . 
3 5 .  Us ing 105 comparable terms o f  Rutte r ' s  186-item ' Peluan ' wordlist , a revised 
Saga TM list has a relation of *89 PSC and a revised Dalit KU list has a 
relation of *84 PSC . 
36 . Informants at Pandewan PN included Matiku PN , Kagupil PN , Tataluan PN , 
Langkuku PN , Ulu Pandewan PN , Pamentarian PN , Takul PN , Mogontok PN , 
Piniris PN , Labug PN , Hongkuluson PN and Kagulio PN as having Pandewan 
Murut speakers . 
3 7 . For instance , Smith included both Salalir and Lumbis villages in his clas­
sification , Prentice did not . On the other hand , some of Rutter ' s  Surnambu 
villages would undoubtedly be included in Prentice ' s  Paluan classification . 
3 8 .  Most o f  the residents of Seliu PN have moved to Kg Empat PN , part o f  the 
Nabawan Scheme PN . Most of the res idents of Talingbakas PN , Silom PN , 
Kinabalau PN , Ulu Saliri PN and others have moved as well .  
39 . Ansip KU and Kuala Biah KU belong to this migration . More recently , it is 
reported , the Murut of Senagang Baru KU moved from Pensiangan District to 
Keningau District . Others have simply moved into other established villages 
such as Mambulu KU . 
4 0 .  Harrisson ( 1967)  mentioned two terms offered by his father/son informants , 
each rej ecting the other ' s  term. The son rej ected ' Tagal ' but suggested 
U l u n K i ron g .  The father also rejected ' Tagal ' but rej ected the latter term 
as wel l .  He offered classification by river as being significant , recog­
nising a) U l u n S a l  i u ,  b) U l un Ta l a n ka i and c) U l u n S a pu l u t .  But , as later 
discovered , this did not distinguish specific ethnic/cultural groups but 
only where these groups were living at present . If they moved , the ethno­
nym would be changed to the name of the new location . 
4 1 . Throughout Pensiangan District informants rej ected this ethnonym, but were 
aware that it was applied to them. It seemed to carry no more ( or less) 
meaning than the term ' Murut ' .  However ,  in S ipitang , Tenom and Keningau 
districts they used this to identify themse lve s .  The Tomani Native Chief 
even used ' Murut Sumambu Tagal ' ,  taking no chances .  
4 2 .  According to Prentice ( 1970 ) Genderen Stort ' s  ( 1916 )  wordlist belongs to 
thi s dialec t .  
4 3 .  The majority o f  the population of Kabu PN , near the Sabah/Kalimantan border , 
have moved to Kg Lima PN on the Nabawan Scheme PN . Masanoi TM informants 
stated that they arrived from the Salalir River area via Maligan SG ten 
years earlier and they mentioned residents from several other villages in 
the Tenom area who they thought also came from there , including Kauaran TM, 
Gurnisi TM , Maugos TM, Belurnbang TM , Enubai TM, Lampayak TM , Sungai Api TM 
and Abul TM, but this could not be verified . 
Interestingly , the Masanoi TM wordlist patterned more closely with the 
Tomani TM list than the Salalir sample from Kg Lima PN . It is not certain 
whether this is due to recent borrowing or their original speech , but for 
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that reason , the ' Tagal ' or ' Salalir ' villages around Tenom TM remain sus­
pect . Other factors may cause them to be grouped better with the Salalir 
dialect , but further investigation is necessary . 
44 . The Murut along the Salalir River and in Kg Lima PN probably number about 
500 , not including any in Kalimantan or those who may have migrated else­
where . The Tenom migrant villages could number as many as �OO- �OO 
speakers . 
4 5 .  SIL ' s Lumbis KAL list has been included on the basis o f  lexical comparisons , 
geography and some very limited intelligibility testing , but it does show 
some distinctiveness . Prentice ( 1970) , using other wordlists , separates 
Lumbi s  from Salalir on the basis of 72 PSC and because of morphological 
differences he recognises ( 1971 : 299) . Prentice ( 1971 : 4 ) estimated the 
entire Lumbis population in Sabah and Kalimantan as consisting of �OO ( ? )  
members . It  i s  possible that a s  many a s  a third o f  these could b e  in Sabah . 
46 . Three male and two female subj ects l istened to a s imple Lumbis KAL story 
and averaged 95% intelligibility of the nine questions . They said it was 
the same as their own dialect , but they also said the same thing about 
Pensiangan Murut . 
47 . This would include such villages as Katubu TM, Kapulu TM , Emagit TM , Rundurn 
TM and Salang TM , all in Tenom District . 
4 8 .  Using 106 comparable terms of Rutter ' s  185-item ' Rundurn Murut ' wordlist 
SIL ' s  Rundurn TM list has a relation of *84 PSC , the revised Tomani TM list 
las a relation of * 81 PSC and the revised Pensiangan PN list has a relation 
of *78 PSC . 
49 . Prentice ( 1970)  isolated the Telekosang River region as a separate sub­
dialect . Since SIL collected no list from that area , researchers had to 
depend on Tomani TM informants who considered it different from Rundurn 
Murut and similar to their language . Since it is located on a different 
river , though , it is likely that it represents a unique dialect or sub­
dialect . 
50 . Researchers were told the Tomani Native Chief held jurisdiction over 876 
families . Some of the village s listed as having Tomani Surnarnbu speakers 
are Tomani TM , Bangkulan TM , Kalibatang TM, Marais TM, Bekuku TM , Melutut 
TM , Pangulobon TM, Katarnbalang TM, Kernabong TM , Ulu Tomani TM and Sugiang 
Lama TM . The Mengalong River group includes the villages Ulu Muaya SG,  Ulu 
Mengalong SG, Kabawang SG, Kalangsat SG , Solob SG, Marau SG , Mengalong SG , 
Muaya SG , Kuala Muaya SG,  Ulu Malaman SG , Malaman SG, Merapok Ulu SAR and 
Limpaki SAR. Researchers were told these Murut spoke ' Tagal ' or ' Murut ' 
( not Lundayeh) but no additional data was collected . Excluding any of the 
migrant villages mentioned above ( note 41)  but including the Mengalong 
River area , this whole dialect group could number as many as �00- �000 . 
5 1 .  This includes such villages a s  Bol S G ,  Ulu Bol SG, Ibul SG , Maligan S G  and 
Iburu SG.  
52 . The Kolod wordlist relates only 33-35 PSC with the three Lundayeh wordlists 
but * 59-74 PSC with representative lists of the Northern Murut dialects . 
With eastern Murutic dialects it relates *56- 7 1  PSC . With the Lumbis KAL 
list it has a relation of only *69 PSC even though they are supposedly very 
c lose geographically . However ,  SIL ' s Kolod wordlist was not thoroughly 
revised and it is believed that it may actually share a slightly higher 
relation with Surnarnbu/Tagal when the same considerations are afforded it 
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such a s  synonyms . I f  so , i t  too could b e  considered a Northern Murut lan­
guage leaving Selungai Murut , Sembakung Murut , Kalabakan Murut , and 
Serudung Murut as more truly making up the Eastern Murutic sub families . 
53 . Also included are such villages as Bantul PN , Inpagis PN , Buntulon PN , and 
Kuala Temalasak PN . One in formant listed 17 other villages which he felt 
were closer to selungai Murut than to Pensiangan Murut . These are located 
along the Kuala Sumatalun River and further upstream along the Sapulut 
River to Agis PN and to Tinandok PN on the Tagul River . The author ' s  
impression i s  that the first information is more accurate , though differ­
ences probably appear gradually along the river . Some of the test subjects 
or their parents were born in the Indonesian villages of Linsayo KAL, 
Sematalung KAL ,  Isanal KAL , Kg Sembakung KAL and Simantabul KAL , " 40 "  miles 
from Selungai . 
54 . The wordlist and information was collected from informants who originally 
came from Labuk KAL near the mouth of the Sembakung River . Labuk KAL is 
about eight days paddling from the Selungai Murut area , yet the two groups 
remain more closely related to one another ( *77  PSC) than to any other group . 
5 5 .  The number o f  years of education received includes the current year . No 
distinction is made between formal education of the national educational 
program and formal education of an adult educational program or formal 
religious instruction i f  it was conducted using Bahasa Malaysia. 
5 6 .  The NL testing results o f  Hurlbut and Pekkanen ( to appear) are used only 
on this district chart to provide a larger , more accurate picture . Their 
results would only minimally affect the much larger corpus using all Murut 
subjects . Thus it was not considered necessary to include their scores , 
since it would require considerable time to incorporate into the results 
presented here . 
5 7 . The irregular testing situations were as follows : 
l One person refused to listen to the tape . His re sults were included in 
the Murut intelligibility scores and the sociological averages . 
2 One man seemed to be hard of hearing and was excluded from all the test 
results and sociological data.  He showed 50% intelligibility . 
3 This village included only one subj ect who took the national language 
test . 
4 This village is included here for the sociological data only . No 
national language test was conducted . 
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THE PAPAR LANGUAGE 
Phyl l i s  A .  Dunn 
O .  I NTRODUCTION 
The people of Sabah who speak the language called Papar live in two villages 
in the north-western section of Kuala Penyu Distric t .  The total number of Papar 
speakers in Sabah is approximately 600-800 (Figure 1 ) . 1 
The Papar people are sometimes referred to as the "Bajau Bukit" (lit . hil l  
Bajau) . This e thnonym serves to cause some confusion since the Papar language 
relates to the West coast Baj au language at a range of only 39 to 44 percent of 
shared cognates ( PSC) . In addition , the people speaking this language prefer 
the name Papar when referring to themselves and to their language . 
According to a legend , these people originally came from the area near the 
town of Papar , but the Papar language and the language spoken now in Papar 
District demonstrate only a very low lexical relationship . 
1 .  LEXI COSTAT I ST I CAL CLASS I FI CAT ION 
Smith ( in this volume) classifies the Paper language as a separate language 
within the Dusunic family of languages . Its highest lexical relationship is 72  
PSC with the neighbouring Tatana language of Bundu KP . The Papar language re­
lates with the other Dusunic languages in the range of 5 1-66 PSC , and with the 
Murutic languages in the range of 5 3-66 PSC . There are no dialects within the 
Papar language . 
2 .  TEST I NG PROCEDURE 
The purpose of intelligibility testing at the Papar village of Tinambak KP 
was to confirm the lexicostatistical classification of Smith that Papar is a 
distinct language within the Dusunic family of languages .  Also since PSC rela­
tions between the Papar language and Murutic languages were close to PSC rela­
tions between Papar and Dusunic languages , it was considered significant and so 
desirable to te st Papar with a Murut language test tape as well . 
Both data collection and intelligibility testing were done only at the 
Papar village of Tinambak KP since it is the larger of the two Papar villages . 
Re ference tapes from the Tatana language of Bundu KP ,  the slightly more 
Julie K .  King and John Wayne King , eds Languages of Sabah : a survey report ,  
225-229 . Paci fi c Lingui s ti cs ,  C- 78 , 1984 . 
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distant Bisaya language of Padas Damit BT , and the Murut language a s  spoken in 
Bukau BT were tested . The Murut reference tape from Bukau BT was chosen s ince 
it represents the Murut dialect which is closest to the Papar language group 
both geographically and in terms of PSC relations . In addition , the reference 
tape from Taginambur KB was used as representing the standard Kadazan/Dusun lan­
guage and the Bahasa Malaysia tape was used in order to test national language 
intelligibility . 
All of these tapes were considered to be clear with regard to technical 
quality . The content of the tapes was also considered to be good so as to pro­
vide a fair test of intelligibility of the languages under consideration . 
Because of the relatively small number of speakers , the Papar language 
reference tape was not tested in other areas . When Tatana and Bisaya speakers 
were questioned about the Papar language , however ,  they maintained that they 
were not able to understand Papar and so use the national language , Bahasa 
Malaysia , as a means of communication with the Papar people . 
3 .  TEST RESULTS 
Figure 2 gives the results of inte lligibility testing at the Papar village 
of Tinambak KP .  The intelligibility testing scores of Papar speakers on the 
Tatana and Bisaya reference tapes are significantly higher than their respective 
PSC relations . The intelligibility score on the Tatana story was 96% as compared 
with a PSC relation of 72 . Likewise , average intelligibility of the Bisaya story 
was 79% compared w ith 61 PSC . These e levated intelligibility scores appear to 
be due to language learning on the part of the Papar people . The Papar are a 
small group , surrounded by predominantly Tatana village s ,  with Brunei communities 
located within the area,  and Bisaya villages about ten miles away . Most of the 
Papar people interviewed stated that they were forced to learn another language 
in order to communicate in the nearby town of Kuala Penyu . Many are fluent in 
the Tatana language , while others have learned the Brunei language , and the 
children are studying Bahasa Malaysia in school . Language learning is further 
encouraged by the frequent intermarriage of the Papar with neighbouring groups . 
Only two of the subj ects interviewed had a Papar father , mother and spouse . The 
others had at least one member of. their immediate family who was not Paoar . This 
has resulted in a nearly total absence of monolingual Papar speakers .  
4 .  NATIONAL LANGUAGE I NTELL I GI B I L ITY 
Intelligibility scores on the Bahasa Malaysia reference tape were very high , 
with only one person in the corpus of eight scoring 80% , and the others scoring 
90- 100% ( Figure 3 ) . The high average score of 93% would support the statements 
of the Papar people that they have had to learn the national language or the 
language of a neighbouring group in order to communicate in their daily lives 
with persons of other language groups . It was also said that many parents en­
couraged the use of Bahasa Malaysia in the home so that their children will do 
wel l  in school . 
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Tinambak KP 96 79 24 28 
(Papar) ( 72 )  ( 61 )  ( 54)  (64)  
F i gure 2 :  Res u l ts of i ntel l i gi b i l i ty testi ng among speakers of the 
Papar 1 anguage in the vi  1 1  age of Ti nambak KP . ( Intel­
ligibility scores are given as percentages ; PSC figures 
are shown in parentheses . )  
AVG . SEX AGE EDUCATION 
TEST POINT SCORE M/F AVG . RANGE ED . A . E . R . A . E . S .  
Tinambak KP 93 3/5 4 5  20-61 4 6 3 
Fi gure 3 :  Comprehens i on o f  the nati onal l anguage i n  the vi l l age o f  Ti nambak 
KP ( Papar l anguage) . ( AVG . SCORE i s  given as a percentage . 
RANGE indicates youngest and oldest test subj ects . EDUCATION 
figures indicate the number of subj ects who had received some 
formal education ( ED . ) , the average number of years of edu­
cation those subj ects had received ( A . E . R. ) , and the average 
number of years of education for all of the subjects in the 
test corpus ( A . E . S . ) . )  
5 .  CONCLUS ION 
vfuile the actual inte lligibi lity scores from Tinambak KP would tend to 
suggest a closer relationship between the Papar language and the Tatana and 
Bisaya languages than the PSC relations and the lexicostatistical classification 
of Smith would indicate , the elevated scores are better explained by language 
learning than by language affinity . The Papar people themselves stated that 
through intermarriage and the need to communicate with neighbouring groups , 
other languages are commonly learned . Those other languages would especial ly 
be Tatana , Bisay a ,  and Brunei which i s  closely related to the national language , 
Bahasa Malaysi a .  The test scores confirm this s ince the scores in Tatana and 
Bahasa Malaysia were high and the score in Bi saya was higher than would have 
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been expected based on the PSC figures alone . The inability of the Tatana and 
Bisaya speakers to understand the Papar language , and the emphasis by the Papar 
people that the other languages were learned would seem to rule out the possibil­
ity that the languages are closely related linguistically . 
NOTE 
1 .  S ince the Papar people have not been separated from the other larger ethnic 
groups in Sabah census figures , this is only a population estimate of the 
number of Papar speakers , based on interviews conducted by the technicians 
who did the intelligibility testing at Tinambak KP .  
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THE DUMPAS LANGUAGE 
Ju l i e  K .  K i ng 
O .  I NTRODUCT ION 
The Dumpas language is spoken in the village of Perancangan in the Labuk­
Sugut Di strict . This village is located on the Terusan Sapi midway between the 
Sapi River and the Labuk Rive r .  During a vis it to the village of Perancangan 
LS in 1980 , residents said that Dumpas was not spoken in any other village in 
Sabah and that the total population of their village was approximately 500 . 
The 1970 Sabah census figures however ,  state that there were at that time 1 , 077 
Dumpas in Sabah . 
When the inhabitants of Perancangan LS were questioned as to the origin of 
their village , they indicated that they had moved from an area north of their 
present location more than 50 years ago . Rutter ( 1929)  mentions the Dumpas as 
a group closely allied with the Tambanua (� Paitanic) . Since the Tambanua 
presently l ive along the Sugut and Paitan Rivers and even farther north in Pitas 
District , it is possible that the Dumpas of Perancangan LS originally migrated 
from one of those areas ( Figure 1 ) . 
1 .  LEX ICOSTATIST ICAL CLASS I F I CAT I ON 
In a comparison of 325  wordlists from villages throughout Sabah , the Dumpas 
wordlist from Perancangan LS had its highest relation of 80 percent of shared 
cognates ( PSC) with the wordlist from the village of Buang Sayang KN (� Eastern 
Kadazan ) . The relations between the Dumpas wordlist and other wordlists of the 
Dusunic family of languages ranges from 55-75 PSC . But the relations between 
Dumpas and languages of the Paitanic family (� Paitanic)  range from 61 to 79 PSC . 
It is therefore unclear from this lexicostatistical classification whether the 
Dumpas language actually patterns more closely with the Dusunic or the Paitanic 
languages of Sabah (� Smith , in this volume ) . 
2 .  TEST I NG PROCEDURES 
Because of the fact that the Dumpas language seems to pattern lexico­
statistically on the border between the Dusunic family of languages and the 
Paitanic family of languages , it was considered necessary to do intel ligibility 
testing at the Dumpas village , us ing stories from both Dusunic and Paitanic 
Julie K. King and John Wayne King , eds Languages of Sabah : a survey report ,  
2 3 1- 2 3 5 . Paci fic Linguistics , C- 78 , 1984 . 
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village s .  It  was assumed that intelligibility would be higher with the Dusunic 
stories than with the Paitanic ones since the village where Dumpas is spoken is 
located in a predominantly Dusunic-speaking area.  - Two stories from the Dusunic 
family of languages were chosen : one was from the vil lage of Malapi LS (+ Eastern 
Kadazan) and the other was from Bunduon PG (+ Kadazan/Dusun) . The latter was 
chosen since it was representative of the Kadazan/Dusun language which is used 
on the radio and in the newspaper in Sabah . A third story which was used for 
testing in this village was the story from Konibungan PS , representing a language 
from the Paitanic family of languages .  
I n  addition to these three stories , a hometown story was used i n  testing 
and a national language test tape story was used . All of the tapes were con­
sidered to be good with regard to content and technical quality .  
3 .  TEST RESULTS 
Figure 2 displays the results of intelligibility testing at the Dumpas vil­
lage of Perancangan LS .  The results show that the intelligibility testing scores 
were not predictable from the PSC figures alone . 
REFERENCE DUSUNIC PAITANIC 
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Dumpas 100 57 44  87 
( Perancangan LS) ( 100)  ( 70)  ( 6 2 )  ( 7 5 )  
Fi gure 2 :  Dumpas i ntel l i gi b i l i ty of two Dusun i c  reference tapes and 
one Pa i ta n i c  reference tape . ( PSC relations are given in 
parentheses . ) 
From Figure 2 it can be seen that when ten sub j ects were tested at the 
village of Perancangan LS with the Dusunic stories from Malapi LS and Bunduon 
PG , the intelligibility scores were s ignificantly lower than the corresponding 
PSC figures .  On the other hand , when Dumpas speakers were tested with the 
Paitanic language family test tape from Konibungan PS , the opposite was true ; 
that is , the intelligibility testing results were higher than the corresponding 
PSC figure . 
venturing a hypothesis with regard to the origin of the Dumpas people could 
provide a partial explanation for these seeming discrepancies . It is possible 
that the Dumpas people are originally from an area on the Sugut River to the 
north of their present location or from even farther north in the Tambanua area 
of Pitas District (+ Sect ion 0 ) . 
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The predominant language spoken in those areas is Tambanua/Sungai which is 
a Paitanic language . I f  it is true that the Durnpas people were originally from 
one of those areas it would also explain the fact that they embrace the religion 
of Is lam , s ince the Tambanua/Sungai are predominantly Muslims and the other vil­
lages surrounding them in their present location e ither embrace Christianity or 
consider themselves religionless . 
It would then be understandable that when the Durnpas people moved to their 
present location more than 50 years ago that they began to pick up lexical items 
from the language of their neighbours . That would explain the high PSC relations 
of Durnpas with the wordlist of the Eastern Kadazan language in the initial lex­
icostatistical analysis.  
4.  NATI ONAL LANGUAGE I NTELL I GI B I L ITY 
Figure 3 shows the results of testing ten persons in the village of 
Perancangan LS with the national language intelligibility test story . Four of 
the ten sub j ects received a perfect score on this test while one other had only 
one question marked incorrect . The lowest score received was four incorrect 
answeis out of the ten possible . 
AVG. SEX AGE EDUCATION 
TEST POINT SCORE M/F AVG . MED . RANGE ED . A . E . R. A . E . S .  
Perancangan LS 79 6/4 28 33  16-50 7 8 . 2  5 . 8  
F i gure 3 :  Resul ts o f  nati ona l l anguage i ntel l i gi b i l i ty testi ng wi th soci o-
1 ogi ca 1 data for the Dumpas vi  1 1  age of  Perancangan LS. ( Scores 
are given as percentages . The education data for each village 
are listed as the number of persons in the test corpus who had 
received formal education (ED . ) , the average years of education 
which those subj ects had received (A . E . R. ) ,  and the average years 
of education per subj ect in the test corpus as a whole (A . E . S . ) . )  
Figure 4 displays the same data as Figure 3 ,  but in Figure 4 the data is 
sorted out with regard to the sex of the subj ects , the age of the subj ects , and 
whether or not the subjects had received any formal education . It can be seen 
that male subj ects under the age of 35 , who had received some formal education 
received higher scores on the national language intelligibility test than did 
their counterparts in the opposing categories .  
. 
The rather high overal l  result on the national language intelligibility 
test at Perancangan LS is probably also largely due to the fact that this one 
village i s  rather isolated in the centre of a language group with whom their 
inte lligibility is quite low .  I n  order for the two communities to communicate 
over the years , they have had to find a common language , which in this case 
could very well be the national language . 
SEX AGE 
CORPUS AVG .  AVG . AVG . 
SCORE M F UNDER SCORE SCORE 35  TEST POINT SCORE 
Perancangan LS 79/10 9 3/6 58/4 84/7 
AVG . 
O�R 
35  
SCORE 
66/3 
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EDUCATION 
AVG . AVG . 
ED . NON-ED . 
SCORE SCORE 
84/7 66/3 
5M 
2F 
Fi gure 4 :  Nationa l  l anguage i ntel l i gi b i l i ty resu l ts i n  the Dumpas vi l l age 
of Perancangan LS d i spl ayed accordi ng to sex , age and educat i on 
d i fferenti a l s .  (The average score for each category ( shown as 
a percentage) i s  followed by the number of subj ects for which 
the average applie s .  The box containing scores of those subj ects 
who had received formal education ( AVG . ED .  SCORE) also show the 
the number of males and females included in the educated group . 
NON-ED . indicates subjects without formal education . )  
5 .  CONCLUS I ON 
On the basis of the intelligibility testing results from the village of 
Perancangan LS , it is apparent that the Dumpas language has a closer relation­
ship with the Paitanic languages of Sabah than it has with the Dusunic languages . 
The historical roots of this language then are most likely Paitanic . It should 
be noted that this classi fication is contrary to the initial lexicostatistical 
classification of Smith who placed Dumpas with the Dusunic languages of Sabah . 
It seems more likely however that Dumpas is historically a Paitanic language 
and that over the years Dumpas speakers have borrowed lexical items from the 
language of the neighbouring villages since the intelligibility results as well 
as the sociological evidence seem to point in this direction . 
It is possible that further testing would reveal Dumpas to be a dialect of 
one of the Paitanic languages or a separate language within the Paitanic family 
(+ Paitani c ) . Since, however , no testing was done to determine Paitanic language 
speakers ' intelligibility of Dumpas , this reclassification can only remain 
speculation . Further testing of Dumpas with other Paitanic languages , and 
cross-testing of the ability of speakers of other Paitanic languages to under­
stand Dumpas would be necessary in order to warrant such a reclassification . 
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T H E  LOTUD LAN G UA G E  
John E .  Banker 
O .  I NTRODUCT ION 
Little is recorded about the origins of the Lotud language , except that it 
i s  related to other ' Dusun ' language s .  Appell ( 1968) gives some evidence for 
cultural ties with Rungus and suggests that Lotud speakers might have migrated 
to their present location from other Dusunic areas , but this is inconclusive . 
Like other languages in Sabah , Lotud is only one of the names given to the 
language under consideration in this paper . In Dusunic villages around the town 
of Tuaran TN the language is known as ' Dusun Tuaran ' .  Other ethnonyms are 
' Latud ' , ' Latod ' , ' Suang Lotud ' and ' Dusun Lotud ' . One dialect of thi s  language 
spoken in the area around the town of Telipok KK is referred to as ' Dusun 
Kadayan ' by its speakers .  In this paper the term Lotud i s  used to re fer to all 
of the villages which appear to belong to this language group . 
The number of speakers of Lotud is approximately SpOO , l most of whom live 
in the areas near the towns of Tuaran TN , Tamparuli TN and Telipok KK ( Figure 1 ) . 
1 .  LEXICOSTATI ST I CAL CLASS I FI CAT ION 
Smith ' s  classification ( in this volume) of Lotud as a distinct language is 
based on relations with other Dusunic languages which are lower than 75 percent 
of shared cognates (PSC) . Clayre ( 1966 : 6 ) , using a different diagnostic word­
l ist , found that Lotud " is quite separate from all other Dusun dialects and must 
in fact be regarded as a separate but related language . "  
Within the Lotud language itse l f  Smith postulates two dialects , " a  Lotud 
dialect chain found only in Tuaran and represented • . •  by five wordlists each of 
which is related to the dialect chain by at least 85 PSC , and a dialect identi­
fied as Dusun Kadayan as spoken in Sumagit KK which is related to the Lotud 
dialect chain in the range of 80-82 PSC " ( see p . 28 in this volume ) . Figure 
2 shows these PSC relations . 
Julie K .  King and John Wayne King , eds Languages of Sabah : a survey report , 
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82 80 82 82 OK (Sumagit KK) ----- Ousun Kadayan dialect 
F i gure 2 :  PSC rel ati ons of s i x  v i l l ages of the Lotud l anguage (per 
Smith , in this volume) . (ON } = "Ousun" representing Lotud ; 
LO = Lotud ; OK = Ousun Kadayan . )  
2 .  TESTING  PROCEDURES 
The purpose of dialect intelligibility testing in this study was to c larify 
the re lationships among the Lotud dialects and to better understand the position 
of Lotud in the Dusunic language family . Testing was also done to determine the 
status of the Dusun Kadayan dialect within the Lotud language . 
Marabahai TN representing Lotud was used as a reference tape for testing 
the ability of six of the more linguistically central Kadazan!Ousun villages to 
understand Lotud . 
For testing within the Lotud language three test points were chosen : Kauluan 
TN and Marabahai TN which are on either end of the dialect chain and Sumagit KK 
representing the Dusun Kadayan dialect . The story tapes from each of these vil­
lages were also used as reference tapes ( though in the first testing at sumagit 
KK, the Kauluan TN reference tape was not used) . 
Other reference tapes used in the test set were Malangang Baru TN , or 
Tenghilan TN, representing geographically close Dusun dialects ; Bundu Tuhan RU , 
representing a linguistically central Kadazan!Dusun village and Bunduon PG , 
representing the Coastal Kadazan dialect of Kadazan!Ousun ( the dialect which is 
used on radio and in the newspapers) . The final tape was the national language 
story . 
The Kauluan TN reference story was good . The Marabahai TN story was also 
good , though possibly a bit easy.  The Sumagit KK story was not as good a test 
since it was a story about the procedures of planting and so the theme and 
content were familiar. It was also a very short story . All of the tapes were 
of good technical quality . 
The Kadazan!Ousun tapes used in the set were also all of good technical 
quality .  The Bundu Tuhan RU story was a very clear tape , but has been found to 
be quite easy to understand all over the Kadazan!Dusun area.  The story is 
s imple and the words used are common everyday terms . In contrast , the Malangang 
Baru TN story deals with more specific items that would tend to be different 
acros s dialects . The Bunduon PG story is a good tes t ,  while the Tenghilan TN 
story is about the procedures of farming , so would tend to be more easily under­
stood . 
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3 .  TEST RESULTS 
3 . 1 Mutual i ntel l i gi b i l i ty wi th i n  the Lotud l anguage 
Results of intelligibility testing indicate high mutual intelligibility 
between the three Lotud-speaking villages ( Figure 3 ) . In general , these figures 
would indicate that the Lotud language consists of only one homogeneous dialect. 
Since both the Marabahai TN and Sumagit KK test stories were considered easy , 
further testing would be essential in order to verify this conclusion . 
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TAPES � 
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Marabahai TN -- 89 98 
( 78 )  (82 )  
Kauluan TN 99 - - 9 7  
( 78)  ( 79)  
Sumagit KK 9 7  9 7  --
( 8 2 )  ( 79 )  
Fi gure 3 :  Mutual i ntel l i g i bi l i ty test resul ts wi thi n the Lotud l anguage . 
( Scores are given as percentages ; PSC relations are given 
in parentheses . )  
3 . 2  Lotud understandi ng of Kadazan/ Dusun 
Results of intell igibility testing in Lotud villages using Kadazan/Dusun 
reference tapes were consistently much higher ( 80-98%) than the corresponding 
PSC relations ( 6 7-75)  ( Figure 4) . The scores on the Bundu Tuhan RU reference 
tape are probably higher than they would normally be , due to the very easy story 
used . The lower 80% score at Sumagit KK using the Malangang Baru TN reference 
tape cannot be commented on until it is compared with results from further 
testing of the Malangang Baru TN reference tape . 
The major factor in Lotud speakers '  understanding of Kadazan/Dusun is the 
significant amount of contact with the larger Kadazan/Dusun community .  Lotud 
villages are surrounded by Kadazan/Dusun villages , Lotud students go to school 
with Kadazan/Dusun students , they have contact in the markets , etc . The Lotud 
speakers generally refer to themselves as Dusun or Kadazan , considering them­
selves a part of the larger group . 
Intelligibility testing shows clearly that Lotud speakers understand 
Kadazan/Dusun as if it were the same language as their own . 
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F i gure 4 :  Resu l ts of  i n tel l i gi b i l i ty test i ng in  Lotud vi l l ages us i ng 
reference tapes from Kadazan/Dusun v i l l ages . ( Scores are 
given as percentages ;  PSC relations are in parentheses . )  
3 . 3  Kadazan/Dusun understandi ng of Lotud 
As Figure 5 shows , intelligibility of Lotud by six linguistically central 
KadazanjDusun villages ranges widely from 52% to 89% , while PSC relations only range 
69-72 PSC .  Two villages show high intelligibility , Kogopon P R  ( 89%)  and Pukat 
TN ( 89 % ) . Sunsuron TA and Tangaban TA show much lower intelligibility at 56% 
and 52% respectively . Lack of contact may be a factor in explaining these two 
lower scores , but cross-testing and more information are needed before any 
further conclusions can be drawn about Kadazan/Dusun understanding of Lotud . 
4 .  NAT IONAL LANGUAGE I NTELL I GI B I L ITY 
Intelligibi lity scores on the Bahasa Malaysia story were generally high 
( Figure 6 ) . Marabahai TN and Kauluan TN both registered 94% , whereas sumagit KK 
showed a somewhat lower score of 82% . The reason for this lower score was that 
one older woman declined taking the rest of the national language test after 
missing the first two answers . ( I f  that one score were disregarded , the average 
would be 91% . )  
Higher national language comprehension in the Lotud area is expected since 
most Lotud villages are near economic centres such as Tuaran TN , Tamparuli TN 
and Telipok KK ,  all of which have schools .  Education in Bahasa Malaysia is the 
key factor in intelligibility , but even some with no formal education had high 
scores .  
I n  the three villages tested an average o f  one third o f  the homes now use 
Bahasa Malaysia for communication at least part of the time , the highest per­
centage being in Marabahai TN where hal f  of the homes tested do so. 
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89 
( 70 )  
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( 70)  
7 7  
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F i gure 5 :  I n tel l i g i b i l i ty testi ng resu l ts i n  s i x  l i ngui s t i ca l ly  central 
Kadazan/Dusun vi 1 1  ages us i ng  a Lotud reference tape . ( Scores 
are given as percentage s ;  PSC relations are in parentheses . ) 
AVG . SEX AGE EDUCATION TEST POINTS SCORE M/F AVG . RANGE ED . A . E . R. A . E . S .  
Marabahai TN 94 515 3 3  19-54 9 8 7 
Kauluan TN 94 515 35  13-63 7 6 5 
Sumagit KK 82 6/4 39 14-70 5 4 4 
F i gure 6 :  Lotud i ntel l i gi b i l i ty of the national  l anguage tape wi th socio­
l ogi ca l  data . (Scores are given a s  percentages ;  the education 
data for each village are listed as the number of persons in the 
test corpus who had received formal education (ED . ) , the average 
years of education which those subj ects had rece ived (A . E . R . ) ,  
and the average years of education per subject in the test corpus 
as a whole ( A . E . S . ) . ) 
5 .  CONCLUS I ON 
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Lexicostatistical figures clearly show Lotud as a separate language from 
Kadazan/Dusun , and lower intelligibility scores by linguistically central 
Kadazan/Dusun villages in their understanding of Lotud confirm this . However , 
on the local communication level Lotud functions for all practical purposes as 
a dialect of Kadazan/Dusun with Lotud speakers readily comprehending the larger 
Kadazan/Dusun language . 
Within Lotud itself there seem to be some fundamental difference s ,  i . e .  
Kauluan TN and/or Surnagit KK may be separate dialects from the rest of Lotud , 
based on the lexicostatistical comparison . But it i s  hard to prove by the intel­
ligibility testing that has been done that there is more than one dialect in 
Lotud . Much contact between speakers of what might be di fferent dialects of 
Lotud facilitate learning of dialect idiosyncrasies . 
Study i s  needed on a deeper level to understand more fully Lotud ' s  position 
within the Dusunic languages and the relationship between the various Lotud 
villages . 
NOTE 
1 .  This figure i s  based on population figures given for each village which 
speaks Lotud in a report from the District Officer of Tuaran District . 
Banker, J.E. "The Lotud language". In King, J.K. and King, J.W. editors, Languages of Sabah: A survey report. 
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T H E  B I SAYA LA N G UAGE 
Phyl l i s  A. Dunn 
O .  INTRODUCTI ON 
The Bisaya ( also Bisayah and Besaya) of Borneo are residing in Sabah , 
Sarawak and Brunei with the majority living in the Beaufort and Kuala Penyu 
districts of Sabah ( Figure 1 ) . Peranio ( 1972)  describes their location as the 
middle and lower reaches of the rivers in Sarawak and Sabah that flow into Brunei 
Bay . The major concentrations of Bisaya in Sabah are in the area west of the 
town of Beaufort along the Padas Dami t ,  Gramma and South Padas Rivers . 
There are also many Bisaya villages found along the Klias River intermingled 
with Kadazan village s .  The town of Kota Klias itself is primarily Brunei­
speaking. 
According to Harrisson ( 1956) , on Labuan I sland in Brunei Bay , members of 
the formerly larger Bisaya population go back many generations . These Bisaya 
also claim a relationship to Limbang and Klias River Bisaya . 
The historical relationships between the Bisaya of north-western Borneo and 
the groups in the Bisayan Islands PHL are unclear (Harrisson 1962 ) , though the 
existence of an affinity between the peoples of Borneo and of the Philippines 
is a long-established fact (Araneta and Bernad 1960 ) . 
Headly ( 1950)  and Harrisson ( 1962 ) speak of Sabah Bisaya as Muslim wet-rice 
farmers who inhabit areas along the lower reaches of the Padas and Klias Rivers . 
Rutter ( 19 2 2 )  mentions them around Bundu KP and the town of Kuala Penyu . Bisaya 
villages today extend along the main road in Kuala Penyu District and throughout 
the area to the south-west of Menunggang KP .  
The 1970 Sabah census l ists 14 , 198 Bisaya in all of Sabah . l The majority 
of Bisaya speakers in Sabah are living in Beaufort District . 
Appell ( 1968) notes the linguistic similarities between B isaya and Dusun . 
Prentice ( 1970)  classifies Bisaya as a member of the Idahan language family along 
with other indigenous languages of Sabah - Murut and Dusun . 
1 .  LEXICOSTATIST I CAL CLAS S I F I CAT ION 
smith ( in this volume ) classifies Bisaya as a language within the Dusunic 
family . Percentage of shared cognate ( PSC) figures of Bisaya when compared with 
other languages within the Dusunic family range 54-67 PSC . A comparison 
Julie K. King and John Wayne King , eds Languages of Sabah : a survey report , 
245-250.  Paci fi c Linguisti cs , C- 78 , 1984 . 
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BISAYA 247 
of the seven Bisaya wordlists with each other shows high PSC figures ,  indicating 
that there are no dialect distinctions between the villages represented by the 
wordlists compared in Sabah . 
Because of frequent queries , sample wordlists of the Bisaya spoken on the 
Limbawang River in Sarawak and the Visaya language of the Philippines were com­
pared with Sabah Bisaya . The Limbawang River Bisaya was found to have 64-68 PSC 
with the Bisaya of Sabah and the Binisaya language spoken at Nasuli in Bukidnon 
Province of the Philippines proved to have only 3 1- 33 PSC with Sabah Bisaya . 
2 .  TESTING PROCEDURES 
The purpose of the intelligibility testing was to test the lexicostatistical 
classification of Bisaya as a distinct language within the Dusunic language 
family and to determine to what extent Bisaya speakers could understand other 
languages of the Dusunic family within a wider geographical area. 
Two villages were chosen as test points for the Bisaya intelligibility 
testing . Padas Damit BT was chosen because of its relative isolation from other 
language groups . It is located 18 miles from the town of Beaufort , near the end 
of a road which is populated exclusively for the last 12 miles by Bisaya people . 
Because of the many small rivers and the marshy area to the west of Padas Damit 
BT , overland contact with the Tatana people in the neighbouring district of 
Kuala Penyu is minimal or even non-existent . The town of Beaufort is the com­
mercial centre for the Bisaya , and they rarely have reason to visit Kuala Penyu 
District . 
Kilugus KP was chosen as the other test point because of its location in 
the centre of the Bisaya language area of Kuala Penyu District . This village is 
situated along the main road between the town of Kuala Penyu and Menumbuk KP, 
providing the people of Kilugus KP many opportunities for contact with other 
language groups . Many people from Kilugus KP go to Kuala penyu regularly where 
they would naturally have contact with Tatana people . 
Tape-recorded stories from four villages were used for the intel l igibility 
testing in the villages of Padas Damit BT and Kilugus KP . 
A tape from Taginambur KB was used to represent the Central Dusun 
dialect . A second tape was from Pinopok BT representing the Coastal Kadazan/ 
Dusun dialect which is geographically the closest Kadazan/Dusun dialect to the 
Bisaya l anguage area.  The Bunduon PG tape was used to represent the Coastal 
Kadazan/Dusun dialect used in the mass media . And the Bundu KP tape representing 
the Tatana language was used . Bundu KP ,  representing the Tatana language has 
the highest PSC relation with Bisaya and is geographically also very close . The 
final tape used for testing in the Bisaya villages was the Bahasa Malaysia lan­
guage tape used to test the intelligibility of the national language . 
All of the tapes were considered clear with regard to technical quality 
and story content . The Taginambur KB story included a few English and Malay 
words , causing difficulty for a few people . The stories from Pinopok BT and 
Bundu KP were hunting and fishing stories respectively and so may contain some 
terminology common to many Sabah languages .  The Bunduon PG story was very good 
since the outcome was not predictable . 
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3 .  TEST RESULTS 
3 . 1 B i saya understand i ng of Tatana 
The Bisaya people were able to understand the Tatana reference tape taken 
from Bundu KP as well as the Tatana were able to understand the Bisaya tape (+ 
Tatana ) . While the PSC figures of Kilugus KP and Padas Darnit BT with Bundu KP 
were only 69 and 62 respectively , intelligibility scores were 86% at Kilugus KP 
and 85% at Padas Darnit BT . It is interesting that the Padas Darnit BT score is 
so high , considering the fact that the people of Padas Darnit BT rarely corne in 
contact with Tatana people ,  while the people o f  Kilugus KP live within a few 
miles of Tatana village s ,  and often meet Tatana speakers in the town of Kuala 
Penyu . 
3 . 2  Tatana u nderstandi ng of B i saya 
The Bisaya re ference tape from Padas Darnit BT was tested in Bundu KP and 
Kiaru KP , both Tatana villages o f  Kuala Penyu District . The results were quite 
surprising since the intelligibility scores were significantly higher than the 
PSC relations . Tatana wordlists had initially been taken in Bundu KP and 
Menunggang KP . The PSC between Bundu KP and Padas Darnit BT was only 62 while 
the PSC between Menunggang KP and Padas Danlit BT was much higher at 86 , indica­
ting lexical borrowing between the Bisaya and Tatana groups living in Menunggang 
KP .  For this reason , Kiaru KP was chosen as the second Tatana test point , since 
it is geographically one of the most distant from the Bisaya area. The intel­
ligibility scores of Bisaya averaged 82% in Kiaru KP and an even higher 88% in 
Bundu KP . The higher score at Bundu KP may be explained by the fact that it is 
located along the main road and so more open to contact with Bisaya people . 
3 . 3  B i saya understandi ng of Kadazan/ Dusun 
Reference tapes of three dialects of the Kadazan/Dusun language were tested 
in the Bisaya villages .  The understanding of these tapes was much lower than 
their respective PSC figures . The results of this testing are summarised in 
Figure 2 .  
The low scores i n  Kilugus KP may i n  part be attributed t o  the fact that the 
first person tested was very emphatic in his assertion that he could not under­
stand a word of the ' Kadazan ' language . After he had li stened to the entire tape 
set , he explained to those who had not yet taken the test that some of the 
stories were in ' Kadazan ' .  In the subsequent testing many other test subj ects 
stated that they could not understand ' Kadazan ' even before they began to listen 
to the stories . This problem was only encountered to a mild degree in Padas 
Darnit BT , and although the intelligibility scores are highe r ,  it is still evident 
that the Bisaya understood very little of the Kadazan/Dusun dialects tested . 
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Fi gure 2 :  B i saya understand i ng of Kadazan/Dusun d i a l ects ( shown as 
percentages) . ( PSC relations are given in parentheses . )  
4 .  NAT IONAL LANGUAGE I NTELL I G I B I L ITY 
The high scores on the national language intelligibility test of 92% at 
Padas Darnit BT and 97% at Kilugus KP are probably due in part to the fact that 
a large number of the people tested had attended school ( Figure 3 ) . Fifteen of 
the 20 people tested had completed Primary 6 .  Many had also attended secondary 
schoo l .  Of the remaining five people , only one elderly person who had not 
attended school scored lower than 90% ,  indicating a widespread understanding and 
use of the national language . Both of the Bisaya villages tested have enj oyed 
the benefits of government schools for several years . 
AVG . SEX AGE EDUCATION TEST POINTS SCORE M/F AVG . RANGE ED . A . E . R. A . E . S .  
Padas Damit BT 92 6/3 30 17-65 8 9 8 
Kilugus KP 9 7  8/2 2 8  17-46 8 7 5 
Fi gure 3 :  Comprehens i on of the national  l anguage tape i n  two Bi saya vi l l ages . 
(AVG . SCORE is given as a percentage ; RANGE indicates the 
youngest and olde st te st sub j ects; EDUCATION figures indicate : 
the number o f  sub j ects who had received some formal education 
(ED . ) ,  the average number of years of education which those 
subj ects had received ( A . E . R. ) , and the average number of 
years of education for all subjects in the corpus (A .E . S . ) . )  
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5 .  CONCLUS ION 
The intelligibility testing in Bisaya villages confirmed the fact that the 
Bisaya language is di stinct from the Kadazan/Dusun languages and dialects with 
which it was tested , and from most other languages within the Dusunic family of 
languages . It  is , however ,  more highly understood by speakers of the Tatana 
language within that family than the PSC figures would indicate to be like ly .  
The high degree o f  intelligibility between Bisaya and Tatana may be due i n  part 
to contact between the two groups although the village of Padas Damit BT is very 
isolated from Tatana villages . Similarity of personal pronouns and grammatical 
structure are more likely to be important factors influencing the level of 
intelligibility . 
NOTE 
1 .  The 1960 census ( Jones 1962)  gives a figure o f  2 , 308 Bisaya for Sarawak. 
Harrisson ( 1964 : 17 7 )  gives an estimate of 7 , 000 Bisaya in Brunei .  No more 
recent figures for Sabah than those quoted from the 1970 census are avail­
able at the time of writing. 
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T H E  TATANA LAN G UAG E 
Phy l l i s  A .  Dunn 
O .  I NTRODUCT I ON 
The Tatana-speaking people are l iving exclusively within the boundaries of the 
Kuala Penyu District of Sabah . There are approximately 5 , 500 Tatana , the maj or­
ity of whom live in the north-eastern half of the district . l Tatana villages 
extend as far south as Menunggang KP ,  where the Tatana begin to mix with the 
Bisaya (+ Bisaya ) . The village of Menunggang KP itself is half Tatana and half 
Bisaya . Individual Tatana households extend nearly to Menumbuk KP , but these 
are scattered between Bisaya and Kedayan (+ Malayic) . The village of Bundu KP 
is considered to be in the very heart of the Tatana area . There are also sev-
eral Tatana villages along the coast of the northern peninsula ,  and a few are 
located acros s the narrow channel of the Kimanis Bay in the interior area 
extending toward Membakut BT ( Figure 1) . 
1 .  LEXI COSTATI ST I CAL CLASS I F I CAT I ON 
Smith ( in this volume) c lassifies Tatana as a language within the Dusunic 
language family . The percentage of shared cognate ( PSC) relations between 
Tatana and other languages within that family range from 55 to 7 3  PSC . The two 
Tatana wordlists referred to in Smith ' s  article were taken in Bundu KP and 
Menunggang KP . Since Menunggang KP is half Tatana and half Bisaya , the rela­
tively low relation of 83  PSC between the two village s re flects the influence 
of the Bisaya language on the Tatana language as it is spoken in Menunggang KP , 
rather than indicating different dialects of Tatana . The Tatana themselves 
recognise no dialect distinctions other than the influence of Bisaya on the 
Tatana speakers living in the border areas . 
2 .  TEST I N G  PROCEDURES 
The purpose of the intelligibility testing was to verify the lexicostatis­
tical classification of Tatana as a distinct language within the Dusunic family , 
and to see to what extent Tatana speakers could understand other languages of 
the same language family . 
Two test points were selected for this intelligibility testing : Bundu KP , 
in the heart of the Tatana area , and Kiaru KP , where contact with other languages 
within the Dusunic family is minimal . 
Julie K. King and John Wayne King , eds Languages of Sabah : a survey report ,  
251-256 . Paci fi c Linguistics , C- 78 , 1984 . 
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TATANA 2 5 3  
Reference tapes from four villages were used for testing : 1 )  Taginambur KB ,  
representing the Central Dusun dialect; 2 )  Bunduon PG,  representing the 
Coastal Kadazan dialect of Kadazan/Dusun which is used in the mass media ; 3 )  
Padas Damit BT , representing the Bisaya language , the geographically closest 
major language within the Dusunic family ; and 4) Taku1i BT , the Kadazan/Dusun 
dialect having the highest PSC relation with the Tatana language . In addition , 
the Bahasa Malaysia test tape was used for testing in both of the Tatana village s .  
All of the tapes used i n  the testing were considered to be clear with re­
gard to technical quality .  The story from Taginambur KB contained a few English 
and Bahasa Malaysia words , which caused slight problems for a few of the test 
subj ects . Though the story from Taku1i BT was about hunting and contained some 
familiar terminology , the outcome in the testing was not predictable on that 
basis . The stories from Bunduon PG and Padas Damit BT were also quite unpredict­
able and so provided a good test for intelligibility of the representative 
dialects and languages .  
3 .  TEST RESULTS 
3 . 1  Tatana understandi ng of Kadazan/Dusun 
With the exception of the reference tape from Takuli BT , the Tatana test 
sub jects found the Kadazan/Dusun stories difficult to understand. This can be 
seen from the testing results shown in Figure 2 .  Intelligibility test scores 
on the tapes from both Bunduon PG and Taginambur KB were well below the corres­
ponding PSC figures.  However with K1ias River Kadazan as spoken in Taku1i BT , 
which has the highest percentage of shared cognates with Tatana of any of the 
other languages or dialects , the level of understanding was well above the PSC . 
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Fi gure 2 :  Tatana understandi ng of Kadazan/Dusun ( shown as percentage s ) . 
( Corresponding PSC relations are in parentheses . ) 
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3 . 2  Kadazan/Ou sun understand ing  of Tatana 
The Tatana story from Bundu KP was used as a reference tape in two closely 
re lated Kadazan!Dusun vi llage s in the district of Tambunan ( Figure 3 ) . 
The villages of Toboh TA and Tangaban TA scored 42% and 41% respectively (+ 
Kadazan!Dusun) . 
� � -;;; � TAPE ::l III 'tl +J  � III TEST POINTS ::l E-< Ill � 
Toboh TA 42 
( 6 3 )  
Tangaban TA 41 
z ( 66 )  ::J U) Pukak TN 42 ::J Cl 
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� 37 Sunsuron TA 
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( 7 3)  
Kilugus KP 86 
.x: (69)  � 
U) 
H Padas Damit BT 85 III 
( 62 )  
Fi gure 3 :  Resu l ts of i ntel l i gi b i l i ty testi ng ( shown a s  percentages )  
u s i ng a Tatana story i n  other Ousun i c  vi l l ages . 
Four less closely related Kadazan!Dusun villages were also tested 
with the reference tape from Bundu KP (Figure 3 ) . Those four villages were 
Pukak TN , Kionsom KK , Sunsuron TA , and Kogopon PR. The scores from Pukak TN , 
Kionsom KK , and Sunsuron TA ranged from 36% to 42% (+ Kadazan!Dusun) . In Kogopon 
PR, a higher 58% may reflect the relative geographical proximity of Kogopon PR 
to the Tatana language area as compared to the others which are geographically 
more remote from the Tatana language area . All of these village� however , found 
the Tatana language very difficult to understand. 
3 . 3  Tatana understand i ng of B i saya 
The intelligibility scores of the Tatana villages on the reference tape 
from Padas Damit BT were similar to those of the Bisaya villages when they were 
tested with a Tatana story (Figure 4 ) . The people of Kiaru KP were able to 
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understand 82% of the story , whi le the score at Bundu KP was somewhat higher at 
88% . The elevated score at Bundu KP may be due to the fact that Bundu KP is 
along the main road between the Bisaya area of the district and the town of Kuala 
Penyu , providing many opportunities for contact between the two groups . 
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F i g ure 4 :  Tatana u nderstand i ng of B i saya ( shown as percentage s ) . 
( Corresponding PSC relations are in parentheses . )  
3 . 4  B i saya understandi ng of Tatana 
The Tatana re ference tape from Bundu KP was used for intelligibility testing 
in the Bisaya villages of Kilugus KP and Padas Damit BT . While the lexical 
re lations of these villages were 69 and 62 PSC respectively with Bundu KP , the 
intelligibility scores were significantly higher at 86% and 85% (Figure 3 ) . It  
is interesting to note that the Padas Damit BT score is only slightly lower than 
that of Kilugus KP , even though the people of Padas Damit BT rarely come in con­
tact with Tatana people , while the people of Kilugus KP live within a few miles 
of Tatana villages and often meet Tatana speakers in the town of Kuala Penyu . 
4 .  NAT IONAL LANGUAGE I NTELL I GIB I L ITY 
The scores at the villages of Bundu KP and Kiaru KP on the national language 
intelligibility test were both 87% ( Figure 5 ) . Because of the presence of gov­
ernment schools in both of these villages , many of the test sub j ects had attended 
school . Only five of the total of 20 people tested scored below 90% . It is also 
interesting to note that all of those scoring under 90% were over the age of 35  
and had had little or no opportunity for formal education . As can also be seen 
in Figure 5 however ,  others in the same age group and with no formal education 
scored 100% on the national language intelligibility test.  This of course 
indicates a widespread knowledge and usage of the national language by Tatana 
speakers. 
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TEST AVG . 
POINTS SCORE 
Bundu KP 87 
Kiaru KP 87 
SEX 
M/F 
6/4 
6/4 
AGE EDUCATION 
AVG . RANGE ED . A . E . R. A . E . S .  
39 2 3-66 9 6 6 
38 17-60 7 8 6 
Fi gure 5 :  Comprehen s i on of the national l anguage tape i n  two Tatana v i l l ages . 
( AVG . SCORE is given as a percentage ; RANGE indicates the 
youngest and oldest test sub j ects ; EDUCATION figures indicate : 
the number of subjects who had received some formal education 
( ED . ) ,  the average number of years of education which those 
subjects had received (A . E . R. ) , and the average number of years 
of education for all subjects in the corpus (A. E . S . ) . )  
5 .  CONCLUS ION 
The intelligibility testing that was done at the villages of Bundu KP and 
Kiaru KP confirms the lexicostatistical classification of Smith that Tatana i s  
a language distinct from the Kadazan/Dusun language and from the other languages 
within the Dusunic family with which it was tested . The test results of Tatana 
with the Kadazan/Dusun language within the Dusunic family showed an average of 
59% with a range in scores of 55-67% . The one exception to this was the vil­
lage of Takuli BT which averaged 92% (+ Section 3 . 1 ) . 
Tatana may , however ,  be more closely related to the Bisaya language than 
previously thought.  The high degree of intelligibility between Bisaya and 
Tatana may be due in part to contact between the two groups . This however would 
not be the case for the village of Padas Damit BT which is quite isolated . It  
is more likely that similarity of personal pronouns and grammatical structures 
are more s ignificant factors to explain the high level of intelligibility between 
the two . 
The people themselves have their own explanations for their ability 
to understand each othe r ' s languages . A Tatana legend tells of a time when the 
Tatana and the Bisaya were very close friends . In addition to intermarrying at 
that time , both groups learned to speak the language of the other group . An 
older Bisaya man also explained that in ancient times the Bisaya and the Tatana 
were one people and so the Bisaya are still able to understand the Tatana lan­
guage . 
NOTE 
1 .  In the Sabah census figures , the Tatana are grouped with the larger ' Kadazan ' 
group . Thi s  population figure is therefore only an estimate based on interviews 
in Tatana villages and the author ' s  knowledge of the area.  
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T H E  KU I JAU LA NGUAG E  
John A .  S p i t z ack 
O .  I NTRODUCT ION 
0 . 1 Loca t i on and ori g i n s  
The language under d iscussion here i s  classified by smith ( in this volume ) 
as Kui j au and i s  located in Keningau District on the plains between the Witti 
Range to the east and the Crocker Range to the west .  The Kui j au villages form 
a crescent around the south-wes t ,  north-west and north-east regions of Keningau 
KU , all within a 12-mile radius ( Figure 1 ) . 
At least two of the individuals interviewed indicated that the Kui j au 
people originally inhabited the highlands nearby , presumably the Crocker Range . 
As late as the 1920s Rutter locates them " • . .  on the western hill s ,  above the 
Keningau Plains" ( 1922 : 66 ) . Fifty years earlier , crespigny ( 1872 : 17 6 )  reported 
a " Koijoe "  group " on the Klias River , near Padass . . .  " ,  which also may be a 
reference to the Kui j au . 
They have since moved to the lowlands around Keningau KU , and inhabit some 
of the same areas as the Gana people and at times the same village s ., The 
Keningau Murut (+ Murutic)  live to the south and east of the Kui j au crescent . 
To the north-east are the Tarnbunan Dusun , many of whom have migrated to the 
Keningau region . To the north-west , over the Crocker Range , are found the 
Kadazan of the coastal regions of Beaufort , Papar and Penampang districts (+ 
Kadazan/Dusun . )  1 
Because of the Kuij au pos ition between the Dusunic groups and the Murutic 
groups it is generally held that they represent a "hybridization" of the two 
peoples (Rutter 1929 ; Chatfield 1972) . However , Woolley ( 19 5 3 : 1 ) cited one of 
his chief informants as denying such an admixture . Rather ,  he said , the Kui j au 
adhere to the same tradition as several other Dusun groups (Woolley 1953 ; 
Williams 196 1 ;  + Eastern Kadazan) , that the legendary cradle of all Dusuns , 
including the Kuij au ,  was beside a deep pool on the upper Labuk River near what 
is now Tampias RU . The place was called Nunukaragang after the enormous nunuk 
tree which she ltered it.  
Williams ( 1961 : 7 3 )  suggests that the " Koh/hub" group , which is said to have 
moved to the south from the area north of Tarnbunan TA about a century ago , may 
in fact , be the present Kui j au group or a progenitor of i t .  He cites a Kui j au 
tradition of migration c laiming that they came from the north and first settled 
in Bingkor KU . He traces the etymology of the original autonym and the present 
Kui j au ( Kwijau )  e thnonym as follows : Koh/hub + Kur/re + Kwi j au .  But he gives 
no linguistic evidence to support thi s .  
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0 . 2  Ethnonyms 
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According to Rutter ( 1929 : 36 )  the ethnonym " Kuijau" ( also Kwi j au ,  Kij au ,  Kuiyow , 
Kuliow , Kuriyo and possibly Koijoe )  is derived from the Dusun word r i a u  which 
means dried up , because they resided in areas which were completely deforested . 
The word , as he traces i t ,  is related to the Tambunan Dusun word Keriau , while 
the Papar Dusun who have the ' z '  sound predominant in their dialect , have ' cor­
rupted ' it to Kuizau . The Dusun form Kuizau was then anglicised to Kuij au ,  which 
is sometimes reduced to Kuj au .  
The autonym sometimes used by the Kuij au i s  Menindal . They have also been 
called Tindal (as have other groups) which comes from the same root . Prentice 
( 19 70 : 37 1 )  records the term as Menindaq . The Kui j au are sometimes called Tidong 
by the lowland Muruts around them, which means hi l l ,  thus hi l l  people.  Many 
people s imply refer to them as Hill Dusun , a very broad term used to describe 
any number of groups . 
0 . 3  Popul at ion 
The population of the Kui j au language group is estimated to be between 
5POO and 6pOO . 2 This is difficult to assess though, because of the intermix­
ture of Kuij au speakers with other groups in the same villages and throughout 
the region . The following list gives the Kui j au popUlation of those villages 
which were tested and for which estimates have been gathered from the local 
headme n .  
Tunturnulod KU 340 
Sungoi KU 125 
Liau Darat KU 390 
Senagang KU 500 
( including Keretan KU) 
Linsosod KU 140 
Bunsit KU 300 
Patikang Ulu KU 360 
Total 2 155 
The following villages are said to be made up mostly of Kui j au speakers :  
Agudon KU 
Bandukan KU 
Bingkor KU 
Bulusilau KU 
Kepayan KU 
Liau Ulu KU 
Liawan KU 
Ranggun KU 
Other villages which are said to be mixed include : 3 
Binaong KU 
Apin-Apin KU 
Kg Keningau KU 
0 . 4  L i terature 
Pengas KU 
Sandapak KU 
References to the Kuij au people go back at least a century , but as far as 
is known , no serious linguistic description has ever been attempted . As early 
as 1922 Rutter classified them as Murutic , but also as holding a unique position 
as a kind of buffer state between the west coast Dusuns and the Muruts of 
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the interior" ( p . 68) . In his 1929 work he placed them midway between the two 
groups and called them " . . •  a most interesting link between the Muruts and the 
Dusuns . . .  " (p . 36 ) . He also included a 186-item wordlist from the Kuij au lan­
guage . 
Much of the phonological and grammatical analysis of Dusun dialects/lan­
guages which has been completed would be relevant to a study of the Kuij au lan­
guage ( e . g .  Grossens 1924 ; Staal 1926 ; Majusim 1949 ; Antonissen 1958 ; Lees 196 4 ,  
n . d . ; Clayre 1966 , 1967 , 1970 and Asmah 1978 , 1979-80) . 
Some early lexicostatistical studies included wordlists from the Kui j au 
language , such as Wellings ' ( 1960 )  initial Dusun dialect survey , Healey and 
Healey ' s  ( 1961) methodological study based on the same data , and Foran ' s  ( 1967) 
comparison of some Dusunic lists . 
Prentice ' s  ( 1970)  comparison of 7 3  wordlists , mostly from Sabah languages , 
included Rutter ' s  Kuij au wordlist mentioned above and his own wordlist of the 
"Menindaq" dialect ( identified as Kuij au in this study) . Prentice found Rutter ' s  
Kuij au wordlist to be sufficiently different to warrant a language-leve l  dis­
tinction . He included Rutter ' s  Kuij au with his Minansut language which has 
been identified as Gana in this study (� Murutic) . However different Prentice ' s  
classification is from that of this study , it was the first real attempt to 
classify a broad spectrum of the languages of Sabah by lexicostatistics . 4 
More recently Cohen ( 1981) produced a preliminary study of the linguistic 
unity and diversity in Keningau District in which he displayed a list of 80 words 
gathered from 25 villages , including the Kuij au villages discussed here . 
1 .  LEXI COSTAT I ST I CAL CLASSI F I CAT ION 
1 . 1 Smi th ' s  c l ass i fi cati on 
Smith ( in this volume ) classified Kui j au as one of the languages of the 
Dusunic family on the basis of a relation with representative wordlists from the 
other Dusunic languages of 52-77 percent of shared cognates ( PSC) . However , he 
classified the Kuij au from Apin-Apin KU ( hereafter called Apin-Apin Kui j au) as 
belonging to the Murutic family rather than the Dusunic . This was established 
on the basis of a relation of only 64-70 PSC with representative wordlists of 
the Dusunic l anguages and a relation of 54-77  PSC with representative wordlists 
of the Murutic languages . 5 
In view of the difficulty of connecting Apin-Apin Kuij au with the other 
Kui j au language either historically or linguistically , it was decided to handle 
it in a separate treatment (� Murutic) and only mention it here as a point of 
comparison . Figure 2 shows the PSC relations among the five Kuij au villages , 
Tuntumulod KU , Sungoi KU , Liau Darat KU , Senagang KU and Linsosod KU , compared 
with their relations to Apin-Apin KU . 
Besides separating Apin-Apin Kui j au from the Kui j au of the other villages , 
Smith also classified each of these five Kui j au samples as representing distinct 
dialects of one language . This was established on the basis of relations of 
77-85 PSC between the wordlists . S ince none of them shared cognate relation­
ships of more than 8 5 ,  which is the threshold for merging dialects , each of 
the villages were regarded as representing a separate dialect . 
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Fi gure 2 :  PSC rel at i ons of  fi ve Dus u n i c  Ku i jau  sampl es and the Muruti c 
Api n-Api n  Kui j a u  samp l e  
1 . 2  Revi sed c l as s i fi cati on 
During the second phase of the survey the word1ists ( except for Liau Darat 
KU) were checked and synonyms and abvious loan words noted . A manual comparison 
of these rechecked word1ists has somewhat revised the PSC relations of the Kuij au 
dialects and Apin-Apin Kui jau .  These revised relations are marked with an 
asterisk throughout this paper. 
The revised figures tend to raise the PSC relations of the five Kui j au 
dialects between 2 and 7 percentage points making it doubtful that they should 
be classified as distinct dialects . The PSC relations among the dialects now 
stand at *80-89 percent . Each of the samples is connected to the others by at 
least two relations above the 80-85 PSC dialect threshold . 
The revised PSC relations of Kuij au with Apin-Apin Kuij au tend to be lower ,  
making Smith ' s  classification which placed them in separate language families 
even more convincing . Figure 3 shows the revised PSC relations . 
KUIJAU 
( Tuntumu1od KU) 
*86 
*83 
*86 
*80 
*65 
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APIN-APIN KUIJAU 
(Apin-Apin KU) 
Fi gure 3 :  Revi sed PSC rel a t i ons (marked with an asterisk) com­
pari ng fi ve Ku i j au samp l es and the Api n-Api n Ku i jau samp l e  
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2 .  TEST ING  PROCEDURE S 
Since the intelligibility testing was set up on the basis of the PSC rela­
tions of the initial wordlists and not the revised relations , the first obj ec­
tive in the intelligibility testing was to clarify whether each of the five 
Kuij au villages represented a distinct dialect and to define its limits . 
Several factors made intelligibility testing of the Apin-Apin Kui j au dialect 
advisable , even though Smith classified it as belonging to a different language 
family from Kui j au :  it uses the ethnonyrn ' Kuij au ' ; Apin-Apin KU is located in 
close proximity to Kui j au village s ;  Apin-Apin Kuij au had no high PSC relations 
with other languages and there is no strong link connecting it with the Murutic 
language family . 
Even though the Gana language is a member of the Murutic language family , 
it was considered desirable to test Kui j au understanding of Gana . The two groups 
are in close proximity and were reported to have a high level of mutual intel­
ligibility . 
It was also important to di scover how well the Kui j au community could under­
stand the Kadazan!Dusun language . This testing was done mainly to find out how 
far the influence of the Kadazan!Dusun language extended. In the case of the 
Kuala Monsok dialect there was a real possibility that a close linguistic affin­
ity did exist.  Therefore it proved desirable to do intelligibility testing in 
this dialect as well as the Central Dusun dialect . 
In setting up the set of reference tapes to be used in the intelligibility 
testing o f  the Kui j au language , it was necessary to make choices between what 
should be tested and what was actually possible . Ideally , every Kui j au hometown 
tape should have been used as a reference tape at every other Kuij au test point . 
But s ince it had already been decided to limit the size of the test sets to no 
more than five stories besides the hometown and national language tape , it was 
necessary to limit the test sets to the Kui j au hometown tape and two of the best 
remaining Kuij au stories as reference tapes .  
Since the Tunturnulod KU and Senagang KU tapes were considered the two best 
Kui j au tapes , they were chosen as the reference tapes representing the variety 
in Kuij au dialects . When , however ,  the Tunturnulod KU reference tape was used as 
the hometown tape , the Linsosod KU story was substituted as the second Kuij au 
reference tape . By using the same Kui j au stories there was some ' control ' by 
which to evaluate the results and also it was poss ible to use the best stories 
and leave the poorer stories as hometown tapes only . 
Each of the Kuij au tests was set up along the lines noted above with one 
exception . For the Senagang KU test a Gana language reference tape from Minansut 
KU was substituted for one of the Kui j au reference tapes . This was done on the 
basis of what several people had said about the Kuij au speakers and the Gana 
speakers . 
Besides the hometown tape and the above mentioned reference tapes ,  each 
test set included an Apin-Apin Kuij au reference tape from Apin-Apin KU . I t  is 
unfortunate that the quality of the story and the tape itself was not better in 
light of the possible importance of Apin-Apin Kuij au in establishing a link 
between the Murutic and Dusunic language families . After using the tape at three 
of the above mentioned Kuij au test points it was used as a hometown tape in 
Apin-Apin KU itself . There it was discovered that the content on which the last 
two questions were based was so short that the questions were difficult if not 
inappropriate . Therefore , in order to safeguard the results of the test and not 
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call into question its validity , those questions were excluded when analysing 
results . In most cases this raised the average of the test scores .  
The Kadazan/Dusun story from Bunduon P G  was also used as a reference tape 
in each of the Kui j au test sets . Both the content of this story and the tech­
nical quality of the tape were very good . 
The Kadazan/Dusun reference tape from the village of Bundu Tuhan RU was of 
good technical quality . The story , however ,  was very s imple with frequent use 
of Malay terms and terms which are used broadly throughout Sabah languages . 
This was likely a s ignificant factor in the generally high intelligibility 
scores . 
3 .  TEST RESULTS 
3 . 1  Mutual i ntel l i gi bi l i ty wi thi n Ku ijau  
Figure 4 shows the results of the intelligibility testing conducted i n  five 
Kuij au villages , each representing separate dialects according to Smith ' s  
classification . All five test points understood their hometown tape well ;  three 
of them registered 100% intelligibility . 
KUIJAU GANA IAPIN-APIN KADAZAN/DUSUN REFERENCE KUIJAU 
TAPES 
s:: 
III 
N s:: 
III � ;:l � 'tl P: til 
� � III ;:l � � � � s:: Ci 'tl (!) III 
0 s:: A< rl  .c: rl  
s:: rl 0- 'tl .j.J -.-I III � � � ;:l s:: 0 ;:l f}: s:: .j.J S III til til o til .j.J .j.J tTl 0 
� 
I ;:l III ;:l s:: 
Q) .j.J III til s:: 'tl 0 'tl Q) 
TEST POINTS S s:: s:: s:: s:: -.-I s:: U s:: u 0 � Q) -.-I -.-I f}: ;:l + ;:l + tI: en H � � �  � � 
Tuntumu10d KU 100 96 100 66 65 6 2  
( -- ) ( *86)  ( * 80) ( '4066)  ( *6 5 )  ( *75)  ( * 7 3 )  
Sungoi KU 94 87 9 3  70 70 92 
( -- ) ( *86) ( *89) ( *65)  ( * 7 7 )  ( *7 5 )  
� ,:z: Liau Darat KU 100 96 99 70 75 82 'J 
H ( - - ) ( *8 3 )  ( *86) ( *66)  ( 74 )  ( 74 )  � 
Senagang KU 100 100 82 69 70 89 
( -- ) ( *86) ( *68)  ( *6 5 )  ( *7 7 )  ( * 7 5 )  
Linsosod KU 98 100 99 72 72  96  
( - - ) ( *80) ( *86)  ( *62 ) ( * 71)  ( *70)  
Fi gure 4:  Ku i jau  i nte l l i g i b i l i ty of Kui jau , Gana , Api n-Api n  Ku i j au and Central 
Dusun reference tapes . ( PSC r.e1ations are given in parentheses and 
revised PSC relations are marked with an asterisk ; + indicates re­
classified. designations . )  
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Intelligibility between the Kui j au villages is high , ranging 87- 100% com­
pared to PSC relations of *80-89 . Individual scores for all 50 sub jects aver­
aged 97% with a range of 80-100% . The 100% mutual intelligibility between 
Tunturnulod KU and Linsosod KU was unexpected s ince the PSC relation is only *80 . 
The high intelligibility scores at all five test points is a clear demonstration 
of the homogeneity of the Kui j au language in spite of the lexical differences . 
The Kui j au villages di scussed may be considered members of one homogeneous group . 
3 . 2  Mutual i n tel l i g i bi l i ty of  Kui jau  and Gana 
Kui j au intelligibility of the Gana language was tested in Senagang KU using 
a reference tape from Minansut KU ( Figure 4 ) . The ten subj ects averaged 82% 
intelligibility with individual scores ranging from 60% to 100% . This compares 
to the s ignificantly lower *68 PSC . 
Gana intelligibility of Kuij au was also tested in Kuangoh KU using the 
Tunturnulod KU reference tape (� Murutic) .  The Gana wordlist collected there has 
a relation of *87 PSC with the other Gana village of Minansut KU and a relation 
of *66 PSC with the Tunturnulod KU wordlist.  The Gana subjects averaged 99% 
intelligibility of the Kuij au reference tape . While language learning rather 
than linguistic affinity would at first appear to be the most logical explanation 
for the high intelligibi lity , this is not easy to veri fy in light of the relative 
isolation of this particular Gana village from Kuij au villages and the presence 
of only two Kuij au speakers in a village of over 350.  It could be that high 
mutual intelligibility arises from certain important grammatical features of 
Gana which follow the Dusunic rather than Murutic pattern . 
3 . 3  Mutual i n tel l i g i b i l i ty of Ku i j au and Api n-Api n Ku i jau 
An Apin-Apin Kui j au reference tape from Apin-Apin KU was included in each 
of the Kui j au test sets (Figure 4 ) . The village averages ranged 66- 72% intel­
l igibi lity compared to *62-66 PSC . The highest average intelligibility ( 72 % )  
was recorded a t  Linsosod KU , which had the lowest PSC of the five Kui j au villages . 
The lowest intelligibility ( 66%)  was recorded at Tunturnulod KU compared to *65 
PSC .  The 5 0  Kui j au test subj ects averaged 6 9 %  intelligibility . 
These scores are very much in line with the revised PSC figures and prob­
ably reflect an accurate appraisal of Kui j au intelligibility of the Apin-Apin 
Kui j au language . 
The normal reaction of the subj ects was one of bewilderment when they first 
heard the story . Some of the subj ects recognised the Apin-Apin Kui j au reference 
tape as Murutic while others said it was " like" Dusun. 
To complete the mutual intelligibility testing of Kuij au and Apin-Apin 
Kui j au a reference tape from Tunturnulod KU was used at Apin-Apin KU (� Murutic) . 
The five male and three female subjects averaged 94% intelligibility with indi­
vidual scores ranging 80- 100% . This is much higher than the *65 PSC and prob­
ably indicates considerable language learning by a very local language community 
of 200 (Apin-Apin Kuij au )  of the more dominant Kuij au language spoken in and 
around the same vi llage . 
. 
3 . 4  Mutual  i ntel l i g i b i l i ty of Ku i j au and Kadazan/Dusun 
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Kui j au intelligibility o f  the Kadazan/Dusun language was tested using 
several Central Dusun dialect (per Smith, in this volume) reference tape s .  In­
telligibility testing has since helped to clarify the divisions within the Dusunic 
family (+ Kadazan/Dusun) .  According to reclassification based on intelligibi lity 
testing, the Kui j au test points discussed thus far were actually tested with a 
Coastal Kadazan reference tape from Bunduon PG and a Central Dusun reference tape 
from Bundu Tuhan RU . In addition , two other Kui j au village s ,  Bunsit KU and 
Patikang Ulu KU , were tested for intelligibility of a different Central Dusun 
reference tape from Taginambur KB .  
3 . 4 . 1 Mu tual i ntel l i g i b i l i ty o f  Ku i jau and Coastal Kadazan 
Intelligibility of the five Kui j au test points of the Coastal Kadazan ref­
erence tape from Bunduon PG showed an average of 70% .  village averages ranged 
from 65- 75% compared to relations of *71-77 PSC ( Figure 4 ) . These low scores 
demonstrate that Kui j au and Coastal Kadazan are separate languages .  
A test made at Kogopon PR using a Tuntumulod KU reference tape is the only 
sample of Coastal Kadazan understanding of Kui j au .  The intelligibility score 
here was 75% compared to a *78 PSC relation . This intelligibility score and the 
70% average score of Kui j au understanding of Coastal Kadazan demonstrates both a 
low mutual intelligibility and supports Smith ' s  separate language classification . 
3 . 4 . 2  Mutual i n tel l i g i b i l i ty of Ku i jau and Central Dusun 
As seen in Figure 4 ,  the intelligibility results for the Bundu Tuhan RU 
reference tape representing Central Dusun were substantially higher than the 
results for the Coastal Kadazan reference tape , averaging 84% for the five test 
points and ranging 62-96% . Individual scores ranged 0-100% with one subj ect 
showing zero percent understanding and 27 showing perfect intelligibility . By 
comparison the PSC relations ranged *70-7 5 .  
Some explanation is needed for the disparity between the very high scores 
of the test points Sungoi KU , Liau Darat KU , Senagang KU and Linsosod KU , which 
averaged 90% intelligibility and the very low score of Tuntumulod KU , which 
showed only 6 2 %  intelligibi lity . 
In order to investigate the validity o f  the high scores two other Kui j au 
villages , Bunsit KU and Patikang Ulu KU , were chosen , and a cross-section of 
people in each was tested for their understanding and comprehension of the Bundu 
Tuhan RU story . In addition , a reference tape from Taginambur KB ,  another 
Central Dusun village , was also tested . Figure 5 shows the results of this 
te stin g .  
�he representative Kui j au village Sungoi KU h a s  a relation of *75 PSC with 
Bundu Tuhan RU and *74 PSC with the sample from Taginambur KB .  Smith has clas­
sified both of these as " core" Central Dusun . The results of testing with the 
Bundu Tuhan RU tape at Bunsit KU and Patikang Ulu KU was 100% intelligibility 
at both village s ,  even higher than the other Kui j au villages previously tested . 
Section 2 .  discusses the problem of using the very simple story from Bundu 
Tuhan RU as a reference tape . Language learning may be a factor in Kui j au 
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comprehension of Central Dusun , but it is more likely that the very high intel­
ligibility is due to the simple test story . 
REFERENCE Central Dusun TAPES 
� � 
� m � 
� � 
� � 
� � 
� � 
§ � TEST POINTS m � 8 
Bunsit KU 100 77 
0 ( *74)  ( *7 5 )  � 
� 
H 
0 Patikang Ulu KU 100 7 5  � 
( *74)  ( *7 5 )  
Fi gure 5 :  Two Ku i jau  v i l l ages ' i ntel l i g i bi l i ty of two Central 
Dusun reference tapes . ( Revised PSC relations are marked 
with an asterisk and given in parentheses . )  
By contrast , the Bunsit KU sub j ects averaged only 77% intelligibility of 
the Taginambur KB tape and the subjects in Patikang Ulu KU averaged only 75% 
intelligibility of the same tape . The intelligibility score of Bunsit KU and 
Patikang Ulu KU of the Taginambur KB reference tape was very similar to the PSC 
score . This fact along with the fact that the Taginambur KB story was observ­
ably more difficult than the Bundu Tuhan RU story leads to the conclusion that 
the Taginambur test results more accurately reflect Kui j au intelligibility of 
Central Dusun . 
That Tuntumulod KU scored a very low 62% average intelligibility of the 
Bundu Tuhan RU story , cannot be explained from the limited data and warrants 
further testing and investigation . 
To investigate intelligibility in the opposite direction , Central 
Dusun intelligibility of Kuij au was tested in the villages of Pahu TA, Paginatan 
RU , 6 Tangaban TA , Sunsuron TA , Toboh TA, Parancangan RU , Kundasang RU , Kionsom 
KK and Pukak TN (� Kadazan!Dusun) . 
The Liau Darat KU reference tape represented the Kui j au language in the 
Pahu TA and Paginatan RU test sets , with the results of 86% and 84% respectively 
compared to PSC relations of 76 and 77 . The content of the Liau Darat KU story 
was considered s imple and at both test points male subj ects heavily outnumbered 
female sub jects . These results , therefore , are not considered an accurate 
reflection of the Central Dusun community ' s  intelligibility of Kui jau .  
The same number o f  male and female sub j ects , ( 29 ) , made a very balanced 
corpus from the remaining seven Central Dusun test points . These were all tested 
for intelligibility of Kui j au using the very good re ference tape from Tuntumulod 
KU . The average intelligibility score for all 58 sub j ects was 65% . 
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Given the average PSC of * 76 , which represents a spread of * 74-78 PSC ,  the 
65% intelligibility can be said to be a fair representation of the intelligibil­
ity of Kui j au by the Central Dusun community as a whole . 
In summary , village averages of Kui j au comprehension of Central 
Dusun ranges 62-96% . The average of individual scores for all Kuij au sub jects 
tested is 82% . The village averages o f  Central Dusun comprehension of 
Kuij au ranges 57-86% , while the average of individual scores for all Central 
Dusun subjects is 72% . Clearly these figures demonstrate that these are sep­
arate language s ,  though language learning may be evident in a number of situ­
ations . 
3 . 4 . 3  I n te l l i gi b i l i ty o f  Kui j a u  by Kua l a  Monsok 
The wordlist collected at Kuala Monsok TA shows the highest relation with 
Kuij au of all Dusunic lists ,  ranging * 80-86 PSC (+ Kadazan/Dusun) . It is also 
one of the geographically closest villages to the Kuij au-speaking areas . For 
these reasons , a Kuij au reference tape from Liau Darat KU was included in the 
Kuala Monsok TA test set . However , the 6 2 %  intelligibility registered there by 
the corpus of four male and three female sub j ects demonstrates very low intel­
ligibility in spite of the very s imple story and high PSC relation.  No testing 
was conducted in the other direction . 
4 .  NAT I ONAL LANGUAGE I NTELL I G IB I L ITY 
The final test tape in each of the Kui j au test sets was the national lan­
guage tape in Bahasa Malaysia. This story tape is considered very good in both 
content and technical quality . Figure 6 summarises the sociological data for 
the corpus at each test point along with the average percentage of intelligibility 
of the national language tape for all ten sub jects in each village . 
AVG . SEX AGE EDUCATION TEST POINTS SCORE M/F AVG . RANGE ED . A . E . R . A . E . S .  
Tuntumulod KU 77  6/4 34 17-58 6 8 5 
sungoi KU 88 4/6 28 16-50 9 9 8 
Liau Darat KU 80 3/7 3 1  17-68 6 6 4 
Senagang KU 84 5/5 35  16-65 7 6 5 
Linsosod KU 85  7/3 32 15-67 4 8 3 
F i gure 6 :  Ku i j au i ntel l i gi b i l i ty of the nati ona l l anguage tape wi th socio­
l ogi ca l data . (Scores are given as  percentage s .  The education 
data for each village are listed as the number of persons in the 
test corpus who had received formal education ( ED . ) , the average 
years of education which those subjects had received ( A. E . R. ) , 
and the average years o f  education per sub j ect in the test 
corpus as a whole (A . E . S . ) . )  
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Intelligibility ranged from 77% in Tuntumulod KU (which also scored lowest 
on all other non-Kui j au tests) to 88% in Sungoi KU . The latter corpus also had 
the highest level of education . 
In every test cas e ,  the group of sub jects which had received some formal 
education averaged higher intelligibility than the group which had received no 
formal training using the medium of Bahasa Malaysia . The amount of education 
did not prove s ignificant . Those having received some education averaged 94% 
intelligibility against only 62% intelligibility shown by those with no formal 
training . Figure 7 displays these relationship s .  
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Fi gure 7 :  Ku i jau i ntel l i g i b i l i ty of the national l anguage tape d i s­
pl ayed by l evel of educa t i on . (The three levels in each 
block represent male (M) , female (F)  and combined (C)  
corpus averages . The number within each column represents 
the size of the corpus used to calculate the intellig­
ibility average of each . )  
I n  Figure 8 the average intelligibility of the national language tape is 
displayed by the parameter of age . The four age groups which were distinguished 
( 15-30 , 31-45 , 46-55 and 56-up) show a consistent descending level of intelligi­
bility within both the male and female corpora . This could be due as much to 
education , though , s ince only four male and two female subjects of the educated 
corpus of 15 male and 17 female subj ects are found outside the first age group , 
and they are all included in the second age bracket . Age may show a minimum of 
influence but it is probably safe to say that the continued spread and use of 
the national language in school , government and trade will gradually work its 
way through all age levels.  
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Fi gure 8 :  Ku i j au i ntel l i g i bi l i ty of the nati onal l anguage tape di spl ayed 
accord i ng to age perameters . ( The three levels in each block 
represent male ( M) , female ( F )  and combined ( C )  corpus aver­
ages . The number within each column represents the size of 
the corpus used to calculate that intelligibility average . )  
Since all villages tested are located in the same vicinity and variables 
such as neighbouring language groups and proximity to the district centre are 
much the same , the only factor that can positively be shown to be of significance 
as far as skill in using the national language is concerned is education through 
the medium of Bahasa Malaysia. 
5. CONCLUS I ON 
The results of intelligibility testing as well as the revised lexical 
relations within the Kuij au language show that all samples discussed above belong 
to one homogeneous group . The differences which exist in the lexicons of each 
village , while still apparent in the revised word1ists , are not sufficient to 
impede mutual intelligibility among these Kui j au village s .  
Further intelligibility testing i s  not needed to determine the status of 
Kui j au in relation to the other Dusunic languages since the intelligibility 
testing tends to confirm Smith . However ,  it would be helpful to understand more 
clearly the true relationship between Kuij au and the Murutic language of Gana 
since intelligibility scores indicate good comprehension in both directions . 
That study will no doubt have to include an investigation of the ethnic origins 
and relations of each . 
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NOTES 
1 .  Rutter ( 1929 : 38 )  followed by Prentice ( 1970 : 38 2 ) , identified 'the Tagaas , 
who live between the Tambunan Dusun and Coastal Kadazan , as a group very 
closely related to the Kui j au .  It is not known whether any of the collec­
tion points were villages be longing to this group . None identified them­
selve s  as such , but the Kuala Monsok TA sample (+ Kadazan/Dusun) , though a 
bit to the east , is located in the general vicinity and is the sample most 
closely related to the SIL Kui j au wordlists ( 7 6-84 PSC) . This close 
relation was not born out by intelligibility testing (+ Section 3 . 4 . 3 ) . 
Williams ( 1961 : 73 )  identified the vi llages of Tobou (Toboh TA) and Kintutul 
as being occupied by the "Tah/gas " ( Tagaas ) group . Although no intelligi­
bility testing was conducted at those villages , the lexical relations of 
only 70-76 PSC with the Kui j au samples do not indicate a close relationship 
either . 
2 .  The 1931  census lists 4 , 5 39 Kuij au speakers while the 1970 census listed 
only 120 individuals ( Sullivan and Regis 1981) . This discrepancy is not 
due to a drastic fall in population but to a change in the Kui j aus ' self­
designation for the purpose of the censu s .  It  is probable that most Kui j aus 
called themse lves "Kadazan" during the 1970 census which listed 1 5 , 2 7 1  
Kadazan i n  Keningau District . It  is also likely that many Kui j au were 
classed as Muruts as a similar Kui j au population figure decrease was seen 
between the 1921 and 1931 censuses ( Ride 1934 ; Jones 1966 ) . 
3 .  I n  addition to these villages , Woolley (1953 )  mentioned the fact that there 
were several settlements in the Tambunan plain area and the village of 
Minansut KU ( c f .  Prentice 1970) • 
4 .  Rutter ' s  ( 1929 ) Kui j au wordlist had 102 comparable terms ( according to the 
Malay) with SIL ' s  367-item wordlists . Of these 102 terms , PSC relations 
ranged from *81-86 percent , which is within the *80-89 PSC range S IL ' s 
samples showed , indicating that his l ist belongs to the same group . His 
Kui j au list also had a range of *79-80 with SIL ' s  Gana l ists . This is a 
much closer relation than S IL ' s Kui j au lists had with the Gana lists ( *62-
68 PSC) , but having used only a subset of the words may have skewed the PSC 
figures . * denotes , as in the body of the paper ,  that the revised word­
lists were used . 
5 .  Having stated thi s ,  though , Smith then surmised that the actual historical 
roots of Apin-Apin Kuij au are Dusunic . This will have to be supported by 
more extensive investigation into Apin-Apin Kui j au speakers ' migration into 
the area,  a more thorough historical comparison of shared vocabulary and an 
examination of the grammars of each . When the Apin-Apin KU test subj ects 
were asked what language they spoke , they gave names as diverse as Dusun , 
Kui jau,  S inirnbitan and Murut . 
6 .  This was lexically classified by Smith as belonging to the Paginatan Dusun 
dialect of the Kadazan/Dusun language but included with the Central 
Dusun dialect after intelligibility testing showed no s ignificant difference . 
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TH E E A S T E R N  KADAZAN LA NGUAGE 
John A .  S pi t z ack 
O. I NTRODUCTION 
The language designated Eastern Kadazan is spoken in the Labuk-Sugut , 
Sandakan and Kinabatangan di stricts . vil lages are located along the Labuk/Liwagu 
River and tributaries from the east coast of Sabah as far west as Tampias RU and 
along the Kinabatangan/Milian River system from Bilit KN to its headwaters , in 
the region of the Tongod River (Figure 1 ) . 
The actual historical origins of this language group and their migration are 
unknown . The Tompulung group from the area of Telupid LS share with several 
other Dusunic groups the legend that their beginnings are under a large n un u k  
ragan g ,  o r  red fig tree , which was located near what is now Tampias RU on the 
upper Labuk River (Woolley 195 3 ;  Williams 1961 ; � Kui j au) . 
At some point in their history those Eastern Kadazan groups closest to the 
coastal areas came in contact with I slamic groups , possibly the Baj au or Ida ' an 
who had not long before converted to I slam , and embraced their religion . At that 
time they began calling themse lves o rang s unga i ,  or river peopZe. Those groups 
further inland have retained their own particular autonym or use the more generic 
term "Kadazan" unless they embrace the I slamic religion , at which time they , too , 
change their name to Orang Sungai . 
The problem with nomenclature is complicated somewhat more by the fact that 
those Paitanic language groups on the Paitan and Sugut Rivers in the north­
eastern part of the state and those on the lower Kinabatangan River also call 
themselves Orang Sungai after converting to I slam. In  addition , one group of 
Orang Sungai living in Kinabatangan and Sandakan districts is linguistically 
more closely related to the Ida ' an language than to any other (� Paitanic ; � 
Ida ' an) . 
The present population for speakers of the Eastern Kadazan language can 
only be roughly estimated s ince no current official population figures are avail­
able . The very broad ethnic classifications used for the 1970 census were not 
used for the 1980 census . With information taken from several sources the pop­
ulation for Eastern Kadazan speakers , including all dialects , is estimated to be 
14 , 000 to 16 , 00 0 . 1 
Some of the Eastern Kadazan dialects are known by various ethnonyms and 
clan names . The Malapi Kadazan use the autonym " Sogilitan" . The autonym 
"Tompulung" i s  used by people living on the upper Labuk River near Telupid LS . 
Julie K .  King and John Wayne King , eds Languages of Sabah : a survey report , 
2 71-282 . Paci fic Linguistics , C- 78 , 1984 . 
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The Terusan Sapi Kadazan living along the Sapi Canal between Sapi L S  and the 
lower Labuk River have called their language "Tindakon" but it is not known how 
broadly this is applied . Sometimes the term " Labuk Kadazan" , or simply "Kadazan" , 
is used for the above groups . 
The " Sukang" and "Mangkaak" are found along the Keramuak River in 
Kinabatangan District . The "Mangkaak" are also found along the Tongod and 
Malagatan Rivers . Most of the other groups , located on the Segaliud River in 
Sandakan District and along the Kinabatangan/Milian River from Bilit KN to Kuala 
Keramuak KN generally refer to themselves as "Orang Sungai" .  Those in Balat KN 
and Bukit Permata KN sometimes call themselves " Tindakon" ( or Tindakon sungai )  
as do those on the Sapi Canal . 
The subdialect of Eastern Kadazan spoken along the Labuk River has been 
under study for the past couple of years by Hope M.  Hurlbut of the Summer 
Institute of Linguistics . To date , a paper on some features of narrative dis­
course (Hurlbut 1979) and a study of the morphophonemics ( Hurlbut 1981) have 
been published . In preparation is an in-depth study of the verbal affixation 
of " Labuk Kadazan" . In addition , a manuscript copy of a SpOO-item English-Malay­
Kadazan and Kadazan-Ma lay-English dictionary and a trilingual thesaurus have 
been compiled , and over 80 pages of Kadazan story text has been prepared and 
translated into Malay and English . 
Wellings ( 1960) included data from this dialect in his comparison and survey 
of 1 3  Dusunic dialects . Healey and Healey ( 1961)  used the data from Wellings 
for a methodological study of dialect comparison and suggested some possible 
classifications . Clayre ( 1966 ) also included " Labuk Kadazan" and "Mangkaak" 
data in her dialect comparison of some Dusunic dialect s .  
A booklet of five Kadazan folk tales entitled Ceri ta dongeng Sabah (Matius 
1979) has been published in diglot form ( Kadazan/Malay with an English trans­
lation in the back) by the Sabah Museum. Also , a " Labuk Kadazan" translation 
of the New Testament books of Mark ( 1976) and Acts ( 1977)  has been published . 
1 .  LEXI COSTAT I STI CAL CLASS I F I CAT ION 
Smith ( in this volume) grouped 18 wordlists using the various ethnonyrns 
"Mangkaak" ( also Mangkak , Mangkahak and Mangkok) , " Sukang" , "Kadazan " and " Sungai" 
( also Sunge i )  together under the single designation Eastern Kadazan language . 
These lists have relations of 7 5-99 PSC . Using his representative Dusunic vil­
lage s ,  those most closely related to Eastern Kadazan ( 7 1-81 PSC) are members of 
the Kadazan/Dusun language . In addition , the Rungus , Kadazan-Tarnbanua and Kui j au 
samples related at 77-78 PSC . 
Nine Eastern Kadazan villages were grouped together to make up the Labuk/ 
Mangkaak/Sukang dialect ranging 83-99 PSC . Mananam KN was chosen to represent 
this group s ince it shares the highest relation with all the other samples . 
Four other wordlists having relations of 84-91 PSC were grouped together as 
a s ingle Lamag Sungai dialect . Buang Sayang KN represented this dialec t .  
The wordlists from Longrnanis SN, Malapi LS , Kulu-Kulu KN ,  Kuala Keramuak KN 
and Sualok LS each represented a distinct dialect of the Eastern Kadazan language . 
Some of these dialects are closely related to each othe r ,  for example Kulu-Kulu 
KN and Kuala Keramuak KN with 86 PSC ; while others have a close relationship 
with one of the larger dialects , for example , Sualok LS , representing Terusan 
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Sapi Kadazan , has a range 79-89 PSC with the Labuk/Mangkaak/Sukang dialect . 
These re lations illustrate the interrelatedness of the dialects within this 
rather broad language group and the tentativeness of the divisions . Figure 2 
shows the PSC relations of the Eastern Kadazan sample s .  
2 .  TEST ING PROCEDURES 
The chief reason for dialect intelligibility testing within Eastern Kadazan 
was to clarify the relations between the seven dialects posited by Smith . This 
necessitated testing intel ligibility across dialect boundaries . In addition to 
this , some intelligibility testing within the larger dialects was desirable to 
ensure that each dialect is represented by only mutually intelligible samples . 
Though the major purpose for intelligibility testing within Eastern Kadazan 
was not to further define its relation to the other Dusunic languages ,  some 
testing was deemed advisable with one of the more closely related groups . The 
Kadazan/Dusun language , as represented by the Central Dusun dialect , was 
used for this purpose . 
Intelligibility testing within the Eastern Kadazan language was conducted 
in s ix villages using seven different corpora of ten subj ects each . The test 
points were Batu Putih KN representing the Lamag Sungai dialec t ,  Malapi LS rep­
resenting the Malapi Kadazan dialect , and Buis LS , Mananam KN ,  Langkabung KN and 
Sogo-Sogo KN representing the Labuk/Mangkaak/Sukang dialect . 2 
In all of the test sets a hometown tape was used to teach procedure and to 
gauge the subj ects ' understanding of the question/answer method . All test sets 
also included a national language tape to check intelligibility of Bahasa 
Malaysia.  The hometown tape s were all fair to good in content and quality and 
the national language tape was considered good . 
Besides the hometown tape and the national language tape , at least one other 
Eastern Kadazan reference tape was used from either Labuk/Mangkaak/sukang vil­
l ages of Mananam KN, Lankabung KN or Telupid LS or the Lamag Sungai village of 
Batu Putih KN. The Mananam KN ,  Telupid LS and the Langkabung KN reference tapes 
were all considered good . The Batu Putih KN tape was simple but satisfactory . 
One or two Central Dusun dialect reference tapes were also used from 
either Bunduon PG , Taginambur KB ,  Pahu TA or Entilibon KN .  The Bunduon PG tape 
has since been reclassified as representing the language designated Coastal 
Kadazan (+ Kadazan/Dusun) . That tape was considered very good. The Entilibon 
KN tape was good while the other two had difficulties but were still rated as 
good . 
Except in the case of Batu Putih KN and Mananam KN ' B '  test points , all of 
the corpora are regarded as a good cross-section of each community . These two 
test points used a higher ratio of male to female subj ects and the Mananam KN 
corpus was unusually young .  
3 .  TEST RESULTS 
3 . 1 Resu l ts of i nte l l i g i b i l i ty testi ng 
Figure 3 displays the results of intelligibility testing conducted in the 
Eastern Kadazan language group . Mutual intelligibility testing was done 
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Fi gure 2 :  PSC rel ati ons of seven d i a l ects of the Eastern Kadazan l anguage .  ( The dialect 
designation is printed in capital letters and the village self-designation is 
given in quotation mark s .  (Adapted from Smith , in this volume . »  IV -..J 
l.I1 
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between the Lamag Sungai dialect and the Labuk/Mangkaak/Sukang dialec t .  Testing 
done at the Batu Putih KN test point , representing Lamag Sungai , showed only 69% 
intelligibility of a Labuk/Mangkaak/Sukang reference tape from Mananarn KN . That 
compares to a PSC relation of 79 . This is far below the 80% intelligibility 
threshold expected of mutually intelligible dialects . 
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F i gure 3 :  Eastern Kadazan i ntel l i g i bi l i ty of  four Eastern Kadazan reference 
tapes and four Kadazan/Dusun reference tapes . (+ Marks data from 
Mananarn ' A ' ; Data from Mananam ' B '  is unmarked ; PSC relations 
are given in parentheses ; autonyrns are given in quotation marks ; 
* "Kadazan " is also referred to as "Labuk Kadazan " in the paper . )  
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A t  two Labuk/Mangkaak/Sukang test points , Buis LS and Mananam KN ,  the Lamag 
Sungai reference tape from Batu Putih KN was used. They showed 87% and 74% 
intelligibility respectively compared to relations of 77  and 79 PSC . Given the 
ma:rginal PSC relations this range in intelligibility is not unexpected.  But the 
high intelligibility score at Buis LS of Batu Putih KN was a little surprising 
since there is no obvious contact between the two groups . In spite of the higher 
Bui s  LS intelligibility score , Labuk/Mangkaak/Sukang and Lamag Sungai are not 
mutually intelligible . 
No cross-testing was conducted for the Ma1api Kadazan dialect but the Ma1api 
LS test point , representing that dialect , was tested for intelligibility of both 
Lamag S�ngai , using the Batu Putih KN reference tape , and Labuk/Mangkaak/Sukang , 
using the Mananam KN reference tape . The Ma1api LS subjects showed 72% intel­
ligibility of the Lamag Sungai tape which is very s imilar to the 73 PSC relation . 
There is no reason to expect high intelligibility of a Ma1api Kadazan reference 
tape at a Lamag Sungai test point . 
On the other hand , the Ma1api LS subjects showed 82% intelligibility of the 
Labuk/Mangkaak/Sukang reference tape from Mananam KN compared to a higher 86 PSC 
score . It is not poss ible to predict the Labuk/Mangkaak/Sukang intelligibility 
of a Ma1api Kadazan reference tape which could conceivably be higher or lowe r .  
However ,  it i s  expected that the " Labuk Kadazan" subdia1ect of the Labuk/­
Mangkaak/Sukang dialect would show slightly higher intel ligibility of Ma1api 
Kadazan ,  s ince they are both located along the same rive r .  In fact , it has been 
said that the Malapi LS people have already adopted the " Labuk Kadazan" dialect 
s ince having moved closer to the East-West Highway . 
The " Labuk Kadazan" and "Mangkaak" test points showed marginal to high 
intelligibility of the reference tapes from within the Labuk/Mangkaak/Sukang 
dialect . The intelligibility ranged from 80-100% compared to equally high PSC 
relations of 80-99 . No " sukang" tape or test point was used . 
The high PSC relation of 88 between Buis LS and Mananam KN is not reflected 
in intelligibility .  Buis LS sub j ects registered only a marginal 80% intel lig­
ibility of that "Mangkaak" story , possibly indicating some difficulty in compre­
hension between the Labuk River villages and those in the headwaters region of 
the Kinabatangan . 
In the "Mangkaak" village of Langkabung KN ,  subjects showed marginal intel­
ligibility of the " Labuk Kadazan" reference tape from Telupid LS , registering 
only 81% intelligibility , which is quite in line with the marginal 80 PSC . Two 
other " Mangkaak" villages , Mananam KN and Sogo-Sogo KN ,  scored 98% and 85% intel­
ligibility respectively on the same " Labuk Kadazan" story . The high Mananam KN 
score was expected since it has a relation of 9 2  PSC with the Telupid LS dialect . 
The data possibly suggests a dialect division between " Mangkaak" and " Labuk 
Kadazan" , but mutual intelligibility can be expected in any cas e .  
All of the Kadazan/Dusun testing showed negligible intelligibility , 
ranging 34-58% . This is not surprising since the test point samples only had a 
range of 61-73  PSC . The higher scores recorded on the Pahu TA reference tape 
( 49-52% ) as compared to the Taginambur KB reference tape ( 34-35% ) are probably 
due to the simpler story rather than to greater linguistic s imilarity . The 
higher ( 41-58%)  scores for the Enti1ibon KN reference tape is easily explained 
by its geographical proximity to the test points . It is significant enough that 
all test points scored substantially less than 75% intelligibility . 
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3 . 2  Further i ntel l i g i b i l i ty testi ng 
Intelligibility testing has not yet been completed for the Eastern Kadazan 
language . As Figure 4 indicates ,  an exhaustive investigation would require 
mutual intelligibility testing of as many as 21 relations . However ,  ten of these 
relations (marked with a hexagon) are sufficiently established on the basis of 
PSC alone to make dialect divi sions , though mutual intelligibility would still 
not be certai n .  While all the relations are within the testable range of 75-85 
PSC , the 11  relations marked with a question mark should be investigated first . 
Thus far only one of these has been fully tested , the Labuk/Mangkaak/Sukang 
dialect with the Lamag Sungai dialect . However ,  Malapi Kadazan intelligibility 
of Lamag Sungai and Labuk/Mangkaak/Sukang dialects has been tested . To complete 
this testing these dia lects must be tested for comprehension of a Malapi Kadazan 
reference tape . 
SEGALIUD SUNGAI 
0 MALAPI 
? ? 
. 
0 ? 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
KADAZAN 
LABUK/MANGKAAK/SUKANG 
? KULU-KULU SUNGAI 
? ? KERAMUAK 
. . 
0 ? ? . 
? ? 0 . . 
SUNGAI 
LAMAG 
? 
S UNGAI 
I TERUSAN SAPI KADAZAN 
F i gure 4 :  Requi red d i a l ect i n tel l i g i bi l i ty testi ng among seven Eastern 
Kadazan d i a l ects . (The que stion mark indicates that the 
dialect status is doubtful . The hexagon indicates that 
the dialect status of the relation is established based on 
PSC relations . )  
Within the Labuk/Mangkaak/Sukang grouping it was found that a dialect 
division between " Labuk Kadazan" and "Mangkaak" may be reasonable . Likewise the 
divisions between " Labuk Kadazan" and " Sukang" , and between " Mangkaak" and 
" Sukang" should be tested for mutual intelligibility before any one of those 
subdivisions is used to represent the whole group. 
Terusan Sapi Kadazan has very high PSC relations with Labuk/Mangkaak/Sukang 
and may be long to that group . Segaliud Sungai shows high relations with some 
members of the Labuk/Mangkaak/Sukang group and should be investigated on that 
account . Other testing , too , can be done within Smith ' s  tentative classification 
of the Eastern Kadazan language group to determine the language and dialect 
boundaries . 
4 .  NATIONAL LANGUAGE I NTELL I G I B I L ITY 
EASTERN KADAZAN 2 79 
A national language tape by a native Sabahan was used at each test point to 
check that community ' s  average intelligibility of Bahasa Malaysia . Figure 5 
shows test point scores ranging 35-83% intel ligibility . The test point where 
the highest intelligibility was recorded was at Batu Putih KN .  The highest 
ratio of male to female subj ects was also there , as was the most educated corpus 
of the seven . 
AVG . SEX AGE EDUCATION TEST POINTS SCORE M/F AVG . RANGE ED . A . E . R. A . E . S .  
Batu Putih KN 83 9/1 2 8  16-60 8 9 7 
Sogo-Sogo KN 6 3  6/4 34 17-50 4 4 1 
Mananarn KN ' A '  52 5/5 30 15-45 3 2 1 
Malapi LS 49 6/4 35  2 1-56 2 3 1 
Buis LS 4 1  5/5 38 21-55 1 9 1 
Man an arn KN ' B '  35  7/3 22 16- 26 6 6 3 
Langkabung KN 35 5/5 3 3  17-45 4 3 1 
F i gure 5 :  Nati onal  l anguage i ntel l i g i b i l i ty at seven Eastern Kadazan tes t 
pO i nts wi th soci ol ogi cal  data . ( Scores are given as percentages ; 
The education data for each village are listed as the number of 
persons in the test corpus who had received formal education 
(ED . ) ,  the average years of education which those subj ects had 
received ( A . E . R. ) , and the average years of education per sub j ect 
in the test corpus as a whole ( A . E . S . ) . ) 
The average score of all 70 subj ects was 53%  with scores ranging from 0-100% 
being registered . Nine subjects scored zero while the same number showed per fect 
intelligibility . All zero scores carne from subj ects not having had any formal 
education , and all perfect scores carne from those having had at least four years 
of formal training using the medium of Bahasa Malaysia . 
Figure 6 shows the intelligibility of the national language tape by educa­
tion and sex . The significance of education is seen in the char t .  All those 
having received any formal education from one to 11 years are considered under 
the group " educated" . Those with no formal training at all are grouped together 
as " non-educated" . 
Whereas the group having some education averaged 81% intelligibility with 
no significant difference recorded between the 24 male and four female sub j ects , 
the group not having received any education averaged only 35% intelligibility , 
with the 19 male sub jects averaging 54% and the 2 3  female subj ects averaging 19% . 
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Fi gure 6 :  Eastern Kadazan speakers ' i n tel l i g i b i l i ty of the national  
l anguage tape by education  and sex . (The three levels in 
each block represent male (M) , female (F)  and combined ( C )  
male and female corpus averages . The number within each 
column represents the size of the corpus used to calculate 
that intelligibility average . )  
S ince the corpus is not large enough or balanced enough to make a thorough 
study of the effect of age on the intelligibility scores , the only possible 
breakdown is between the " 30 years and below" age group and the " above 30 years" 
age group .  Figure 7 shows the averages of each group by sex and education as 
well as the combined averages .  
Among the non-educated subj ects age made very little difference i n  the 
female corpus . The " 30 age under" group averaged 2 3% intelligibility while the 
" above 30" group averaged 2 1 % . However ,  among the non-educated male corpus there 
is a substantial difference - 75% for the younger group and 45% intelligibility 
for the older group . 
The most obvious conclusion from the test results of the national language 
tape is that those having received some education using Bahasa Malaysia as the 
medium of instruction have much higher comprehension of the national language . 
Secondly , sex makes no difference among the educated corpus but among the non­
educated , males demonstrated intelligibility nearly three times as high as female 
sub jects . Finally , the age factor , ( outside of education) may indicate higher 
comprehension of Bahasa Malaysia among males under 30 years of age . No other 
factors influencing intelligibility have been isolated . 
�CATI� 30 YEARS AND UNDER 
Ed . 84 ( 18) 
MALE Non-Ed. 75 ( 6 )  
Combined 81 ( 24 )  
83 Ed . ( 4 )  
FEMALE Non-Ed . 2 3  ( 1 2 )  
3 8  Combined ( 16 )  
COMBINED 64 ( 40)  
EASTERN KADAZAN 2 8 1  
ABOVE 3 0  
7 2  
( 6 )  
4 5  
( 1 3 )  
54 
( 19 )  
- -
2 1  
( 11 )  
- -
42 
( 30 )  
Fi gure 7 :  Eastern Kadazan speakers ' i ntel l i g i b i l i ty of the nati onal  
l anguage tape by age , sex and educat i on . (The number 
within parentheses below each intelligibility average 
represents the size of the corpus used to calculate that 
average . ) 
5 .  CONCLUS I ON 
The results of the dialect intelligibility testing in the Eastern Kadazan 
language confirm a division between the Lamag Sungai group and the Labuk/­
Mangkaak/Sukang group , but might in fact , suggest a language level distinction 
rather than simply a dialect difference .  A wide range of intelligibility occurred 
for Labuk/Mangkaak/Sukang comprehension of Lamag Sungai while Lamag Sungai showed 
only very limited intelligibi lity of Labuk/Mangkaak/Sukang . 
Malapi Kadazan and Labuk/Mangkaak/Sukang testing is incomplete but tends to 
confirm Smith ' s  dialect division between Malapi Kadazan and the "Mangkaak" mem­
ber of the Labuk/Mangkaak/Sukang dialect . The results of testing the Malapi 
Kadazan comprehension of Lamag Sungai indicate either a dialect or language level 
division , thus confirming Smith ' s  separation of these two dialect s .  
Within the Labuk/Mangkaak/Sukang dialect group the need for some rearrange­
ment is quite certain . From the testing it is evident that a dialect distinction 
could be drawn between some members of the "Mangka.::.k"  and the " Labuk Kadazan" . 
These members could represent fringe areas of each and thus might still best be 
classi fied as one dialect . 
Eastern Kadazan is clearly separate from the Kadazan/Ousun language , and 
there is no reason to expect it to show a closer relation with any other Ousunic 
language . 
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NOTES 
1 .  The population figure of 14 , 000 to 16 , 000 is based on the following inform­
ation (broken down by dialect group) : 
SEGALIUD SUNGAI : 800-�000 
The population figure given by the headmen at Longmanis ( 600)  and the vi l­
l ages of Panganan and Sega1 iud in Sandakan Distric t .  This is very un­
certain . 
MALAPI KADAZAN : 100-200 
The 1 980 census lists 100 people for Ma1api LS , but researchers were told 
that there are others who moved to various villages such as Ensuan LS when 
old Ma1api LS moved closer to the East-west Highway several years ago . 
" LABUK KADAZAN " : 5,000-5,500 
The 1980 census figures for the "Kadazans" of the following Labuk-Sugut 
Di strict villages : U1u Sapi , U1u Sungai Sapi , Kuala Sapi , Tagas-Tagas Basai , 
Kamansi ,  Rumidi , Bi1ai , Berayong Ensuan , U1u Ensuan , Buis , Gambaron , Bantu, 
Wonod , Lumau , Pandan-Pandan , Te1upid Batu 4 ,  Te1upid Batu 6 and Kiabau . 
Other villages include a small minority of Labuk Kadazans and thus are not 
li sted with these village s .  
"MANGKAAK" : 1.100- 1.300 
This is based on the 1970 " Mangkaak" population figure (962)  plus 2% 
growth per year . Subj ects and their parents came from the villages of 
Mananam ( 300) , To1ung1okos , Langkabung ( 400) , Sago-Sago , Ki 1iwatong , 
Kibungkawa and along the Ma1agatan Keci1 and Ma1agatan Besar Rivers , all 
in the Kinabatangan District . 
" SUKANG" : 3 50- 500 
The Sukang populations as given by headmen for Enti1 ibon KN ( 100) and Kuala 
Keramuak KN ( 2 50)  as well as scattered individuals in such places as Bukit 
Garam KN, Ku1u-Ku1u KN, Te1upid LS ,  and Sapi LS . 
LAMAG , KULU-KULU , KERAMUAK SUNGAI : GOOO-6pOO 
The population figures were given by the headmen at Kuala Lokan ( 300) , Buang 
Sayang ( 400) , Kuala Keramuak ( 15 0 ) , Ku1u-Ku1u ( 30 2 ) , Batu Putih ( 300 ) as 
wel l  as 2 1  villages located between Bi1it KN and Kuala Keramuak KN along 
the Kinabatangan River and tributaries . The 1970 "Sungai" census stood at 
17 , 5 3 5  which includes the Orang Sungai from all language groups . 
TERUSAN SAPI KADAZAN : 700-900 
The 1980 census figures were given for the "Kadazan" of Sua1ok , Panimbanan 
and Lidung and possibly others , all in Labuk-Sugut District . 
2 .  The results o f  the Mananam KN ' A ' , Langkabung KN and Sogo-Sogo KN tests 
were included in Hurlbut and Pekkanen ( to appear) who used a sl ightly dif­
ferent , but still comparable , approach and are adapted here from their work . 
Those tests included for the first time in data papers are the Batu Putih 
KN ,  Ma1api LS , Bui s LS and Mananam KN ' B '  tests . 
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THE R U N G U S  LAN G UAG E 
Julie K .  K i ng 
O .  I NTRODUCT ION 
The people o f  Sabah who refer to themselve s  and to the ir language as Rungus 
or Memogun , res ide in the Kudat , Pitas , Kota Marudu and northern Labuk-Sugut 
districts . The largest numbers of Rungus however live on the Kudat and Bengkoka 
( formerly Melobong) Peninsulas in the northernmost part of Sabah ( Figure 1 ) . 
There i s  considerable variation in the literature with regard to the nom­
enclature applied to this group of people . G . N .  Appel l ,  who has done consider­
able anthropological and linguistic research among the Rungus ,  says that this 
group of people , whom he refers to as the Momog un , " . . .  are divided into sixteen 
or more different , localized and named sub-groups dif ferentiated from each other 
by dialectical di f ferences , differences in a d a t  ( customary ways) , and by the 
conviction of the members of each of these sub-groups that they belong to a sep­
arate ethnic entity . " ( Appell 1963 ) . Appe ll further classifies Rungus as a lan­
guage of the Dusunic family of languages . He says that Dusun is an exonym used 
to re fer to the whole language family and that Rungus is an autonym (Appell 1968) . 
Prentice ( 1970)  classi fies Rungus as a member of the Dusunic sub family 
within the Idahan family of languages .  He further breaks down the Dusunic sub­
fami ly into the Coastal Dusun language and the Marudu dialect . Rungus is con­
sidered another name for this dialect and is also the name of one of three sub­
dialects distinguished in Prentice ' s  classification . The other two subdialects 
he mentions are Nulu , located on the northern tip of the Kudat Peninsula and 
Gonsomon , to the south of the Kudat Harbour . 
Clayre ( 1966 ) distinguishes between the Rungus dialect of Dusun spoken on 
the Kudat Peninsula and the Bengkoka dialect of Dusun of the Bengkoka Peninsula . 
In her comparison of shared cognates between the two she found them to have 90 
percent of lexical similarity . 
For the purpose of this present study , the name used in referring to this 
people and their language will be the autonym used by the vi llage people when 
technicians collected the lingui stic data presented here . l This name , Rungus , 
also re flects most clearly the high level of linguistic unity found to exist 
among these people . 
These problems of nomenclature also effect the demographic analysis of the 
group under study . The 1970 government census figures gave a total of approx­
imately 1 1 , 000 Rungus people in Sabah at that t ime . At an annual growth rate 
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of about 2% , the total for 1982 should be around 14 , 000 . 2 The figures from the 
1 980 census are displayed by di strict rather than by ethnic group and so o ffer 
little assi stance in current calculations . 3 
Because of the problems of nomenclature mentioned above , it is very likely 
that some speakers of Rungus as it is defined here , gave a variant autonym to 
census officials and were then li sted even in the 1970 census with that other 
group rather than with RunguS . � 
It seems that for the purpose of this study , which is concerned with lexical 
classi fication of languages and dialect intelligibility testing , one further 
source is very reliable in indicating who speaks the Rungus language . Church 
workers who work among this group have translated some written materials into 
the Rungus language . On the basis of how widely that material is used in the 
Rungus areas in the Kudat , Pitas and Kota Marudu di stricts as well as signifi­
cant research done by the church workers and the self-designation used by these 
people , they e stimate that there are approximately 40 , 000 speakers of Rungus in 
Sabah. 5 
Aside from the sources already mentioned,  further linguistic work on the 
Rungus language is primarily in the form of unpublished manuscripts and mimeo­
graphed booklets which have been published locally and have had limited distri­
bution . 
In addition to Clayre ' s  dialect comparison including Rungus , which was 
publi shed in 1966 , she also did an earlier comparison of the Ranau , Rungus and 
Ulu Tuaran dialects of Sabah in 1964 which is unpublished . A further work on 
Rungus by Clayre is a mimeographed booklet of Rungus root words . 
An English-Rungus dictionary was published and mimeographed by the 
Protestant Church of Sabah in 1966 . And there is an Outline of Rungus Grammar 
by T .  Forschner dated 1978 , also in mimeographed form. 
Various portions of the Christian Scriptures and songs have also been 
translated into Rungus and mimeographed for distribution in the Rungus areas of 
Sabah . 
Aside from the dialect comparisons by Clayre , the description of the lan­
guage situation in Kudat District and surrounding areas by Appell and the lan­
guage classification done by Prentice , to date , in the knowledge of this author , 
there has been no c lear and comprehensive published statement as to the degree 
of intel ligibility within this group or between Rungus and other related groups 
in Sabah ( Blom 1979 , Appell 1968) . 
1 .  LEX ICOSTAT I ST I CAL CLASS I F I CAT ION 
When 12 wordli sts representing the Rungus language from the districts o f  
Kudat , Pitas and Labuk-Sugut were compared , the lexical relations between them 
ranged from 86-96 percent of shared cognates ( PSC) . Figure 2 displays this and 
also shows that Rungus is a close-knit and well- defined unit linguistically , 
with only minimal lexical variation . Further , Figure 2 shows that the geograph­
ically most remote o f  the villages used in that comparison , Batangun LS , had the 
consistantly lower relations ( 86-90) PSC . When Batangun LS i s  exc luded from the 
comparison the range is 88-96 PSC . 
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F i gure 2 :  PSC rel ati ons of 12 Rungus vi l l ages 
According to Smith ' s  lexicostatistical comparison ( i n  this volume ) ,  Rungus 
is a language of the Ousunic family of language s .  He notes further however that 
the relation of the Rungus language with other languages of the Ousunic family 
is 55-77 Psc . Figure 3 shows a comparison of the nine languages and one dialect 
of the Ousunic family using the wordlist from the village of Liyu PS as a rep­
resentative of the Rungus language . 
PR ( Tinambak KP) 
KP )  
LS ) 
72 
55 62 (Mangkaladoi TN) 
55 63 68 
5 1  54 69 56 Buaya LS ) 
52 58 67 61 68 
54 58 75 6 2  6 8  77 (Mananam KN) 
54 61 66 62 70 75 76 KNl ( Mel insau LS ) 
Fi gure 3 :  Compari son of PSC scores between exampl es of n i ne Dusuni c 
l anguages and one di a l ect of  Dusun i c  ( KN l Me l i nsau  LS ) . 
( PR = Papar ; BA = Bisaya ; os = Oumpas ; TT = Tatana; ON l = 
"Ousun " representing Lotud ; RS = Rungus ; KT = Kadazan­
Tambanua ; KU = Kui j au ;  MK = "Mangkaak" representing Eastern 
Kadazan ; KN l  = "Kadazan" representing Sugut Kadazan dialect . )  
(Adapted from Smith , in this volume . )  
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Clayre ( 1966) has done similar lexical comparisons o f  Dusunic language s of 
Sabah though her investigation with regard to lexical comparisons was less exten­
sive than smith ' s . An additional difference between her work and Smith ' s  is that 
she used the Swadesh Diagnostic wordl i st rather than the larger wordlist adapted 
from the Philippines which was used by Smith . 6 
On the bas i s  of Clayre ' s  lexical analysis and her threshold for same and 
different language/dialect , Rungus appears to be the same di alect as her Bengkoka , 
marginal with her Ranau , Bundu , Tambunan , Penampang and Labuk language s and a 
different language from her Mangkok and Lotud . 7 
It should be noted then that in general the two comparisons are quite con­
sistent except that in several cases where Clayre ' s  figures are near the border­
line of what is considered same or different language ( 80 and 83 PSC) , Smith ' s  
are significantly lower. Thus , in Smith ' s  lexicostatistical analysis , Rungus 
was clearly a di f ferent language from all other languages within the Dusunic 
family o f  languages .  
2 .  TEST ING  PROCEDURES 
Prior to the processing of all o f  the lexicostatistical data displayed in 
Figure 3 ,  some preliminary intelligibility testing was done in the Rungus lan­
guage area to determine the level of intelligibility between Rungus speakers and 
speakers of other languages within the geographical boundaries of what was then 
known as the Kudat Divis ion - the Kudat , Pitas and Kota Marudu districts . 8 So 
the initial testing in the Rungus villages was only with languages which were 
represented in those three di stricts ( Blom 1979) . Aside from testing Rungus 
subj ects with Rungus reference tapes , in the initial testing the sub j ects were 
also tested with a language that Smith classi fied as a peripheral representative 
of the Central Dusun dialect from Mengaris KM, and two which have been 
classified as part of the Outer Sugut Kadazan subdialect - Dandun PS and 
Talantang KM ( Smith in this volume) . 9 Thus the purpose of the initial inte llig­
ibility testing in the Rungus area was to determine the level of understanding 
between speakers of all of the languages in those three districts . 
Seven Rungus villages were chosen for the initial testing . The four test 
villages from Kudat Di strict were Tinangol KT , Kimihang KT , Lotong KT , and 
Taringai KT . The three Rungus test villages in Pitas Di strict were Liyu PS , 
Rokom PS , and S inukab PS . These seven villages were chosen purely on a geograph­
ical basis s ince the minimal lexical variation revealed by the PSC comparisons 
was not considered to be signi ficant . 
At each of these seven villages the test set inc luded a hometown tape , a 
reference tape from two other Rungus village s ,  the two reference tapes from the 
Outer Sugut Kadazan subdialect from Dandun PS and Talantang KM ,  the peripheral 
Central Dusun dialect reference tape from Mengaris KM and the Bahasa Malaysia 
reference tape ( Figure 4) . 10 
When the first phase o f  the entire survey o f  Sabah was complete and all of 
the comparisons included in Figure 3 had been analysed , it was considered 
necessary to test Rungus speakers for their understanding of other examples of 
Dusunic languages from outside of the Kudat Divis ion , which were considered to 
be representative of larger and more well-defined languages of the Dusunic 
family . 
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Two reference tapes were chosen from the villages of Pahu 
PG . The languages from both of these village s were classi fied 
village s of the Central Dusun dialect ( Smith , in this volume ) . 
between the two i s  only 74 PSC . 
TA and Bunduon 
as peripheral 
But the relation 
The purpose of this second testing in the Rungus area then was to test the 
understanding of Rungus speakers with two major Dusunic language s spoken outside 
of the Kudat Division (� Kadazan/Dusun) . 
Because of the very high PSC relations between all of the Rungus vi llages 
which had been visited e arlier in the survey , two were chosen rather arbitrarily 
for this further te sting . Those village s were Kimihang KT and Buanog KT . 
At these two villages only three tapes were used for testing . The first 
was the reference tape from Tinangol KT representing the Rungus language . The 
second was the reference tape from Pahu TA representing a dialect of Central 
Dusun . And the third was from Bunduon PG and also represented a Central Dusun 
di alect . It should also be noted that the dialect from Bunduon PG is also the 
dialect which appears in newspapers in Kota Kinabalu and is used for radio 
broadcast s .  
All o f  the taped stories used i n  the initial testing and i n  the second test 
in the Rungus language area were considered to be good with regard to content 
and technical quality . 
3 .  TEST RESULTS 
3 . 1  D i a l ect i ntel l i gi bi l i ty testi ng resul ts i n  Rungus vi l l ages 
Figure 4 displays the results of the intell igibil ity testing in Rungus 
vi llage s . l l  The results of the first and second testings are given in that 
figure . It wi ll be c learer however to discuss these results in three groups : 
1 )  Rungus understanding of Rungus , 2 )  Rungus understanding of Outer Sugut Kadazan , 
and, 3 )  Rungus understanding of Central Dusun . 
3 . 1 . 1  Rungus understandi ng of  Rungus 
The results of using Rungus language reference tapes for testing in Rungus­
speaking vi llages are almost entirely predictable from the PSC relations between 
them. In only four cases , villages scored below 90% intelligibility on either 
of the two Rungus language reference tape s .  That was at Rokom PS where a score 
of 89% was achieved,  at Taringai KT where scores of 84% and 86% were achieved 
and at Lotong KT where a score of 88% was achieved . In all of the 11 other cases 
where the Tinangol KT reference tape or the Dallas PS reference tape was used , 
the sub j ects scored over 90% intelligibility and so belong to the same language 
and dialect . 
Though the scores from Rokom PS , Taringai KT and Lotong KT are somewhat 
lower , they are still considered to be the same language and even the same dialect 
as the other Rungus villages . This i s  based on a couple of non- linguistic factors 
which can help to explain the lower score s .  
REFERENCE RUNGUS 
TAPES 
E-< 
:.: � � 
Ul : 
...-l Ul Po< Ul 
g, 6,  � Ul 0-
� § ns .: ...-l � .: Il: ...-l ll: "n : III : 
TEST POINTS E-< �  o �  
Liyu PS 91 97 
( " Rungus " )  ( 9 2 )  ( 9 4 )  
Rokom PS 89 94 
( " Rungus" ) ( 9 0 )  ( 9 2 )  
Sinukab PS 96 95 
( " Rungus " )  ( 90 )  ( 9 3 )  
Tinangol KT 100 91 
( " Rungus " )  100 ( 9 3 )  
Lotong KT 98 88  
( " Rungus " )  ( 9 3 )  ( 9 5 )  
Taringai KT 84 86 
( " Rungus " )  (94 )  (93 )  
Kimihang KT 96 95 
( " Rungus " )  *100 
( 9 6 )  ( 94 )  
Buanog KT *99 
( " Rungus" ) ( 98 )  
OUTER SUGUT 
KADAZAN 
� 
-0-� � 
Ul 0-
o- �  Po< ns 
.: : � 
ns 0 .: ns .j.l � .g "� III ns ...-I t.? 
� �  III : 
E-< �  o �  
60 6 1  
( 78 )  ( 79 )  
63  6 3  
( 7 7 )  ( 78 )  
6 2  65  
( 79 )  ( 79 )  
69 70 
( 76 )  ( 79 )  
66 64  
( 77 )  ( 79 )  
6 5  6 7  
( 77 )  ( 78) 
72  72  
( 78 )  ( 79 )  
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CENTRAL DUSUN 
� �  (!) ;'  
Ul § � Po< � ES -§ "n ...-l .: N � "n o III 
ns .o  Ul � 'O  o- CIl  � � '0 ns 
.: E-< ..c: o  .: :.: CIl : III : � : 
,,; �  Po< �  Ill � 
60 
( 76 )  
7 0  
( 7 5 )  
6 7  
( 76 )  
6 7  
( 77 )  
65  
( 76 )  
6 2  
( 75 )  
7 l  
* 39 *45 
( 76 )  ( 7 1 )  ( 72 )  
*44 *43 
( 7 l )  ( 73 )  
Fi gure 4 :  Resul ts o f  fi rst and second i ntel l i gi b i l i ty testi ng ( s hown as 
percentages )  i n  Rungus vi l l ages . ( PSc relat ions are in paren­
theses ; autonyms are in quotation marks ; * indicates a score 
from the second Rungus testing . ) 
These villages are considerably more remote than the others which were 
tested . At the t ime the testing was done , Rokom PS was still inaccessible by 
road . Taringai KT at that time , had had a road for only a short t ime . And 
Lotong KT , though it was accessible by road , was quite distant from the main 
road to Kudat town . In all three villages then , communication and transportation 
between villages was more limited than for the others tested , so that the people 
did not frequently mix with people from distant Rungus villages . 
A second factor tending to lower the scores from these three villages is 
the lower leve l o f  education of the test subj ects at Taringai KT , Lotong KT and 
Rokom PS as compared with the other Rungus test villages ( Figure 5 ) . This 
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factor could i nfluence how well a sub j ect understood the procedures for taking 
the test and what was expected of him in taking the test . 
EDUCATION 
TEST POINTS 
ED . A . E . R .  A . E . S .  
Rokom PS 0 - -
Taringai KT 0 - -
Lotong KT 3 4 . 3  1 . 3  
Liyu PS 4 6 2 . 4  
S inukab PS 3 4 . 6  1 . 4 
Tinangol KT 8 6 5 
Kimihang KT 7 6 . 4  4 . 5  
*4 *6 . 2  * 2 . 5  
Buanog KT *5 * 8  * 4  
Fi gure 5 :  Educat ion data for test s ubjects from ei ght Rungus vi l l ages . 
( ED .  indicates the number of persons in the test corpus who 
had received some formal education ; A . E . R . indicates the 
average years of education those sub j ects had received;  and 
A . E . S .  indicates the average years of education per sub j ect 
in the test corpus as a whole ; * indicates data from the 
second test . ) 
3 . 1 . 2  Rungus understandi n g  of outer Sugut Kadazan 
As can be seen in Figure 4 ,  seven Rungus villages were tested for their 
understanding of Outer Sugut Kadazan . The two Outer Sugut Kadazan reference 
tapes were from the vi llages of Talantang KM and Dandun PS . The people from 
Talantang KM use the autonym " Garo" to refer to themselves and their language . 
In Dandun PS the autonym "Kimaragang" is used . 
In most cases the intelligibility of Outer Sugut Kadazan by Rungus speakers 
is s igni ficantly lower than corresponding PSC relation s .  In all case s ,  the 
intelligibility scores are well below the 80% threshold which defines same or 
different languages .  
S o  the intelligibi lity testing confirms the lexicostat istical classi fication 
of Smi th , who calls Rungus and Outer Sugut Kadazan two separate languages .  That 
the PSC relat ions are signi ficantly higher than intelligibility testing results 
should not be disturbing s ince both figures for each village are well be low the 
point at which two languages are considered to be diffe rent . 
It i s  very likely , as the test sub j ects listened to the tapes from Talantang 
KM and Dandun PS , that they immediately perceived that the tape was in a 
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di fferent language from the ir own . This perceived difference in itself could 
make the test more difficult and so account for the lower score s .  
3 . 1 . 3  Rungus understandi ng of Central Du sun 
The results o f  testing Rungus speakers ' unders tanding of Central Dusun are 
a bit more di fficult to evaluate .  
Three Central Dusun reference tapes were used at Rungus village s on 
two separate occasions . In the initial testing , the reference tape from the 
vi llage of Mengaris KM was used for testing at seven Rungus village s .  The range 
in the re lations between Mengaris KM and the seven Rungus villages is 75-77 PSC . 
The range o f  intelligibility scores is 60-71% . Though the intelligibility scores 
are again cons istently lower than the PSC relations , this is not di sturbing for 
the same reasons as those mentioned in Section 3 . 1 . 2 .  
The surprising results , however ,  were those received when the two other 
Central Dusun reference tapes from Pahu TA and Bunduon PG were used for 
testing at two Rungus villages - Kimihang KT and Buanog KT . 
The results at those two villages , also shown in Figure 4 ,  gave intellig­
ibility scores much lower than corresponding PSC relations and also much lower 
than the intelligibil ity testing results with the Central Dusun reference tape 
from Mengari s  KM .  
There are two possible explanations for these results . The first i s  based 
on the premise that when similarity between two languages becomes less ( e . g .  
lexi cal s imilarity ) , at a point , intelligibi lity begins to sharply decline . 
This would help to explain that although the PSC relations of Pahu TA and Bunduon 
PG with Rungus village s are a matter of only 4 -6 percentage points lower than 
the PSC relations between Mengaris KM and Rungus village s ,  the intelligibility 
is drastically reduce d .  
Another explanation for the great difference i n  inte lligibility scores with 
the Mengaris KM reference tape and the reference tapes from Pahu TA and Bunduon 
PG is the location of the three villages in relation to the Rungus language are a .  
The village of Mengaris KM is right on the borderline between the Rungus language 
area and a di fferent Dusunic l anguage are a .  The villages of Pahu TA and Bunduon 
PG are much farther from any Rungus-speaking areas . This explains why the lan­
guage from Mengaris KM is more fami l iar to Rungus speakers than are the others .  
A higher s core would then be expected on the Mengaris KM reference tape . 
3 . 2  Kadazan/Dus un understandi ng of  Rungus 
It is very interesting to note that when cross-testing was done and Rungus 
language reference tapes were used for testing in Kadazan/Dusun village s ,  a 
similar phenomenon occurred as when Kadazan/Dusun reference tapes were played 
in Rungus villages (+ Kadazan/Dusun) . Figure 6 displays those te st results.  
The signi ficant factor is that when these Kadazan/Dusun villages have a PSC 
relation with Rungus that is in the low 70s , the intelligibility testing results 
are much lowe r ,  as was the case in the Rungus vil lage testing (+ Section 3 . 1 . 3 ) . 
And agai n ,  when the PSC ' s  are in the upper 70s as with outer Sugut Kadazan and 
Runqus ,  the intelligibi lity scores are about ten percentage points lower (+ 
Section 3 . 1 . 2 ) . 
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� TAPE TEST POINTS 
Eo< 
Talantang p KM 
(.!J � p ( " Garo" ) UJ N 
� 
� 
I'.l � Dandun PS Eo< ( " Kimaragang" ) p 
0 
Tangaban TA 
( " Dusun" ) 
Toboh TA 
( " Dusun" ) 
S 
UJ Sunsuron TA p 
Q ( " Dusun" ) "-
� N Kogopon PR � 
Q ( "Kadaz an" ) � 
Kionsom KK 
( "Dusun " )  
Lumpoho/Pukak TN 
( " Ulu Tuaran" ) 
RUNGUS 
68 
( 7 8 )  
70 . 5  
( 79 )  
40 
( 7 3 )  
19 
( 7 0 )  
3 9  
( 7 1 )  
48 
( 7 4 )  
5 0  
( 7 0 )  
4 5  
( 7 2 )  
F i gure 6 :  Resu l ts of  i n tel l i g i b i l i ty testi ng u s i ng a Rungus  l anguage 
reference tape at ei  ght Kadazan/Dusun v i  1 1  ages . ( Scores 
are given as percentage s ;  PSC relations are in parenthese s . )  
4 .  NAT IONAL LANGUAGE I NTELL I GI B I L ITY 
National language intelligibility testing was done in Rungus vil lage s only 
in the initial Rungus testing (Blom 1979) . Persons from seven Rungus vil lages 
in the Kudat and Pitas districts were then tes ted for their ability to understand 
the national language . The results of the testing on the Bahasa Malaysia refer­
ence tape are displayed in Figure 7 . 1 2 
The range of average intelligibility scores was 42-81% . It appears from 
Figure 7 that age and education might be affecting the scores . 
The raw data h as been reorganised in Figure 8 to show : the average score 
for males as compared to that of female s ;  the average score for sub j ects under 
3 5  years of age as compared to that of subj ects over 3 5 ;  and to show the average 
score for sub j ects with formal education as compared to those with no formal 
education . 
From Figure 8 it can clearly be seen that educated subj ects scored sig­
nificantly higher than non-educated sub j ects , and also that male subjects con­
sistently scored higher than female subj ects . 
AVG . SEX 
AGE 
TEST POINTS 
SCORE M/F AVG . MED . 
Tinangol KT 81 6/4 2 1  2 3  
Lotong KT 44 5/5 3 1  32 
Kimihang KT 69 6/4 2 5  24 
Taringai KT 48 5/5 3 3  3 3  
Liyu PS 42 6/4 34 36 
S inukab PS 44 7/3 40 44 
Rokom PS 43 7/3 37 36 
RANGE ED . 
14- 3 2  8 
1 3 - 50 3 
15-32 7 
17-48 0 
18- 5 3  4 
30- 58 3 
2 2- 5 0  0 
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EDUCATION 
A . E . R. A . E . S .  
6 5 
4 . 3 1 . 3 
6 . 4  4 . 5 
- -
6 2 . 4  
4 . 6  1 . 4  
- -
Fi gure 7 :  Resul ts of  nationa l  l anguage i ntel l i gi bi l i ty testi ng wi th soc i o­
l og i ca l  data for seven Rungus vi l l ages . ( Score s are given as 
percentage s ;  RANGE indicates the age o f  the younge st and oldest 
test sub j ect s ;  the education data for each village are listed as 
the number of te st sub j ects who had rece ived formal education 
(ED . ) I the average number of years of education which those sub­
j ects had received (A . E . R. )  I and the average number of years of 
education per subj ect (A . E . S . ) . )  
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CORPUS 
TEST POINTS SCORE 
Tinangol KT 81 
Lotong KT 44 
Kimihang KT 69 
Taringai KT 48 
Liyu PS 42 
S inukab PS 44 
Rokom PS 4 3  
SEX 
AVG . AVG . 
M F 
SCORE SCORE 
81/6 7 7/4 
46/5 40/5 
7 3/6 60/4 
5 4/5 42/5 
48/6 32/4 
5 1/7 26/3 
4 1/7 40/3 
AGE EDUCATION 
AVG . AVG . AVG . AVG . 
UNDER OVER ED . NON ED . 
3 5  35 SCORE SCORE 
SCORE SCORE 
81/10 0/0 86/8 5 5/2 
5M 
3F 
50/7 26/3 76/3 2 8/7 
2M 
IF 
68/9 70/1 70/7 60/3 
4M 
3F 
50/4 46/6 0/0 48/10 
58/5 26/5 67/4 25/6 
3M 
IF 
4 3/ 3  44/7 50/3 4 1/7 
3M 
44/5 38/5 0/0 4 3/ 10 
Fi gure 8 :  Nati onal l anguage i n tel l i g i b i l i ty resul ts i n  seven Rungus v i l l ages 
d i spl ayed accord i ng to sex , age and educat ion . ( The average score 
for each category ( shown as percentage ) is followed by the number 
of subj ects for which the average applie s .  The boxes containing 
scores of those who had received formal education (AVG . ED . SCORE ) 
also show the number of males and females in the educated group . 
NON-ED . indicates subj ects without formal education . )  
5 .  CONCLUS ION 
Dialect inte l ligibility testing in Rungus villages confirms the lexico­
statistical analysis of Smith who classi fies Rungus as a " . . .  close-kni t ,  we ll­
defined language without notable dialects . "  ( in this volume , p . 3 1 ) . 
In the testing and cross-testing of Rungus with representatives of Kadazan/ 
Dusun languages it was also determined that mutual intelligibility with outer 
Sugut Kadazan is scored in the 60s and 70s and mutual intelligibi lity with 
Central Dusun language s is even lower . This helps to provide further veri fica­
t ion that Rungus is a separate language from those with which it was tested . 
NOTES 
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1 .  The use o f  the name Rungus in this paper , as appl ied to the people and the 
language they speak , is different from the use of the same term by G . N .  
Appell . Here Rungus i s  used to apply to the language and people who them­
se lves used the term to refer to themse lves when the data for this paper 
was first collected . Appell ( 19 6 3 )  use s the term Rungus to apply to only 
one of possibly more than 16 subgroups of "Momogun " .  He states further 
that these subgroups are differentiated on the bas is of differences in 
dialects , customary ways , and by the ir own belief that they are different 
from the other subgroups . 
2 .  The 1970 Sabah census listed approximately 1 1 , 000 Rungus-speaking people 
living in Sabah . The 2% annual growth rate figure is merely an arbitrary 
figure used to e stimate a more recent population figure , as such figures 
are not otherwise available . 
3 .  The 1980 census figures for Sabah are published in the Sarawak Gazette and 
give population figures by district only . The figure given for Kudat 
District is 4 1 , 872 and for P itas D istrict is 17 , 164 . The figure of 2 8 , 249 
was given for the district of Kota Marudu . It must be remembered however 
that especially in the case of Kota Marudu , but also in the cases of the 
other two districts , there are other language groups represented by those 
population figures .  
4 .  I t  was noted that some Rungus individuals would use the term " Dusun" to 
apply to themselves and the ir language . This appeared to be an effort to 
associate themselves with a larger and more we ll-known group in Sabah . 
Though this happened only very rarely in the experience of the technicians 
who collected the data for this paper , it should be kept in mind that this 
may have been a more frequent occurrence for the government census-takers 
and so may skew the population figures with regard to ethnic or linguistic 
differences . 
5 .  This information was obtained from Rev. Poong Shong Khon and was later 
confirmed by Mr Johnny Sokuroh , both of the Protestant Church of Sabah . 
6 .  The wordlist which was used for this study in Sabah was adapted from the 
wordlist used by the Summer Institute of Linguistics in the Philippines .  
This was done i n  order to facilitate comparison between the languages of 
both areas . There are 367 items on this list , 340 o f  which were used for 
the calculat ion of percentage of shared cognate ( PSC)  figures between lan­
guage s .  
I t  i s  not pos s ible t o  d o  a completely accurate comparison between Clayre 
and Smith s ince they used different wordlists , their criterion for de­
termining " cognateness" may have been different , and the exact locations 
from which Clayre ' s  lists were taken are not known . 
Figure 9 (Clayre 1966) shows the PSC re lations between some "dialects of 
Dusun" including Rungus . The abbreviations , language designations and 
general locations where they are spoken are as follows : 
Rn Ranau from around the Ranau area 
B Bundu Tuhan area down the Tuaran valley and along the western 
and north-western slopes of Mt Kinabalu 
T Tambunan - Tambunan area 
P Penampang dialect around Kota Kinabalu area 
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Rg Rungus - dialect of the Kudat area 
Bk Bengkoka - a dialect of the Bengkoka Peninsula 
Lb Labuk - around the lower reaches of the Labuk River 
Mk Mangkok - a dialect from the upper reaches of the Kinabatangan 
River 
L Lotud - Tuaran area 
Rn 
86 
83 80 
79 78 79 
75 7 3  7 7  
7 7  7 4  7 7  
68 7 1  7 3  
72 
7 3  
7 3  
Fi gure 9 :  PSC rel ati ons between 
77 
69 68 L 
some d i a l ects of Dusun ( C layre 1966) 
7 .  Clayre ( 1966 ) uses the threshold o f  80 PSC as the approximate boundary 
between a dialect and a language but also makes a point of the fact that 
Spanish and Portuguese are 80 percent cognate . 
8 .  The premise o f  the initial survey was that i t  would be suffi cient to survey 
( data collecting) and do dialect intelligibility testing within speci fic 
limited geographical areas and then compare one geographical " chunk" with 
another rather than comparing language area by language area.  This was 
later changed so that comparisons were linguistically rather than geograph­
ically based . 
9 .  The vi llage o f  Konibungan PS was also included in the initial test set but 
is not considered signi ficant for this study as it has been determined to 
represent the Tambanua l anguage , which is a language of the Paitanic family 
(+ Pai tanic) . 
10 . Since the village of Tinangol KT represented a reference tape used in all 
of the Rungus villages and was also a test point , only one additional Rungus 
language tape in addition to the Tinangol KT tape was used for the te sting 
at Tinangol KT . 
1 1 .  Hometown tape scores are not included i n  Figure 4 since they are consis­
tently h igh and not considered significant . 
12 . The Bahasa Malaysia story used in the initial Rungus testing was different 
from that used in other testing throughout the state . 
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THE KADAZAN/DUSUN LANGUAG E 
John and E l i z abe th Banker 
O .  I NTRODUCTION 
The group o f  people whose language is under discussion here are known by 
the general names Kadazan and Dusun . Various other ethnonyms also exist to 
distinguish subgroups or clan groupings within the larger group . 1 
The name Dusun ( also Dusan , Dusum , Dusur) literally means opchapd and is 
said to give the connotation of pupal ( LeBar 1972) . The name is said to be an 
exonym which was applied to the local people of Sabah by Malay and English 
voyagers ( Appell and Harrison 1968) . 
The wide application of the term Dusun makes it di fficult to distinguish 
the groups unde r discuss ion here from others in Sabah , e specially in early 
writings . The term has been applied to many o f  the aboriginal peoples of Sabah 
and parts o f  Kalimantan and West Malaysia who have little in common linguistic­
ally and culturally . 2 
The term Kadazan ( also Kadasan and Kadayan) appears to have originally 
referred only to the people of Penampang and Papar . The name is gaining popu­
larity , however , so that many in other areas are us ing it as a general autonym 
( LeBar 1972 , Whelan 1970) . 
This paper i s  concerned with only one o f  ten languages classi fied by Smith 
( in this volume) as Dusunic . Smith called the language under discuss ion here 
Kadazan/Dusun , and that language designation will be followed throughout this 
paper . 
The origin of this group i s  uncertain , though it is generally agreed that 
Kadazan or Dusun peoples were among the first inhabitants of Sabah ( c f .  Whelan 
1970 ; LeBar 1972 ; Chatfield 1972 ; Staal 192 3 ) . Glyn-Jones ( 195 3 : 12-1 3 )  maintains 
that they were originally an inland people , although they are now also inhabiting 
coastal areas . 
People speaking the Kadazan/Dusun language as it is delimited here l ive in 
parts of 13 of the 2 3  administrative di stricts of Sabah ( Figure 1) . There are 
heavy concentrations of Kadazan/Dusun in the districts of Ranau , Tambunan , 
Penampang , Papar , Tuaran , Kota Belud , and those parts of Kota Kinabalu outside 
the c ity . Speakers o f  the Kadazan/Dusun language also live in Beaufort , 
Kinabatangan , Labuk-Sugut , and Keningau districts , with some migrant vi llage s 
in the di stricts o f  Tenom and Tawau . 
Julie K .  King and John Wayne King , eds Languages of Sabah : a survey report ,  
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KADAZAN I 
DUSUN 
DIALECTS 
Map 
SOUTH 
CHI NA 
SEA 
Fi gure 1 :  Kadazan/Dusun d i a l ects map 
LABUK- SUGUT 
KINABATANGAN 
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The 1970 Sabah census li sted 183 , 454 Kadazans in Sabah . However , some 
groups considered in thi s paper may not be included in that figure , and other 
groups included in the Kadazan census figures may differ linguistically from the 
Kadazan/Dusun under discuss ion here . The Kadazan/Dusun language is the mother 
tongue of more people than any other indigenous language of Sabah . 
A considerable amount of material has been written about Kadazan/Dusun , 
though much is in the form of unpublished manuscripts and much deals with only 
a part of the language group . 
Appell ( 1968) discusses the languages of Sabah but pays particular attention 
to the Rungus language (+ Rungus ) .  Asmah Haj i Omar has made a detailed descrip­
tion of verbal affixation in Kadazan ( 1978)  and also a description of the 
Kadazan language of Tambunan ( 1980 ) . Clayre has written a number of art icles 
dealing with part of the Kadazan/Dusun language and has included some other 
Dusunic languages in her dialect comparisons ( 1964 ; 1965) . In addition to 
general grammatical descriptions ( 1965 ; 1970) , she has written on Ousun ic 
clause types ( 1967)  and focus ( 1970) . 
Some of the earliest writings about this language were wordlists such as 
the Ousun wordlist from Kimanis PR, publ i shed by Luering ( 189 7 ) , and Swettenham ' s  
( 1 880) wordlist from Tempasuk KB .  
Ma j usim ( 1949 ) has discussed morphology and syntax o f  Dusun , and Pekkanen 
( 1981) has done a study of sound changes in the Kadazan language from three 
districts of Sabah . 3 
1 .  LEX I COSTATISTI CAL CLASS I F I CAT I ON 
In his lexicostatistical classi fication , Smith ( in this volume ) delimited 
the Kadazan/Ousun language as one of ten languages in the Ousunic language family . 
Figure 2 shows the percent of shared cognates ( PSC) between representative 
sample s of the ten Dusunic languages with the figures from Kogopon PR represen­
ting the Kadazan/Ousun language . 
PR (Tinambak KP )  
KP )  
LS ) 
72 
55 62 TN) 
5 5  6 3  6 8  
5 1  54 69 56 Buaya LS ) 
52 5 8  67 61 68 
54 58 7 5  6 2  68 77 ( Mananam KN) 
5 6  66 64 7 3  72 7 3  70 KD (Kogopon PRJ 
Fi gure 2 :  PSC re l ati ons between representati ve sampl es of ten Dusun i c  l an­
guages ( adapted from Smith , in this volume ) (PR = Papar ; BA 
Bi saya ; OS = Dumpas ; TT = Tatana ; DN = " Ousun " repre senting Lotud ; 
RS = Rungus ; KT = Kadazan-Tambanua ;  KU = Kui j au ;  MK = " Mangkaak" 
representing Eastern Kadazan ; KD = Kadazan/Ousun . )  
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On the basis of 110 wordlists , Smith postulates 13  dialects of Kadazan/­
Dusun : Central Dusun , Keningau DUsun , Pilantong (LS) Kadazan , Tempasuk 
(KB) Dusun , Tombovo ( PG) Kadazan , Kota Kinabalu Kadazan , Kota Belud Dusun , 
Beaufort Kadazan , Sugut Kadazan , Paginatan ( RU) Dusun , Kuala Monsok ( TA) Dusun , 
Pemilaan (TM) Dusun , and Bungaraya (KU) Dusun . Figure 3 displays PSC figures 
between representative samples of the 13 dialects . 
Sugut Kadazan (Me1insau LS) 
Kadazan (pi1antong � )  
81 
77  7 5  u) 
76 75 74  
71  69  7 1  7 5  KB) 
74 80 79 80 75 PG) 
7 2  7 5  74  80 76 76 
81  73  7 1  78 77 74  69  Dusun ( Paginatan RU) 
81 7 3  7 4  83  81 7 3  6 7  7 2  Monsok Dusun (Kuala Monsok TA) 
79 72  7 2  80 80 75 7 0  70  75 Dusun (Pemi1aan TM) 
79 75 75 80 77 76 70 72 78 77  Bungaraya Dusun (Bungaraya KU) 
Fi gure 3 :  PSC rel at i ons of 13 Kadazan/Dusun d i a l ects ( adapted from Smith , in 
this volume) 
Smith proposes a Central Dusun dialect with a core of 14 villages 
(wordli sts) and a periphery of 60 village s .  He then postulates 1 2  smaller 
dialects . Three of these are rather large - Beaufort Kadazan , Kota Be1ud Dusun , 
and Sugut Kadazan . 
2 .  TEST I NG PROCEDURES 
S ince the Kadazan/Dusun language comprises a large geographical area with 
many dialect distinctions , it was impossible to test every dialect with every 
other dialec t .  And a t  the onset it was unclear what distinctions would b e  the 
most important to tes t .  In addition , s ince the test points and test sets were 
set up before Smith ' s  1980 classification , they are based on a preliminary 197 9  
classification i n  which Smith used a somewhat different method i n  determining 
dialects . This presents some problems in correlating the 1980 lexicostatistica1 
classification with the intelligibility testing . Major patterns of dialect 
grouping had begun to emerge and it was on the basis of these patterns that the 
test points and test sets were determined . This means that some of the smaller 
dialects proposed in the 1980 clas si fication were not tested . These include the 
Kota Kinabalu Kadazan dialect spoken at Natai U and four migrant-village 
dialects : Keningau Dusun of Marapok KU , Pilantong ( LS )  Kadazan , Pemi1aan (TM) 
Dusun , and Bungaraya (KU)  Dusun. Residents of these migrant villages emigrated 
from their original language areas within the last 30 years . Apparently , 
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residents of these villages have taken on some new vocabulary from speakers of 
other dialects and languages with which they now have contact . No intelligibil­
ity testing was done there because it was felt that speakers of these "migrant 
dialects" would still understand the speech of their original areas . 
3 .  TEST RESULTS 
Intelligibility testing results indicated the need to alter Smith ' s  ( in 
thi s  volume) c lassifi cation of the dialects of the Kadazan/Dusun language . The 
discussion below follows the revised classification system. 
3 . 1 The Kadazan/Dusun l anguage 
Intelligibi lity testing disclosed the existence of at least four dialects 
of the Kadazan/Dusun language : Central Dusun , Coastal Kadazan , Sugut Kadazan , 
and Kuala Monsok Dusun ( Figure 4) . 
3 . 1 . 1  Central Dusun 
Eight Central Dusun reference tapes were tested in other Central Dusun 
villages ( Fi gure 5 ) . Results are displayed in Figure 6 .  
A number o f  villages classified by Smith ( in this volume) as members of 
separate dialects were found to belong to the Central dialect . Paginatan RU 
demonstrated 95% and 87% understanding of Moyog PG and Piasau KB reference tapes , 
despite cognate relations of only 76 and 74 PSC.  The Paginatan RU reference tape 
was understood at a level of 93-100% at eight other Central Dusun vil-
lages with which its PSC relations range only 69-77 . Based on these high intel­
ligibility scores it is now considered to be part of the Central Dusun 
dialect . 
Tempasuk KB ,  also considered by Smith to represent a distinct dialect of 
Kadazan/Dusun , demonstrated a 96-100% range of intelligibility of three Central 
Dusun reference tapes , compared to 69-76 PSC with those same village s .  I t  was 
thus reclassified as part of the Central Dusun dialect . 
Three villages formerly classified as Kota Be lud Dusun have been reclassi­
fied as Central Dusun . These village s ,  Tambulian Laut KB ,  Dudar KB ,  and Mandap 
KB demonstrated 9 3-100% intelligibility of three Central Dusun reference tapes , 
in contrast to PSC relations of only 7 3-84 . 
Figure 7 demonstrates the distinctiveness of Central Dusun from two 
other dialects of the Kadazan/Dusun language : Coastal Kadazan and Sugut Kadazan . 
A Kuala Monsok Dusun reference tape was not included in any test set . Results 
are mixed , but the average score of all Central Dusun test points on Coastal 
Kadazan reference tapes is 82% . This indicates that Central Dusun should be 
considered a separate dialect from Coastal Kadazan . 
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REFERENCE 
TAPES � 
� 
.G 
� t!) 
E-t p.. 
� t1> 
't:I 0 
TEST POINTS I: >. � 0 
III � 
- - 94 Bundu Tuhan RU ( 84)  
Moyog PG 98 ( 84)  
92 Parancangan RU ( 81 )  
Taginarnbur KB 95 ( 84)  
Togop Darat RU 97 98  ( 9 1 )  ( 8 3 )  
Mandalipau PR 9 8  ( 8 2 )  
Lingan P R  98 ( 83)  
Babagon/Kibunut 100 PG ( 82 )  
Tenghilan TN 97 ( 8 1 )  
Melangang Baru TN 92 ( 9 1) 
Balabakan TN 88 ( 84 )  
Pulutan KK 97 ( 82)  
Kundasang RU 98 ( 8 1 )  
Pahu TA 95 ( 81 )  
Paginatan RU 95  ( 76 )  
Tangkol KM 
Taiwan KM 
Ternpasuk KB 100 ( 75 )  
Tarnbulian Laut KB 99 ( 82)  
Dudar KB 98 ( 78)  
Mandap KB 99 ( 84)  
� !!l � � � t1> !!l � I: � I1l � U � 
I: g. I1l I: I1l til • .-1 
� ...... I1l t1> 
I1l I1l • .-1 I1l 
p.. Z p.. E-t 
9 3  94  
( 87 )  ( 82 )  
98 
( 79 )  
8 8  
( 79 )  
96 100 
( 8 3 )  ( 85 )  
86 97 
(88)  ( 8 1 )  
100 
( 80)  
98  
( 79 )  
99 
( 80)  
89  99  
( 7 6 )  ( 81 )  
8 2  100 
( 80 )  ( 80) 
86 100 
(80)  ( 80 )  
9 5  
( 7 5 )  
100 
( 7 7 )  
9 4  
( 76 )  
87 
( 74)  
96  
( 7 6 )  
Fi gu re 6 :  I n tel l i g i b i l i ty testi ng resul ts at  2 1  Centra l Dusun 
� � 
I: 
I1l I: 
.j.J I1l 
I1l .j.J 
I: • .-1 
• .-1 I1l 
t1> I: 
I1l I1l 
p.. p.. 
95 
( 7 6 )  
9 8  
( 7 5 )  
100 
( 7 7 )  
96 
( 7 6 )  
- -
83 
( 85 )  
8 5  
( 8 7 )  
96  
( 69 )  
96 
( 7 3 )  
9 8  
( 76 )  
9 3  
( 74)  
vi l l ages . ( Results are given as percentages ;  PSC figures are 
in parentheses . )  
REFERENCE 
TAPES 
TEST POINTS 
Bundu Tuhan RU 
Moyog PG 
Parancangan RU 
Taginarnbur KB 
Togop Darat RU 
Mandalipau PR 
Lingan PR 
Babagon/Kibunut PG 
Tenghilan TN 
Melangang Baru TN 
Balabakan TN 
Pulutan KK 
Kundasang RU 
Pahu TA 
Paginatan RU 
* ( DN)  Entilibon KN 
Tempasuk KB 
Tarnbulian Laut KB 
Dudar KB 
Mandap KB 
COASTAL KADAZAN 
� t!) Il< � 
Il< Il< .-t 
!:: " .... � 
0 'tl 0 
� !:: g. 'tl lIS 
§ � !:: " .... 
� Ul Il< 
66 72 
( 75 )  ( 76 )  
100 87 
( 80 )  ( 77 )  
56 67 
( 7 5 )  ( 7 4 )  
8 8  80 
( 7 6 )  ( 78 )  
61  71 
( 77 )  ( 7 6 )  
89 99  
(80)  ( 8 3 )  
91  99  
( 81 )  ( 8 5 )  
96  86  
( 81 )  ( 7 8) 
87 77 
( 7 5 )  ( 76 )  
9 3  74  
( 7 7 )  ( 78 )  
8 5  75 
( 76 )  ( 76 )  
86 89 
( 79 )  ( 76 )  
7 3  100 
( 72 )  ( 7 3 )  
7 5  70 
( 74 )  ( 74 )  
76 89 
( 7 3 )  ( 70 )  
7 8  
( 68 )  
83  93  
( 73 )  ( 7 4 )  
7 8  81  
( 76 )  ( 74 )  
7 7  7 7  
( 73 )  ( 7 5 )  
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SUGUT KADAZAN 
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.-t N 
� � 
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90 50 
( 79 )  ( 7 9 )  
100 
( 7 8 )  
7 9  
( 78 )  
F i g u re 7 :  I n tel l i g i b i l i ty test i n g  resu l ts at 20 Central Dusun  
vi l l ages . ( Re sults are given as percentages ;  PSC figures are 
in parentheses ; * represents ' Dusun ' speakers from a mixed­
language village . ) 
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The high scores on the first Basai LS tape can be explained by the sim­
plicity of the story . The second Basai LS reference tape and the Moiwod KN tape 
may be much better indicators of Central Dusun ' s  understanding of Sugut Kadazan . 
Sugut Kadazan should perhaps be considered not merely a separate dialect but a 
separate language from Central Dusun . But until further testing can clarify 
the issue , a dialect-level distinction will be maintained between Central Dusun 
and Sugut Kadazan . 
Figure 8 displays Central Dusun understanding of other languages formerly 
c lassified as Kadazan/Dusun (Smith , in this volume) . All intelligibility test 
scores are below the 80% same-language threshold and so the languages are still 
considered distinct from Kadazan/Dusun . 
REFERENCE KIMARAGANG GARO TEBILUNG 
TAPES 
� � 
UJ Ol 
P< � til 
"' . .j 
� +J � 
;:l 
� 
"' 
'0 Ol 
TEST POINTS � .-I � "' Q) 
Q E-< � 
Panaitan KM 47 6 3  7 2  ( 7 5 )  ( 81 )  ( 86 )  
Tangkol KM 59 57 59 ( 72 )  ( 7 9 )  ( 81 )  
Taiwan 69 7 3  6 5  KM ( 7 4 )  ( 8 0 )  (85 )  
Lotong 63  70 KM ( 7 5 )  ( 79 )  
Tempasuk KB 52 ( 7 1) 
Tambulian Laut KB 69 ( 70 )  
Dudar KB 7 3  ( 80 )  
Mandap KB 51 (69 )  
Fi gure 8 :  I ntel l i g i b i l i ty testi ng resu l ts at  e i ght  Centra l Dusun 
v i l l ages . ( Results are given as  percentage s ;  PSC figures are 
in parentheses . )  
3 . 1 . 2  Coastal Kadazan 
Intelligibility testing indicated that several villages which Smith ( in 
this volume) had classified as representing separate dialects should be re­
grouped as a Coastal Kadazan dialect . Bunduon PG , Sabandil PR, and Terawi PG 
had been classified as Central Dusun ; Pinopok BT , as Beaufort Kadazan ; and 
Tornbovo/Potuki PG, as a third di stinct dialect ( Figure 9) . A large group of 
Kadazan villages in penampang ,  Papar and Beaufort districts have distinct 
phonemic differences from Central Dusun , along with some differences in pronouns 
( Pekkanen 1981)  . 
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Figure 10 displays the results of intelligibility testing at five Coastal 
Kadazan villages . Coastal Kadazan intelligibility of other Coastal Kadazan 
reference tapes was at or above the 85% same-dialect threshold in every case . 
Coastal Kadazan understanding of Central Dusun was also quite high , considering 
the lower PSC relations . However ,  Central Dusun understanding of Coastal 
Kadazan was not as high ( c f . Figure 7 ) , indicating that intelligibility between 
the two dialects is not mutual . 
REFERENCE KADAZAN/DUSUN KLIAS 
TAPES RIVER COASTAL CENTRAL SUGUT KADAZAN 
iil gJ � 
D:< s:: .-i 
l'} Po. E-< III H � Po. tIl '§ f!l ::l E-< .-i l'} � til tIl s:: OM .!<: E-< Po. H 0 'tI & ::l OM ::l s:: ::l 0> III s:: OM .-i 'tI III 0 'tI 0 Ul OM III ::l 
TEST POINTS s:: � s:: s:: >. III 0> Ul .!<: ::l OM ::l 0 OM III III III 
tIl til Po. tIl ::>: Po. E-< tIl E-< 
-- 96 100 100 98 100 Bunduon PG ( 82 )  ( 78 )  ( 75 )  ( 7 4 )  ( 7 4 )  
-- 99 93 91  95  Sabandil PR ( 84 )  ( 7 7 )  ( 7 5 )  ( 74 )  
Terawi P G  9 7  87 82 93 83 ( 9 3 )  ( 8 3 )  ( 76 )  ( 80 )  ( 74 )  
TombovO/Potuki 100 94 99 98  93  PG ( 89 )  ( 81) ( 75 )  ( 78 )  ( 73 )  
85 85  - - 85 80 Pinopok BT ( 78)  ( 84 )  ( 7 7 )  ( 85 )  
Fi gure 10 : I ntel l i gi b i l i ty test i ng resul ts at fi ve Coasta l Kadazan vi l l ages . 
( Results are given as percentages ;  PSC figures are in parentheses . )  
Coastal Kadazan understanding of the simple Basai LS tape , repre senting the 
Sugut Kadazan dialect , was very high .  Pinopok B T  intelligibility o f  the geo­
graphically close Klias River Kadazan language of Takuli BT was 80% , lower than 
their PSC relation of 85 . 
3 . 1 . 3  Sugut Kadazan d i a l ect 
The Sugut Kadazan dialect of the Kadazan/Dusun language corresponds to 
Smith ' s  ( in this volume) Inner Sugut subdialect . Figure 11 displays the results 
of intelligibility testing at three Sugut Kadazan villages : Kaingaran LS ,  Moiwod 
KN and Entilibon KN .  The latter two villages employ the ethnonym ' Minokok ' and 
are geographically distant from Kaingaran LS ( Figure 1 2 ) . Entilibon KN is a 
mixed-language village , with speakers of both Central Dusun and ' Minokok ' 
Sugut Kadazan living there . The high score obtained in that village is the 
only example of high intelligibility of Central Dusun found among the Sugut 
Kadazan villages tested . At all other test points ,  Sugut Kadazan understand­
ing of Central Dusun and Coastal Kadazan was below the 80% same-language 
threshold . Central Dusun and Coastal Kadazan test scores on one Sugut 
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Kadazan story from Basai LS ( c f .  Figures 7 and 9 ) , however ,  were very high , 
ranging 90-100 % .  Further testing must be done in order to determine Sugut 
Kadazan ' s  true relationship to Central Dusun and Coastal Kadazan . Until 
such time , Sugut Kadazan will continue to be classi fied as a dialect of the 
Kadazan/Dusun language , following Smith ( in this volume) . 
REFERENCE KADAZAN/DUSUN 
TAPES KIMARAGANG GARO 
SUGUT CENTRAL COASTAL 
� 
::::t ga I=: � 0 � 1-1 � t.!> � P< Ul � tJl Ul � ,....; P< � H OM E:i I=: .jJ 0 I=: tJl .jJ OM I=: I=: � � � 
� III OM r.:I � 'tl 'tl 0 C/l tJl iC � I=: I=: 1-1 ,....; TEST POINTS III III Z � III III III l:Q E-< 0 P< l:Q 0 P< E-< 
Kaingaran 72  58 69 85 80 LS ( 79 )  ( 74 )  ( 81 )  ( 85 )  ( 83 )  
Moiwod KN 96 50  7 3  4 7  ( 81 )  ( 78 )  ( 79 )  ( 75 )  
Entilibon KN 98 ( 79 )  
Fi gure 1 1 :  I ntel l i gi b i l i ty testi ng resul ts at three Sugut Kadazan vi l l ages . 
( Re sults are given as percentages ; PSC figures are in parentheses . )  
Further testing should also be done among the Sugut Kadazan villages to 
determine the degree of intelligibility between Sugut Kadazan as spoken in 
Kaingaran LS and as spoken in the ' Minokok ' villages of Moiwod KN and Entilibon 
KN .  
Test subj ects from Kaingaran LS scored 80% and 85% on Garo reference tapes 
from Talantang KM and Parong KM, classified as "Outer Sugut" by Smith ( in this 
volume ) . Test subj ects at Talantang KM, however ,  scored only 74% on a reference 
tape from Moiwod KN ( c f .  Figure 2 1 ) . Test results are inconclusive thus far in 
determining the relationship between Sugut Kadazan and Garo , since there appears 
to be only a dialect-level difference between Talantang KM and Kaingaran LS , but 
a language- level difference between Talantang KM and Moiwod KN .  
The 69% intelligibility scored on the Kimaragang reference tape from Dandun 
PS (Figure 11)  does indicate clearly that the Sugut Kadazan of Kaingaran LS is a 
different language from Kimaragang. 
3 . 1 . 4  Kual a Monsok Dusun d i a l ect 
Intelligibility testing at Kuala Monsok TA confirms Smith ' s ( in this volume ) 
lexicostati stical classification of Kuala Monsok Dusun as a distinct dialect of 
the Kadazan/Dusun language . Kuala Monsok TA test subjects scored 80% and 77%  on 
reference tapes from the Central Dusun villages of Moyog PG and Piasau KB 
( Figure 1 3 ) . On Coastal Kadazan tapes from Bunduon PG and Pinopok BT , however ,  
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Kuala Monsok Dusun speakers scored only 61% and 66% . No cross-testing of a 
Kuala Monsok reference tape was done . 
REFERENCE KADAZAN/DUSUN 
TAPES KUIJAU 
CENTRAL COASTAL 
� 
t!l Eo< +l 
� Po< III III t!l 14 
Po< � � cd 
::s 0 � 0 tn cd ::s 0 !II 'tl ::s 
>. III � � III 
TEST POINT 0 0,., ::s 0,., 0,., � Po< III Po< H 
Kuala Monsok 80 77 61 66 62 TA ( 79 )  ( 72 )  ( 75 )  ( 7 3 )  ( 82 )  
Fi gure 1 3 :  I n tel l i g i bi l i ty test ing  resul ts at Kual a Monsok TA . ( Results 
are given as percentages ;  PSC figures are in parentheses . )  
Kuala Monsok Dusun has a relationship of 82 PSC with the Kuij au language 
of Liau Darat KU - higher than its cognate relationship to any of the four 
Kadazan/Dusun re ference tapes with which it was tested . The low 62% intel ligi­
bility of the Liau Darat KU reference tape , however , indicates that , despite 
their higher PSC relation , Kui j au and Kuala Monsok Dusun are different language s . 
3 . 1 . 5  Kadazan/Dusun l anguage i n  rel ati on to other Dusun i c  l anguages 
Reference tapes from five other Dusunic languages were played in s ix 
Kadazan/Dusun villages representing the Central Dusun dialect ( Figure 14) . 
Results are displayed in Figure 15 . 
Kadazan/Dusun speakers scored only 19-50% intelligibility of a Rungus lan­
guage tape from Lodung KT . Similar low scores were repeated when Rungus speakers 
were tested for their understanding of taped stories from the Central and Coastal 
dialects of Kadazan/Dusun ( Figure 16) . Intelligibility testing thus confirms 
that Rungus and Kadazan/Dusun are separate languages .  
The relationship of Kadazan/Dusun and Lotud is  not a s  clear-cut . The 
Central Dusun villages of Kogopon PR, Kionsom KK and Lumpoho/pukak TN scored 
81-89% intelligibility of the Lotud reference tape from Marabahai TN ( Figure 
15) . These scores are above the same-language thre shold, 80% . Toboh TA , 
Tangaban TA and Sunsuron TA also representing Central Dusun , scored 52-7 7 % ,  
below the same-language threshold . Lotud intelligibil ity of Central Dusun 
and Coastal Kadazan reference tapes was 80% or higher in each of the three 
Lotud villages tested ( Figure 16) . However ,  since the average level of intel­
ligibility of Lotud demonstrated by the six Kadazan/Dusun villages tested was 
only 7 3 % ,  Lotud is still considered a separate language . 
The status of Kuij au ,  Eastern Kadazan and Tatana as separate languages 
from Kadazan/Dusun is clearly affirmed by intelligibility testing results 
(Figures 15  and 1 6 ) . 
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Dusun i c  l anguages were tested 
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Central Dusun intelligibility o f  a Kuijau story from Tuntumulod KU ranged 
only 57-75% .  Although four of the five Kuijau villages tested scored 82-96% 
on the Central Dusun reference tape from Bundu Tuhan RU , Tuntumulod KU test 
subjects scored only 62% . On the Coastal Kadazan tape from Bunduon PG, all 
Kuijau villages scored significantly lower than 80% , indicating that Kui j au 
and Coastal Kadazan are different language s .  
Central Dusun understanding o f  Eastern Kadazan ranged 51-71% . I n  cross­
testing, Eastern Kadazan understanding of both Central Dusun and Coastal 
Kadazan ranged 34- 56% . Such low scores confirm that Kadazan!Dusun and Eastern 
Kadazan are separate languages 
Intelligibility test results were similarly low between the Kadazan!Dusun 
and Tatana villages tested . Central Dusun scores on a Tatana story from 
Bundu KP ranged 36-58% , and Tatana scores on the two dialects of Kadazan/Dusun 
tested ranged 55-67% . Kadazan!Dusun and Tatana are clearly demonstrated to be 
separate languages .  
REFERENCE � TAPES ::J N 
� � ..:: 
'0 � E-t ·M 0 
� III rl � � ::J ta �  Ul t)l � 9 ..:: ::J s:: § �  � til � .g  t.!J ::J t-:l +J  � 'O  � � H s:: � (3 E-t s:: TEST POINTS � oS H �  � � � >Q  ES � 
Toboh TA 19 77  62 5 2  42  ( 70 )  (69 )  ( 7 4 )  ( 7 1) ( 6 4 )  
Tangaban 40 52 7 1  51  41  5 TA ( 7 3 )  ( 70 )  ( 76 )  ( 7 3 )  ( 66 )  
Ul 39 56  67  51 37 ::J 
a Sunsuron TA ( 7 1 )  ( 7 2 )  ( 7 5 )  ( 7 1 )  ( 67 )  
H 4 8  89 7 5  62 58 � Kogopon PR ( 7 4 )  ( 70 )  ( 7 7 )  ( 7 5 )  ( 7 3 )  � 
� Kionsom KK 50 81 64 7 1  3 6  u ( 7 0 )  (70 )  ( 73 )  ( 7 0 )  ( 6 4 )  
Lumpoho!Pukak 45 89 57 61 40 TN ( 7 2 )  ( 7 1 )  ( 7 3 )  ( 70 )  ( 6 5 )  
F i gure 1 5 :  I n tel l i g i b i l i ty testi ng resu l ts at s ix  Central Dusun 
vi l l ages wi th reference tapes from other Dus un i c  l anguages . 
( Results are given as percentages ;  PSC figures are in paren­
theses .  ) 
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45 
( 7 2 )  
4 3  
( - - ) 
95 90 86 
( 7 1 )  ( 6 7 )  ( 7 0 )  
98  97  89 
( 75 )  ( 7 5 )  ( 7 5 )  
98 80 92 
( 70)  ( 7 0 )  ( 7 1 )  
6 2  6 5  
( 7 3 )  ( 7 4 )  
9 2  7 0  
( 7 1 )  ( 7 3 )  
82 68 
( 7 4 )  ( 7 4 )  
8 9  7 0  
( 7 2 )  ( 7 2 )  
96 7 2  
( 69)  ( 68 )  
46 
( 7 1 )  
44  
(61 )  
35  37 
( 70)  ( 6 8 )  
34 4 1  
( 70 )  ( 70 )  
59 67 
(65 )  (68)  
56 55 
( - - ) ( - - ) 
F i gure 1 6 :  I n tel l i gi b i l i ty test ing  resu l ts at sel ected Rungus , Lotud , 
Ku i j a u ,  Eastern Kadazan and Tatana v i l l ages wi th Centra l 
Dusun and Coastal Kadazan reference tape s .  ( Results 
are given as percentages ;  PSC figures are in parentheses . ) 
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Intelligibility testing at Takul i  BT reveals surprisingly different results 
from those indicated by lexicostatistical findings .  Takuli BT is classi fied as 
part of the Beaufort Kadazan dialect of Kadazan/Dusun by Smith ( in this volume ) . 
However , intelligibility testing results seem to indicate that Smith ' s  Beaufort 
Kadazan dialect should be considered part of the Coastal Kadazan dialect. But 
when Takuli BT was tested for its understanding of three Coastal Kadazan and one 
Central Dusun reference tapes ( Figure 1 7 ) , intell igibility scores were 
too low to consider Takuli BT part of the Kadazan/Dusun language . Cross-testing 
a Takuli BT tape at the Coastal Kadazan village of Pinopok BT ( Figure 10) yields 
an intelligibility score of 80% , lower than the corresponding PSC figure of 85 . 
Though this score in isolation would indicate that Takuli BT and Pinopok BT are 
different dialects of the same language , the low intelligibility of other Coastal 
Kadazan tapes at Takuli BT warrants classifying the Klias River Kadazan spoken 
at Takuli BT and neighbouring Kinarnarn BT ( Figure 18)  as a separate language from 
Kadazan/Dusun . 
REFERENCE KADAZAN/DUSUN 
TAPES 
COASTAL CENTRAL 
� � 
� � � � 
� � � � � � � � 0 � � 
� 0 � � 
� � � � c 0 � � TEST POINT � � � � H 00 8 
Takuli BT 53 46 7 1  6 4  ( 78 )  ( 79 )  ( 83)  ( 7 7 )  
Fi gure 17 :  I ntel l i g i bi l i ty tes ti ng resu l ts at Taku l i  BT . ( Results 
are given as percentage s ;  PSC figures are in parenthese s . )  
The Takul i  BT tape was also tested in two Tatana villages , Bundu KP and 
Kiaru KP . Although each of these villages has only 77 PSC with Takuli BT , Bundu 
KP scored 92% and Kiaru KP 91% on the Takuli BT story . Further testing needs to 
be done in Takuli BT and/or Kinarnarn BT to see how well these villages understand 
Tatana , and to establish the relationship between them and Tatana (+ Tatana ) . 
3 . 3  Kimaragang l anguage 
Smith ( in this volume) included Dandun PS as part of his " outer Sugut sub­
dialect" of the Kadazan/Dusun language , along with the villages of Parong KM and 
Talantang KM (Figure 19) . Intelligibility testing indicates that the people of 
Dandun PS speak Kimaragang , a different language from the Garo spoken in Parong 
KM and Talantang KM. Test subjects in Dandun PS scored only 76% intelligibility 
of a reference tape from Talantang KM (Figure 20) . Cross-testing of a Dandun PS 
reference tape at Talantang KM yielded an even lower score , 7 1% (Figure 2 1 ) . 
Clearly , Dandun PS and Talantang KM represent separate languages .  A Tebilung 
tape from Mengaris KM and a Rungus tape from Tinangol KT were also tested at 
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Dandun PS . Scores on both tapes were below 80% , indicating that they too , 
are different language s from Kimaragang . The Kimaragang reference tape was 
tested at eight Central Dusun villages ( c f .  Figure 8 ) , one Sugut Kadazan vil­
lage ( c f .  Figure 11)  and two Tebilung villages ( Figure 24) , in addition the Garo 
village of Talantang KM, mentioned above ( Figure 2 1 ) . In every case , intelligi­
bility scores were lower than 80% , confirming Kimaragang ' s  place as a distinct 
language within the Dusunic family . 
REFERENCE GARO TEBILUNG RUNGUS 
TAPES 
� 
tJ'I 
� � 
� 
Ul .-I 
• .-i 0 
.j.J H tJ'I 
� 
III 
� tJ'I .-I � � 
TEST POINT III QJ • .-i 8 � 8 
Dandun PS 76 6 7  7 1  ( 80)  ( 78 )  ( 79 )  
Figure 20 : I ntel l i gi b i l i ty testi ng resu l ts at  the  Ki maragang v i l l age 
of Dandun PS . ( Results are given as percentages ;  PSC 
figures are in parentheses . )  
REFERENCE KADAZAN/DUSUN KIMARAGANG TEBILUNG RUNGUS 
TAPES 
CENTRAL COASTAL SUGUT 
� 8 l!J :.: 
Po. � Ul Po. Ul .-I 
� � • .-i 0 
8 0 '8 � H tJ'I .g ;j III � ::l � 'tl tJ'I III 
..c: � • .-i � 
� � 
TEST POINT III ::l 0 QJ • .-i Po. � � Cl � 8 
Talantang KM 61 64 74 7 1  7 0  68  ( 81 )  ( 76 )  ( 82 )  ( 80 )  ( 84 )  ( 78 )  
F i gure 2 1 :  I ntel l i g i b i l i ty tes ti ng resu l ts at  the Garo v i l l age of Tal antang 
KM . ( Results are given as percentages ;  PSC figures are in 
parentheses . ) 
3 . 4  Garo l anguage 
The d istinct nature of the Kimaragang language in relation to the Garo 
language has been e stablished by mutual intel ligibility scores below 80% ( Section 
3 . 3 ) . Ear lier , lexicostatistical analysis (Smith , in this volume ) had grouped 
these as a single language . 
Six reference tapes representing Central Dusun , Coastal Kadazan , 
Sugut Kadazan , Kimaragang , Tebilung and Rungus were tested at the Garo village 
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of Talantang KM ( Figures 2 1  and 2 2 ) . In every case , intelligibility scores were 
below the 80% level established as the same-language threshold . When a Garo 
reference tape was cross- tested at four Central Dusun villages ( c f .  
Figure 8) , one Kimaragang village ( c f .  Figure 2 0 )  and two Tebilung villages 
( Figure 24) , results were similarly low. However , when Sugut Kadazan speakers 
( Figure 11)  were tested on their ability to understand Garo reference tapes from 
Parong KM and Talantang KM ,  scores were 85% and 80% . Further testing is needed 
to clarify the relationship between Garo and the Sugut Kadazan dialect of 
Kadazan/Dusun . 
The position of Parong KM as a member of the Garo language needs verifica­
tion . It is possible that Parong KM relates more closely to Dandun PS 
(Kimaragang) or forms a link in a dialect/language chain between Sugut Kadazan , 
Garo and Kirnaragang . 
3 . 5  Teb i l ung  l anguage 
Reference tapes representing Central Dusun , Kimaragang and Garo were 
tested at the Tebilung villages of Bintasan KM and Mengari s  KM ( Figure 2 3 ) , 
previously classi fied as Kota Belud Dusun (Smith , in this volume) . In addi­
tion , a Mengaris KM tape was also tes ted in Bintasan KM. Results of the Central 
Dusun , Kimaragang and Garo tapes were lower than 80% in every case , indicating 
that they are indeed separate languages from Tebilung ( Figure 24) . Cross­
testing a Tebilung reference tape in three Central Dusun villages ( c f .  Figure 
8) , one Kimaragang vi llage (cf . Figure 20)  and one Garo village ( c f .  Figure 
21)  yielded s imilar findings and confirms the assertion that Tebilung is a 
separate language . 
The Tebilung village of Bintasan KM scored only 82% intelligibility of the 
tape from Mengaris KM, compared to a PSC relation of 92 . Further testing is 
needed to determine the number of dialects within the Tebilung language . 
REFERENCE CENTRAL 
TAPES TEBILUNG DUSUN KIMARAGANG G�O 
� � � 
00 � w c � c 
� � � 
� � c � � � � � � � � c c C rl 
TEST POINTS � � � � � � Q 8 
Bintasan 82 65  68 67 KM ( 9 2 )  ( 8 3 )  ( 75 )  ( 83 )  
- - 70 63  70  Mengaris KM ( 86)  (78)  ( 84 )  
Fi gure 24 : I ntel l i gi b i l i ty tes ti ng resul ts at  two Tebi l ung v i l l ages . 
( Results are given as percentages ; PSC figures are in 
parentheses . )  
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4 .  NATIONAL LANGUAGE I NTELL IGIB I L ITY 
National language intelligibility testing was carried out in 4 3  Kadazan/­
Dusun villages in 12 of Sabah ' s  districts . Results of that testing are displayed 
in Figure 2 5 .  This testing included villages located in developing areas as well 
as areas already well-developed . 
EDUCATION AVERAGE INTELLIGIBILITY 
DISTRICT SEX PERCENTAGE AND AVERAGE AGE M/F AGE RANGE ED . A . E . R. Educated Uneducated All 
Beaufort 10/9 16- 63 13 5 94 ( 32 )  5 8  ( 4 3 )  8 3  ( 36 )  
Kinabatangan 12/8 18-5 3  10 5 72  ( 2 4 )  58  ( 3 5 )  65  ( 30)  
Kota Belud 27/2 1  13-70 4 1  8 99 ( 2 5 )  6 8  ( 4 7 )  9 4  ( 2 9 )  
Kota Kinabalu 14/6 16- 78 12 8 96 ( 3 1 )  63  ( 55 )  8 3  ( 4 1 )  
Kota Marudu 47/21 13-70 27  7 7 5  ( 2 5 )  40 ( 39 )  54 ( 33 )  
Labuk-Sugut 5/5 17-67 4 5 95 ( 2 4 )  5 3  ( 4 2 )  7 0  ( 35 )  
Papar 22/15 15-67 30 6 95 ( 28 )  5 7  ( 59 )  8 8  ( 34)  
Penampang 28/13 17-70 26 7 98 ( 34 )  7 1  (49 )  88  ( 39 )  
Pitas 5/5 13- 52 4 5 80 ( 2 7 )  58 ( 4 3 )  6 7  ( 3 6 )  
Ranau 2 7/12 14-82 2 5  7 9 7  ( 31 )  4 9  ( 40)  80  ( 34 )  
Tambunan 3 0/17 15-71 25 6 83  ( 31)  38  ( 46 )  62 ( 38 )  
Tuaran 18/14 19-63 2 5  8 98  ( 30)  84 ( 47 )  9 5  ( 34 )  
Fi gure 25 : Kadazan/Dusun understand i ng of  the nati onal l anguage tape by 
di stri ct .  (Under Education ED . = the number of persons who had 
received some formal education ; A . E . R .  = the average number of 
years of education those subjects had received;  numbers in par­
entheses represent the average age of each speci fied group . )  
Thirty-six of the villages were tested with a story that represented stand­
ard Bahasa Malaysia as spoken in Sabah . The other seven villages were tested 
earlier with a story given by a native speaker of Bahasa Malaysia as spoken in 
west Malaysia.  Therefore , results from both stories are considered valid. Three 
hundred and ninety-one persons were tested . Their comprehension of the Bahasa 
Malaysia story ranged 0-100% . The average intelligibility was 77% . 
Two factors were found to have a significant effect on test results . One 
was the educational background of the test subj ects and the other was the amount 
of development in the area . 4 Figure 26 displays the results of the national 
language intelligibility testing divided according to the educational level of 
the test subj ects and whether the test subj ects were from developing areas or 
areas considered to be well-developed . 
DEVELOPING AREAS 
LEVEL OF EDUCATION AVG . 
SCORE NO . TESTED 
Adult Education -- --(3  mths . - 3  years) 
Primary 1 58 2 
Primary 2 68  3 
Primary 3 63  4 
Primary 4 85  3 
Primary 5 80 6 
Primary 6 74 28 
Form 1 and above 89 20 
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WELL-DEVELOPED AREAS 
AVG . 
SCORE NO . TESTED 
88 7 
70 1 
88 7 
91  10 
100 7 
9 7  7 
96  54 
100 83 
Fi gure 26 : Compari son of nat i onal l anguage i ntel l i g i b i l i ty test resu l ts 
of educated test subjects in devel opi ng areas and i n  wel l ­
deve l oped a reas 
Two hundred and forty-two test subj ects had received some formal education . 
The educational level ranged from three months of adult education to graduation 
from Mara Institute of Technology . 
The Bahasa Malaysia scores of the group with some formal education ranged 
30- 100% , with the 30% being scored by a Primary 6 student from an isolated vil­
lage in Kota Marudu District. Within this group , the intelligibility of Bahasa 
Malaysia of those living in developing areas was signi ficantly lower than the 
test results of those with a comparable amount of education living in well­
developed areas . 
5 .  CONCLUS I ON 
In comparing the intelligibility testing results with the lexicostatistic 
classification of Smith ( in this volume) the following dialects of the Kadazan/­
Dusun language are indicated : 
1 .  Central Dusun 
2 .  Coastal Kadazan 
3 .  Sugut Kadazan 
4 .  Kuala Monsok (TA) Dusun 
The following languages separate from Kadazan/Dusun ( and from any other 
language) are postulated : 
l .  Klias River Kadazan 
2 .  Kimaragang 
3 .  Garo 
4 .  Tebilung 
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There are valid reasons lexicostatistically and from native reaction for 
considering Tempasuk (KB) Dusun a separate dialect of Kadazan/Dusun , but so far 
this has not been demonstrated by intelligibility testing . 
The position of Minokok (as  represented by Moiwod KN) has not yet been 
verified as to whether it is a part of the Sugut Kadazan dialect or distinct 
from i t .  Further testing is  also necessary to determine whether Sugut Kadazan 
should be considered a dialect of Kadazan/DUSun or a distinct language . 
The intelligibility testing between Kadazan/Dusun and the Rungus , Lotud , 
Kuij au ,  Eastern Kadazan and Tatana languages verifies the findings of lexico­
statistics , viz .  that Kadazan!Dusun is a distinct language from any of these . 
NOTES 
1 .  Where it is  appropriate and helpful , the various ethnonyrns applied to this 
language group will be presented in the discussion of intelligibility 
testing ( S ection 3 ) . Dunn ( 1980 ) has an extensive listing of ethnonyrns in 
her article . LeBar ( 1972 ) , Appell ( 1968) , Clayre ( 1966 ) , Prentice ( 19 7 0 ) , 
and others have also done classifications of the languages and peoples 
under discuss ion here , giving the various ethnonyrns applied to this group . 
Since these classifications tend to vary , even when it appears that the 
same group or locality is under discussion , the present writers will con­
fine themselve s  to using Smith ( in this volume ) as their starting point and 
will attempt to define designations which are used here . 
2 .  G . N .  Appell ( 1968) has given considerable attention to the matters relating 
to the use of the term Dusun , tracing the term to nineteenth century sources . 
3 .  This list i s  not meant to be exhaustive , but rather mentions the works 
known by the authors to be relevant to the language under consideration 
here . 
4 .  The 2 8  villages visited in Beaufort , Kota Belud , Kota Kinabalu , Labuk-Sugut , 
Papar , Penampang , Ranau and Tuaran were considered well-developed areas . 
The 15 villages visited in Kinabatangan , Kota Marudu , Pitas , and Tarnbunan 
were considered developing areas . Kaingaran LS was included in the first 
category because it is  situated in a well-developed community and the Bahasa 
Malaysia scores were comparable or better than those of the other villages 
located in well-developed areas . 
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C O N C LU S I ON 
David C .  Moody 
1 .  I NTRODUCT ION 
The preceding papers discuss the results of extensive data gathering and 
dialect intelligibility testing by the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) to 
determine the present-day dialect and language relationships in Sabah . This 
summary article briefly reviews the SIL research and provides an ove rall per­
spective to these relationships . 
Any scientific study rests upon assumptions held by the researchers whether 
or not they are explicitly stated . In this study it has been assumed that lan­
guage is a code of meaning used for communication between at least two parties .  
One e lemental basis o f  language as a code i s  that each unit o f  meaning has a 
particular phonetic shape or form, or set of forms . The similarity between two 
lists of these form-meaning composites reflects to some degree the relationship 
between the languages represented by the list s .  It  has been assumed that lan­
guage use assumes inte lligibility .  The degree of intelligibility between two 
languages reflects to some degree the relationship between the two languages .  
A further assumption has been that for any two languages , the measure o f  their 
lexical similarity should roughly correlate with the degree of intelligibility 
between them. Lastly , it has been assumed that in the comparison of any two 
languages , there may be specific factors which skew the expected correlation 
between lexical similarity and degree of intelligibility ( Pike and Pike 1977 ) . 
The starting point for these papers has been the data collected by SIL from 
325 villages throughout Sabah and representing 344 speech samples . Smith ( in 
this volume) based his computer-aided lexicostatistical study on this initial 
collection of data . Additional data has been collected and processed in the 
analysis of some grouping s .  As lexicostatistical studies go , Smith ' s has several 
significant advantages .  The data was collected within a relatively short span 
of time . It was collected by a small group of technicians working in a common 
effort . The same basic wordlist was used for all collection points ,  and the 
wordlist was relatively long . 
using these 344 wordlists , Smith tentatively e stablished a classification 
of Sabah ' s  language in which he enumerated 51 languages and 83 dialects distrib­
uted into 16 language fami lies and 36 subfamily groupings . Smith anticipated 
that with additional data , particularly data from other sources ( e . g .  intellig­
ibility testing , comparative studies , etc . ) ,  his arrangement of the linguistic 
groupings would be improved by altering some of the affiliations he had proposed . 
Smith sugges ted that the designations of " language" and "dialect" would be most 
susceptible to change . 
Julie K .  King and John Wayne King , eds Languages of Sabah : a survey report ,  
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Smith assumed that there would be very little ability to communicate between 
speakers whose dialects represented separate subfamilies . Furthermore , he sug­
gested that the definition of " language"  implies the absence of mutual intel­
ligibility with other languages .  In the same way , the definition of "dialect" 
implies the presence of mutual intelligibility with other dialects representing 
the same l anguage , though exception is made for chaining phenomena . 
The relative merit of lexicostatistics as a tool for classifying languages 
has been much debated . 1 The approach taken by Smith and the authors of the 
preceding language-specific papers is that lexicostatistics can be used to indi­
cate dialect and language relationships , but that any resultant classification 
must be considered tentative . The tentativeness of the lexicostatistic classi­
fication should not be a deterrent to presenting these findings . In his own 
defense , Dyen wrote , " The reason that the lexicostatistical classification is 
inconclusive would be the same that affects any c lassification ; not all the 
knowable facts are known at the time of classification unless one chooses to 
wait hopelessly until all knowable facts are known . Based on fewer facts than 
that a classification remains open to correction as additional facts become 
available" ( Dyen 1966 : 35 ) . Although such a classification is tentative , it 
provides a data base and a set of hypotheses which may be used to further examine 
the relationships between dialect and language groups . 
The language-specific papers supplement Smith ' s lexicostatistical analysis 
with findings from dialect intelligibility testing. In this testing Smith ' s  
analysis served as a starting point . His classification of particular dialects 
and languages served both as a set of hypotheses to be confirmed or refuted by 
the evidence provided from intelligibility testing , as well as the basis for 
determining the overall testing framework , that is , the test sets and test points . 
The d ialect intelligibility phase of the survey comprised a total of 965 
tests conducted in 157 villages . A standard Sabah Malay reference tape was used 
in all but four village s ;  thus 812 non-Malay tests were conducted in the 157  
villages where testing was done . Among these tests there are 62 reciprocal pairs , 
or 124 tests , where a reference tape from a test point A was tested in a test 
point B ,  and the reference tape from test point B was tested in the test point A .  
Like lexicostatistics , dialect intelligibility testing has been variously 
evaluated as a means of determining the degree of linguistic similarity , or dis­
simil arity , between languages .  It  has been shown that intelligibility i s  a 
measure of social relations as well as l inguistic similarity (Wolff 1964 ; S imons 
1979 ) . The component of linguistic similarity , furthermore , is complex , com­
prising lexical similarity as well as phonological , grammatical and semantic 
factors .  Where social factors are not present , this component of linguistic 
similarity is directly related to intelligibility. Thus , in such case s ,  whereas 
lexical similarity is one component of linguistic similarity , intel l igibility 
scores represent linguistic similarity directly , being composite measures of the 
several factors which determine linguistic similarity ( S imons 1979 : 15 ,  57f . , 
67�87 ) . 
The present study uses intelligibility scores as a check on the language 
classification obtained by lexicostatistical analysis , the language' c lassifica­
tion itself being a set of hypotheses concerning the similarity , or dissimilar­
ity , between dialects . The fact that the intelligibility scores do not incorp­
orate any factor for social contact should be kept in mind . Nevertheless , in 
the majority of case s ,  the intelligibility scores have confirmed the lexico­
statistical hypotheses . There is still a need to complete statistical analyses 
of the data to determine a more precise correlation between the lexicostatistical 
data and the intel l igibility scores . 
2 .  THE PROPOSED CLASS I F I CAT ION O F  THE LANGUAGES  OF SABAH 
CONCLUSION 3 27 
The proposed classification of the languages of Sabah is presented in 
Figure 1 .  The revised classification ( SIL 1982 ) is  based on both the lexico­
statistical evidence as well as the intelligibility data . For the sake of 
comparison this revised classification is presented alongside Smith ' s classifi­
cation ( in this volume ) . 2 The languages of this proposed classification are 
located on Figure 2 . 3 
Among the dialects from which wordlists were collected , only those languages 
which were considered to be e ither indigenous to Sabah or whose tenure in Sabah 
has been long term were selected for inclusion in the dialect intelligibil ity 
testing phase of the project. On this basi s ,  no testing was conducted in 
Chabacano , Butung , the five Javanese languages or the two Buginese languages . 
These languages would likewise have been omitted from testing on the basis of 
their lexical dissimilarity with the remaining speech samples in the whole study . 
Generally , testing was not conducted i f  the cognate percentages between two 
groups indicated they were in different subfamilies , that is , in the range below 
75 percentage of shared cognates ( PSC) , nor i f  their cognate relations indicate 
that they were part of the same subdialect , that is 90 PSC or above . All of 
the dialect intelligibility testing was conducted in languages of Smith ' s  North­
western Austronesian superstock . 
Testing within the Lundayeh language , including one sample from a village 
in Sarawak , confirmed a high degree of homogene ity . External testing of Lundayeh 
was conducted with a Murutic sample and confirmed the distant relationship which 
had been e stablished by Smith and others . 
Testing within the Illanun language indicated that high mutual intel ligi­
bility exists between the two dialects proposed by Smith . External testing with 
samples from the Philippines indicated a close relationship with some members of 
the Danao language family . 
Testing within the Suluk (Tausug) language confirmed the homogeneity of the 
samples representing Sabah . External testing with two varieties of East Coast 
Bajau supported the distinction between these two Philippine-originated groups . 
Testing within Smith ' s  Ida ' an subfamily did not confirm Smith ' s  division 
of the samples into two separate languages .  On the basis of intelligibility 
between the samples one Ida ' an language is now posited . Dia lect-level relation­
ships remain unclear . 
Testing wi thin the Malayic family was conducted only in Brunei/Kedayan 
villages . Testing within the Brunei/Kedayan language indicated a division at 
the dialect leve l .  External testing supported the division which placed the 
Iban language in a separate subfamily . 
Testing within the Baj au family was conducted in both West Coast and East 
Coast villages . Testing within the West Coast Baj au language indicated at least 
two (possibly three) dialects should be distinguished . Testing among the East 
Coast Baj au villages s upported the identification of the Sabah samples with three 
of the Sama languages distinguished in an earlier Philippine study . The three 
languages are Balangingi ,  Southern Sama and Kagayan . Most of the Sabah Baj au 
samples relate most c losely to Southern Sama . Two dialects are proposed for 
Southern Sama . 
The remaining testing was conducted among representatives of Smith ' s  
Bornean stock . Smith distinguished four language families within this stock­
level grouping : Tidong ( represented by a single language ) , Paitanic , Murutic 
and Dusunic . 
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F i gure 1 :  C l as s i fi cati ons of the l anguages of Sabah : 1980 and 1982 
(* classified on the basis of data not available to Smith; 
** Takapan and Sook Murut have been aubsumed as dialects 
of Paluan in the 1982 classification; *.* Nabay, Apin-Apin 
Kuijau and OUsun-Murut have been subsumed as dialects of 
Keningau Murut in the 1982 classification; ( n )  nwnbers in 
parentheses indicate the number of proposed dialect s ;  
, indicates a language for which n o  dialect intelligibility 
tes ting was completed . )  
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Testing within the Tidong language along with additional lexicostatistic 
data confirmed Smith ' s  single- language classification . A possible dialect-level 
division was also proposed . External testing with representatives of the Murutic 
family supported Smith ' s  separation of Tidong from the Murutic languages .  
Smith enumerated f ive Paitanic languages , each relating to the others 
lexicostatistically at the subfamily level . The five languages were Lingkabau , 
Lobu , Abai sungai , Tambanua and Upper Kinabatangan . Lobu remains classified 
as a separate Paitanic language though testing indicated high Lobu intelligibil­
ity of Upper Kinabatangan . Dusun Segama remains classified as a dialect of Upper 
Kinabatangan , though testing indicated a language distinction may be appropriate . 
Smith enumerated 15 Murutic languages which he distributed among eight sub­
family divisions . Seven of these subfamily divisions were represented by a 
s ingle language each . These languages were Kolod , Gana , Apin-Apin Kuij au ,  
Kalabakan Murut , Sembakung Murut , Serudung Murut and Taga l .  The eighth sub­
family grouping , Central Murut , comprised the following e ight languages :  Takapan , 
Paluan , Timugon, Beaufort Murut , Dusun-Murut ,  Sook Murut , Baukan and Nabay . 
Additional lexicostatistical data and analysis and dialect intelligibil ity 
tes ting has produced significant realignment of the Murutic family classification . 
This revised c lassification distinguishes 12 languages ,  which group into the 
Northern Murut subfamily and an eastern Murutic division . 
The Northern Murut subfamily comprises seven languages . The distinctiveness 
of Gana , Tagal , Paluan , Baukan , Timugon and Beaufort Murut as separate languages 
is confirmed . Gana has remained distinct on lexicostatistical grounds ,  although 
it demonstrated mutual intelligibility with Kuij au ,  a Dusunic language . Tagal 
has been renamed Stunambu/Tagal and encompasses five dialects : Pensiangan Murut , 
the most widely understood of the Sumambu/Tagal dialect s ,  Salalir , Rundum , Tomani 
Sumambu and Maligan Tagal with the latter three showing greater affinity with 
each other than with Pensiangan or Salalir . Paluan comprises two dialects : ( 1 )  
Paluan proper , which includes Smith ' s  Paluan , Takapan and Sook and ( 2 )  Pandewan , 
for which Smith had no data . For Baukan , two dialects have been suggested : 
Baukan proper and Tengara . The seventh Northern Murut language is designated 
Keningau Murut and includes Smith ' s  Nabay , Apin-Apin Kuij au and Dusun-Murut 
groups as well as Ambual ; Nabay is the most central of the four dialects . 
The term " eastern Murutic" was coined to designate the remaining five lan­
guages of the Murutic family without intending to suggest that they should be 
identified as a formal unit.  No testing was done in the Kolod language . Selungai 
Murut was distinguished on the basis of data not available to Smith . Testing 
confirmed the distinctiveness of Sembakung Muru t ,  Kalabakan Murut and Serudung 
Murut.  
Smith enumerated ten Dusunic languages which related to each other at the 
subfamily leve l . These ten languages were Papar , Dumpas , Kadazan-Tambanua , Lotud 
( including two dialects ) , Bisaya , Tatana , Kuij au ( including five dialects) , 
Eastern Kadazan ( including seven dialects) , Rungus and Kadazan/Dusun ( including 
13 dialects ) . Researchers attempting to do intelligibility testing in the only 
kampung speaking the Kadazan-Tambanua language found that subsequent to the 
earlier collection of language material the karnpung had dispersed . Speakers of 
the language were scattered throughout the area and no longer functioning as a 
language community . 
Testing within the Dusunic family 
Lotud , Bisaya , Tatana , Kui j au ,  Eastern 
testing s everal anomalies were noted . 
ligibility of Tatana . Lotud seems to 
of Kadazan/Dusun as indicated by high 
confirmed the distinctiveness of Papar , 
Kadazan , Rungus and Dumpas .  Within this 
Papar speakers demonstrated high intel-
function on the local level as a dialect 
intelligibility scores .  Furthermore , the 
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mutual intelligibility between Bisaya and Tatana indicated that a closer rela­
tionship may be appropri ate . 
In addition , Smith ' s  proposed dialect divisions for the Kuij au language 
were not confirmed by the dialect intelligibility testing . At least three 
dialects are confirmed for Eastern Kadazan , though others remain unclear . 
Internal and external testing of Dumpas indicated it may be more appropriately 
classified as a Paitanic rather than as a Dusunic language . 
Smith ' s  Kadazan/Dusun language designation has been significantly realigned. 
Testing within Kadazan/Dusun indicated four additional languages should be enum­
erated . These languages are Klias River Kadazan , Kimaragang , Garo and Tebilung . 
Four dialects are now posited for the Kadazan/Dusun language s ;  these include 
Central Dusun , Coa stal Kadazan , Sugut Kadazan and Kuala Monsok ( TA) Dusun . 
Within the Bornean stock several languages seem to function transitionally 
between family groupings . Between Tidong and Murutic , the Kalabakan and Sernbakung 
Murut languages share this position . Between the Murutic and Dusunic fami lies , 
Murutic Gana and Dusunic Kuij au appear to be in the margin .  Between Paitanic 
and Dusunic , Dumpas is marginal . Further study of these transitional areas 
between language families may provide valuable insights into the historical 
development of the Bornean languages . 
In summary , the number of languages representing cultures of insular South­
east Asia has increased by two over Smith ' s  calculation . The changes are iden­
tified as an increase from one to three East Coast Bajau languages ,  a decrease 
from two to one Ida ' an language , a decrease from 15 to 12 Murutic languages and 
an increase from ten to 14 Dusunic languages .  
3 .  NOTES O N  B IL INGUAL ISM 
The survey data reflects numerous instances of bilingualism ,  where bilin­
gualism is defined as the learning of a second language through social contact 
(a person may be "bilingual" in several languages) . Bilingualism is reflected 
in the data by intelligibility scores which are s ignificantly higher than cor­
responding PSC values .  Sometimes bilingualism i s  unidirectional , or non-recipro­
cal , that is , speakers of language A learn language B ,  but speakers of language 
B do not learn language A .  Bilingualism may also be bidirectional , or recipro­
cal , that is , speakers of language A learn language B and vice versa .  This 
latter type may also be referred to as mutual intelligibility , though mutual 
intelligibility is not restricted to bilingualism;  mutual intelligibility is 
expected to occur between very closely related speech samples . Thus bilingualism ,  
whether reciprocal o r  non-reciprocal , does not contrast with intelligibility , 
but is rather a particular type of intelligibility ( S imons 1979 : 3 ) . 
The survey data includes 6 2  reciprocal pairs of test and reference points . 
Among these pairs there are 20 cases where both A and B speakers registered 
intelligib ility scores of 80% or higher on each othe r ' s  language . These would 
be examples of mutual intelligibility .  In only one case where the PSC relation­
ship between sample A and sample B was below 75 PSC did speakers of both lan­
guages demonstrate mutual intelligibility above 80% . The Bisaya vi llagers of 
Padas Darnit BT registered 85% intel l igibility of the Tatana language of Bundu 
KP ,  and Bundu KP registered 88% intelligibility of Padas Damit BT; the cognate 
relation between the respective wordlists is 62 PSC . This appears a strong case 
for reciprocal bilingualism .  
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More frequently bilingualism is non-reciprocal . In the data on reciprocal 
pairs there are ten clear cases of non-reciprocal bilingualism where speakers of 
sample A registered an average intelligibility score of greater than 80% on 
sample B ,  and speakers of B registered intelligibility of less than 80% on A ,  
and the spread between the two scores was greater than ten percentage points . 
( The range for the difference between the two scores of these reciprocal pairs 
is  1 4 - 3 5% . The average di fference for the ten pairs is 2 7% . )  
Bilingualism is  largely a product of social contact between speakers of 
di fferent languages ,  though the degree of linguistic s imilarity may facilitate 
the language learning process . In addition to cases of bilingualism which have 
already been cited , dialect intelligibility testing in the Keningau District 
demonstrated a high rate of bilingualism. Out of 70 comparable cases , there 
were 26 intelligibility tests where the difference between an intelligibility 
score above 80% and a cognate relation below 80 PSC was greater than ten per­
centage points . Within Keningau District , the town of Keningau serves as a 
market ,  educational and administrative centre for speakers of both Dusunic and 
Murutic languages , thus setting the stage for a high degree of social contact 
between language groups . The nature of the factors affecting bilingualism within 
Keningau District and e l sewhere in Sabah is an area where further study is 
desired . 
Inasmuch as the intelligibility data has not yet been analysed in a way 
whi ch might account for the effect of social factors , the handling of the data 
has been subjective in some cases . The value of the intell igibility data , 
however ,  cannot be dismissed . In many cases Smith ' s  conclusions were confirmed 
by the results of intelligibility testing where there is no reason to expect a 
skewing of the results due to sociolingui stic factors .  On the other hand , in 
some cases the results of intelligibility testing indicate that a reclassifica­
tion is appropriate . An example of the latter is the Dumpas situation . On 
lexicostatistical grounds , Smith had classified Dumpas as a Dusunic language ; 
its highest percentage of shared cognates was with a dialect of Eastern Kadazan , 
a Dusunic language . Dumpas is now spoken in an area where Eastern Kadazan is  
the dominant language . Intelligibility testing , however ,  indicated that Dumpas 
is more closely related to the Paitanic family . This latter indication is like­
wise supported by sociolinguistic evidence , as well as the lexicostatistical 
evidence that Dumpas shows lower lexical relationships with Dusunic languages 
than it does with Paitanic languages .  
Testing within the Malayic family provided another example to demonstrate 
how inte lligibil ity data can supply evidence for reclassification . Lexico­
statistically , the Brunei/Kedayan samples tested appeared to be dialectally the 
same . Mutual intelligibility was expected . The testing result s ,  however , show 
that the intelligibil ity i s  non-reciprocal . A dialect distinction , whether the 
basis is some yet undiscovered linguistic dissimilarity or sociolinguistic 
factors , should be recognised . 
4 .  NOTES O N  THE TEST ING O F  NAT IONAL LANGUAGE COMPREHENS I ON 
Testing for comprehens ion of the national language was conducted in all but 
four villages where intelligibility testing was conducted throughout the state . 
There were 146 such tests where there was also a cognate relation figured 
between the wordlist for the d ialect being tested and the Sabah Malay wordlist . 
These scores divided almost evenly into two groups . Of the 146 correlations , 
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70 of the Malay test scores were between 7 5 %  and 100% , and 7 6  scores were between 
12% and 70% . The average score for the higher percentage group was 86 . 5% ,  while 
the average score for the lower percentage group was 52% . The mean for all 146 
scores was 6 8 . 5% .  
Generally , throughout the testing several factors were noted a s  contributing 
to higher scores on the Malay reference tape . The most crucial factor seems to 
be education . In only a few locations did this correlation between education 
and higher Malay scores not hold . Age as a factor seems directly related to the 
education factor. The older test subj ects generally ( though with some notable 
exceptions)  had not received much , if any , formal education . Education also 
seemed to level the difference in performance between males and female s .  Among 
the formally uneducated , males generally outscored females , which seemed to be 
a result of their greater mobi lity . Finally , the location of the test point 
with respect to population centres with their market , educational and administra­
tive functions correlated well with the scores . It is  evident that as the 
government of Sabah continues to develop its resources and its people through 
improvement of its educational institutions the percentage of people who compe­
tently and confidently can communicate in the national language will likewise 
continue to increase . 
5 .  COMPARISON W I TH DVEN 
The proposed clas sification as it is  presented here is  similar to that 
produced by Dyen ( 1965) , though there are some differences ( Figure 3 ) . All of 
the l anguages except Chabacano fit within Dyen ' s  Hesperonesian Linkage . The 
Bugis and Malayic languages are most incongruous with Dyen ' s  classi fication . He 
identifies Bugis (Buginese) with his Celebes Hesion . Butung , a language of 
southern Celebes which Dyen does not discuss ,  is placed within a Celebes grouping 
by Voegelin and Voegelin ( 1977 ) , and presumably would also fit within Dyen ' s  
Celebes Hesion . 
Dyen places Malayic coordinate with Javanese in his West Indonesian Cluster . 
Dyen groups his Celebe s Hesion , West Indones ian Cluster and Northwest Hesion as 
coordinate members of Hesperonesian . In the present study the Bugis subfamily 
and the Malayic family are subordinate within Smith ' s  North-western Austrones ian 
superstock , which otherwise roughly parallels Dyen ' s  Northwest Hesion . A pos­
sible implication of this is that either a great degree of lexical inflation is 
present in the data under consideration ( that is , northern Borneo Bugis and Malay 
have become more like the remaining languages in the Northwest Hesion or vice 
versa) , or there is actually a lesser degree of language variation for these 
languages than indicated by Dyen . 
Most of Sabah ' s  languages fit within Dyen ' s  Northwest Hesion . Three lan­
guages of the present study , each representing a distinct linguistic stock 
(Smith ' s  terminology) ,  are not found in Dyen.  Lundayeh , the most disparate 
language within Smith ' s  North-western Austronesian superstock (which roughly 
parallels Dyen ' s  Northwest Hes ion) i s ,  according to Clayre ( 1970) , closely 
related to Kelabit which Dyen did not assign to one of his Hesperonesian div­
isions , though he notes that the closest relation between a member of his 
Kelabitic Cluster and a non-member is  with Murut ( 30 . 2% ,  a figure which parallels 
Smith ' s  figure for the relationship between Lundayeh and the Bornean stock lan­
guage s ) . The Banggi language may represent Dyen ' s  Palawanic subdivision of his 
Sulic Hesion ,  as it was found to relate more closely with the Molbog language 
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spoken on islands in the southern Palawan area than with Sabah languages .  This , 
however ,  would indicate a closer relationship with Suluk (Tausug) of Dyen ' s  
Bisayan Cluster than with Ida ' an and the Bornean stock languages ,  contrary to 
Smi th ' s  findings . The third language representing a separate linguistic stock 
is the Ida ' an language . Ida ' an has no known counterpart in Dyen ' s  work . 
One other area of comparison between Dyen ' s  study and the SIL study involves 
the languages Smith has grouped together within his Bornean stock . Dyen grouped 
Tidong with Murut , whereas the SIL study finds reason to keep them distinct . 
Although Dyen separated Murutic and Dusunic languages as coordinate members of 
his Northwest Hesion , they are grouped together within the Bornean stock in the 
present classification . The Paitanic languages in the present study are not 
represented in Dyen ' s  work . 
SIL 1982 LANGUAGE/FAMILY DYEN 1965 
r------------- JAVANESE ---------= 
MALAYIC 
Austrones ian Northwest Hesperonesian 
Hesion Linkage 
DA ' AN 
�------------BUTUNG 
F i g u re 3 :  Compari son of S I L ' s  c l a s s i f i c at i on o f  Sabah l a nguages wi th 
Dyen ' s  1 965 c l a s s i fi c a t i o n  fo r the s ame l anguage groups . 
( The language designations follow S IL ' s classification . )  
6 .  COMPARI SON W I TH PRENT I CE 
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The majority of the languages of this study are not known t o  b e  represented 
by communitie s located outside of northern Borneo. Thus it is most appropriate 
to compare these results with that of D . J .  Prentice ( 1 970) whose classification 
of Sabah language s has heretofore been the most thorough and detailed . Figure 
4 presents this comparison in summary . 
Prentice ' s  classi fication comprises four taxonomic levels : subfamily , 
language-group , language and dialect . Prentice includes three higher order 
categories , the Murutic , Dusunic and Paitanic subfamilies . 4 using different 
thresholds ( Smith , in this volume ) , the SIL classification includes stock and 
family groupings as well , but does not employ Prentice ' s  " language-group" 
category , thus making " family" and " subfamily" in the current work roughly 
equivalent to Prentice ' s  " subfamily" and " language-group" , respectively . 
Perhaps the most apparent of the differences between the two classifications 
is in the enumeration of languages .  Prentice lists 19 languages whose cultural 
centres could be said to lie in Sabah . The corresponding SIL count is 34 lan­
guage s .  Most of the difference can b e  attributed to the more extensive collec­
tion of uniform-quality data in the SIL survey. 5 Some differences also result 
from the application of different thresholds . 
within the two classification several differences can be noted . In his 
Murutic subfamily Prentice j oins the Tidong and Murut " language-groups " ( as did 
Dyen) . In the present study , though Tidong ' s  relation with Murut is  regarded 
as closer than with Dusunic or Paitanic , the two are separated at the higher 
leve l . Two of Prentice ' s  three Tidong constituents , however ,  are considered 
members of the Murutic family in this study . Prentice includes four Bisayan 
languages , 6 including Tatana , while S IL distinguished only one Bisaya language 
which , as Prentice indicated , shows a closer relationship with Tatana than with 
other languages of the Dusunic family . Prentice includes the Banggi ,  Paitan and 
Buludupi language s within his Paitanic grouping . SIL has distinguished Banggi 
as a separate stock , which as noted above (as also by Prentice) may relate more 
closely to languages of the southern Philippines than to other Sabah languages .  
S IL ' s  research has revealed five Paitanic languages rather than one . Buludupi , 
for which Prentice found nineteenth century wordlists and which is attested to 
in literature during the time of the Chartered Company rule , has not been 
positively identified by SIL investigations . 7 
Finally , this survey has attempted to define l inguistic entities within the 
geographical confines of Sabah , not to link them in any formal way with languages 
found geographically outside of the state . The larger task of c larifying the 
higher order relationships which exist across Sabah ' s borders remains to be done . 
Even within the scope of the present work there are numerous relationships which 
remain tentative . These have been indicated by the various writers . It is hoped 
that the presentation of these papers will contribute significantly to the 
knowledge of Sabah ' s  peoples and languages and will provide incentive to further 
linguistic research within insular south-east Asia . 
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PRENTICE 1970 
LANGUAGE 
-- ---Dialect 
TARAKAN TlOONG 
TINGGALAN TIOONG 
TANGGARAQ TlOONG 
OKOLOD 
SALALIR MURUT 
HIGHLAND MURUT 
-----Alumbis 
-----Sumambuq 
-----Paluan 
LOWLAND MURUT 
-----Timugon 
-----Nabay 
-----Baukanll 
MINANSUT DUSUN 
INLAND DUSUN 
---- -Menindaq 
-----Taqaas 
-----Tambuna.n 
--- --Ranau 
-----Kiau 
TAMPASUK DUSON 
COASTAL DUSUN 
-----Xadazan 
-----Marudu 
LarUD 
TATANAQ BISAYA 
NORTHERN BISAYA 
SOUTHERN BISAYA 
TUTONG BISAYA 
PAITAN 
BANGGI 
BULUDUPI 
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SIL 1982 - proposed 
LANGUAGE 
-----Dia!ect 
TlOONG 
SEMBAKUNG (E) 
BAUKAN (N) ( 2 )  
-----Tengara 
-----Baukan proper 
KALABAJ<AN IE) 
SERUDUNG IE) 
SELUNGAl (E) 
KOLOD (E) 
SUMAMBU/TAGAL I N )  (5) 
-----Salalir (including Llll't'Ibis) 
-----Tomani sumambu 
-----Rundum Murut 
-----Maligan Murut 
-----Pensiangan Murut 
PALUAN IN) ( 2 )  
----- Paluan proper 
-----Pandewan 
TIMUGON (N) 
BEAUFORT MURUT ( N )  
KENINGAU MURUT (4)  
-----Nabay 
-- ---Apin-Apin Kuijau 
-----Dusun-Hurut 
-----Ambual 
GANA 
KUIJAU 
KADAZAN/DUSUN 
-----Kuala Monsok (TA) Dusun 
-----Central Dusun 
--- --Sugut Kadazan 
-----Coastal Kadazan 
RUNGUS 
LOTUD 
TATANA 
BISAYA 
KADAZAN-TAMBANUA 
EASTERN KADAZAN (3+) 
-----Lamag Sungai 
-----Labuk/Mangkaak/Sukang 
-----Malapi Kadazan 
PAPAR 
KLIAS RIVER KADAZAN 
KlHARAGANG 
GARO 
TEBIWNG 
DUMPAS 
LINGXABAU 
ABAI SUNGAI 
TAMBANUA 
UPPER KINABATANGAN (2+) 
LOBU 
BANGGI 
IDA'AN 
Figure 4: Comparison of S I L  and Prentice c l a s s i f i cations of Sabah l anguages. 
(The lines of each column of classification are not necessarily 
equivalent. The arrangement is intended primarily to show the 
similarities and differences within the higher taxonomic levels . )  
« E) indicates a member o f  the eastern Murutic group o f  languages ;  
(N) indicates a member o f  the Northern Murut subfamily; 
(n) numbers in parentheses indicate nwnber of established dialects; 
* Prentice ' s  Baukan dialect is parallel to S IL ' s  Baukan proper 
dialect. Language names are in upper-case letters; dialect names 
are preceded by five hyphens . )  
NOTES 
CONCLUSION 3 3 7  
1 .  For an example of such debating a s  i t  also applies to a particular lexico­
statistical classi fication , see the review of Dyen ( 1965)  by Grace ( 1966)  
and the comments by Dyen ( 1966)  and Hymes ( 1966 ) in the same volume . 
2 .  Since Smith ' s  lexicostatistical analysis ( in this volume) was completed 
in 1980 , the classification arrived at from that analysis is referred to 
as Smith 1980 . S imilarly , s ince the revised classification arising out 
of the intelligibility testing was completed in 1982 , it is here referred 
to as SIL 19 82 . 
3 .  The map serves as a general guide to the locations of the various language 
groups . Only those languages which were considered either indigenous to 
Sabah or of long-term residence in Sabah , and which have been discussed in 
this volume, have been included in the map . 
4 .  Appel l  ( 1968) listed Bisaya a s  a separate subfamily along with Dusun and 
Murut in his more tentative earlier classification . 
5 .  Prentice ' s  study was based on the comparison of 7 3  wordlists , 64 of which 
he considered as " Ida ' an" ( =Bornean stock ) languages ;  54 of the lists were 
gathered from published sources dating as far back as 187 2 . 
6 .  Prentice cites locations in Sarawak for two o f  his Bisaya groups , Southern 
Bisaya and Tutong Bisaya . 
7 .  Prentice cites two wordlists , both of inadequate length , which exhibit 50 
PSC between them. One of the lists demonstrates high lexical relations 
( 8 3-87 PSC) with several of S IL ' s  Ida ' an wordlists . It i s ,  of course ,  
unlikely that the second l ist would likewise show such high relations with 
the same Ida ' an l i sts . It is more likely that "Buludupi" is an early 
exonym applied to more than a s ingle linguistically distinct speech group 
( John A. Spitzack , personal communication) . 
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Sa ' ban 59 
Sara\"ak Malay + Malay 
Seda1ir + Sa1a1ir 
Sega1iud Sungai 275 , 2 78 , 282 
Selungai Murut 157 , 16 2 , 184 , 185 , 187-
189 , 208-210 , 2 15 , 21 7 , 2 18 , 22 3 , 328-
330 , 3 36 
Sembakung 125 , 12 7 , 1 2 8 , 1 30 ;  see also 
Sembakung Murut 
Sembakung Murut 2 1 - 2 3 , 4 2 , 48 , 65 , 129 , 
130 , 13 7 , 157 , 159 , 160 , 162 , 166 , 187-189 , 
208-2 11 , 2 15 , 22 3 , 328-331 
Sarudung Murut 2 1- 2 3 , 42 , 49 , 65 , 132 , 
137 , 157 , 159 , 160 , 162 , 165-16 7 , 186-189 , 
201 , 205 , 209-2 1 1 , 2 15 , 2 1 7 , 22 3 , 3 2 8- 3 30 , 
3 36 
Sesayap 1 2 5 , 12 7 , 1 3 2  
Sibutu 15 , 16 , 4 8 , 114 , 1 2 3  
Sikubung 15 , 48 , 114 , 1 19 , 12 3  
Sikubung Semporna 1 18-120 
Simunul 15 , 16 , 48 , 1 14 , 117-12 1 , 1 2 3  
Sinabu 18 , 20 , 21 , 48 , 139 , 14 3 , 144 , 146-
149 , 153  
Sinabu/Rumanau 20 , 48 
Sinarupa 19 , 20 , 4 7 , 48 , 1 39 , 153 
Sinimbitan 19 3 , 2 70 
Sinu1ihan 48 ; see also Dusun Sinu1ihan 
Sokid 32 , 3 3 , 48 
Sook Murut 2 1 , 2 2 , 24 , 2 5 , 42 , 49 , 159-16 3 ,  
167 , 176-180 , 201 , 2 1 7 , 32 8 , 3 30 
Southern Bisayan 19s 77  
Southern Sarna ( l) 1 1 3 , 1 16-118 , 120- 12 3 ,  
327-329 
Sugut Kadazan 2 7 , 30 , 32 , 3 7 , 49 , 2 86 , 29 8 ,  
300-302 , 305 , 306 , 308- 3 10 , 3 18 , 32 1 , 32 3 ,  
324 , 3 3 1 , 3 36 
Sukang 30 , 3 1 , 48 , 2 7 2-2 7 8 , 2 82 
Su1uk 1 , 6-9 , 12 , 13 , 4 1 , 44 , 48 , 75-84 , 113 , 
3 2 7- 329 , 334  
Sumambu/Taga1 157 , 16 1 , 16 2 , 164 , 187 , 
189 , 201-207 , 215 , 2 2 1 , 22 2 , 3 2 8-330 , 336 ; 
see also Taga1 
Sungai 9 , 10 , 19 , 2 0 , 26 , 30 , 3 1 , 40 , 47 , 48 ,  
1 39 , 146-148 , 210 , 2 7 3 , 2 75 , 276 
T 
Tagal 1 7 , 21-23 , 42 , 44 , 48 , 49 , 6 1 , 6 3 , 6 5 ,  
137 , 158- 160 , 165-16 7 , 169-187 , 19 3 , 200 , 
201 , 20 3 , 205-207 , 2 16-218 , 2 2 1 , 2 2 2 , 32 8 ,  
3 30 ;  see also Sumambu/Taga1 
Tagaro 4 8 ;  see also Kadazan-Tagaro 
Takapan 2 1 , 22 , 24 , 42 , 48 , 159-16 1 , 165 , 
167 , 1 76 , 178-180 , 182-185 , 2 01 , 2 17 , 32 8 ,  
330 
Tambanua 17 , 19 , 2 7 , 40 , 42 , 44 , 48 , 1 39 , 
141-148 , 150 , 15 1 , 2 31 , 2 3 3 , 2 3 4 , 2 96 , 3 2 8-
330 , 3 36 
Tambanua Sungai 19 , 40 ;  see also 
Tambanua 
Tamb un an 287 , 295 , 299 , 3 36 
'rangara + Tengara 
Tanggaraq + Tengara 
Tarakan 125 , 12 7 , 12 8 , 1 3 2 , 2 10 , 3 36 
Tatana 26-29 , 4 3 , 44 , 48 , 225 , 22 7-22 9 ,  
248 , 250-256 , 286 , 299 , 31 1 , 313-315 , 
324 , 328-331 , 3 3 5 , 3 36 , 359 
Tausug 8 , 9 , 13 , 48 , 75 , 7 7-79 , 81 , 83 , 84 ,  
113 , 327 , 32 8 , 334 ; see also Suluk 
Tawau Murut 2 1 1 , 215 
Tebilung 32 , 3 3 , 35 , 36 , 48 , 29 8 , 302 , 306 , 
315 , 318 , 320 , 32 1 , 32 3 , 328 , 329 , 3 3 1 , 
336 
Tempasuk ( Dusun) 27 , 32 , 34 , 49 , 2 9 8 ,  
300 , 302 , 32 4 , 336 
Tengara 127 , 187- 189 , 198-201 , 2 10 , 21 5 ,  
220 , 330 , 336 
Terusan Sapi Kadazan 2 73-275 , 2 78 , 
2 82 
Tidong 17 , 42 , 43 , 48 , 125-13 3 , 1 37 , 159 , 
165- 167 , 186 , 187 , 201 , 208 , 2 10 , 21 1 ,  
215 , 25 9 , 327-331 , 334-336 
Tilau-Ilau 3 7 , 4 8  
Timugon ( Murut) 17 , 21 , 2 2 , 24 , 42 , 48 ,  
65 , 1 3 7 , 157-163 , 166 , 16 7 , 170-180 , 
INDEX 359 
182-184 , 1 87-189 , 19 1 , 194 , 195 , 197 , 19 8 ,  
200 , 201 , 20 3 , 205-207 , 2 20 , 328- 3 30 , 3 36 
Tindakon 272 , 275 
Tindal 32 , 3 3 , 49 , 259 
Tinggalan � Sembakung 
Tomani Sumambu 162 , 164 , 187-189 , 203-
207 , 215 , 330 , 336 
Tombovo Kadazan 27 , 32 , 34 , 49 , 300 
U 
Ubian 14-16 , 49 , 120 , 1 2 3  
Ulu Tuaran 32 , 49 , 285 , 29 2  
Upper Kinabatangan 18-21 , 40 , 42 , 44 ,  
47 , 48 , 140- 153 , 201 , 2 18 , 328-330 , 3 36 
v 
Visaya 2 8 , 247 
W 
West Coast Bajau 12-14 , 26 , 4 1 , 43 , 44 ,  
101 , 103-112 , 1 14 , 116 , 117 , 119-12 2 ,  
225 , 327-329 
West Coast Ubian 120;  see also 
Ubian 
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